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A. Shideler
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Hi. Baig, I. Alwis, L. Chennell, Y. Fast
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2:45 – 3:45 Oral Session 4, Brian Driessen, moderator
presenters: E. Splitter, R.K. Miller, N. Bijukchhe, M. Apollo, D. Guhr, T.
Emami

3:45 – 4:15 Break/Poster Viewing
4:15 – 5:00 Awards Ceremony, Donald Beggs, President of WSU
Judges for 2007 GRASP Symposium
Les Anderson, James Bann, Elizabeth Behrman, George Bousfield, Barbara Chapparo, Kathy
Downes, Randy Ellsworth, LaDonna Hale, John Harrison, Mike Jorgensen, Dennis Kear, Joanne
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Attitudes of Family Physicians
Regarding the Use of Hospitalists for In-patient Care:
A Pilot Study
Linda J. Walker, PA-S* and Sue Nyberg, MHS, PA-C
Department of Physician Assistant, College of Health Professions

Abstract. Introduction: Traditionally, family practice physicians have personally managed the care of their hospitalized
patients. The changing healthcare marketplace, however, is stimulating changes in primary care physician practice. One change
is the increased utilization of a new physician specialist known as the “hospitalist” to manage hospital in-patient care. The
purpose of this study was to assess the frequency of family practitioners use of hospitalists, their level of satisfaction with the
care provided by the hospitals and the degree to which increased utilization of hospitalists has affected their professional practice
and their personal life. Methods: All physicians in Sedgwick County designated as family physicians were included in the study
population. Results: A majority of respondents (76%) utilize hospitalists to manage the care of their hospitalized patients. Also,
the majority of respondents (77%) agree that utilizing hospitalists to manage in-patient care increases their productivity and 70%
reported that hospitalists improve the quality of care provided. Conclusion: Family physicians in Sedgwick County generally
agree that utilizing hospitalist physicians improves their own personal productivity and also improves quality of care for their
hospitalized patients.

1. Introduction
Healthcare providers are becoming more focused on reducing costs, increasing quality of care, and improving
patient satisfaction with care. Over the past 10 years the role of the hospitalist has emerged as a new area of medical
specialization to address these concerns. The hospitalist physician is a specialist that combines the roles of acute
care sub-specialist and medical generalist in the hospital setting. They do not replace family or primary care
physicians, surgeons or other specialists, rather they are concerned with managing hospital inpatients, from
admission until discharge. Hospitalists are directly responsible for a patient's care in addition to coordinating the
services of other providers involved in the patient’s care. They serve as generalists by coordinating diagnostic
procedures, consultations with other specialists, and initiating treatment plans. Hospitalists facilitate the transition
from pre-hospital care to in-patient care and then discharge treatment to follow-up.[1]
As of June 2004, there were 6000 US hospitalists practicing inpatient medicine in diverse settings including adult
and children hospitals and skilled nursing facilities. According to the literature, the number of hospitalists in the US
is projected to increase by almost 20,000 over the next 10 years.[2] The growth of this model is particularly
affecting many family practitioners who traditionally followed their patients when they admitted them to the
hospital. Today there is a growing trend for family physicians to use hospitalists to manage their inpatients.
The primary purpose of this study was to investigate the attitudes of family physicians regarding the role of
hospitalists. Particular attention was given to exploring how family physicians rate the hospitalist's impact on the
scope of family practice, quality of care and patients' satisfaction with hospitalist care.

Return to Table of Contents
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2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance
Methodology
The study was administered through the Department of Physician Assistant at Wichita State University from July
to August 2006. The survey instrument was designed to investigate the attitudes of family physicians concerning
the use of hospitalists for the care of their hospitalized patients. It consisted of specific questions regarding how the
role of hospitalist impacts their productivity, their scope of practice, and their personal life. In addition, recipients
were asked to rate their satisfaction with hospitalists outcomes, quality of care and perceived patient satisfaction
with care. A sample of 222 family/primary care practitioners was selected from a database maintained by the
Medical Society of Sedgwick County, Wichita, Kansas. Sedgwick County is an urban area in Kansas with medical
professionals that serve the south central and western regions of the state.
Results
Of the 222 surveys mailed, 124 (55.9%) were returned. The majority of the respondents (32.3%) characterized
their practice as having 5-10 or more practitioners. Of the 124 respondents, 108 (87.1%) reported that they admit
less than 5 patients to the hospital in an average week. 57.3% said they utilize a hospitalist to manage the care of
their hospitalized patients and 19.4% said they use hospitalists in selected circumstances. When asked how they
perceived their patients’ satisfaction with the care they receive from hospitalists, the majority (80.9%) said patients
were generally satisfied. More than half of the physicians surveyed believed hospitalists improved the quality of
care for their patients. 88.7% believe using hospitalists enables them to better manage their time, both personally
and professionally.
Discussion
The majority of respondents to this survey utilize hospitalists for their in-patients’ care, irrespective of the number
of physicians in their practices. More than half of the responding family physicians said they agree that hospitalists
improve the quality of care for their hospitalized patients. Respondents generally agree that hospitalists allow them
to increase their productivity in the office. The family practitioners that do not use hospitalists follow their own
patients in the hospital or rotate hospital coverage with other physicians in their practice. The majority of
respondents believe that communication with hospitalists is timely and effective. This result brings new information
not previously available in the literature concerning the issue of communication between family physician and
hospitalist. Existing literature suggests that poor communication leading to discontinuity of care is a key
disadvantage of using hospitalists. Respondents to this survey challenge that belief.

3. Conclusion
Family physicians in Sedgwick County generally agree that utilizing hospitalist physicians improves their own
personal productivity and also improves quality of care for their hospitalized patients. Physicians that use
hospitalists are generally satisfied with the care of their patients. They also believe their patients are satisfied with
the care they receive from hospitalists. The negative feelings toward the hospitalist model are most frequently seen
in physicians who have never used it or are specialists with more inpatient than outpatient practice.[3]
Current studies address patients’ satisfaction of the hospitalists’ services from the opinion of the primary care
physician or specialist. Further studies are needed to directly assess patients’ satisfaction with hospitalists.
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Transverse Compressive Properties of Honeycomb Core under
Oblique Loading
*

Manoj Varma Thotakuri , K.S. Raju
Department of Aerospace Engineering, College of Engineering

Abstract. The transverse compression behavior of honeycomb core under oblique loading has been investigated experimentally.
The effects of off-axis loading angles ranging between 0° and 45° and thicknesses ranging between 0.5 to 2 inches on the
compression behavior has been addressed. A decrease in peak load of 20 lbs per degree change in off-axis angle and a decrease
in crush load of 10 lbs per degree change in off-axis angle was observed. No significant thickness effects were observed for the
0° off-axis angle.

1. Introduction
Materials present in nature like wood, bone, etc. have a cellular microstructure which provides good mechanical
properties, while being light in weight. Many materials are being manufactured with a similar microstructure and
possess good strength-to-weight ratios. For example, honeycombs are extremely efficient in stiffness-to-weight and
strength-to-weight situations, and therefore, are vastly used in structural applications. The out-of-plane compressive
properties such as stiffness and strength are very crucial in some structural applications. The variation of transverse
compressive properties of hexagonal honeycomb cores as a function of loading direction has been investigated
experimentally. The energy absorption by honeycomb cores has been typically assumed to be primarily due to
loading along thickness direction [2]. However, in practice, off-axis loads are present and thus the honeycomb
behavior under off-axis loads must be investigated.
2. Experiments, Results and Discussion
Honeycomb specimens with dimensions 2” x 2” and have varying thicknesses of 0.5”, 1”, 1.5” and 2” were tested.
0

0

0

0

The material axes of specimens were oriented at 0 , 15 , 30 & 45 to the loading axis. The top surface of the fiberglass face-sheet is grinded to ensure a flat surface so that the load is uniformly distributed. Then, the specimens are
mounted between platens; the bottom surface of the specimen is secured at the center of the bottom platen using a
double sided tape so that it does not move during testing. A thin layer of grease is applied on the top surface of the
specimen to accommodate shear deformation as illustrated in figure (2). Static testing for all the specimens were
conducted at National Institute for Aviation and Research using a servo hydraulic testing machine at a nominal
stroke rate of 0.05 in/min (quasi-static). The load, actuator displacement and time readings were recorded during
these tests and the results are as reported.

Return to Table of Contents
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The typical stress-versus apparent strain (assumed uniform across the thickness) for different material axis
orientations is shown in figure (3). It can be observed that the transition into the crushing region becomes smoother
with increasing off-axis angles. The peak and average crush load for different orientations are plotted in figures (4 &
5). Both peak and crush loads were observed to decrease with increasing off-axis angle. The peak and crush loads
were observed to be independent of core thickness for an off-axis angle of 0°, but exhibited thickness dependence
with increasing off-axis angles. An attempt has been made to develop a failure envelope in terms of the normal and
shear stress components relative to material axis as shown in figure (6). The normal component σ and shear
yy

component σ have (see figure (7)) been used for the failure envelope. The failure envelope indicates that the
xy

thickness of the core influences the failure initiation in honeycomb cores, with the envelope size being inversely
proportional to the core thickness.
3. Conclusions
Honeycomb behavior under off-axis loading along the thickness was investigated experimentally. It is observed that
the peak load and average crushing load are dependent on core thickness and the off-axis angle. The peak and crush
loads were observed to decrease with increasing off-axis angles, indicating the influence of shear loading. A
decrease in peak load of 20 lbs per degree change in off-axis angle and a decrease in crush load of 10 lbs per degree
change in off-axis angle was observed. No significant thickness effects were observed for the 0° off-axis angle.
[1] ASTM C365 Standard Test Method for Flatwise Compressive Properties of Sandwich Cores, ASTM International 100 Barr Harbor Drive, PO
Box C700, West Conshohocken, PA 19428-2959, United States.
[2] Xinyu Fan, Ignaas Verpoest and Dirk Vandepitte, “Finite Element Analysis of Out-of-Plane Compressive Properties of Thermoplastic
Honeycomb,” Journal of Sandwich Structures and Materials Vol. 8 2006 p 437 – 458.
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The Blackboard Jungle: A Case Study of Instructor and Student
Perceptions of the Learning Technology Tool Blackboard
Jeff W. Wilson
Elliott School of Communication , College of Liberal Arts and Sciences

Abstract. Each of our lives has been forever changed by the introduction of new electronic technoligies that help us
communicate on a global, instantaneous scale. Nowhere has that change been more felt than in education. College campuses are
now wired, and more and more classes are using computers for communicating. One of the most widely used computer programs
on the college campus today is Blackboard. But, do students and instructors view it as a helpful tool? Are they well-motivated to
use it? If not, how can it be successfully used in the classroom? One would expect to find that students and instructors who
perceive Blackboard as a valuable learning tool will be more likely to utilize it, and will do so in more in-depth and complex
ways. This case-study conducted on the campus of Wichita State University looks at these questions through the use of instructor
and student questionnaires. These are designed to guage their perceptions of Blackboard. Analysis of questionnaire responses
finds that students perceptions of Blackboard are generally positive, and that frequent users are more likely to have these positive
perceptions than are those who are infrequent users. However, most features of Blackboard are rarely used by these students.
Instructors also show a generally positive perception of Blackboard. Their patterns of use also show that most features are
utilized only rarely.

1. Introduction
Each day millions of teachers and students around the world file into their classrooms and begin anew the timehonored traditions of matriculation. The most often used format of instruction is lovingly referred to as the lecture.
However, new paradigms of instruction are emerging that challenge the validity of the lecture as an effective form of
transmitting knowledge and, more importantly, understanding, from the instructor to the learner. In a world where
knowledge doubles every seven years and 10,000 scientific articles are published every year, the current system
where the teacher is the primary source of information is simply inadequate [1].
But what is the ideal learning environment or situation? Foreman points to five learning-theory ideals. He believes
that the ideal learning situation 1) is customized to the very specific needs of the individual, 2) provides students
with immediate feedback, 3) is constructive, 4) motivates students to persist far in excess of any externally imposed
requirements, and 5) builds enduring conceptual structures [2]. One possible solution that has been proposed, and
implemented with varying degrees of success, is the integration of Information and Communication Technologies
within the classroom.
One way that instruction with these types of technology is fleshed out is known as Computer-Mediated
Communication (CMC). Within this venue, students are able to communicate and collaborate on projects regardless
of physical proximity. Instructors can post class notes, assignments, exams, announcements, and other evaluative
and supplemental materials. Several specialized software packages have been developed to facilitate these types of
communication. The two most widely used are WebCT and Blackboard. An examination of the uses of these
programs will prove to be invaluable to our understanding of how we can best take advantage of the full potential of
CMC as an instructional tool.
2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance
I believe there is a link between instructor and student perceptions of Blackboard and its use. This statement springs
from two hypotheses examined in this study. My first hypothesis is that how instructors and students use Blackboard
has a direct effect on their perceptions of it. This hypothesis leads us to the second – that Blackboard is perceived as
a valuable learning tool by instructors and students
.
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To test our hypotheses we must answer three research questions.
RQ1: How is Blackboard used?
RQ2: How is Blackboard perceived by instructors and students that use it at WSU?
RQ3: Is the learning technology tool Blackboard perceived by instructors and students at WSU as a valuable
learning tool?
The research method chosen for this study was a questionnaire of students and instructors at Wichita State
University. Respondents were asked to indicate their level of Blackboard engagement and usage. The questionnaire
contained a section that allowed respondents to indicate what features of Blackboard they use, and how often they
use them. They were also given an opportunity to answer open-ended questions that more readily reflect the
attitudes toward and perceptions of Blackboard.
Both students and instructors were asked to first indicate how often they used any Blackboard feature in
conjunction with their classes. Frequency options included daily, 3-5 times/week, 1-2 times/week, and rarely. They
were then given a list of Blackboard features and asked to indicate by checking a box which features they used, and
how often they used that feature. Frequency options included daily, 1-2 times/week, every other week, and rarely.
Finally, only the instructors were asked to indicate which features were most requested or desired by their students.
The sampling method was a purposive one for the students, whereas the instructors who responded make up a selfselected sample. They were asked to take part in the study through a campus-wide email solicitation. Only those
who responded positively were used for this study.
So how is Blackboard used? Of 260 student responses 21.2% used Blackboard daily, 38.5% used it 3-5
times per week, 27.3% accessed it 1-2 times per week, and the remaining 13% described their use as infrequent. The
most used features by students were Course Description (73.5%), Announcements (65.8%), My Grades (55.4%),
and Course Information (40%). With 22 responses, the instructors showed a slightly more robust usage pattern.
Daily users were 38.%; 3-5 times per week 19%; 1-2 times per week 33%; infrequent users numbered 10%. Their
most frequently accessed features were Course Documents (66.6%), Gradebook (47.6%), Send Email (42.9%), and
Announcements (38.1%). This shows a healthy pattern of usage.
However, usage does not automatically suggest a healthy or positive perception of the software by those
using it. How do students and instructors perceive Blackboard? Do they see it as a valuable learning tool? The
research does suggest that the general pattern of perception is a positive one. Students and instructors were asked to
respond to five open-ended questions to rate their perceptions. These responses were then coded on a five-point
scale from very positive to very negative in order to get a quantitative sense of that perception. Those measure
showed that positive responses consistently outweighed negative ones, both for instructors and students.
The more important factor, however, is what was said in these responses. Interestingly, students who
voiced praise did so more readily if their instructor was using Blackboard regularly and consistently. They were
most impressed with the ability to keep up with assignments and grades as often as fit their needs. Those whose
teachers didn’t use Blackboard consistently voiced the greatest frustrations. Instructors also saw the need for
consistent use. Some said that they would use Blackboard more if they only knew how to use it. Both instructors and
students said that Blackboard was a helpful and effective learning tool that enhanced student performance, provided
the student and the instructor were committed to its proper use.
3. Conclusions
The results of this research suggest that student and instructor perceptions of Blackboard are generally
positive, and they find it to be an effective tool to enhance the learning environment. Whether or not it is effective
for any given class is dependent on both instructor and students. Instructors must be committed to learning and
putting to good use the features of Blackboard. Students must be motivated to make the most of this tool from an
end-user perspective.
4. Acknowledgements
I gratefully acknowledge the input and advice of Dr. Amy Mattson-Lauters, Asst. Professor in the Elliott
School of Communication. Dr. Lauters, who is my thesis adviser, has been an invaluable source of guidance and
information as this project has gone forward. I also wish to thank Indika McCampbell, Manager of New Media at
W.S.U.’s Media Resource Center, for her help in gathering both basic information about Blackboard and its use at
Wichita State University.
[1] Hargis, J. (2001). Can students learn science using the internet? Journal of Research on Computing in Education,
33, 475-487.
[2] Foreman, J. (2003). Next-generation educational technology versus the lecture. Educause Review, 12-22.
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A Visual Exploration of Non Traditional Identity and Place
Paul D. McKee
Sculpture Department,, College of Fine Arts

Abstract: The use of gender and sexual inequality in art
has a long history. From the paintings depicting Rrose
Salave's train travels (Duchamp's alter drag ego) to the selfportraits of photographer Cindy Sherman as a thousand
different identities, artists have long used the ideas of
gender, sexual orientation and social inequality in order to
make a larger statement than by words alone about their
place in society. The purpose of this study is an ongoing
creation of artworks that reflect the ideas of non-traditional
identity and the sense of place or placelessness. The works
strive to also be readable by a larger viewing audience that
just those living non-traditional gender or sexual orientated
lives.
The artworks are created using elements of
symbolism and icons that are reflective of these ideas about
inequality in our society and those of my own personal
belief system as a gay male. My opinions about place or
"home" and identity, become visual questions about why
these systems change for peoples with a non-traditional
lifestyle. To date, the research has produced approximately
9 paintings and sculptures expressing these ideas.
Overall, I want a viewing audience to identify with the
works on a broader level. I wish for them to leave
paralleling my visual opinions with their own and to
question the many social norms that exist in our modern
society about the issues presented there in.

2. Experiment,
Significance

Discussion,

and

After studying the works and writing of
Wojnarowicz, I wrote the following artist statement:
"In my work, I record specific periods in my life,
both real and imagined, in order to understand their
existence. By shaping my past into form and
symbolism, I create a lens for the audience to look
through that deals specifically with non-traditional
gender and sexual roles. I want my audience to
parallel my subject matter with their own
recollections and to understand the similarities we
have on an emotional level. Although the voice of the
art is specifically mine, I believe that it has a social
and non-gender specific value that can be identified
with by others, regardless of their gender or sexual
preferences and the roles they provide in their lives.
As of recent, the ideas of “home” and the properties
associated with it have become very important to the
work. My use of materials that are normally
indicative of moving or packing have been reformed
to become solid structures and trophies of my current
life situations. These transient materials represent the
fragile nature of the social structure of place [and
placelessness] and our overwhelming desire to create
such place as an everlasting environment.
Representations
of
hunting
trophies,
food
preservation,
household
materials
generally
associated with “women’s work” and utility items
now become metaphor for this lack of place in my
current life."
Wojnarowicz had prompted me to find a more
specific idea of what my painting and sculpture
should be stating and to utilize a more simplistic
voice in creating them

1. Introduction
This project started with an assignment by Dr. Royce
Smith in the Art History department. Although my
research as an artist is similar to this in an every day
context, this specific idea of home and identity as
applied in the studio arts came from Dr. Smith. The
idea was to research a specific artist(s) and apply
their styles and idea processes to my own creative
process. Although I was already working on such
ideas in my graduate work, this specific research
jump-started an entire new body of works. This
research mainly focused on the writings and works of
artist David Wojnarowicz; a prominent New York
artist and gay activist in the 1980's who died of
AIDS-related illness in 1992 at the age of 37.
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3. Conclusions
After this in depth research on David Wojnarowicz
and his work, I produced a solo show to be installed
at The Fisch Haus Studios in Wichita, KS. The show
consisted of 5 paintings and 4 sculptures that were
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on display to the general public from February 23, 2007
to March 23, 2007. I selected the show title of
DISPLACE due to this specific research and how it had
effected my personal ideas and my artwork. My
thoughts of home and how to express them were
drastically changed to be much more precise and clear
in order to speak to the viewing public. References of
"man as animal", masculine traits represented with
feminine ideas (trophy bucks represented in pink
instead of the masculine color of blue for example) and
representations of traditional home (both in nature and
society) were utilized to produce a clearly vibrant show
that received positive public reviews; both written and
verbal. Because of this research, I believe that my
voice as a visual artist will only continue to gain
momentum. The following photographs are from the
show resulting of this research.

(Fig 3) DISPLACE, Expanded Show Overview, 2007

Fig 4) Preservation of Time/ Trophy Buck, Mixed
Media, 2007
4. Acknowledgements
I would like to thank the following individuals for
their assistance and guidance with this research;
Ted Adler, Assistant Professor of Ceramics, Dr.
Royce W. Smith, Assistant Professor of Modern and
Contemporary Art History, Barry Badgett. Associate
Professor of Sculpture, Kristen Beal-DeGrandmont,
Assistant Professor of Painting and Drawing and
Robert Bubp, Assistant Professor of Painting and
Drawing.

(Fig. 1) The Combination of Two, Mixed Media, 2006

[1] Wojnarowicz, David. Close to the Knives: A Memoir of
Disintegration. New York: Vintage Books, a division of Random
House, 1991
[2] Wojnarowicz, David. The Waterfront Journals: Introduction
by Tony Kushner. New York: Grove Press, 1996.
[3] Wojnarowicz, David. Tongues of Flame / edited by Barry
Blinderman. New York:
Distributed Art Publishers, 1990.

(Fig. 2)Boy Scout's Honor, Mixed Media, 2006
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Optimization of the Infusion Process using Adaptive control
coupled with genetic algorithm In Resin Transfer Molding
Pooria Kashani*, Alejandro Rodriguez, Bob Minaie
Department of Mechanical Engineering, College of Engineering

Abstract. To account for the irregularities in the filling
pattern during Resin Transfer Molding (RTM), adaptive
control can be used to regulate the filling pattern such that the
last point to fill coincides with the preset exit vent location to
avoid dry spot formation. In this work, Genetic Algorithm
(GA) was selected as a robust search method to optimize the
location of the gates and the sensors. Results obtained show
that GA was able to use less than 5% of all possible
arrangements to find the optimal solutions. In addition, the
solutions found by GA were always in the top 0.4% of all
possible combinations. These results could provide useful
information for optimum arrangements and they could lead to
more efficient and intelligent processing.

configuration, the position of the flow front along each
spine line connecting a gate to the vent was used as
control feedback. A control algorithm designed for
adaptive flow control was used for flow control and
Genetic Algorithm (GA) optimization method [1] was
applied in order to find the optimal gate-sensors
configuration.
Gate

Vent

1. Introduction
Resin Transform Molding (RTM) process has became
one of the most popular methods in fabrication of
advanced composite materials. This process is attractive
since it enables manufacturing of geometrically
complicated parts with high quality and good strength
to weight ratio. RTM process has four main stages: 1)
cutting and placing of the fiber mats (preform) inside a
mold, 2) resin injection, 3) curing of the part, and 4)
demolding of the hardened part.

Spinal
Sensors

Gate

Gate

Unfilled Area
Filled Area (Resin)
Inlet Gates
Mold Wall

The formation of the flow front in resin injection
process will affect the quality of the finished in terms
of the void formation. Here in this work we minimize
the void formation using adaptive control. In addition,
by using an evolutionary optimization method, the gatesensor location was optimized in order to increase the
success of the resin injection control system.

Figure 1 a rectangular mold with three gates and one vent
In this work, a control algorithm designed for adaptive
flow control using spinal sensor configuration described
in [2, 3 and 4] was used.

2. Methodology

Q&

In this study, the filling process of a rectangular mold
with three gates and one vent was simulated using a
Control Volume Finite Element Method (CVFEM)
code. A set of spinal sensors starting at each gate and
ending at the vent were used to monitor the process (Fig
1). To calculate the next time step gate flow rate
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& is the flow rate, i represents each inlet gate, t
where Q
is the current time, Δt is the time step, d is the distance
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between the flow front and the vent and

3

∑

j =1

d

j

is the

summation of the distances between the flow front and
the vent for all sensor paths. The objective function
used as the fitness function by GA, is defined based on
the percentage of void formation, and the filling time
required to fill the part. Accordingly:

Γjk =

MAV− PV

MAT−T
*VW+
*TW
MAV− POV
MAT− OT
k
j

k
j

Figure 2 The objective function values versus
different combinations of Gates-Sensors

(2)

GA optimization method applied to the same problem
to find the optimized locations of gate-sensors. In
comparison with SES, GA implementation needs 90
simulations out of 2024, or less than 5% of all possible
arrangements. Furthermore, the results found with GA
are congruent with the best 0.4% of the possible
solutions. For this case the best optimization function
score obtained by SES was 97.916 while the GA not
only found the best possible solution but also yielded
optimization score averaging 62.08585 which is not
only positive and acceptable but it is a very good result.
Moreover, CPU time was reduced from 500 hours to 25
hours; that is 5% of the original computational time.

where MAV is the Maximum Allowable Void, PV is the
Percentage of Void corresponding to the jth
arrangement, k is the case to be calculated, POV is the
Percentage of Optimal void, MAT is the Maximum
Allowable Time, T is the Filling Time for the jth
arrangement, OT is the Optimal Time, VW is the Void
Weight constant, and TW is the Time Weight constant.
This objective function is capable of distinguishing the
acceptable cases from the non-acceptable ones. If the
calculated value is positive, the arrangement is
acceptable under the given parameters MAV and MAT.
If the value is negative the arrangement is not
acceptable under the given parameters.

5. Conclusions
Finding the optimal location of the gates-sensors to
prevent dry spot formation and to minimize filling time
during RTM composite manufacturing is a nonlinear
problem and requires extensive trial and error
experimentation that can be successfully substituted by
filling
simulations.
Nevertheless,
tremendous
computational time is required to search for gate-sensor
configurations yielding acceptable filling results. This
study confirmed that GA constitutes a useful and
efficient searching method that can be easily coupled
with filling simulations and adaptive control with spinal
sensor
configurations
to
find
gates-sensors
arrangements that provide optimal filling results.

3. Case Study
A rectangular geometry was chosen to apply our
implementation of GA to the optimization of the RTM
processes. The simulations were run for a 365x185x5
mm3 mold cavity. In this study, we chose 24 boundary
nodes to be combined amongst them in arrangements of
3 gates and 1 fixed vent. In this case, 2024 possible
combinations of 3 gate-sensor configurations exist.
4. Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the results obtained using the objective
function to analyze the simulation filling outcome for
different combinations of Gates-Sensors. The order of
analysis of the Gates-Sensors configurations was
chosen using the Selective Exhaustive Search (SES)
method described in [4] for the same mold filling
problem. This graph contains all the possible
combinations available for gates-sensor. It is obvious
that different arrangements cause a non-linear trend in
objective function (Eq. 2). Also, only 2.3% of all
possible configurations is positive and acceptable for
RTM process.
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Comparison of Functional Fitness Training Model & the Traditional
Resistance Training Model for the Development of Functional
Fitness in Older Adults
Andrew Shideler*, Mark Swartz, Jessica Michel and Janelle Schulte
Department of Physical Therapy, College of Health Professions

Abstract. Background & Purpose: Aging is a process associated with decreases in physiological and functional capabilities.
Specifically, age-related loss in muscle strength, balance and flexibility are related to impaired functional mobility in older adults.
This research project was designed to compare the functional fitness ability between different types of exercise programs.
Subjects: Participants in the study included 42 men and women ranging in age from 66 to 91 years of age, who exercised on a
regular basis. The participants were recruited from the Center for Physical Activity and Aging at Wichita State University. These
individuals included faculty, staff and retirees of the university as well as individuals from the local community. Methods:
Participants in each group will be pre-tested and post-tested using the test battery developed by Rikli and Jones for functional
fitness testing of the elderly population. Subjects participated in the functional fitness, the strength training, or control group for
12 weeks. Results: There were no significant differences found between pretest and posttest scores among the groups for any of
the functional tests. However, positive changes were noted in the functional training group

1. Introduction
Aging is an expected process associated with decreases in physiological and functional capabilities. Specifically,
age-related loss in muscle strength, balance and flexibility are related to impaired functional mobility in older adults.
Given the expected significant increase in the number and longevity of the older population, fitness specialists have
worked to identify appropriate exercise interventions to reduce the risk of dependency during the later years of life
1,2
. Research shows that for older adults exercise can reduce frailty, increase walking speed, improve the ability to
live independently, and increase life expectancy. This research project is designed to compare the functional fitness
ability between a group of older adults participating in a 12 week functional exercise program, a 12 week resistance
training program, and to a control group of individuals still participating in the Center for Physical Activity and
Aging (CPAA) activities. Functional fitness will be assessed by the methods described by Rikle and Jones 3.
2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance
The participants in this study included 42 men and women ranging in age from 66 to 91 years of age, who
exercised on a regular basis and have received medical clearance. The participants were recruited from the CPAA at
Wichita State University. These individuals included faculty, staff and retirees of the university as well as
individuals from the local community.
The test battery used to assess functional ability was developed by Rikli and Jones to assess physical parameters
associated with functional mobility and independent living in older adults. The test items included: chair stand test
(assess lower-body strength); arm curl test (measure upper-body strength); 6-minute walk test (assess aerobic
endurance); chair sit-and-reach test [assess lower-body (primarily hamstring) flexibility]; back scratch test [assess
upper-body (shoulder) flexibility]; and 8 feet up-and-go test (assess agility and dynamic balance)4. Testing took
place in the Heskett Center indoor track and gym area.
The functional fitness group met twice per week and began each exercise session with a ten minute warm-up. The
group was then led in a 35 minute session of exercises that used various types of fitness equipment such as
resistance bands, resistance balls, stability pads, flex-bars and hand weights. They performed no less than two sets
of 8 to 12 repetitions of each exercise and involved the use of several muscle groups simultaneously and also
incorporated balance exercises. Intensity was increased as tolerated by using a higher resistance elastic band, less
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dense stability pads, or by participating in more demanding exercises. The primary focus of each exercise session
was the enhancement of strength, balance and coordination. For approximately 15 minutes each subject performed
flexibility exercises that stretched all major muscle groups of the body. Stretches were static and were held for
approximately 10 seconds.
The resistance training group participated in a strength training program designed to target the upper and lower
body. Strength training occured in the Heskett Center weight room two days per week for 12 weeks. Participants
performed bench press, lat pull down, biceps curl, triceps press, leg press, knee flexion, and calf raise for two sets of
8-12 repetitions. Initial resistance was set at such a weight that the participant can perform 8-12 repetitions at a
challengeable but attainable level. Resistance was increased in 2 ½ pound increments when the participant was able
to complete 12 repetitions of each exercise without undue fatigue or pain. Upon completion, each subject performed
the same flexibility exercises as the functional group. A balance program was also included which consisted of
exercises in quadruped and single leg stance where positions were held for at least 30 seconds each.
The present 12 week study was designed to compare the functional fitness between a group of older adults in a
functional exercise program, a resistance training program, and a control group, using the methods of Rikle and
Jones3. Results are shown in Table 1. Although no significant differences were found among the groups for any
functional test, positive changes were noted between the pre-test and post-test mean scores of each test for the
functional training group.
Expected findings of our research correspond with previous investigators’ findings in that functional training or
resistance training can have a positive impact on functional performance in an older adult. Cavani 2002 reported a
significant difference in all functional tests except the 6-minute walk. An unexpected finding noted was that the
resistance training group showed slightly higher positive percent changes in all functional test except one compared
to the functional group.
3. Conclusions
Using the present study design, positive changes were noted in pre-test and post-test functional testing means of
the functional training group. Even our control group showed positive changes indicating any multi-component
exercise program may be functionally beneficial to this age group. Although significant differences were not found
in the statistics, positive changes were reported subjectively by several participants in this study using post-test
surveys. The co-investigators of this present study firmly believe that had we not used participants already involved
in exercise for years, significant differences would be found. Clinicians working with older populations should
consider the impact of resistance training versus functional training on patient/client functional performance.
[1] de Vreede PL, Samson MM, van Meeteren NL, et al. Functional tasks exercise versus resistance exercise to improve daily function in older
women; a feasibility study. Arch Phys Med Rehabil. 2004;85(12):1952-61.
[2] Cavani V, Mier CM, Musto AA, et al. Effects of a 6-week resistance-training program on functional fitness of older adults. J Aging Phys
Act. 2002;10:443-52.
[3] Rikli RE, Jones JC. Development and validation of a functional fitness test for community-residing older adults. J Aging Phys Act.
1999;7:129-61.
[4] Rikli RE, Jones CJ. Senior fitness test manual. Champaign, IL: Human Kinetics; 2001: 19-22,30,41.
Table 1: Means & Standard deviations of pre-tests and post-tests scores of the 3 groups
Group
Pre-test Mean
Post-test Mean
Std. Dev. Pre-test
Functional
15.64
18.71
4.72
Chair stand
Weights
15.46
19.00
3.92
(# of reps)
Control
15.53
18.00
1.85
Functional
17.21
19.64
3.87
Arm curl
Weights
18.08
22.00
4.84
(# of reps)
Control
17.00
19.73
2.98
4.11
0.93
0.86
Functional
Chair sit-and4.68
-0.58
0.69
Weights
reach
4.66
-4.43
-3.53
Control
(inches)
Functional
5.04
4.93
0.80
8-ft up-and-go
Weights
5.40
4.89
1.32
(seconds)
Control
5.91
5.56
0.90
Functional
-1.14
-0.71
3.49
Back scratch
Weights
-5.27
-5.35
5.41
(inches)
Control
-2.53
-2.46
4.53
Functional
601.07
641.79
50.54
6-min walk
Weights
597.69
642.31
98.50
(yards)
Control
577.33
607.33
70.05
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Std. Dev. Post-test
4.41
5.86
2.36
3.15
4.02
3.10
4.48
5.98
3.76
0.90
0.91
0.62
3.10
6.00
4.52
59.60
91.94
42.88
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Accuracy of Pedometer Steps and Time for Youth with Disabilities
Kelly Balzer, Stan Chapman Jr., Jennifer Miller*, and Lisa Volk
Department of Physical Therapy, College of Health Professions

project. Inclusion criteria included the ability to
maintain a steady state gait pattern with or without an
assistive device for at least a distance of 100 feet.
Standing height (cm) and weight (kg) were obtained
without shoes using a portable standiometer and
physician’s scale respectively. These measurements
were used to calculate body mass index (BMI,
wt(kg)/ht(m).
Pedometer: The Walk4Life Duo (WL, Plainfield, IL),
selected for its high degree of accuracy [2], was used to
assess both steps and time (minutes, seconds). All units
were calibrated using the “Shake –test” [3] at pre-, mid, and post-testing. This procedure was preformed three
times at each shake-test and no unit exhibited more than
+/- 5% error.
Self-paced walking: Each child completed 6 self-paced
walking trials while wearing the WL pedometer placed
at five positions around the waist using an adjustable
belt. The pedometer positions were: front right hip
(FR), back right hip, (BR), front left hip (FL), back left
hip (BL), and middle back (MB). These positions were
selected to determine appropriate placement of the
pedometers for accurate register of steps and time and
to determine whether placements out of direct view of
the child would minimize child interference.
Prior to each walking trial pedometers were reset to
zero, closed, and were positioned around the waist line
at the five locations. The participants walked a 10
meter distance marked with cones and colored tape in a
gymnasium or hallway a total of eight times at the
child’s self determined walking speed. A research staff
member assisted (holding hands) as the participant
walked a straight line and instructed/led him/her to turn
around at the marked line. One 80 meter distance
comprised one walking trial. Six trials were completed
over several days secondary to participant compliance
and fatigue. At the end of each trial the number of

Abstract:
Purpose: To determine pedometer accuracy of steps and time
for children with disabilities. Methods: Eleven girls and
seven boys with multiple developmental disabilities
participated in six, 80 meter self-paced walking trials.
Pedometers were placed in five locations around the waist:
front right [FR], front left [FL], back right [BR], back left
[BL], and middle back [MB]. Each trial was video taped and
actual steps and time were verified using video recordings.
Accuracy was determined by percent difference between
registered steps and time on the pedometers to actual steps
and a time measured by video recordings. Results: A high
level of accuracy was found for the FR and BL locations for
time, while only the FR location demonstrated adequate
accuracy for steps. When one outlier with excessive weight
status and slow walking speed was excluded, a high level of
accuracy was observed across all locations for steps and time.
Differences between pedometer locations were insignificant,
with the exception of FL steps which demonstrated greater
percent error scores and the pedometers measured time more
accurately than steps. Conclusions: Time showed higher
precision when compared to steps in both the full and outlier
excluded samples. Location had minimal influence on
accuracy, suggesting placements of the pedometer out of view
(BR, BL, MB) can be used to minimize wearer interference.
Concern needs to be exercised when using this pedometer
with youth that exhibit a combination of excessive weight
status and slow walking speed.

Introduction:
Physical activity (PA) is a growing concern in children
with multiple disabilities since they are more prone to
develop diabetes mellitus, coronary heart disease, and
childhood obesity due to a sedentary lifestyle in early
adulthood. The use of pedometers in assessing PA was
proven to be an accurate way of measuring children’s
PA [1]. Children with disabilities may have mobility
limitations which could alter the precision of the steps
registered. This study was conducted to examine the
accuracy of pedometer measured steps and time in a
population of youth (4-13 years of age) diagnosed with
developmental disabilities in a controlled setting.
METHODS:
Participants: Eighteen elementary and middle school
youth (girls n= 11, 9.4+/- 3.1years; boys n=7, 10.0+/3.4 years) with multiple disabilities participated in the
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registered steps and time (minutes and seconds) were
recorded from each pedometer.
Step/time Criterion Measure: Video tapes of the
walking trials were used as the criterion measure to
determine pedometer step and time accuracy. The
videos were observed at one-half speed by two
individuals independently on computers to ensure an
accurate count of the number of steps taken during each
trial. A step was defined as the elevation of the foot
from the ground. Actual steps were recorded using
handheld tally counters. Time to complete each trial
was determined by the digital elapsed time readout
(hours:minutes:seconds) appearing in the media
information window.
Statistical Analysis: Single measure intercorrelation
coefficients (ICC) and 95% confidence intervals (95CI)
were calculated to assess level of agreement between
video and pedometer steps and time. The level of
agreement was compared to established guidelines (ref
5): a)<.79, low agreement; b) .80 to .89, moderate
agreement; and c) > .90, high agreement.
Results:
Step/Time Level of Agreement: The full sample showed
a moderate level of agreement for steps on the FR
pedometer; all other locations expressed low levels of
agreement. The level of agreement for time resulted in
a low level for the MB, a moderate level for BR and
FL, and a high level of agreement for FR and BL. In
the outlier excluded sample there were high levels of
agreement for all locations for steps except for FL and a
high level of agreement for all locations for time.

accuracy [2,9]. Time, therefore, may be the more
appropriate measure when using pedometer with
individuals exhibiting similar characteristics to the
outlier. Prior accuracy studies in both children showed
slow walking speed influenced step count accuracy
(<54m*min-1). The average speed of the entire sample
in the current study was 49.0+12.9 m*min-1. This
suggests slow walking speed may not be as influential
to pedometer accuracy as previously concluded. [2, 9]
The results examining the differences among the five
locations suggests that while significant differences
existed, this may have been attributed to variations in
manufacturer quality rather than the influence of
placement itself. If tampering is a concern when using
pedometers with youth with disabilities, placement of
the pedometer out of direct sight will, therefore, not
substantially influence its accuracy.
Conclusion:
Both steps and time using the WL pedometer was found
to be accurate with youth with disabilities. The results
suggest pedometer time may be a more accurate
measure of ambulatory activity when pedometer step
accuracy may be compromised due to excessive weight
or slow walking speeds. Pedometers can be placed out
of reach of the child to prevent tampering, due to
minimal changes in accuracy. Further research needs to
determine the accuracy of steps and time during
unstructured activities and the feasibility of collecting
pedometer steps and time in this population on multiple
days.
Acknowledgements:
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M.Ed., M.P.H., Kenneth H. Pitetti, Ph.D., Rebecca R.
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Discussion and Significance:
Youth with disabilities engage in less recreational
activity [4] and are at a greater risk of becoming
overweight [5] than their peers without disabilities.
Thus, the ability to accurately assess the PA levels of
youth with disabilities has become a priority issue [6].
While previous studies have found pedometers to be
accurate with able-bodied children and adults with
mental retardation, no studies to date have determine
their accuracy with youth with disabilities. [2,7,8] It is
unknown how the children’s mobility limitations will
affect the pedometer accuracy.
The results from the current study indicated that
pedometer steps and time exhibit a high degree of
accuracy under self-paced walking in all but one of the
participants (outlier-girl, 8.6 yrs old, BMI 34.9, walking
speed 33.9m*min-1). A video review was conducted;
and the outlier appears to have been stepping with
minimal foot elevation from the ground which would
serve to dampen the amount of vertical force generated
to trigger the pedometer lever arm. Time was shown to
be more accurate than steps in both sets of analyses
suggesting time may be less sensitive to characteristics
(BMI, walking speed) known to influence pedometer
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Are SH-SY5Y and MN9D Cell Lines Truly Dopaminergic?
Inoka S. Balasooriya* and Kandatage Wimalasena
Department of Chemistry, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences

Abstract. SH-SY5Y and MN9D cell lines are commonly
used dopaminergic models in studies related to neurotoxicity,
oxidative stress, and neurodegenerative diseases. Early studies
suggested that SH-SY5Y cells do not convert intracellular DA
to NE even though high levels of DβM are present in these
cells. In contrast, our studies show that these cells do not
store substantial levels of DA or NE, but extracellular DA is
taken up and converted to NE efficiently. The efficiency of
DA uptake and its conversion to NE increase with the number
of cell passages. Kinetic studies show that NE is a better
substrate for plasma membrane transporters than DA. In
contrast to undifferentiated cells, 12-O-tetradecanoyl-phorbol13-acetate (TPA) differentiated SH-SY5Y cells store
substantially higher levels of NE. These cells take up DA and
NE more efficiently than undifferentiated cells. Therefore,
differentiated and undifferentiated high passage SH-SY5Y
cells could be used as a noradrenergic, but not as a
dopaminergic model. MN9D cells store high levels of DA
under normal growth conditions, but do not convert DA to
NE. They show poor catecholamine uptake characteristics
compared to undifferentiated SH-SY5Y cells, however nbutyric acid differentiated MN9D cells show efficient DA
uptake kinetics similar to undifferentiated SH-SY5Y,
suggesting that they could be used as a reasonable
dopaminergic model.

The MN9D cell line derived from the fusion of
mice
embryonic
ventral
mesencephalic
and
neuroblastoma cells has recently gained popularity as a
model of CNS dopaminegic neurons. This cell line is
also shown to express high levels of the
catecholaminergic enzyme tyrosine hydroxylase and
synthesizes stores and releases DA [3]. However, it has
also been poorly characterized with respect to uptake,
storage, and metabolism of DA and other
catecholamines.
To justify the continued use of SH-SY5Y and
MN9D cell lines as reasonable CNS models, their
characteristics with respect to catecholamine
metabolism must be clearly defined. In the present
study, we have carried out a systematic study of these
two cell lines with respect to catecholamine uptake,
storage, and metabolism under a variety of conditions
using both undifferentiated and differentiated cells.
2. Experiments, Results, Discussion and Significance
Cell Culture: Human SH-SY5Y neuroblastoma
cells (CRL-2266) and MN9D cells were grown to 80%90% confluence in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s
Medium (DMEM) with high glucose (4500 mg/L)
supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum, 50 μg/ml
streptomycin and 50 IU/ml penicillin (Gibco) at 37oC
and 5% CO2.

1. Introduction
The human neuroblastoma cell line, SH-SY5Y, is a
subclone of the parent cell line SK-N-SH which was
originally established from a bone marrow biopsy of a
neuroblastoma patient. Original studies by Biedler, et
al. have reported that these cells do not convert
intracellular dopamine (DA) to norepinephrine (NE) at
a detectable rate, although substantial levels of
dopamine-b-methyltransferase (DβM) are present [1].
Based on this information, undifferentiated SH-SY5Y
cells have been extensively used as an in vitro model
for central nervous system (CNS) dopaminergic
neurons in numerous studies. However, several recent
studies have also used these same cells as a
noradrenergic model to examine the molecular details
of NE release from noradrenergic neurons [2].
Therefore, its characterization as a model of CNS
dopaminergic neurons remains highly questionable.
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Differentiation of SH-SY5Y and MN9D Cells: The
neuroblastoma SH-SY5Y cells were differentiated
using 16 nM 12-O-tetradecanoyl-phorbol-13-acetate
(TPA) according to the established literature procedures
[2]. MN9D cells were differentiated using 1 mM nbutyric acid. Media was changed on the 3rd day. All the
differentiated cells were used in appropriate
experiments after the 6th day of differentiation.
Intracellular Catecholamine Analysis: The
intracellular catecholamines NE, DA, DOPAC and
HVA were quantified using high-performance liquid
chromatography with electrochemical detection
(HPLC-EC). Concentrations of individual
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differentiated cells appear to have a more efficient DA
uptake system in comparison to the undifferentiated
cells based on the magnitudes of the corresponding
Vmax/Km parameters.

catecholamines were determined using standard curves
constructed with authentic samples based on peak
heights under same came experimental conditions. All
catecholamine concentrations were normalized to the
protein content of each sample.

Table 1
Kinetic data for SH-SY5Y and MN9D cells

DA/NE Uptake Kinetics and Time Courses of
Uptake and Conversion: SH-SY5Y and MN9D were
incubated with warm Krebs Ringer Buffer (KRB)
containing desired concentrations of DA or NE and (+)sodium L-ascorbate (Asc) for either 10 min (for SHSY5Y) or 30 min (for MN9D) at 37oC. All time course
experiments were carried out using similar procedures,
except that incubations were carried out with constant
DA or NE concentration with variable incubation times.

DA
uptake
by
undifferentiated SH-SY5Y
DA uptake by differentiated
SH-SY5Y
NE
uptake
by
undifferentiated SH-SY5Y
NE uptake by differentiated
SH-SY5Y
DA uptake by differentiated
MN9D

Effect of DAT and NET inhibitors on DA and NE
Uptake into SH-SY5Y or MN9D Cells: Cells were preincubated with 1μM NET inhibitor, Desipramine·HCl
or 1μM DAT inhibitor, GBR 12909·2HCl 10 minutes
prior to the DA or NE addition as described above.
Results: Undifferentiated SH-SY5Y cells contain
relatively low levels of catecholamines under normal
growth conditions. In contrast to the previous reports,
these cells were found to convert intracellular DA to
NE with high efficiency. Furthermore, TPAdifferentiated cells were found to contain significantly
higher levels of NE in comparison to undifferentiated
cells. Although both undifferentiated and differentiated
SH-SY5Y cells efficiently take up extracellular DA, the
differentiated SH-SY5Y cells were found to be much
more efficient.
Incubation of undifferentiated low (3), medium
(10-12) and high passage (18) SH-SY5Y cells with DA
and Asc resulted in the increase of intracellular DA
levels in a time dependent manner. However, low
passage cells were found to poorly convert DA to NE,
while in the high passage cells conversion was high.
The high passage cells also showed the most efficient
DA uptake followed by medium passage cells, but low
passage cells showed poor uptake. On the other hand,
NE uptake appears to be less dependent on the cell
passage numbers unlike DA.
Kinetic studies (Table 1) show that both DA & NE
(10 min uptake) are substrates for the plasma membrane
amine transporter of SH-SY5Y cells. The Km for NE is
about 10 times lower than that of DA and the Vmax
values for two substrates are similar, suggesting that
NE is kinetically a better substrate for the transporter.
In agreement, the specific NET inhibitor reduces both
DA and NE uptake by about 80%, whereas the same
concentration of specific DAT inhibitor reduces uptake
only by about 10-15%.
The efficiencies of NE uptake by undifferentiated
and TPA-differentiated cells are similar as indicated by
the corresponding Vmax/Km parameters. However, TPA-
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Vmax
(pmol/mg/min)

Km (μM)

Vmax/Km

0.91±0.07

19.0 ±3.7

0.048

3.0 ± 0.5

27.3 ±8.4

0.110

1.0 ± 0.1

2.1 ± 0.9

0.476

1.8 ± 0.2

3.7 ± 1.1

0.486

0.77±0.07

38.6±6.6

0.020

In contrast to SH-SY5Y cells, undifferentiated MN9D
cells store large baseline levels of DA and significant,
but lesser amounts of NE. Similarly, the baseline
catecholamine levels are not significantly different in
undifferentiated and differentiated MN9D cells.
Undifferentiated MN9D cells do not take up
extracellular DA or NE at a detectable rate. In addition,
both differentiated and undifferentiated MN9D cells
convert intracellular DA to NE, but only very slowly.
However, differentiated MN9D cells take up
extracellular DA (Table 1), but rates are slower than
those of SH-SY5Y cells.
3. Conclusions: These studies show that both
undifferentiated and differentiated high passage SHSY5Y cells closely mimic noradrenergic neurons with
respect to the catecholamine metabolism, but not
dopaminergic neurons. Therefore, they could only be
effectively used as noradrenergic models. The inability
of undifferentiated low passage SH-SY5Y cells to
convert intracellular DA to NE appears to be related to
the improper granular accumulation and/or storage of
cytosolic DA. Therefore, low passage SH-SY5Y cells
may not be valuable as either a dopamine or
noradrenergic model. Although the intracellular
catecholamine profiles of undifferentiated MN9D cells
mimic the properties of dopaminergic neurons, they
lack an efficient catecholamine re-uptake system which
is distinct from CNS dopaminergic neurons. On the
other hand, 1 mM n-butyric acid-differentiated cells
appear to have improved uptake properties and may be
a better but not an ideal dopaminergic model.
Acknowledgements: This work was supported by a
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A Study of the Application of Emerging Technology:
Teacher and Student Perceptions of the Impact of
One-to-One Laptop Computer Access
Rae Niles, Ed.D.*
Department of Educational Leadership, College of Education

Abstract. The purpose of this qualitative, embedded descriptive case study was to describe and identify Sedgwick High
School’s teacher and student perceptions of the impact of one-to-one laptop computer access using an appreciative inquiry
theoretical research perspective and the theoretical frameworks of change and paradigm shift. Data were collected through
focus groups, as well as administration of the Left-Hand Right-Hand Column Case Method (LHRHCCM). Data were
analyzed using the comparative analysis matrix method. Analyzed data revealed six salient findings: (1) Students functioned
in the capacity of teacher, (2) technology changed the way teachers and students communicated, (3) the culture of the
classroom dynamics between teacher and student changed, (4) technology made learning enjoyable for students, (5) teachers
and students believed immersion in a technology-rich learning environment created advantages for student success after high
school graduation, and (6) teachers believed access to ubiquitous technology created new challenges for maintaining student
engagement in the learning process. Five findings suggested technology had changed teaching and learning and helped to
create a paradigm shift in the teacher and student roles. One finding revealed challenges.

1. Introduction
Teachers in the United States are in the midst of a paradigm shift that is affecting the teacher-teaching
environment and the student-learning environment. As teachers struggle with traditional pedagogy, instructional
practices, and disparities in student academic achievement, they face increasing criticism and pressure to promote an
emphasis on preparing their students for the technology-rich 21st Century. Additionally, they face the challenge of
readiness for emerging technology. Possessing openness to emerging technologies is critical for teachers in the
technology-rich 21st Century as technology continues to accelerate at a rapid rate. Readiness for new technologies is
a challenge associated with change. Teachers who resist change may impede and/or limit their students’ learning and
skills. Teachers, therefore, must prepare students by teaching knowledge and skills necessary for students to be
successful in the technology-rich 21st Century.
This study employed an appreciative inquiry theoretical research perspective to describe the results of emerging
technologies, based on teacher and student perceptions of the teaching and learning environments because of their
involvement in a technology-rich school environment where students have access to wireless laptop computers. The
study addressed the following overarching question: How does the application of readily accessible emerging
technologies in classrooms affect teaching and learning?
2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance
Teacher and student perceptions of the impact of one-to-one laptop computer access were viewed through the
theoretical frameworks of organizational change [1] and paradigm shift [2] followed by integration of the
appreciative inquiry theoretical research perspective [3]. A qualitative embedded, descriptive case study applied the
appreciative inquiry theoretical research perspective to describe and identify teacher and student perceptions of the
impact of one-to-one laptop computer access during the fall of 2005. Appreciative inquiry is a theoretical research
perspective that focuses on the optimistic nature of an organization and strives to reveal its “positive core” by
focusing on “what works” in the organization. Embedded within the context of the study were two units of analysis:
13 teachers and 18 students in grades 10 through 12.
Four research questions guided this study: 1) How do teachers in a technology-rich high school environment
describe the impact of one-to-one laptop computer access? 2) How do teachers in a technology-rich high school
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environment describe the impact of one-to-one laptop computer access on student-learning? 3) How do students in a
technology-rich high school environment describe the impact of one-to-one laptop computer access? 4) How do
students in a technology-rich high school environment describe the impact of one-to-one laptop computer access on
how their teachers teach?
In order to describe and identify teacher and student perceptions of the impact of one-to-one laptop computer
access, the following methods were used: focus groups and the left- hand and right-hand column case method
(LHRHCCM) [4]. All focus groups and the LHRHCCM were recorded and transcribed electronically. Data were
analyzed by using the comparative analysis matrix method. A constant comparative analysis was used to identify
patterns, code data, and categorize findings [5]. Data were analyzed using text analysis software and content analysis
by sorting data into a series of matrices based on the study’s theoretical perspectives.
3. Conclusions
Six salient findings were based on the analysis of data. 1) Data revealed that students functioned in the capacity of
teacher. Students and teachers recognized the change that occurred, the paradigm shift from teacher to student as
teacher, and a positive core of experiences identified by teachers and students when students functioned as the
teacher. 2) Technology changed the communication patterns of teachers and students in several ways: They shared
electronic conversations about academics and social or personal areas of interest. Electronic communication,
including instant messaging, and email, created opportunities for teachers and students to interact outside the
traditional teacher-student relationship. 3) Teachers and students believed the culture of the classroom dynamics
between them changed through the use of technology. Individual, self-directed learning increased. Teachers and
students acknowledged instructional practices for the teacher’s role changed from imparter of knowledge to a
facilitator. 4) Teachers and students believed technology made learning enjoyable for the student. An overarching
element of enjoyment existed when technology was used. Students liked learning together and from one another.
The novelty of learning with technology created opportunities for students to have fun and to feel pride in their
work. 5) Immersion in a technology-rich learning environment created a belief among teachers and students that
students could be successful and created an advantage for their success following high school graduation. 6) Access
to technology creates distractive issues for both teachers and students.
Life in the technology-rich 21st Century requires a new literacy, one that relies more on a comprehensive
understanding of the world and the skills necessary to live and work successfully in a global society. Technology
and the changes associated with its exponential growth influences many facets of the global economy, society, and
politics. Understanding the impact of technology on the teaching and learning process through the perceptions of
teachers and students will help other educators who may be investigating one-to-one laptop computer access or the
application of other emerging technology.
Teachers in the United States are in the midst of a paradigm shift crafted from the challenges associated with
conflict created by the interaction of traditional pedagogy, instructional practices, and disparity in student academic
achievement. They face increased challenges and pressures to promote an emphasis on preparing students for the
technology-rich 21st Century. This research has the potential to influence school leaders who are seeking to
understand the benefits associated with one-to-one laptop computer access by students. Moreover, it shows that
teachers and students can work together to make one-to-one laptop computer initiatives successful.
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Determining Rate of Compliance with the American Diabetes
Association Recommendations in Hospitalized Patients.
L.R. Stuckey*, R.A. Tiffany*, L.S. Hale
Department of Physician Assistant, College of Health Professions
.

morbidity due to long-term complications including
heart disease, stroke, hypertension, blindness, kidney
failure, peripheral nerve damage, amputations, dental
disease, pregnancy complications, and others.[2,3]
Compliance with various aspects of the American
Diabetes Association (ADA) monitoring and treatment
guidelines has been shown to reduce and delay onset of
many of these long-term complications. Five of these
ADA guidelines include: 1) aggressive management of
long-term blood glucose control as evaluated by
measuring HgA1c levels; 2) aggressive cholesterol
management as evaluated by measuring both the total
and LDL cholesterol levels; 3) appropriate prescribing
of antiplatelet medications to reduce stroke risk; 4) use
of angiotensin-converting-enzyme inhibitors (ACE-Is)
or
angiotensin-receptor-blockers
(ARBs)
to
prevent/delay kidney damage; and 5) immunization
with pneumococcal polysaccharide vaccine (PPV) to
reduce the risk of pneumococcal infection.[1]
The purpose of this study was to determine the
rate of compliance in hospitalized patients with the
ADA monitoring and treatment guidelines for diabetes
management regarding: blood glucose management,
cholesterol management, stroke prevention, ACEI/ARB utilization, and PPV immunization.

ABSTRACT
Background: Diabetes mellitus (DM) is a growing epidemic
in the U.S. associated with significant costs, reduced quality
of life, long-term complications, and high rates of morbidity
and mortality. Purpose: Determine the rate of compliance in
hospitalized patients with the American Diabetes Association
(ADA) monitoring and treatment guidelines for DM
regarding: glucose management, cholesterol management,
stroke prevention, ACE-I/ARB utilization, and pneumococcal
vaccination (PPV). Setting: 760-bed, tertiary-care teaching
hospital. Methods: This retrospective chart review evaluated
all adult, hospitalized patients with a diagnosis code for DM
who were consecutively discharged from a general medical
unit, beginning 4/1/06 until data on 100 patients were
collected.
Patients with gestational diabetes, hospital
admission < 3days, or death prior to discharge were
excluded. The following measurements were collected:
blood glucose, cholesterol management, stroke prevention,
ACE-I/ARB utilization, and PPV immunization. Results: Of
the 100 patients reviewed, 96% had Type II DM; 24% had
contraindications to at least one of their prescribed oral DM
medications. Only 57% had HgA1c documented; of these,
56% were at goal. Only 42% had LDL cholesterol
documented; of these, 76% were at goal. Appropriate stroke
prevention was prescribed for 75% of patients; 70% were
receiving appropriate ACE-I therapy; and 38% of eligible
patients received PPV. Conclusion: A high percentage of
hospitalized patients are not in full compliance with the ADA
monitoring and treatment guidelines.

2. METHODS, RESULTS, SIGNIFICANCE
Methods: A retrospective chart review took place
at a 760-bed, tertiary-care, teaching hospital. A
computer-generated list of patients with diagnosis
codes for diabetes (ICD-9 250.0 – 250.9) was obtained.
All adults, ≥ 18 years old, consecutively discharged
from a general medical unit, beginning 4/1/06 were
included until data on 100 patients were collected.
Exclusion criteria included gestational diabetes,
hospital admission < 3 days, and death prior to
discharge. This project was approved by both the
Wichita State University and the Wichita Medical
Research and Education Foundation Institutional
Review Boards.

1. INTRODUCTION
Diabetes mellitus (DM) is a growing U.S.
epidemic associated with significant economic costs,
reduced quality of life, long-term complications, and
high rates of morbidity and mortality. An estimated
20.8 million persons in the U.S. (7% of the population)
has DM with 6.2 million of those undiagnosed. In
2002, DM was ranked the sixth leading cause of death
associated with an estimated $132 billion in direct and
indirect medical expenditures.[1,2] This does not
include intangibles such as pain and suffering by the
patient and family.
Along with increased risk of death and economic
costs, diabetes also contributes to higher rates of
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Results: Of the 100 patients reviewed, 59% were
female; 96% had Type II DM; mean age was 70.5 ±
12.8 years; and average length of stay was 7.4 ± 3.9
days. Only 57% of patients had an HgA1c documented
within the last three months; of these, 56% (32/57)
were at a goal HgA1c of ≤ 7%. Fourteen patients
(24%) had contraindications to at least one of their
prescribed oral diabetes medications; all medication
contraindications were due to kidney dysfunction.
Table 1: Blood Glucose Management Results
Measurement
Patients with HgA1c documented w/i last 3 months
Mean HgA1c level reported/documented
Percentage of HgA1c levels at goal, ≤ 7%
Mean number diabetes medications per patient a
% of patients prescribed no medications
% of patients prescribed 1 medications
% of patients prescribed 2 medications
% of patients prescribed ≥ 3 medications
Patients prescribed oral diabetes medications
% of patients with at least one contraindication to a
prescribed oral medication
a
Multiple insulin orders counted as one medication
Means reported as mean ± standard deviation.

ACE-I/ARB therapy was prescribed for 64% of
patients; 5 took neither due to contraindications,
therefore therapy was deemed appropriate in 70% of
patients. Of the 30 patients without ACE-I/ARB
therapy, 13 were at very high risk of progressing
kidney damage as indicated by protein in the urine
(revealed by urine analysis); four had a negative urine
analysis, and 13 did not have a urine analysis on file,
therefore presence of protein in the urine could neither
be confirmed nor denied.

Result
57%
7.48 ± 1.97
56% (32/57)
1.6 ± 0.9
5%
48%
31%
16%
59%

Table 4: ACE/ARB Utilization Results
Measurement
% of patients prescribed an ACE-I and/or ARB
% of patients prescribed an ACE-I
% of patients prescribed an ARB
% of patients on ACE-I + ARB
% of patients with appropriate ACE-I/ARB therapy
% of patients with documented protein in urine
Means reported as mean ± standard deviation.

PPV status was documented in 82% of patients:
59% documented as current, 32% as needing
vaccinated, and 10% as “unknown”. Twenty-six
patients were identified and documented as needing
vaccination, however, only 38% (10/26) of eligible
candidates, were vaccinated in the hospital.

24% (14/59)

Only 42% of patients had a total or LDL
cholesterol documented within the last six months;
50% (21/42) of total cholesterol levels were at the
recommended goal, ≤ 135 mg/dL and 76% (32/42) of
LDL cholesterol levels were at the recommended goal,
≤ 100 mg/dL.
Table 2: Cholesterol Management Results
Measurement
% of patients with total chol doc w/i last 6 months
Mean total cholesterol (mg/dL)
% total cholesterol at goal, ≤ 135mg/dL
% of patients with LDL doc w/i last 6 months
Mean LDL (mg/dL)
% LDL reported at goal, ≤ 100mg/dL
% of patients taking ≥ 1 cholesterol lowering med
Means reported as mean ± standard deviation.

Table 5: PPV Immunization Results
Measurement
% of patients with PPV status documented
% of patients documented as current
% of patients documented as NOT current
% of patients documented as status “unknown”
% of eligible patients vaccinated this hospitalization
% of patients administered PPV this hospitalization
Means are reported as mean + standard deviation.

Result
42%
140 ± 37
50% (21/42)
42%
82 ± 28
76% (32/42)
48%
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Result
82%
59% (48/82)
32% (26/82)
10% (8/82)
38% (10/26)
10%

Clinical Significance: Hospitalization is an
opportune time to make medication regimen changes
and review efficacy of the patient’s overall diabetes
management. Considering the high prevalence of DM
in hospitalized patients and the high level of
incomplete compliance found in this study, healthcare
providers should consider implementation of clinical
programs and clinical education designed to improve
compliance with ADA monitoring and treatment goals.
Because of limited healthcare resources, future
research should identify areas of high non-compliance
and identify those clinical programs and education that
are most effective at altering prescribing practices.

All study patients had risk factors indicating a
need for stroke prevention with antiplatelet
medications (aspirin and/or clopidogrel). Prominent
strong risk factors were present in 58% of patients such
as prior history of angina (30%), stroke (22%), and/or
heart attack (24%). Overall, a majority of patients,
75% were prescribed appropriate stroke prevention.
Table 3: Stroke Prevention Results
Measurement
% of patients needing stroke prevention
% of patients receiving appropriate stroke prevention
% of patients without appropriate stroke prevention
% of patients prescribed daily aspirin alone
% of patients prescribed clopidogrel alone
% of patients prescribed aspirin + clopidogrel
% of patients on other stroke prevention combinations
% of patients with documented contraindications or
justification not to be receiving stroke prevention
Means reported as mean ± standard deviation.

Result
64%
41%
21%
2%
70%
47%

3. CONCLUSION
A high percentage of hospitalized patients were
not in full compliance with the ADA monitoring and
treatment guidelines.

Result
100%
75%
26%
25%
7%
22%
10%

[1]

CDC. National diabetes fact sheet: general information and
national estimates on diabetes in the United States. 2003. Rev
ed. Atlanta, GA: USDHHS, 2004.
[2] Hogan P, et al; Diabetes Care. 2003;26(3):917-932.
[3] American Diabetes Association.; Diabetes Care. 2006;29(suppl
1):S43-48.
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Study of Damage distribution over the Primary Shear Zone in the
Metal Cutting using Nanoindentation
M. Saket Kashani*, V. Madhavan
Department of Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering,,College of Engineering.

Abstract
In our effort to develop metal cutting as a high strain rate test, we are interested in mapping the damage distribution over the
primary shear zone (PSZ). The approach is to quantify the modulus degradation via nanoindentation and use this as a measure of
damage. It is shown that the hardness of the material increases and the modulus degrades as it shears through the PSZ.

Introduction
There are well established methods for
measurement of hardness and modulus of elasticity
using nanoindentation tests [1]. It is also widely known
that the modulus of elasticity is related to damage [2].
Basaran has studied damage of solder joints under
fatigue loading to quantify the reduction in elastic
modulus using nanoindentation tests [3]. However
there are no previous studies in which nanoindentation
has been used to measure damage in high strain rate
tests.
We use ultra high speed photography and digital
image correlation (DIC) for measuring the strain rate in
the PSZ in orthogonal metal cutting which is illustrated
in Figure 1. The strain rate in the PSZ is between 103 /s
and 106 /s, depending on cutting conditions. By
comparing FEA results for the strain rate distribution
through the PSZ with the experimental values, the
parameters of the constitutive model are refined.
Since the shear strain in the PSZ is of the order of
200%, damage distribution over the PSZ should be
included into the constitutive models to improve its
accuracy. However, the PSZ is typically only 10 to 100
μm thick, necessitating the use of nanoindentation to
detect the degradation in modulus due to damage.

Ubi1 nanoindenter with a Berkovich indenter at two
different loads of 6 mN and 10 mN.
Chip
Region of
interest
10-100 um

A

E

Vc

Tool

D

t1

F
V

C

φ

B

Workpiece
Primary Shear
Zone

Figure 1: Schematic of orthogonal cutting showing the primary shear
zone

Approach
Specimens of the nature shown in Figure 1 were
prepared using a linear slide based cutting setup
(Figure 2) by stopping the machining midway through
a cut. The specimen is mounted and polished for
metallurgical examination and nanoindentation. On an
AISI 1045 steel specimen, we performed 100
nanoindents each on the workpiece and on the chip
(Figure 3). The tests were performed using our
Hysitron
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t2

Figure 2: Close-up of the linear machining setup and the microscope
which is looking at the tool while the tool is mounted on a three axes
dynamometer
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Feed

PSZ

degradation in modulus of the chip of about 10% as
compared to that of the workpiece.
We tested the hypothesis that the mean value of the
modulus of elasticity of the indents on the chip is
smaller than the mean value of the modulus of
elasticity of the indents on the workpiece. We could
conclude that the modulus is degraded over the PSZ
with essentially 100% confidence.

Tool
Chip
indents

Work piece
indents

Nano-Indents

Feed

PSZ

Chip

Tool

Figure 3: Schematic shows the location of indents on the chip and on
the workpiece

Nano-Indents

Work piece
Figure 5: Performing nanoindents over the PSZ.

Conclusion and Future work
Nanoindentation testing has been successfully used
to measure the change in hardness and modulus of
elasticity occurs in metal cutting.
Given that there is a degradation of the modulus
from the workpiece to the chip, we are gearing up to
carry out experiments to relate the degradation in
modulus to the strain by performing numerous indents
in the region of the PSZ as shown schematically in
Figure 5. We are also working on techniques to
compensate for pile-up. The experimental data will be
used to obtain coefficients for models of ductile
damage.

Figure 4: The SPM image of the Berkovich indent on
the chip (10mN)
Results
Figure 4 shows the SPM image of a typical indent
on the chip. It can be seen that there is significant
amount of pile-up. The hardness and the modulus of
elasticity at the location of each indent were obtained
by analyzing the unloading data of the loaddisplacement curves based on the standard Oliver and
Pharr method [1]. About 10 to 15 outliers were ignored
and the remaining data was used to find the average
hardness and modulus in the chip and in the workpiece
that are given in Table1. Notice that there is

References
[1] W.C. Oliver and G.M. Pharr, J. Mater. Res., Vol 7, No. 6, June
1992
[2] D. Krajcinovic and J. Lemaitre, “Continuum damage mechanics”,
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Table: 1
The results of constant load of 6 mN indentations in the chip and the workpiece
Contact Depth (nm)
Mean

Stdv

Workpiece

231.21

16.59

Chip

212.16
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Modulus (GPa)

18.63
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Mean

Stdv

203.55
186.23

Hardness (GPa)
Mean

Stdv

11.02

4.47

0.59

17.89

5.29

0.84
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Determining Optimal Spanish Words for Inclusion in Assessments
that Evaluate Children’s Phonological Patterns
Raúl Prezas, MA*, Barbara Hodson, PhD
Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders, College of Health Professions

Abstract
A critical need exists for unbiased speech/language assessment instruments for all children, but especially for children who speak
a language other than English (e.g., Spanish). According to the National Clearinghouse for English Language Acquisition &
Language Instruction Educational Programs, the number of English Language Learners (ELL) in U.S. schools has more than
doubled from 2,030,451 in 1990 to 5,119,561 in 2005. Of the total ELL population, 80% are reported as being Spanish speakers.
This has created a demand for Spanish speech/language services. Currently, published phonological assessment instruments in
Spanish are sparse. A major issue pertains to the selection of optimal words for eliciting speech samples. Sixty stimuli were
presented to 20 typically developing Spanish-speaking 3- and 4-year-old children of Mexican descent to determine which
Spanish words are known best by young Spanish-speaking children. The results indicate that body parts and food/drink items
were identified most readily by participants. Colors and numbers were named first in English more often than in Spanish. This
analysis will provide additional data regarding differences found from a previous study involving children’s abilities to recognize
pictures of words and objects in Spanish. Results will be used for the selection of optimal words for future Spanish phonological
assessment protocols.

Introduction
Diagnostic instruments serve a major purpose in the evaluation of children with communication disorders.
Currently, there is a critical need for improved and valid phonological assessment instruments that target Spanishspeaking children (Goldstein, 2002; Iglesias, 2001; Kaiser, 1998). In order to improve such assessment tools,
researchers have found that stimuli should be pre-tested for their efficiency in eliciting responses (e.g., Madison,
Kolbeck, & Walker, 1982). Data from studies investigating differences between imitative and spontaneous naming
of stimuli, however, have been inconclusive. Although some investigators purport that only negligible differences
exist between spontaneous and imitated responses (Goldstein, Fabiano, & Iglesias, 2004), others suggest that these
differences are important and advocate obtaining spontaneous responses (e.g., Shea, & Blodgett, 1994). Words,
therefore, should be chosen carefully. A Spanish-speaking child, for example, may not be familiar with a particular
test word or stimulus (Langdon, 1992). This unfamiliarity may alter a child’s overall test score. Developing a list of
easily identifiable Spanish words is a way of pre-testing stimuli for assessment purposes. In a preliminary study by
Prezas (2006), 10 typically developing 5-year-old bilingual children of Mexican descent in Corpus Christi, Texas,
were presented with stimuli for 70 Spanish words via pictures or objects. The goal was to determine which Spanish
words would be most recognizable to children. Results from the study revealed that body parts were identified most
readily followed by numbers and colors, all of which were represented as objects. Nine of the 70 Spanish words
received the maximum amount of points in the study, indicating the words were identified immediately and named
spontaneously by all 10 participants. The main purpose of the current study was to determine possible similarities
and differences with younger Spanish-speaking participants.
Participants
Twenty typically developing 3- and 4-year-old bilingual children participated in this study. Participants were
enrolled in a Head Start Program in Wichita, Kansas, were of Mexican descent, and were identified as English
Language Learners (according to school records). Each child passed a hearing screening bilaterally at 500, 1000,
2000, and 4000 Hz at 25dB HL. None of the participants had been diagnosed with a communication disorder or had
received speech and/or language intervention.
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Procedures
The 20 participants were assessed individually in a quiet room in the program facility. Each session lasted
approximately 20 minutes and was audio-recorded on a PMD 670 digital recorder. All children were instructed in
Spanish. Each child was asked to identify 60 Spanish words in the form of objects (words found to be recognized
more readily in first study), which were adjusted to reflect results from a previous study (Prezas, 2006). Temperature
words (e.g., frio/caliente), which could not be represented in object form, were represented by pictures. Responses
were recorded by level of elicitation that was required to generate the desired response (Immediate-spontaneous,
delayed-spontaneous, delayed-imitated, and directly-imitated). Based on responses from all 20 participants, an
overall percentage for each word was calculated.
Results
Body parts and food/drink items were known more consistently than other categories of words. Four words were
identified spontaneously by all participants in the study (caballo, chicle, cuchara, and huevos) receiving perfect
scores. Four words (muñeca, escuela, estufa, and globo), which often required immediate imitation, received the
lowest scores. Because object selection is critical in word naming, however, better object representation may have
improved word recognition in some cases. Results are summarized in Table 1. Whereas colors and numbers were
named more readily in Spanish by 5-year-old children in a previous study (Prezas, 2006), the younger children of
the current study named colors and numbers in English first. These results may be due to age differences, school
program differences, or other factors. Interestingly, when comparing both studies, children predominantly identified
words more readily as objects vs. pictures (e.g., cuchara, espejo, and bicicleta). With the knowledge that some
words are more readily known by Spanish-speaking children, it will be important to include such words in future
assessments.
Table 1: Naming Results for 60 Spanish Stimuli*
Word
Score Word
Score
Word
Score
Caballo
100
Estrella
92.5
Bicicleta 86.3
Chicle
100
Flor
91.3
Leche
86.3
Cuchara
100
Libro
90
Pescado
86.3
Huevos
100
Manzana
88.8
Reloj
85
Jugo
97.5
Pantalones
88.8
Teléfono 85
Zapatos
97.5
Oreja
88.8
Boca
85
Dientes
97.5
Espejo
87.5
Vestido
83.8
Llaves
96.3
Guantes
87.5
Lengua
83.8
Nariz
95
Jabón
87.5
Tres
81.3
Ojos
95
Frio
87.5
Conejo
80
*Measured in percent (N=20) / Age = 3:0 – 4:11 (years:months)

Word
Sandia
Pájaro
Rojo
Pared
Yoyó
Escoba
Falda
Galleta
Lapis
Dedos

Score
78.8
77.5
77.5
76.3
75
73.8
73.8
73.8
73.8
73.8

Word
Uñas
Escaleras
Guitarra
Cuatro
Azul
Caliente
Negro
Mariposa
Verde
Crema

Score
73.8
72.5
70
70
68.8
66.3
66.3
65
65
63.8

Word
Lampara
Anaranjado
Árbol
Plátano
Blanco
Amarillo
Muñeca
Escuela
Estufa
Globo

Score
63.8
63.8
62.5
62.5
62.5
61.3
57.5
56.3
55
47.5

Summary
Sixty words were administered to 20 Spanish-speaking 3- and 4-year-old children in Kansas to determine which
words were named most readily. Children were found to name some words more readily than others, including body
parts and food/drink items. Words not identified readily will be removed from the list of prospective Spanish
phonological assessment stimuli. Future research should consider additional Spanish words known to be spoken
frequently by Spanish-speaking children and also involve the use of selected words with children who speak other
dialects of Spanish (e.g., Puerto Rican, Cuban) to further validate the list for assessment purposes.
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No “White” Child Left Behind: The Academic Achievement
Gap Between Blacks and Whites
Rochelle Rowley*, Dr. David Wright
Department of Sociology, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences

The issue of racial inequality in education has consistently been addressed through government policy in an attempt to
solve the problem of discrimination in the American school system. The latest government attempt is the No Child Left
Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB). This study examines the relationship between race and composite reading and math test
scores with secondary data analysis from the Educational Longitudinal Study of 2002 (ELS:2002) of 8,215 10th grade
students with a composite model consisting of: student role performance (SRP), schools, families, and peers. Univariate,
bivariate, and multivariate analyses are used to examine the independent effects on test scores. Mean composite test
scores show an 82.8% gap in test scores between black (44.42) and white (53.64) non-Hispanic 10th grade students. The
examination of each model segment and path analysis shows student role performance factors and family factors explain
more of the variance on test scores and have more of an effect on test scores than other model segments. This suggests
that racial discrimination contributes to the academic achievement gap between blacks and whites.

1. Introduction
Accountability is the focus of the current “No Child Left Behind” policy, which addresses the academic
achievement of America’s youth and especially the achievement gap that exists between low-income and minority
students and their white, middle-class counterparts. Race can be detrimental to the academic achievement of
minorities (Davis and Jordan, 1994; Fordham and Ogbu, 1986); however, when minorities execute behaviors that
are socially acceptable for their roles as students (Davis and Jordan, 1994) and their parents and teachers have higher
expectations (Davis and Jordan, 1994; Entwisle, Alexander, and Olson, 2005; Felson, 1990) minority students can
obtain academic achievement. This study endeavors to discredit these prior findings by controlling for these factors
to support the idea that white students have higher composite test scores than black students as a result of
discrimination rather than individual choice.
2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance
Student role performance, schools, families, and peers are the four model segments used to examine their
effects on test scores. The hypotheses for this study are as follows: 1a. White students have higher composite test
scores than black students, net of other factors. 1b. Students who participate in both academic and athletic
extracurricular activities have higher composite test scores than students who do not participate, net of other factors.
2a. Net of other factors, schools with more rules have students with higher composite test scores than schools with
fewer rules. 2b. Schools with lower occurrences of bullying and harassment have students with higher composite
test scores than schools with higher occurrences of bullying and harassment, net of other factors. 3a. Students from
families with a high socioeconomic status have higher composite test scores than students from families with a
lower socioeconomic status, net of other factors. 3b. Families with higher educational expectations have students
who have higher composite test scores than students from families with lower educational expectations, net of other
factors. 4. Net of other factors, students whose peers drop out of school have lower composite test scores than
students whose peers do not drop out of high school.
Univariate and bivariate analysis were executed to obtain descriptives of the full sample as well as the
subgroups of white and black students for each interval and binary variable. Multivariate analysis was conducted by
performing an Ordinary Least Squares Regression. Each of the independent variables included in the full-saturated
model as well as each of the subgroups were regressed upon test scores in order to compare across and within
groups, net of other factors. A statistical difference test was used to determine if the coefficients were statistically
different between the subgroups.
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The most important finding from this study shows that family socioeconomic status is the best predictor of
test scores, net of other factors, which supports hypothesis 3a. Prior research states socioeconomic status is a
predictor of attainment because more family income provides children with more out-of-school experiences that
enhance academic achievement (Entwisle et al., 2005). When examining the change in variance explained, blacks
have the greatest decrease in variance explained when the family model segment is removed. This suggests that
family factors, including family socioeconomic factors, have a greater affect on test scores for blacks than whites.
Black students benefit from an elevated family socioeconomic status more so than whites. Hypothesis 1a asserts
white students have higher composite test scores than black students, net of other factors, which is supported by this
study’s findings. An 82.8% gap exists between blacks and whites with test averages of 53.64 for whites and 44.42
for blacks. Test scores for whites, on average, are in the 55th percentile while black’s test scores are in the 28th
percentile. The table confirms that being black decreases test scores by 6.01. These results corroborate the findings
by Davis and Jordan (1994) and Fordham and Ogbu (1986) that race can be detrimental to the academic
achievement of minorities.
TABLE 2
OLS Regression Analysis for the Race Model
Variables:
Independent Variables:
Student Role Performance

(Dependent variable=scores)
Full Sample
1
unstd.
std.

Black (0,1)
Female (0,1)
At least one disability (0,1)
Hours spent on homework
At least one extracurricular activity (0,1)
At least one remedial class (0,1)
Level of deviance (1 to 5)
School
Teacher/Student Ratio
% Free lunch students
Number of school rules (0 to 12)
Social Environment (0-2,0=high quality)
Family
Number of siblings
Number of resources (0 to 6)

White
unstd.

Black

1

std.

-6.01
-0.98
-8.00
0.20
2.00
-2.62
-1.25

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

-0.23
-0.05
-0.27
0.09
0.09
-0.07
-0.09

-0.19
-5.68
0.30
1.08
-2.89
-0.18

***
***
***
***
***
***

-0.01
-0.22
0.15
0.06
-0.09
-0.02

-0.02
-0.03
-0.15
-2.23

***
***
***
***

-0.03
-0.06
-0.04
-0.07

-0.03
-0.01
-0.12
-1.97

***
***
***
***

-0.18
0.36
13.96
3.98

**
***

-0.03
0.04

***
***

0.28
0.07

-0.97 ***
Number of peers dropout
(Constant)
45.6 ***
Adjusted R-squared
0.42 ***
n=
8315
= *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05
= <> significant difference between blacks and whites at the .05 level

-0.04

Family socioeconomic status
Expected to attend college (0,1)

2

unstd.

1

std.

-1.15
-8.42 ***
0.18 ***
2.23 *
-2.57 ***
-1.43

-0.06
-0.30
0.08
0.10
-0.07
-0.10

-0.06
-0.05
-0.03
-0.07

-0.02 *
-0.04
-0.17
-2.22 **

-0.04
-0.07
-0.04
-0.07

-0.48
0.27 ***
11.49 ***
1.07 ***

-0.11
0.05

-0.01
0.04

0.25
0.03

<>

-0.09 ***
0.39
14.27 ***
4.77

-1.77 **
44.6 ***
0.35 ***
6936

-0.09

<>

-0.73 ***
42.6 ***
0.25 ***
1379

-0.03

<>
<>
<>

0.29
0.09

Peers

1
2

3. Conclusions
The most important finding from this study shows that family socioeconomic status is the best predictor of test
scores and that family factors, including family socioeconomic factors, have a greater affect on test scores for blacks
than whites. Black students benefit from an elevated family socioeconomic status more so than whites in regards to
academic achievement.
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A Pilot Study and Retrospective Chart Review Comparing
Adalimumab, Infliximab, and Etanercept in Patients with Active
Rheumatoid Arthritis
Laura Downey* and Shana Arnhold*
Department of Physician Assistant, College of Health Professions

.

Abstract Introduction: Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) can be a very debilitating disease, as it causes pain and fatigue associated
with inflammation and destruction of multiple joints. Fortunately, newer classes of drugs called tumor necrosis factor inhibitors
(TNF-Is) have been proven effective in reducing joint destruction and overall disease severity. However, it is not known which
of these TNF-Is is most efficacious. Methods: This retrospective chart review study compares three TNF-Is: Adalimumab
(Humira), Infliximab (Remicade), and Etanercept (Enbrel) through a retrospective chart review completed at Arthritis and
Rheumatology Clinics of Kansas in Wichita, Kansas. The study analyzed the pain score, fatigue score, and Health Assessment
Questionnaire (HAQ) score for 45 women between the ages 35-65 with active RA who were taking one of the three medications
mentioned above. Results: One-way ANOVA tests were performed to evaluate the change in pain, fatigue, and HAQ scores for
each of the three drugs over one year. The change, or delta, for pain was R=1.673, E=.688, H=-2.136. The delta values for
fatigue were all negative except R=.750. The p value for delta HAQ was p=.082. The mean ages for all three drugs were not
significantly different. Conclusion: Remicade was the most efficacious drug when considering improvement in pain. The
improvement of HAQ scores were not significantly different between the three drugs. A larger sample size and a longer period of
time is needed if future research is done to validate research results.

1. Introduction
Rheumatoid arthritis is an autoimmune disease involving joint destruction distinguished by chronic bone
erosion. Many classes of drugs are used to control inflammation in this disease, including NSAIDS, corticosteroids,
and disease modifying anti-rheumatic drugs (DMARDs), both synthetic and biologic. Tumor necrosis factor
inhibitors (TNF-Is) are the biologic DMARDs that are the focus of this study. Currently, there are no clinical trials
comparing TNF inhibitors to one another, so although we know that this class of drugs does substantially reduce
joint erosion and therefore increase quality of life, we do not know which TNF-I, if any, is superior to the others [1].
The efficacy of three TNF-Is in comparison to one another is the objective of this study.
2. Methods

Design
A retrospective chart study was done at ARCK in Wichita, Kansas under the supervision of Dr. Shadi
Shahouri. The charts utilized allowed extraction and analysis of these indicators of disease severity: pain score,
fatigue score, and HAQ score for the visit date before drug treatment and closest to 1 year after treatment.
These values were entered into an Excel database along with patient ID number, age, and date of diagnosis.
Each patient upon every visit to ARCK fills out forms from which the pain, fatigue, and HAQ scores are
calculated. These scores reflect the functional status of the patient.
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Study Population
Our study population includes all female patients between 35 and 65 years old who have active
Rheumatoid Arthritis (positive rheumatoid factor), are/were on Humira, Remicade, or Enbrel, and began treatment
before July of 2005. The study was limited to females between 35 and 65 to limit total number of subjects as well as
additional comorbidities, which tend to be more prevalent in the elderly. The time period was restricted to dates
before July of 2005, because at that time, the HAQ survey form was changed. Those patients who met the inclusion
criteria, but had inflammatory arthritis, autoimmune disorders other than RA, other pain disorders, or were taking
immunosuppressive therapy other than methotrexate, prednisone or other TNF-Is were excluded.
Measurements
Data extracted from each patient’s chart were age, pain, fatigue, and HAQ score when starting the TNF-I
and pain, fatigue and HAQ 1 year after beginning treatment. Also noted was whether the patient was on
Methotrexate, Prednisone, NSAIDS, or Narcotics in conjunction with the TNF-I. The dose of each medication was
also documented.
Data Analysis and Results
Statistical tests were performed with the help of Wichita State University Engineering professor, Dr. Janet
Twomey. These tests included one-way ANOVA and Non-Parametric tests. Two-way comparisons controlling for
the number of tests were performed for the ANOVAs where p < .05. Delta was the change in pain, fatigue or HAQ
after one year. For example, (baseline pain) – (pain 1 year later) = delta pain. If delta is positive, symptoms
improved, and if delta is negative, symptoms worsened. Results for pain, fatigue and HAQ are shown in Table 1
below for each individual drug.
Table 1
Remicade N=26
Delta Pain
1.7 (2.0)*
Delta Fatigue
.75 (2.4)
Delta HAQ
.16 (.50)
* = Delta (Standard Deviation)

Enbrel N=8
.70 (3.0)
-.06 (1.9)
-.40 (.92)

Humira N=11
-2.1 (2.2)
-1.8 (3.0)
-.18 (.73)

P Value
0.00
0.023
0.08

A significant difference for pain was found within the 3 drugs. Two by two comparison indicates that
Remicade patients had the most improvement for pain and was significantly different than Humira. Similar results
were found for fatigue. The HAQ scores were not found to be significantly different.
3. Conclusions
This study was a Retrospective Chart Review of a very small sample of women between the ages 35-65 with active
RA. When comparing 3 TNF-Is for efficacy based on change in the pain, fatigue and HAQ score over a 1 year
period, results indicate that Remicade patients showed improvements for pain after 1 year of treatment. There is so
much variability in this study due to many factors, therefore, a larger sample size is needed for future research.
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Dispersion Effects on High Speed Tension Testing – SHPB
J.F. Acosta* and K.S. Raju
Department of Aerospace Engineering, College of Engineering

1. Introduction
When designing with polymeric fiber reinforced composites, properties such as the elastic moduli and failure
strength are of principal interest. Compression strength is affected by end conditions and result from a combination
of end conditions [1]. In the other hand, tensile strength is regarded as one of the most important intrinsic material
properties needed by a designer.
Characterizing the behavior of composites under dynamic loading is not an easy task. The majority of dynamic
testing techniques introduce complex stress and strain fields which prevent a fundamental formulation of strain-rate
effects on material properties. The Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) provides with a uniaxial homogeneous
state of stress. However, contact surfaces conditions are very critical and specimens must be short to minimize wave
propagation effects [2]. On in-plane compression testing the specimen is sandwiched between two pressure bars. It
sits flat against each bar without being fixed or gripped to the bars. In contrast, several difficulties arise when tensile
testing is at hand. Mechanical interfaces between specimen, fixture, and bars hinder the stress wave transmission.
Such interfaces introduce additional dispersion into the signals recorded from the pressure bars.
Dispersion is the result of a bar’s phase velocity dependence on frequency [3]. There are different sources of
dispersion on pressure bar apparatus, e.g., dispersive nature of the bar, radial inertia, friction, mechanical joints,
specimen geometry, etc. Load and strain measurements are distorted through oscillations, which include rigid body
accelerations of the system and shock waves resulting from the impact event.
2. Experiments, Results, and Discussion
The Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar principle requires that the specimen reaches quasi-static equilibrium at an
early stage during the test [1]. For this requirement to be satisfied, the stress distribution on the specimen and the
failure process expected to predominate need to be well understood. Failure strengths knowledge aided estimating
specimen dimensions. Specimen geometry was carefully designed to allow for a smooth load transmition
minimizing stress concentration (see Figure 1).
With the goal of minimizing the mechanical interfaces between load transmition components and the testing
coupon, several gripping mechanism were discarded, e.g., clamping, bearing, etc. A common procedure on metal
testing constitutes the use of threaded specimens. However, this is not feasible on composite materials. Therefore,
the proposed gripping mechanism adhesively bonds the specimen to an aluminum cap, which is then threaded to the
end of the pressure bars (see Figures 2 and 3).
The tensile SHPB apparatus and the load path interface are simplified for testing reliability. After carefully
evaluating the qualities and deficiencies of current high speed testing apparatus for material evaluation, a tensile
SHPB apparatus is implemented (see Figure 4).
The dispersion correction procedure is based on numerical results of the first mode of vibration of
Pochhammer-Chree elastic wave equations. The high-frequency components introduced by dispersion sources in
strain gage data are eliminated by using a low-pass filter. The Nyquist frequency is used in the data analysis as the
cut-off frequency for dispersion correction. High-frequency components are identified transforming the data into the
frequency domain using a FFT (Fast Fourier Transform). The unwanted frequency components are eliminated by
multiplying the FFT values at these frequencies by zero. The modified frequency domain data is then transformed
back into time-domain with IFFT (Inverse FFT). Figure 5 shows an incident pulse before and after high-frequency
components were eliminated. A significant noise reduction is observed without compromising the shape of the
pulse. A dispersion correction technique is developed to reduce the magnitude of the oscillations of the stress-strain
plot (see Figure 6).
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3. Conclusions
A tension specimen was designed minimizing stress concentration and satisfying quasi-static equilibrium
conditions. The tensile SHPB apparatus and the load path interface were simplified for testing reliability. The
current work quantified the amount of dispersion and identified influential parameters. Strain gage raw data was
filtered from high-frequency content. A dispersion correction technique was developed to reduce the magnitude of
the oscillations of the stress-strain plot.

Volts

[1] Ruiz, C. and Harding, J., Modeling Impact of Composite Structures Using Small Specimens, Chapter 3, Impact Behavior of Fibre-reinforced
Composite Materials and Structures, Journal of Composite Materials, ed. Reid, S. R. and Zhou, G., CRC Press, 2000.
[2] Hsiao, H. M. Strain Rate Effects on the Transverse Compressive and Shear Behavior of Unidirectional Composites, Journal of Composite
Materials, pp. 1620-1642, 1999.
[3] Kaiser, M. A., Advancements in the Split Hopkinson Bar Test, Master Thesis, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1998.
[4] Hsiao, H. M. Strain Rate Effects on the Transverse Compressive and Shear Behavior of Unidirectional Composites, Journal of Composite
Materials, pp. 1620-1642, 1999.

Figure (1): Test specimen geometry.

Figure (5): Incident pulse before and after dispersion correction.
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Figure (2): Test gripping mechanism.

Figure (6): Corrected stress-strain plot.

Figure (3): Test gripping mechanism set up.
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Figure (4): Tension Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar Apparatus.
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A Retrospective Evaluation of Potentially Inappropriate Medication
Use in Hospitalized Elderly Patients
O.M. Cartwright*, J. Moulin*, and L.S. Hale
Department of Physician Assistant, College of Health Professions
.

central nervous system side effects, slowed orthostatic
response, and others.[3] Multiple comorbid diseases
may increase the likelihood for polypharmacy,
subsequently increasing the risk of drug interactions
and obscuring the risk/benefit ratio.[4]
The Beers criteria is a list of potentially
inappropriate medications (PIMs) generally considered
unsafe to prescribe in the elderly.[5] It was first
created in 1991 by 13 medical specialists with
extensive pharmaceutical and geriatric backgrounds.
Initially the criteria pertained to only the frail elderly,
but have since been revised and updated to include 30
criteria with severity ratings and is applicable to all
persons ≥ 65 years old, not just the frail elderly.[4,6]
The Beers criteria have been utilized in a variety of
studies in assessing the quality and safety of
prescribing for the elderly population in a variety of
outpatient settings.[7] However, the authors know of
no studies utilizing these criteria in hospitalized
elderly.
The purpose of this study is to evaluate PIM
usage, as defined by the Beers Criteria, in hospitalized
patients ≥ 65 years of age. This study may help
identify a need for further education regarding Beers
criteria and safe prescribing in the elderly population.

ABSTRACT
Background: An estimated 30% of hospitalizations in the
elderly may be drug-related. The Beers criteria are a list of
potentially inappropriate medications (PIMs) generally
considered unsafe in the elderly. These criteria are useful for
assessing quality and safety of prescribing in the elderly
population. Purpose: Evaluate PIM use, as defined by the
Beers criteria, in elderly hospitalized patients. Methods: This
cross-sectional study evaluated hospitalized patients ≥ 65
years old, consecutively admitted to general medical floors,
starting 4/1/06 until 100 patients were enrolled. Each
patient’s home, discharge, and inpatient medication profiles
were screened for PIMs. Actual usage and duration of
therapy, source of prescription, potential justification for use,
and pharmacy interventions were also collected. Results:
Based on home medication lists, 32% of patients were taking
≥ 1 PIM prior to admission; rising to 56% during
hospitalization; and declining to 36% at discharge. Of the 93
active hospital PIM orders, 62% were new orders and 38%
were continued from home; 85% were categorized as “high”
risk; 8.6% were potentially justified; and pharmacists
intervened on three of the PIM orders. Conclusion: The
percentage of patients prescribed PIMs increased significantly
during hospitalization, but returned to baseline at dismissal.
Healthcare provider education regarding safe medication
prescribing in elderly hospitalized patients, formulary
changes, and alterations to preprinted orders may be needed.

1. INTRODUCTION
As one ages, the likelihood for the use of multiple
medications and the probability for adverse drug
reactions (ADRs) increases. The elderly comprise
approximately 1/5 of the population in the U.S., yet
account for 1/3 of all medications prescribed and
used.[1] An estimated 30% of hospitalizations in
persons ≥ 65 years old may be linked to drug toxicity
or other drug related problems.[2]
This
disproportionate risk for ADRs is partly attributed to
the physiological changes of aging resulting in
variations in pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics
as compared to younger adults including: slowed drug
clearance, increased risk of accumulation and toxicity,
a more permeable blood brain barrier, increased risk of
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2. METHODS, RESULTS, SIGNIFICANCE
Methods: This study was a retrospective crosssectional evaluation conducted at a 760-bed tertiary
care, teaching hospital. Patients were consecutively
selected via a computer-generated list of all patients ≥
65 years old, admitted to a general medical floor
beginning April 1, 2006 until 100 patients were
enrolled. Patients with a length of stay < 3 days were
excluded. All of the data for this study were
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collected from the hospital’s integrated computerized
patient medication, laboratory, diagnostic and
dictated medical records. Each patient’s home,
discharge, and inpatient medication profiles were
screened for potentially inappropriate medications
(PIMs). Actual usage and duration of therapy, source
of prescription (i.e. continued home medication vs.
new medication; pre-printed hospital order vs.
handwritten order; prescriber), whether the patient
was discharged on it, indication for use, potential
justification, and pharmacy interventions regarding
PIMs were also collected. This project was approved
by both the Wichita State University and Wesley
Medical Center Institutional Review Boards.
Results: A total of 100 patients were enrolled
and evaluated. Mean age was 78 ± 7 years with 56%
females. A majority of patients were admitted from
home (82%); while 18% were admitted from a
nursing home, assisted living facility or another
hospital, indicating an additional level of frailty. The
mean length of hospital stay was 6.9 ± 4.9 days
(range 3 to 37). The mean number of medications
per patient increased from 9.2 ± 5.5 to 10.5 ± 5.0, a
mean increase of 1.3 ± 2.9 medications per patient
(range -8 to +9). Based on home medication lists,
32% of patients were taking at least one PIM prior to
admission.
This increased to 56% during
hospitalization and declined to 36% at discharge,
indicating that not all of the home medications were
continued during hospitalization and likewise, not all
PIMs ordered during hospitalization were continued
upon discharge. Prescribers self-discontinued nine
PIMs upon admission; however, two of these
medications were restarted when the patient was later
discharged from the hospital.
Table 1: Frequency of PIM Prescribing
Percentage of Patients
Home
Hospital
Prescribed:
Med List
Med List
≥ 1 PIM
32%
56%

Discharge
Med List
36%

≥ 2 PIM

11%

25%

10%

≥ 3 PIM

1%

7%

0%

A total of 93 PIMs were identified as active
orders during hospitalization. Of these, 38% were
continuations of home medications and 62% were
newly ordered; 45% being individually written orders
and 17% being initiated as part of pre-printed,
standing orders. Eighty-five percent of the PIM
orders were categorized as “high” risk according to
the Beers criteria and 15% categorized as “low” risk.
Pharmacists intervened on three of the 93 PIM
orders; the prescribers accepted all three
recommendations. Of the 93 PIMs identified, eight
(8.6%) were deemed potentially justified. The mean
number of PIMs per patient, including all 100
patients, was 0.9 ± 1.13 (range 0 to 5). The mean
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number of PIMs per patient, including only those with at
least one PIM was 1.6 ± 1.03 (range 1 to 5). The most
commonly prescribed PIMs were the antihistamines
(promethazine and diphenhydramine) and the cardiac
drug, amiodarone. The most commonly prescribed PIMs
by drug class were antihistamines and cardiovascular
drugs.
Significance: The medications included in the Beers
criteria are considered potentially inappropriate in the
elderly because safer alternatives exist. In this study, the
percent of patients receiving PIMs increased during
hospitalization. Literature demonstrates that PIM usage
puts elderly at increased risk of ADRs; therefore,
strategies to intercept and prevent PIM prescribing should
be implemented whenever possible. Possible reduction
strategies identified in this study include: alterations to
pre-printed hospital orders, changes to the hospital’s
formulary (listing of medications available at the
hospital), prescriber education, and targeted pharmacy
interventions. More than half of the PIM orders for
diphenhydramine and promethazine originated from preprinted orders. Removing these PIMs from pre-printed
orders or requiring a lower dose alternative for elderly
patients may have reduced these orders. Hospitals may
consider removing specific high risk drugs from the
hospital’s formulary such as the opioid pain medications,
meperidine and propoxyphene. This would restrict their
use to situations or settings where these medications were
absolutely necessary; for example in persons with
allergies to other opioids. Had each of these reduction
strategies been implemented, PIM usage would have been
reduced from 56% to 50%, p=0.23. This is helpful, but
not a statistically significant reduction. Pharmacists
intervened on only three of the PIM orders and 45% of
the PIM orders were individually written, new orders.
Therefore, other reduction strategies must also occur such
as prescriber education regarding the Beers criteria and
pharmacist education regarding identification of PIM
orders and interception / interventions to alter prescribing
patterns.
3. CONCLUSION
The percentage of patients prescribed PIMs increased
significantly during hospitalization, but returned to
baseline at dismissal. Healthcare provider education
regarding safe medication prescribing in elderly
hospitalized patients, formulary changes, and/or
alterations to preprinted orders may be needed.
[1] Beers MH. Arch Intern Med 1997;157:1531-6.
[2] Beers MH, et al. Arch Intern Med 1991;151:1825-32.
[3] Fick DM, et al. Arch Intern Med 2003;163:2716-24.
[4] Lotrich FE,et al.. J Clin Pharmacol 2005;45:1106-22.
[5] Fu AZ, et al. J Am Geriatr Soc 2004;52:1934-9.
[6] Richardson D HM, et al J Am Board Fam Pract 2002;15:178-82.
[7] Rao S. Am Fam Physician 2005;72:81-8.
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Generation of a protein based fluorescent reactive oxygen species
sensor
Maheshinie Rajapaksha*, Bruce J. Heyen, K. Wimalasena and James G. Bann
Department of Chemistry, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences,

Mutagenesis of Y66F was carried out using the
Quickchange mutagenesis kit from Stratagen. The
following primers were used: forward 5’GTCACTACTTTCTCTTTTGGTGTTCAATGCTTTT
CCCG;-Reverse
5’CGGGAAAAGCATTGAACACCAAAAGAGAAA
AGTAGTGAC. Sequences were verified at the Protein
Nucleic Acid Laboratory (PNACL) at Washington
University in St. Louis. Strain NK6024, which is a
phenylalanine auxotroph, was obtained from the Yale
University Genetic Stock Centre.
Protein Expression:
NK6024 cells harboring Pglogfpuv were used to label
with [2,5-H2]-Phe. A single colony was incubated in
Luria-Bertani (LB, 5 ml) medium with ampicilin (0.1
mg/ml) and tetracycline (.25 mg/ml) and grown for 810 hours. The culture was diluted (1:100) with freshly
prepared minimal medium (100 ml) and incubated at
32°C overnight. This was further diluted to 600 ml
minimal medium and incubated at 32°C and grown to
an OD600 of 1 by continuous shaking using a platform
shaker. The cells were harvested and washed twice
with 0.9% NaCl (250 ml each) and transferred to fresh
minimal medium containing [2,5-H2]-Phe (1 mM) and
catalase (0.01 mg/ml) and incubated for 10 minutes.
The protein was induced by adding arabinose (20%)
and allowed to grow for three hours. Cells were
harvested by centrifugation and the cell pellet was
frozen.
Protein purification:
The protein was then isolated from the bacterial pellet
by first resuspending it in TE buffer (pH 8, 20 ml),
sonicating for approximately one minute and
centrifuging at 17,000 rpm for 30 min at 4°C. The
supernatant thus obtained was applied to a HiTrap Q
(Amersham Biosciences) and the chromatogram
developed using a NaCl gradient (20% over 120 ml).
using an Akta prime FPLC system. The fractions
containing GFP were pooled and concentrated by
ammonium sulfate precipitation. Sufficient 3 M
(NH4)2SO4 was added to adjust the final salt
concentration to 1.3 M and was further purified using.

Abstract
The long- term goal of the project is to develop an
environmentally safe, sensitive method for the detection of
reactive oxygen species. The current hypothesis is that the
biosynthetic incorporation of [2,5-H2]-phenylalanine into the
UV sensitive fluorescent variant Tyr66Phe of the green
fluorescent protein will allow the sensing of reactive oxygen
species by fluorescence.

Introduction.
Reactive oxygen species such as superoxide(·O2) and
hydroxyl radical (·OH) are highly reactive and are
responsible for extensive cellular damage [1].
Biological molecules are normally able to defend
themselves against ROS damage through the use of
enzymes such as superoxide dismutase and catalases.
However a deficiency in these enzymes has been
linked to various diseases such as heart disease, cancer,
Alzheimer's disease and lateral sclerosis. The aim of
this research is to test the hypothesis that the
biosynthetic incorporation of [2,5-H2]-phenylalanine
into proteins will facilitate the detection of radical
oxygen species via the free radical oxidation of [2,5H2]-phenylalanine to phenylalanine. A mutant variant
Tyr66Phe (Y66F) of Green fluorescent protein (GFP)
[2] was used to test this hypothesis. Tyr66 is an
essential component for the formation of the
chromophore of GFP and mutation of Tyr66Phe will
result in a blue shift in the fluorescence [3]. However,
is
incorporated
when
[2,5-H2]phenylalanine
biosynthetically to this mutant GFP it will become non
fluorescent and in the presence of superoxide the
conversion to Phe will occur and GFP will become
fluorescent again. In the presence of superoxide the
[2,5-H2]-phenylalanine-incorporated protein changes
from a non fluorescent to a fluorescent protein whereas
the Y66F mutant protein does not. This result indicates
that Green Fluorescent Protein can be used as a
fluorescent reactive oxygen species sensor.
Experiment.
Site directed mutagenesis
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a HiTrap butyl FF (Amersham Biosciences) column.
The protein was eluted with a gradient of 80% over
120ml of buffer TE. The fractions were analyzed using
SDS page. This method yielded sufficiently pure
protein for further analysis.

Separately with 50 µl of superoxide under N2. After 15
minutes of incubation the fluorescence
1.2

1
Fluorescence (Ex. 350 nm)

UV absorbance
The UV absorption spectra of the proteins were
recorded between 200-500 nm on a Cary-Eclipse UV/
Vis spectrophotometer at room temperature. For
protein concentration determinations an extinction
coefficient of 22015 M-1cm-1 was used.

Mutant after reaction
Mutant before reaction

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

Fluorescence
Fluorescent spectra were recorded in buffer TE on a
Carry-eclipse fluorescence spectrophotometer at 20oC
by using an excitation wavelength of 350 nm. The slits
were set at 5nm.

0
400

450

500

550

600

Wavelength (nm)

1.2

1
Fluorescence (Ex.350 nm)

Preparation of superoxide
Generation of superoxide was carried out according to
the method of Fee and Bull[3] under N2 and was stored
at -200C.
Result and discussion
The initial goal of this research is to show that [2,5H2]phenylalanine could be biosynthetically incoperated
in to proteins in E.coli. Birch reduction was used to
synthesis [2,5-H2]-phenylalanine from phenylalanine.
Site directed mutagenesis to insert a Phe in the Y66
position was carried out using the plasmid pGlo(BioRad), which has gfpuv under control of arabinose
inducible prometer and the plasmid was transformed
into the Phe-auxotrophic strain NK6024.Similar
labeling protocol which is used for PapD (Fridden et.al
2003) was used for the Incorporation of [2,5-H2]phenylalanine and the protein was purified to near
homogeneity. The UV absorption spectra of WT GFP,
MUT Y66F and the [2,5-H2]-phenylalanine labeled
protein are shown in Fig1. The absence of the
chromaphore at 350nm is clearly visible in the [2, 5H2]-phenylalanine labeled protein. 500 µl each of the
Y66F protein and the [2, 5-H2]-phenylalanine labeled
protein were mixed
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Fig 2 Fluorescence data ( EX at 350nm) for Y66F (Top) and [2,5H2]-phenylalanine labled protein (bottom)

Fluorescence spectra were recorded as shown in Fig. 2.
Control experiments for buffer and DMSO/DMF were
also carried out. The fluorescence data [4] for the Y66F
protein (Peak max at 427 nm) did not show any
significant difference either in the presence or in the
absence of superoxide, however the increase in
fluorescence for the [2,5-H2]-phenylalanine-labeled
protein in the presence of superoxide was clearly
visible.
Conclusions
The increase in fluorescence in the presence of
superoxide in the [2, 5-H2]-phenylalanine-labeled GFP
is the initial step toward fabrication of the protein
based fluorescent superoxide sensor.
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Genetic algorithm to solve a multi-objective scheduling problem
Gilles Mouzon*, Mehmet B. Yildirim
Department of Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering, College of Engineering

Abstract. Energy is expensive and a potential way to
reduce energy consumption may be through using intelligent
scheduling techniques. In this paper, we propose a genetic
algorithm to solve a single machine scheduling problem
where the objectives are minimizing total completion time
and energy consumption of manufacturing equipment when
all of the processing time and release dates of the job are
known. This problem has several applications including
scheduling in manufacturing industry, energy minimization
in computers, cell phones, sensors, etc. Different fitness
functions and parameters depending on the problem's
characteristics were tested using a design of experiment
approach. The proposed methodology generates several
pareto optimal solutions. A decision maker can select one of
these solutions using Analytical Hierarchical Process.

[4,5,6,7], but the objective has not been combined with
scheduling objectives.
This problem is a complication of the single
objective problem of minimizing total completion time
with release dates which is NP-hard so heuristics are
the only way to find a good solution in a reasonable
amount of time. Moreover, in multi-objectives
optimization, there is not only one solution to the
problem but a set of solution called pareto optimal set.
The decision maker can base its decision on this set
and combine our proposed solution with AHP
techniques to get the right solution. This paper solves a
single machine scheduling problem of minimizing total
completion time and energy usage by the use of a
genetic algorithm or more precisely a multi-objective
genetic algorithm (MOGA).
The genetic algorithm has been developed using the
exact job release dates and the processing time. We
consider setup that takes time and energy. The set of
non-dominated solutions found by the GA can help the
controller or the decision maker to make the final
decision. The solution of the problem will give the
state of the machine during the shift (on or off) as well
as the time when the job should start to be processed.

1. Introduction
The development of the industrial world has
emphasized the need for the use of algorithms capable
of scheduling as well as reducing energy consumption.
Mass consumption has increased energy usage by
1500% in the last century. Regarding this issue and the
limitation of petroleum on earth, engineers started to be
more concerned about energy and some research has
been going on trying to reduce its consumption.
In industry, the completion time of a product is
important because as soon as the customer orders it, he
wants it in his hand. Completion time is the point in
time where a machine has finished processing a part.
The shortest processing time rule solves the problem
when the release dates of the jobs are zero [1].
Otherwise, if all of the jobs are not available at the
beginning, the total completion time problem cannot be
solved in polynomial time, i.e., is NP-hard [2,3]. But
only minimizing completion time can lead to a lot of
energy usage especially if we keep the machine on all
the time. Thus, it is also important to have energy
concerns and the problem is to make a good
compromise between completion time and energy
usage. Minimization of energy consumption has been
an area of interest especially in computer and
embedded electronic systems to expand battery life
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2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance
The first step in multi-objectives optimization is to
write the optimization problem with its objectives and
constraints (Figure 1).
The first set of constraints (3) simply means that a
job cannot be processed before it is released. The
second set (4) of constraints is related to energy. If a
job j precedes a job k and if we perform a setup then yjk
is equal to the corresponding idle energy. The last set
of constraints (5) means that two jobs cannot be
processed at the same time. The first objective (1) is to
minimize the sum of the energy consumption minus the
processing energy which is a constant for all solutions
of the problem. The second objective (2) is to minimize
the total completion time.
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In figure 2, we can see the pareto front we got with
our algorithm on a 50 jobs problem with the
optimized parameters.

Fig. 1. Multi-objectives optimization problem

The second step is to develop the MOGA. An initial
population of size k is randomly generated (or
generated using an heuristic). Using this generation and
operation of crossovers and mutations, we generate a
new generation of size k. Only the best individuals
according to a fitness function from those two
generations will survive and compose a population of
size k. The process is performed until we reach a
stopping criteria (number of generations).
Each chromosome may have more than one solution
depending on the completion time of each job. We use
a series of LP to find the set of pareto optimal solutions
corresponding to a chromosome. Then a new
generation of n individuals is composed using
crossovers and mutations. Only the n best individuals
from the two populations will survive and continue the
evolution process to reach a set of near-optimal or
optimal solutions. The algorithm keeps going until it
reaches the stopping criteria. Also, the non-dominated
solutions are kept in a vector as we move from
generation to generation. When the algorithm reaches
its stopping criteria, the solutions contained in the nondominated set form the near-optimal pareto front.
In the 1970's, Saaty developed a technique to choose
the best alternative among a set of non-dominated
solutions according to different criteria and sub-criteria
called Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). The decision
maker has to structure the problem in a hierarchy of
criteria and sub-criteria. He also has to provide
pairwise comparison of the criteria to determine the
value of the weight that will permit him to evaluate
each alternative. Also pairwise comparisons between
the alternatives are needed in order to evaluate each of
them. The pairwise comparisons have to be done using
a ratio scale (Saaty provided a ratio scale).
In the case of our problem, the obvious two first
criteria are the total completion time and the energy
consumption. To those criteria we can add the wear out
of the machine which can be measured by the number
of setups and the maximum completion time.
In order to evaluate the MOGA, we need to use a
measure of performance. In this article, the measure
used is the area covered by the non-dominated set of
solutions.
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Fig. 2. Pareto front for 50 random jobs with the optimized parameters

3. Conclusions
The multi-objectives optimization problem is a NPhard problem. Finding the exact solution takes a lot of
time. As a result, we developed a MOGA to solve this
problem in a reasonable amount of time. The
description of the MOGA includes the definition of all
the steps such as mutations, crossovers, fitness
function, etc. We have illustrated how to get a set of
non-dominated solutions using our heuristic combine
with the LP and how our algorithm is different from
the one usually present in multi-objective optimization.
This makeup of the MOGA presented the first to solve
the energy-total completion time problem and the first
algorithm with chromosomes which can represent more
than one solution.
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Ethical Training in Allied Health Professional Education:
Current Pedagogical Approaches to Ethical Training
Hina Baig, PA-S*, Huma Baig, PA-S*, and Dr. Charles Fox, O.D., PhD.
Department of Physician Assistant, College of Health Professions

Abstract. Ethics education has been a concern of medical, nursing and allied health professions education for decades. There is
growing evidence that the current informal curriculum of ethics and the moral environment of the professional practice are not
enough for the healthcare students’ professional/moral development. The aim of this study was to survey allied health schools
and colleges about their present and planned approaches to providing healthcare ethics training. A web-based survey using
mrInterview (SPSS corp.) was made available to 106 Institutional members of Association of Schools of Allied Health
Professions. The survey was a cross-sectional, evaluative study developed and administered during the period of January 2006
and September 2006 through the Associate Dean’s office of the College of Health Professions at Wichita State University. The
response rate was 41%. Most institutions include ethics education as part of Health Professions education. Only 2 reported no
ethics education at all. However, 46% of respondents replied that they didn’t know if the training offered was effective yet only
16 % report they are considering changes while most are not considering any change. This survey provided a sampling catalog of
current curricular assessment approaches used in a subset of AHP schools. Data revealed a need for careful, systematic
assessment of education for moral developmental in health care education.

1. Introduction
Ethics education has been a concern of medical, nursing and allied health professions education for decades.
There is growing evidence that the current informal curriculum of ethics and the moral environment of the
professional practice are not enough for the healthcare students’ professional and moral development. While much
discussion has occurred worldwide, there is no consensus about how health care ethics should be taught nor what
should be included in this training. The area is further confounded by the fact that an established model curriculum
does not exist nor are there clear guidelines from professional licensing or professional accreditation bodies [1, 2].
Ethical education plays an important role in preparing individuals as well rounded and successful providers in
contemporary healthcare. For example, results show a strong correlation between low levels of ethical thinking and
more malpractice proceeding [3]. Many authors have expressed a need to evaluate how students’ ethical reasoning
is affected by their Healthcare education. This issue has been addressed in Psychology, Dentistry, and Medicine;
however, few studies have examined ethical training in Allied Health education [3,4,5,6,7,8]. Given the growing
concern about ethics in health care practice, it is important to explore the relation between ethical thinking and the
training required to bring it about.
2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance
The aim of this study was to survey allied health schools and colleges about their present and planned approaches
to providing healthcare ethics training. A web-based survey using mrInterview (SPSS corp) was made available to
106 Institutional members of Association of Schools of Allied Health Professions. The survey was a cross-sectional,
evaluative study developed and administered during the period of January 2006 and September 2006 through the
Associate Dean’s office of the College of Health Professions at Wichita State University. The response rate was
41%. Most institutions include ethics education as part of Health Professions education. Only 2 reported no ethics
education at all. While most institutions offer a formal course in ethics, 26% do not. 46% of respondents replied that
they didn’t know if the training offered was effective yet only 16 % report they are considering changes while most
are not considering any change. [Figure 1and 2]
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3. Conclusions
This survey provided a sampling catalog of current curricular assessment approaches used in a subset of AHP
schools. Data revealed that the current literature documents a need for moral developmental education in health care
education.
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Mechanism of ovarian disruption by neonatal DES exposure: A
further investigation into ovarian function in the hamster cheek
pouch.
I.D. Alwis*, W.J. Hendry
Department of Biological Sciences, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences

immune response and thus a local immunological
tolerance. The areolar connective tissue barrier also
aids in suppressing cheek pouch immunity [2, 4].

Introduction
Diethylstilbestrol (DES) is a potent, synthetic,
non-steroidal estrogen that, as the classic example of an
endocrine disruptor, exemplifies the damaging
potential of xenoestrogens. It was widely prescribed to
pregnant women between 1938 and 1971 in the belief
that a supplement to natural estrogen production would
prevent miscarriages or premature deliveries. However,
in 1971 Herbst et al. reported the occurance of a rare
form of vaginal clear cell adenocarcinoma in a group of
young women who were exposed to DES in utero [1].
We use Syrian golden hamsters (Mesocricetus
auratus) to investigate the phenomenon of neonatal
DES-induced endocrine disruption. Our preliminary
studies showed that neonatal exposure to DES induced
morphological and functional abnormalities in all
regions of the female hamster reproductive tract.
To investigate neonatal DES-induced specifically
on the hamster ovary, we exploited the animal’s cheek
pouch. Our approach involved: 1) dissecting ovaries
out of their encpsulating bursa after they were removed
from both control and neonatally DES-exposed donor
hamsters; and then 2) transplantating the naked ovaries
into the cheek pouches of both control and neonatally
DES-exposed host hamsters. We conducted the
complete ovarian dissection procedure because prior
studies suggested that transplanation of prepubertal
ovaries while still encapsulated within their bursa
hindered the process of vascularization which, in turn,
compromised ectopic ovary function and viability.

Within 6-8 hours of birth (day 0), litter size was
adjusted to eight neonates per/litter by eliminating
extra males and all animals in a litter were treated with
a single subcutaneaous injection of 50 µl vehicle corn
oil (control hamsters) or vehicle containing 100 µg
DES (~33 mg/kg body weight). Prior to puberty (day
21), control and DES animals were bilaterally
ovariectomized through two dorsal incisions. For this
surgical procedure, animals were anestheized with an
intra-peritoneal injection of Nembutal sodium solution
at a dose of 0.075mg/100mg of body weight. Excised
ovarian masses were then placed in sterile cell-culture
medium prior to implantation.With the aid of a
dissecting scope, the ovaries were dissected out of their
bursae and accompanying oviducts.
The transplantation procedure took place while the
animal was still under anesthesia. The cheek pouch was
everted with forceps and spread on a paraffin plate and
held with pins. Using the dissection microscope, an
incisison was made in the epithelium of the pouch and
a pocket was opened between the two epithelial layers
using forceps. The ovarian mass was then inserted into
the pocket and the inscision was closed using a liquid
sealant.
Cheek pouches were inspected weekly by
anesthetising each animal, everting the cheek pouch,
and measuring dimensions of the ovarian masses. The
estrus cycles of the animals were also checked on a
weekly basis (an indicator of ovarian function).
At two months of age, the animals were
terminated. Viable transplant masses as well as host
reproductive tracts were harvested and fixed in neutralbuffered 4% paraformaldehyde. Transplant masses and
sections of uterine horn then underwent histological
preperation prior to analysis. Serum from host animals

Transplantation of ovaries into the cheek pouch
The hamster cheek pouch is a convenient
transplantation site for a variety of tissues [2] because
of its “immunologically privileged” nature [3]. No
lymphatic tissue exists in the wall of the cheek pouch
(3) so the reduced number of Langerhans cells and a
lack of lymphatic drainage results in blockage of the
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was also collected for determination of steroid levels
by radioimmunoassay.
Results
Observations of the host’s reproductive cycle
showed that 4-day estrus cyclic activity was confined
to control animals. Immunohistochemical analysis in
order to test steroidogenic activity of the implants was
performed on cheek pouch implants of all treatment
groups using an antibody specific for aromatase, an
enzyme crucial for ovarian estrogen synthesis (Figure
1). Serum steroid levels for Estradiol (E2) and
Progesterone (P4) in all treatment groups are shown in
Table 1.
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Conclusions
The weekly inspections of the everted cheek
pouches containing the bursa-free ovarian transplants
revealed extensive vascularization. Uteri in the
ovariectomized and successfully transplanted host
hamsters had dimensions similar to those of normal
uteri in intact animals as well as the charactersitc
dimensions seen in DES-exposed uteri. The uteri of the
hamsters with unsuccessful ovarian transplants were
atrophic due to the absence of ovarian estrogens.
Histological assessments of cheek pouchtransplants were inconclusive since the overall
morphology of the ovary was not maintained.
However, in all groups, implants resulted in uterine
stimulation even in the absence of healthy follicles.
Despite the dramatic difference in estrous cycle
activity, mean serum estradiol levels were equivalent
(~40 pg/ml) in all four transplant groups (CON
host/CON donor, DES host/DES donor, CON
host/DES donor, DES host/CON donor). On the other
hand, mean serum progesterone levels were highest
(1.7 ng/ml) and most variable in the CON host/CON
donor group, lowest (0.4 ng/ml) and least variable in
the DES host/DES donor group, and intermediate in
both magnitude (~0.8 ng/ml) and variability in the DES
host/CON donor and CON host/DES/donor groups
Implants were steroidogenically active as
evidenced by the expression of aromatase in the
granulosa cells. The latter finding was corroborated by
evidence of estrogenic stimulation of host uteri in all
the host treatment groups. In conclusion, the combined
observations support the indirect rather than direct
mechanism of neonatal DES-induced ovarian
disruption in the hamster.

Figure 1. Aromatase expression in treatment groups Con –
Homotransplant (A), DES–Homotransplant (B), Con –
Crosstransplant (C) and DES–Crosstransplant (D).

Table 1.
Progesterone (P4) and Estradiol (E2) assay results
Treatment Group

a
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P4 (ng/ml)

E2 (pg/ml)

CON Host/CON Donor

2.04 ± 1.06a

42 ± 12

DES Host/DES Donor

0.40 ± 0.03

44 ± 11

CON Host/DES Donor

0.94 ± 0.37

49 ± 9

DES Host/CON Donor

0.64 ± 0.14

45 ± 7

Mean ± Standard Error
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“Hitch your wagon to a star:” The Kansas boom of 1887.
Luke Chennell*
Department of History, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences

Abstract. Kansas experienced a major boom in the late 1880s that touched nearly every aspect of economic and social life
in the state. Wichita, for instance, was the third fastest growing city in the nation barring none. Other Kansas towns across the
state entertained grandiose notions of growth including industrial developments and agricultural bounty beyond compare. By late
1887 and early 1888, the boom had largely collapsed, leaving some destitute and setting the stage for the growth of Populism and
other economic reforms.

1. Introduction
This project grew out of studies in Kansas history undertaken during HI 535 Kansas History and was
expanded on in HI 730 Seminar in American history, both with Dr. Craig Miner. The remaining physical evidence
of the boom, primarily architecture, led the author to study the period through a number of primary source materials
including newspapers, reminisces, real estate records and assorted papers from the period. Previous scholarly work
on the boom includes Craig Miner’s West of Wichita [1] and James Malin’s The Kinsley Boom of the Late Eighties
[2]. Other than a few scant mentions, the boom has received little scholarly attention.
2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance.
Kansas history has been characterized by some as a series of reverses and disasters that shaped a unique
regional character. Previous historians have focused on those reverses and disasters, but have paid little attention to
the often wild build-ups that preceded them. A prime example is the boom of 1887.
Cresting in the summer of 1887, the boom brought about a wild atmosphere of opportunity, one that could
produce men of great paper wealth virtually overnight and then leave them destitute a few months later. Kansans
dreamed of and engaged in activities ranging from large-scale industrial manufacturing to creation of universities to
construction of some of the grandest architecture in the West. Railroads sprouted in every direction, town lots
gained value in a surreal fashion and every new edition of the local weekly newspaper held some new enterprise
guaranteed to make today’s boom seem like child’s play.
As early as 1884, people had realized the potential for renewed speculation in the future of Kansas.
Increasing numbers of people took up lands under the Homestead Act or purchased relatively inexpensive railroad
lands, ceded to the railroads under the Land Grant acts.[3]
Settlement drove a number of initiatives that helped to create the boom. By far the most profitable and
enticing venture of the boom was the same force that had previously driven much of Kansas history and economics:
railroading. Driven largely by the construction of the Rock Island and Missouri Pacific through the state in 18861887, the boom relied heavily on the external labor force and credit that railroads brought.
Boomers often tended to confuse causes and effects. Railroads are a prime example. It was thought at the
time that railroads would bring in the outside world and instantly transform a locale into a thriving metropolis.
Railroads became a sort of faith, and the city that did not secure at least four or five clearly had a lack of faith in the
train of progress that could so quickly pass by.
Industrial prospects were also a large part of the boom. Of many ventures that Kansans undertook, two
stand out: silk and sorghum sugar. Silk was hitherto normally produced in temperate, resort-like climates and was a
trade good imported at great expense. Several attempts at sericulture were undertaken during the period. Boomers
took the attempts at producing silk to mean that Kansas had a climate “similar to Italy”,[4] and that the land could be
transformed into something entirely unlike it was by dint of labor and enterprise
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But by far the most tantalizing of any industrial prospect was sorghum sugar. The idea of producing sweeteners – a
rare and valuable commodity on the frontier – at a fraction of their present cost from crops grown locally was an
irresistible idea that often led those involved astray.
Agricultural – and agricultural industry - were bountiful in wet years. But drier years could prove much
worse—and 1885-1887 were much drier years. Yet the realities of the weather didn’t reflect the realities of
confidence. It was clear even during the boom times that much of the boom was built on credit. The Kansas State
Board of Agriculture was quick to admit in 1890 that during 1885 and 1886 the state had been “flooded with money
and farmers and city people all felt rich. Why? By the importation of capital, all who had land or city property
could borrow. We grew rich by borrowing and inflating values.”[5] William Allen White called the decade of the
1880’s in Kansas a “vast swindle… It was shot through with an unrighteous design for spoils, a great ugly,
riproaring civilization built out of the glittering fabric of credit.” [6]
Credit helped to finance the most visible aspect of the boom – real estate. Town lots were an incredibly
efficient way for the average person to get in on the boom – lots in newly platted towns often sold out in a matter of
hours. Towns could go literally wild with excitement. The boom was a romantic process for some, but for others it
was a very different experience.
People’s fortunes were literally being bought and sold in the process of the boom. Kansas had long been
known as a place to champion causes. Antislavery and prohibition both brought out a strongly flavored moral
rhetoric. Kansas cultural leaders used this same sort of rhetoric to drive people to believe that all must be unified
and solid to produce economic growth.
Because of this psychological idea of a boom – that all should be 100% involved to keep it going, small
events could have large impacts. When Marshall Murdock of the Wichita Eagle wrote an editor urging people to
“Call a Halt”on February 24, 1887 the boom didn’t immediately stop. But the boom was built on two things – faith
and credit. The latter couldn’t exist without the former, and the former wouldn’t get anyone far without the latter.
But there was a limit to both, and the limit of one or the other was reached by the late months of 1887.[7]
Looking back on the aftermath of the boom, Rea Woodman said it had been “purging as a fire, devastating
as an earthquake… It was like recovering from a champagne drunk, or waking from a nightmare in which you had
fallen into an abyss that had no banks.”[8] Out of this post-boom landscape came walking into St. Joseph, Missouri
George Brooks, his wife and five children. Brooks, completely destitute, intended to return to “the wife’s folks” in
Iowa, but had no ready way to get there. He and his family walked some 400 miles out of Kansas before receiving
any kind of aid.[9]
3. Conclusions
A number of factors played into the boom. But the most important factor in creating the boom was a
masking of reality – a condition where people became so infatuated with the possibilities that the land held that they
exceeded all reasonable faith. But the way the boom worked, no one could turn back. If one person were to back
down, sell out, give up, the boom would puncture and be busted. But the end had to come, and it did.
Kansans expected a lot out of the boom – clearly more than was reasonable. Railroads had given access to
a form of instant civilization – one that could transport technological progress across frontiers. Faith in technology
thus became an important idea of the boom. No matter whether schemes relying on technology – such as silk and
sorghum sugar – worked or not, there was a strong and abiding faith that they would make things better. Out of this
faith came credit – and the interplay of the two finally reached a breaking point in late 1887. After it did, the state
learned lessons that would persist a long time. Whether or not Populism came out of the harsh realities of the
collapse is a debated subject.[10] But the promise of the boom never came back to Kansas. Places might boom on
a local level, but never again would the state be caught in such a tide of optimism – and the survivors would likely
say that was a good thing.
[1] Miner, Craig. West of Wichita. Lawrence: University of Kansas Press, 1986.
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[8]Woodman, Rea. Wichitana, 1877-1897. Wichita: Privately printed, 1948, 129.
[9]Rocky Mountain News, May 18, 1890.
[10] Ostler, Jeffery, “Why the Populist Party Was Strong in Kansas and Nebraska but Weak in Iowa,” The Western Historical Quarterly, vol. 23
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Effects of Attending Phase II Cardiac Rehabilitation on
Patient vs. Partner (Proxy) Quality of Life Perceptions
Yvonne Fast* and Elaine Steinke
School of Nursing, College of Health Professions

Abstract. A cardiac event requires continuous adjustment by both patient and partner as they cope with the acute event and later
lifestyle changes. Little has been published about patient and partner views of the patient’s health related quality of life (HRQL)
related to cardiac rehabilitation participation. The purpose of this study was to describe patient versus partner ratings of the
patient’s HRQL before and after 6 weeks of phase II cardiac rehabilitation. Roy’s Adaptation Model framed the study. A nonprobability sample of patients referred to phase II cardiac rehabilitation and their partners were recruited. The study enrolled 54
patient/partner pairs. The patient and partner perception of the patient’s HRQL was measured using the Short Form-36 v2™ (SF36) instrument. Differences in HRQL ratings between two groups were evaluated at Time 1 (entry to phase II cardiac
rehabilitation) and at Time 2 (after the patient completed 6 weeks of phase II cardiac rehabilitation). Differences between the
means of the groups were tested with a student’s t-test, (p < 0.05). Preliminary results indicate statistically significant difference
between patient and partner views of the patient’s HRQL in vitality (p < 0.001) both at Time 1 (T1) and at Time (T2) 2, in mental
health (p < 0.001) at T1, and in the mental component summary (p < 0.05) at T1. Partner views of the patient, often neglected,
may increase understanding of factors affecting the patient’s recovery after a cardiac event as well as guiding interventions to
ease the stress of both patient and partner during recovery.

Introduction
It is generally acknowledged that any illness, including a cardiac event, affects not only the patient, but also the
patient’s partner and family. Partner’s view of the patient’s HRQL could have an effect on a return to wholeness on
the part of the patient, especially if significant differences in viewpoints exist. Roy’s Adaptation Model, which
views the person as an open, adaptive being who uses coping skills to deal with stressors in a changing environment,
forms the framework for evaluating this little-explored aspect of recovery from a cardiac event. Successful recovery
after a cardiac event, including making necessary life-style changes, may depend as much on positive support of a
partner as on the patient’s own coping resources [1].
Cardiac rehabilitation (CR) is designed to encourage behaviors aimed at secondary prevention of coronary heart
disease as well as helping patients return to an active and productive life after a cardiac event [2]. HRQL is an
important outcome to evaluate the effectiveness of CR [3]. HRQL explores concepts of physical and mental well
being, including behavioral functioning, perceived well-being, social and role disability, and personal perception of
general health [4].
Experiment, Results, Discussion and Significance
This study assesses the level of agreement between patient and proxy (partner) SF-36 scores before
participation in phase II CR and after 6 weeks of CR. The study population is patients who have been referred to
phase II CR following a cardiac event and their partners. The specific research question is: What is the extent of
agreement between CR patient (self-respondent) and partners (proxy) ratings of HRQL at entry and after 6 weeks of
phase II CR? The independent variable is participation in phase II CR; the dependent variable is HRQL (SF-36).
The SF-36 is a generic instrument that measures HRQL by addressing eight subscales which are frequently
measured in health surveys and most affected by disease and treatment [4]. The eight subscales address the patient’s
ability to engage in vigorous activities, perform activities of daily living, and engage in family, social, and
occupational roles. These eight subscales are also summated into two measures: Physical Component Summary
(PCS) and Mental Component Summary (MCS). The scores are standardized on a 1-100 scale. Higher scores on
the eight dimensions and two summary measures indicate better physical and mental functioning.
After IRB approval, a convenience sample of eligible patients and partners who were referred to Phase II
CR were approached for study inclusion. The patients completed the first SF-36 at the orientation visit (T1).
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Partners also completed the survey at the orientation visit. If the partner was not present, study materials were sent
home with the patient. The second survey (T2) was completed by patients and partners after 6 weeks of Phase II
CR. The patient was retained in the study if 12 of 18 sessions were attended. Patient and partner demographic data
were collected, and patient’s medical data collected from the medical record.
Fifty-four pairs entered the study, 33 pairs completed both surveys, and 13 pairs did not complete the second
survey. The average age of patients was 61.4 years (SD=10.21), of the partners 62.4 years (SD=10.73). All
participants reported being married, with mean years in the relationship as 34. Thirty-one percent of the patients
were female; 71% of the partners were female. Fifty-eight percent of patients and 45% of partners reported being
employed full or part time. Fifty-six percent of the patients and 45% of partners had earned a college degree.
A paired-samples t-test was conducted to evaluate differences between the means of the eight subscales and two
summary measures of the SF-36 for patients and partners at T1 and T2. Paired t-test was also used to compare
patients T1 vs. T2 and partners T1 vs. T2. Significance was set at p < 0.05.
Results indicate a statistically significant difference between patient and partner views of the patient’s HRQL in
vitality (p < 0.001) both at T1 and at T2, in mental health (p < 0.001) at T1, and in the mental component summary
(p < 0.05) at T1. Of interest is a greater difference between patient and partner means, although not statistically
significant, at T2 in 5 of the 8 subscales (physical functioning, role-physical, bodily pain, social functioning, and
role-emotional). For the other 3 subscales (general health, vitality, and mental health), less difference between
patient and partner means was noted. Statistically significant differences in patient ratings of HRQL at T1 vs. T2
occurred in both summary scales (PCS and MCS) and all subscales except general health. Statistically significant
differences in partners T1 vs. T2 occurred in both summary scales and all subscales except general health.
As expected, HRQL improved over time, although literature is not clear as to how much CR contributes to this
change. Phillips et al. evaluated patient’s and partner’s perception of the patient’s HRQL at entry into CR [5]. The
present study extends these findings by evaluating HRQL over time and at two time periods. Partners reported
similar improvements in their perceptions of the patient’s HRQL from T1 to T2. For both patients and partners, the
only scale that did not show statistically significant improvement over time was that of general health. This finding
regarding general health is not surprising as the patient has experienced a major cardiac event and perceptions may
not be as positive as the general population at this point in their recovery process.
When comparing differences between patient and partner (proxy) ratings of HRQL, findings revealed that
significant differences in vitality were apparent at T1 and T2, reflecting increased energy as the patient progressed in
recovery over time. Significant differences in mental health between patient and partner ratings were demonstrated
at T1 but not at T2. These similar ratings suggest an improvement in the patient’s mental attitude that is observable
by both patients and partners, a positive outcome for the individual. Results were similar when comparing patient
and partner ratings on the mental health component summary, showing significant differences at T1, but not time
T2. These findings reflect positive adaptation in mental health of the patient that is also observable by the partner.
Limitations of the study include use of a nonexperimental design, self-report, and small sample size, thus
limiting generalizabilty. It could not be determined whether the patient is overestimating or the partner is
underestimating the patient’s HRQL, and the reliability of proxy ratings is uncertain.
Conclusions
Partner views of the patient, often neglected, may increase understanding of factors affecting the patient’s
recovery after a cardiac event as well as guiding interventions to ease the stress of both patient and partner during
recovery. If disparity exists between patient and partner views of the patient’s HRQL, stress and maladaptation may
result. Further research may help CR nurses, who plan and implement care for post-cardiac event patient and their
partners, to design interventions in the early weeks after hospital discharge that may enhance recovery outcomes.
Future research will include examination of HRQL over a longer time period, use of a larger sample, and a
comparison between those who attend CR versus those who do not.
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Effects of cam boot on plantar pressures during gait
Elizabeth Splitter*, Michelle Pettigrew, Jennifer Berry, John Ayres
Department of,Physical Therapy, College of Health Professions

During walking, plantar pressure is exerted through the foot from the time when the heel is in contact with the ground
until the toes leave the ground. A cam boot (CB) is designed to spread this pressure across the entire plantar surface of the foot
and is typically worn by one with a foot or ankle fracture. In an average person, a slight leg length difference (LLD) of less than
a quarter-inch is normal; however wearing a CB increases this LLD one-half of an inch. This LLD caused by wearing the CB
may result in a difference of plantar pressure between feet. Significant increases in pressure may lead to ankle, knee, hip, and
low back pain. Presently, physical therapists do not even out the LLD by building up the unaffected foot when prescribing a
patient with a CB. The purpose of our study is to test possible significant variations in plantar pressure between feet from LLD
caused by wearing a cam boot. The results of our findings could lead to new evidence suggesting that equalizing the LLD caused
by wearing a CB will also equalize plantar pressure between feet, resulting in a decreased chance of pain from body malalignment. Twenty-five female and nine male subjects between the ages of 18-45, who met the inclusion criteria, performed two
walking trials: once wearing and once not wearing a CB. Plantar pressures were measured using the F-scan computerized insole
system. Our results show there was a significant increase in plantar pressure on the foot not wearing the CB. We conclude that
wearing a CB will increase the plantar pressures through the leg not wearing the boot.

1. Introduction
The research problem is whether or not wearing a CB causes a significant difference in plantar pressure
variance between the left and right feet. The significance of the problem is that a difference in plantar pressures
could be an indication of an induced LLD as a result of wearing the cam boot, which could result in ankle, knee, hip,
and back pain.
In this study, the term plantar pressure is defined as the pressure exerted on the foot during the stance phase
of walking (from the initial contact of the foot with the ground through pushing off the ground). When assessing
plantar pressures, consideration will be given to initial contact, pre-swing to toe-off, and peak pressures. Initial
contact is defined as the first impact of the foot with the floor, the event that begins stance. Pre-swing is defined as
the last phase of stance that also is the second period of double limb support and toe-off as the point at which the toe
leaves the ground. Peak pressure is defined as the maximum vertical force registered during walking.
When wearing a CB on one foot, an induced leg length difference may occur. Because the bottom of the
cam boot is much thicker than a person’s normal shoe sole, the leg wearing the CB becomes functionally longer than
the leg not wearing the CB. Although there is no research that has answered with certainty if there is a direct
relationship between having a significant LLD and having hip and back pain, there is some agreement in literature
that a significant LLD adversely influences the hip and lumbar spine. [1]
There is not very much literature exploring the effect of LLD on plantar pressures, which prompted this
study. The purpose of this study is to test the effect of wearing a CB on plantar pressures between left and right feet.
Our null hypothesis is that there is no significant difference in plantar pressures while walking with a CB and
walking without a CB.
2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance
The study consisted of 34 subjects between the ages of 18-45 with no leg length difference greater than ¼
of an inch, no major lower extremity strength deficit, no neurological conditions and no history of musculoskeletal
dysfunction based on a health questionnaire and a screening examination.
The screening examination consisted of measuring leg length difference, manual muscle testing (MMT) for
hip flexion, hip extension, hip abduction, knee flexion, knee extension, ankle plantarflexion, and ankle dorsiflexion.
All MMT were performed by instructions per Daniels and Worthingham’s Muscle Testing.[2] If the subject met the
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criteria, and signed the informed consent, they were included in the study and given an identification number to
maintain confidentiality.
The F-Scan system was chosen to measure the peak plantar pressure, initial contact pressure and pre-swing
to toe-off in this experiment. The F-Scan captures foot plantar pressure contact time and force, and displays a
selection of calculated data for analysis. To use the F-Scan, the subject strapped the lightweight receiver unit and
battery pack to their waist, attached the F-Scan cuffs to their ankles, and placed the F-Scan insole into their shoes.
The receiver unit stored all of the information measured by the insoles allowing the subject to move about freely,
and virtually anywhere. The Mobile receiver unit attaches to a PC via USB cable to transfer test parameters and
data.
Each subject, while wearing the F-Scan and insoles, was asked to walk on a firm surface for 40-45 feet to
obtain the data. The first reading taken was the subject’s baseline reading, which involved the subject walking at his
normal pace in a straight line without the CB on. The subject held a button that was used to start the recording
process. Subjects were asked to walk 31 feet before pushing the button to allow for their feet to settle into the
insoles. Once they pushed the button, the receiver unit started recording the subject’s data. The subject walked until
the unit beeped to indicate that it had finished recording. The distance walked was dependent upon the individual’s
stride length and was usually around 10 feet. The receiver unit was then reconnected to the computer to download
the data into the F-Scan software. The computer then analyzed the data. After the data had been saved, the subject
was then asked to repeat the same process with the CB on their right foot
A significant difference was found when the 2-tailed p value was less than or equal to .025, using the
Bonferroni adjustment. Overall there is a higher peak pressure on the left with the CB than without. This difference
was significant with a 2-tailed p value of .004. Without the CB, twenty people had higher pressures on their left foot
than on their right, and only ten people had higher pressures on their right foot. With the CB, twenty-two people
had higher pressures on their left foot than on their right, and only eight people had higher pressures on their right
foot.
Table:1
Average foot pressures when walking with and without CAM boot (PSI)

Right max peak pressure
Right initial contact
Right toe off

With
Orthosis
68.70
59.27
38.33

Std. Deviation
With
34.80
21.62
17.51

Without
Orthosis
65.57
42.67
55.87

Std. Deviation
Without
24.26
16.01
23.19

Sig. (2-tailed p
value)
0.663
0.000
0.000

Left max peak pressure
Left initial contact
Left toe off

125.30
79.20
106.10

73.39
55.24
61.94

106.27
65.67
96.27

54.69
33.34
56.36

0.004
0.022
0.010

The results of this study indicated that wearing a CB increased plantar pressures on the short leg side, the
side opposite of the CB. These findings supported the hypothesis that there is a significant difference in plantar
pressures while walking with and without a CB.
3. Conclusion
In conclusion, people between the ages of 18 and 45 who have no pre-existing LLD will exhibit an increase
in plantar pressures while wearing a CB on one leg. There will be a greater increase in plantar pressures on the side
that is not wearing the CB. Given these findings, when a patient has either a true or CB induced LLD, the therapist
should build up the shorter side to within ¼ inch to even out plantar pressures in order to reduce the risk for potential
problems such as knee, hip, and back pain.
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The impact of educational technology on learner interactions:
A multiple case study of elementary classrooms
Russell K. Miller, EdD
Department of Educational Leadership, College of Education

Abstract. The purpose of this research was to study a selection of elementary school classrooms in order to observe, analyze, and
describe the impact of educational technology on learner interactions. As a qualitative research project, the methods employed
included observations, personal interviews of teachers, focus group interviews of students, and document review.
Findings from three descriptive case studies indicated that educational technology, when incorporated into traditional teaching
practice, resulted in little change in learner interactions but a discernable increase in student interest and motivation. When
integrated into lessons that were more constructivist in nature, technology was observed to facilitate higher levels of
communication and collaboration between students and teachers. Particularly of interest was a “students as teachers” model that
occurred as students shared their knowledge with others, often coupled with teachers allowing students to have more control of
the learning process.
The study concluded that integrating technology can positively impact the interactions of learners in elementary classrooms when
used as a tool to support constructivist pedagogy. The conclusions also definitively speak to the powerful role of the individual
teacher and how their daily instructional decisions are impacted by their personal philosophies, background, pedagogical
preferences, and comfort with the technological tools at their disposal.

1. Introduction
The use of educational technology in schools as a means to improve student learning has received extensive
attention over the past two decades. With the advent of the internet and a variety of software and hardware
applications, school districts have predominantly focused on the acquisition of hardware and computer network
infrastructure in the pursuit of educational technology goals. Based on data collected from schools across the nation
over twenty years, a dramatic increase has been observed in the availability of computer technology. The student to
computer ratio has been reduced from 125:1 in 19831 (without internet access at that time) to nearly 4:1 by 2003,
with almost 100% of schools now having internet access2. Questions have persisted as to the actual impact these
technologies are having in the planning and delivery of instruction as well as the perceived benefits to the learning
process. The study described in this document was designed to understand the impact technology is having on the
way the inhabitants of school classrooms interact with one another as they go about the business of “schooling.”
2. Methodology, Results, Discussion, and Significance
In order to definitively investigate how technology was impacting the learning environment of elementary
classrooms, a research design that allowed for direct observation and thorough exploration of the research context
was necessary. Consequently, the design of the study evolved from within the qualitative research tradition and is
described as a multiple case study. Three separate classroom teachers in one school were selected based upon their
varied teaching styles, perceived level of technology integration, and openness to the research project. Such
purposeful sampling3 was based on the researcher’s observation and experience as a school-level administrator, and
the belief that the selected participants would provide an open and trusting research environment for the study. A
particular challenge in the study was that the researcher was also the supervisor of the study participants.
Four primary methods of data collection – observations, personal interviews, focus group interviews, and document
review – were utilized during the research to provide a thorough understanding of the interactions between the
learners in the selected classrooms. Throughout the data collection period the researcher conducted multiple
informal observations in each classroom, acting in what has been called the participant observer role4. Three formal
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observations were conducted in each classroom as well, with the researcher in a primarily observational role for a
longer period of time. Following the observations and nearing the end of the data collection period, personal
interviews were held with each of the three teachers in addition to several focus group interviews of students. The
constant comparative method of data analysis5 was used to look for similarities and differences between and among
units of data collected from different sources. Common themes and categories surfaced throughout the research
process, and once such labels emerged, each unit of data was coded according to where it fit within these categories;
each individual classroom was undertaken as a separate descriptive case study.
The resultant analysis of the three case studies led to a number of conclusions from the following themes that
emerged during the research: Teaching Philosophy and Pedagogy, Teacher Comfort with Educational Technology,
Learner Interactions and Pedagogical Choices, Learner Interactions and Educational Technology, Learner
Perceptions of Educational Technology’s Impact on Learning, and finally, Observer Effect on the Research. Of
particular interest was the significant impact an individual teacher’s guiding philosophy and pedagogical choices
had on the interactions between learners in the classrooms. Such beliefs were found to have a far stronger impact on
learner interactions than the use of educational technology, as the methods employed with the technology were most
often aligned with preferred teaching styles and beliefs regarding student learning and classroom procedures.
However, when the individual teachers in all three classrooms engaged in student-centered, constructivist-oriented
activities that included educational technology, interactions between all learners (students and adults) in the
classrooms and engagement with instructional content significantly increased – often accompanied by a “students as
teachers” phenomenon. Additionally, the researcher’s dual roles as participant observer and supervisor provided a
unique exploration of the evolutionary process seen in one classroom as the teacher utilized the research to
strengthen her understanding of the use of educational technology by using the researcher’s availability and
expertise. A significant conclusion thus found that when appropriate support and encouragement are provided in a
climate of mutual trust and respect – and perceived as helpful and non-threatening – teachers are open to learning
new skills that will serve to enhance their pedagogy and be meaningful to students. The brevity of this synopsis does
not allow for full discussion of the research, but detailed findings and conclusions are available in the full report6.
This research has contributed to the knowledge base of how educational technology is affecting the learning
environment of students and teachers, thus supporting the process of transforming learning for students who exist in
a technology-rich 21st Century society. Additionally, the research has contributed to the field of qualitative research
through an exploration of the impact of potentially conflicting roles of the researcher on the researched.
3. Conclusions
The study concluded that integrating technology can positively impact the interactions of learners in elementary
classrooms when used as a tool to support constructivist pedagogy. The conclusions also definitively speak to the
powerful role of the individual teacher and how their daily instructional decisions are impacted by their personal
philosophies, background, pedagogical preferences, and comfort with the technological tools at their disposal. The
dual roles of the researcher also led to increased interactions between adults and a partnership that led to deepened
relationships and understanding of the teaching and learning process.
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Sum-Rate Distortion for a Multiantenna Broadcast Channel due to
Limited Feedback
Amitav Mukherjee ,Neelu Bijukchhe* and H. M. Kwon
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, College of Engineering

Abstract. Realization of large capacity gains offered by
multiple antenna systems depends upon the presence of
channel state information (CSI) at the transmitter. However,
very recently the overall impact of feedback on system
capacity has been examined in order to highlight the hidden
aspect of data rate loss due to feedback in general. In this
paper, we extend the system model, called a duplex model
that was introduced for a single-user point to point system, to
a system for a multiple user scenario as seen in a typical
downlink of cellular communications system. A distortion
function based on prior results for the Gaussian vector
broadcast channel and feedback sum-rate optimization design
is subsequently presented. This system model is used to
derive bounds on the amount of feedback that can be
supported under various antenna, channel and signal-to-noise
ratio scenarios. Simulation results are presented to show the
impact of feedback on the sum-rate for multi-antenna
wireless systems with multiple users.

of the channel, whereas CQI is a quantized form of the
channel vector itself.
In this paper, we consider the loss in sum-rate
capacity due to reverse feedback overhead and propose
a distortion model called the broadcast channel duplex
model. This is motivated by the fact that the feedback
overhead is non-negligible even for a small number of
receivers in order to maintain partial CSIT with a
required level of distortion from complete CSIT.
Originally, a duplex model was proposed in [12] for
the single-user MIMO scenario, based on previous
MIMO rate-distortion analysis [13]. Our analysis is
restricted to the broadcast channel where the number of
receivers is less than or equal to the number of transmit
antennas at the base station (BS), therefore user
scheduling is not considered in this paper. We show
effects of fixed and dynamic-rate limited feedback on
the GBC sum-rate for ZFDPC and channel inversion
transmission, and derive optimal feedback constraints
with respect to the sum-rate offered by no CSIT.

I. INTRODUCTION
A number of sub-optimal transmission strategies
such as zero-forcing dirty paper coding (ZFDPC) [4]
and channel inversion (also known as zero-forcing
beamforming) [5] have been proposed to approach the
optimal capacity region. These schemes carry a lower
computational burden but require accurate channel
state information at the transmitter (CSIT) to achieve
the multiplexing gains associated with MIMO
broadcast channels. The CSIT has largely been
considered perfect (complete downlink channel
knowledge) in most literature [2] [4] [6], but partial
CSIT schemes [7] have gained attention recently.
To provide partial CSIT, limited feedback from the
receivers (as opposed to full or analog feedback) has
been examined in [8], [9] and [10] by means of
instantaneous, zero-error feedback links. The partial
CSIT provided by limited feedback has been shown to
enable throughput asymptotically approaching optimal
sum-rates in conditions of high SINR [8],[9] or as the
number of users goes to infinity [10]. Limited feedback
for broadcast channels can be classified into channel
direction information (CDI) [11] and channel quality
information (CQI). CDI represents the spatial direction
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II. SYSTEM MODEL

The baseband signal received by user i ∈ {1,...., K } at a
given time instant can be represented as yi = h i x + ni (1),
T

where h i ∈ C
T

M ×1

is the channel gain vector, x ∈ C M ×1 is

the transmitted signal vector, and ni is the complex
white Gaussian noise with zero mean and unit variance.
B. Feedback Design
Every channel coherence interval, the ith receiver
computes its CDI as hr i = hi hi , which has the
advantage of varying much more slowly than the
magnitude of the channel vector [16]. The transmitter
uses the quantized CSI from the receivers to
reassemble the estimated channel matrix as
ˆ = ⎡hˆ hˆ ... hˆ ⎤ . We define the system feedback sum-rate
H
T

⎣

1

2

K

⎦

in bits/(sec·Hz) for a given channel realization with
GBC system bandwidth W as
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Fig. 2. Optimal,
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The duplex
rate for the CI scheme operating with dynamic
feedback for a 5 × 5 GBC assuming WTc = 10 and 50 is
shown in Fig. 2. Compared to the simplex rate, the
multiplexing gain shown by the slope of the dynamic
feedback duplex rate is seen to be tailing off with
increasing SNR, indicating that the feedback overhead
loss is not adequately compensated by the reduction in
mutual interference enabled by the feedback. Once
again we note that lower coherence times severely
degrade the duplex sum-rate even with dynamic
feedback.
VII. CONCLUSION

The consideration of data rate loss due to feedback
overhead in broadcast channels casts a new light on the
implementation of partial CSIT schemes. The
additional overhead due to training for channel
estimation is not considered, as are the effects of
estimation error at the receivers and feedback corrupted
by noise and fading. The combination of these factors
and their impact on sum-rate distortion is a topic for
future study, for example, by allotting a SNR threshold
for feedback.

IV. SIMULATIONS

Fig. 1 illustrates the duplex sum-rate for fixed feedback
sum-rate with a codebook of B=20 bits for a variety of
fading channels with WTC = 5, 10, 25, 50 and 100. The
duplex sum-rate with limited feedback saturates with
increasing SNR for all cases, a trend that agrees with
simplex sum-rates with fixed feedback in [9], [16].
However, it is evident that the channel coherence time
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Fig. 1: Partial CSIT
duplex sum-rates
for ZFDPC with
fixed feedback
overhead of
B = 20 bits/receiver
when WTC = 5, 10,
25, 50 and 100, and
M=K =5.

-10

(15)

where α i is the power allocated to user i.
Proof: The lower bound of duplex sum-rate is the
GBC sum-rate without CSIT and fading characteristic
knowledge (7). However, if the fading distribution is
assumed to be isotropic (such as Rayleigh) in nature,
then the vector GBC capacity region with no CSIT
and perfect CSIR is upper-bounded by the capacity
region of a scalar (M = 1) broadcast channel with the
transmit power scaled down by a factor of 1/M [18].
The corresponding scalar broadcast channel
(degraded) capacity region is well known [19].
The channel coherence time is the key parameter in
determining if feedback can be supported in the duplex
broadcast channel. For a point-to-point system it was
shown that feedback cannot be supported in a fast
fading channel (WTC ≤ 1) according to simulation
results in [12]. Similarly, even for a multipoint-to-point
system, we conjecture from simulation results that the
duplex sum-rate will be more degraded than the GBC
with no CSIT for a fast fading channel (e.g., WTC ≤ 5).
The exact bounds on the channel coherence time that
can support feedback for a given value of W, P and K
may be calculated from (16). Therefore, it is surmised
that no amount of feedback can be supported for a fast
fading scenario.

Simplex ZFDPC Partial CSIT
Simplex 20 bits fixed
Duplex 20 bits fixed WTc=100
Duplex 20 bits fixed WTc=50
Duplex 20 bits fixed WTc=25
Duplex 20 bits fixed WTc=10
Duplex 20 bits fixed WTc=5
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Throughput (bits/s/Hz)

⎞
⎛
⎟,
⎜
αi P M
1
sum
inf Rdup
( P ) = ∑ Ri = ∑ log ⎜ 1 +
⎟
P
i =1
i =1 2
⎜ ni + ∑ α j P M ⎟
j <i
⎝
⎠
K

has a major impact on the distortion from the simplex
rate. Even for slow fading channels (i.e., WTC ≥ 50),
the duplex rate with fixed feedback is 85% of the
simplex rate at 20 dB of SNR. More importantly,
feedback cannot be supported at any SNR for fast
fading channels, e.g., WTC ≤ 5, even if very low
feedback per receiver is adopted. And, even if WTC =
25, the throughput is negative unless SNR exceeds 15
dB. This is why we assume WTC = 50 in Fig. 3 for the
dynamic feedback rate discussion.

Throughput (bits/s/Hz)

Further treatment of the feedback design, including
the choice of CDI and/or CQI along with codebook
design optimization is seen in Sections IV and V.
C. Transmission Strategies
⎡ ⎛
P
2 ⎞⎤
(7)
Rno −CSIT ( P) = Eh ⎢ log ⎜ 1 +
h ⎟⎥ .
M
⎠⎦
⎣ ⎝
Observation 1: The duplex sum-rate distortion is an
increasing function of F, in sharp contrast to a simplex
sum-rate distortion model which is a decreasing
function of the feedback sum-rate as shown by [12,
eq. (6)] where F is not exclusively included as in (14)
but implicitly in RCSIT. The duplex sum-rate distortion
for the multipoint-to-point system in (14) is consistent
with the single point-to-point system in [12, eq. (9)]
in the sense that both are increasing functions of F.
Lemma 1: The infimum of the duplex sum-rate, i.e., a
greatest lower bound, is given by the GBC sum-rate
with no CSIT and perfect CSIR assuming isotropic
fading as [18]
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A Study of Tanning Operators in the State of Kansas:
Their Attitudes and Stated Practices Regarding Minors and Tanning
Monica Apollo* and Richard Muma
Department of Physician Assistant, College of Health Professions

Abstract. Methodology: The purpose of this study was to
evaluate the basic demographics, attitudes and stated
practices regarding youth access to tanning among Kansas
tanning operators. A survey was mailed to Kansas tanning
facilities regarding these questions and results were analyzed
using descriptive statistics. Results: The survey response
rate was 28% (n=651). The majority of the respondents felt
that there was “none to a little risk” with indoor tanning
(60%). Most did feel that someone can be too young to tan
yet only 65% have ever discouraged one from tanning
because of their age. This study shows 92% of operators
support written parental consent, yet they are not practicing
that a parent needs to accompany them on there first visit.
Conclusion: It was shown that the majority of operators
believed that written parental consent and age regulations for
indoor tanning should be required. This study attempted to
give information regarding the need to enforce youth access
to tanning to Kansas law makers.

indoor tanning.
A survey consisting of seventeen
questions with multiple choice, dichotomous and Likert
scale type questions was sent to a convenience sample
of tanning facilities licensed in the State of Kansas.
Subsequently, 655 tanning facilities were mailed a
survey. The survey was based on a previous study
conducted by Hester et al and the rights to the survey
were obtained from the survey authors prior to
initiating the study [3].
The survey response rate was 28% (n=651). The
majority of the respondents felt that there was “none to
a little risk” with indoor tanning (60%). Most did feel
that someone can be too young to tan yet only 65%
have ever discouraged one from tanning because of
their age.
Therefore, there was a significant
relationship between the stated practice of discouraging
someone from tanning due to age and the attitude that
someone can be too young to tan. This study shows
92% of operators support written parental consent
(Tables 1-3).

1. Introduction
It is estimated that thirty million Americans will
use indoor tanning this year and about two million of
them will be teens [1]. Exposure to ultraviolet rays
seems to be the most important environmental factor in
developing skin cancer. It has been also shown that
teens may be especially susceptible to skin cancer
because cells of younger individuals divide and change
more rapidly than those of adults [1]. Twenty-three
states have passed legislation on youth access to
tanning. Kansas has no regulations on youth access to
tanning [2]. Few studies have been done regarding
whether tanning operators support or oppose youth
access restrictions.

Table 1
Attitudes of Tanning Facility Operators (n=182)
Freq

Mean

SD(+/-)

Degree of risk in using tanning beds that emit UV light
A Lot
4
2.1
Somewhat
54
28.4
A Little
89
46.8
None
25
13.2
Don’t know
6
3.2
Do they feel someone can be too young to tan?
Yes
166
87.4
No
13
6.8
Don’t know
3
1.6
Recommended minimum age for using UV tanning
15.14
2.367
Do they feel someone should show written parental permission?
Yes
175
92.1
No
4
2.1
Don’t know
3
1.6

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and
Significance
This study was designed to take a cross-sectional
view of Kansas tanning facilities, specifically to
evaluate tanning operators’ demographics and their
attitudes and stated practices regarding youth access to
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Table 2
Stated Practices of Tanning Facility Operators (n=182)
Freq
%
Mean

3. Conclusion
SD(+/-)

The youth population needs to be aware of the
associated risks and increased correlation of skin
cancers with indoor UV tanning. By surveying a
selected group of tanning facility operators in Kansas;
this study provided insight into their perceptions
regarding youth access to tanning. It was shown that
the majority of operators believed that written parental
consent and age regulations for indoor tanning should
be required. Furthermore, this study showed tanning
facility operators’ attitudes and stated practices
regarding youth access to tanning in Kansas. In the
end, this study may be helpful to legislators in regards
to knowledge about whether tanning operators’ support
or oppose tanning regulations.

Discouraged someone from tanning for being too young
Yes
124
65.3
No
55
28.9
Don’t know
3
1.6
Age at which adults are no longer required to accompany children
16.31
1.433
Age of youngest customer
16.89
4.061
Must children under certain age be accompanied
by an adult when receiving tanning treatments
Yes
109
57.4
No
67
35.3
Don’t know
4
2.1
Age that parental permission must be obtained
16.55
1.564
Table 3
Analysis of Attitudes and Stated Practices

4. Acknowledgements
We would like to thank Dr. Robert Dellavalle for
his permission to use his survey for this research
project.

Discouraged someone from tanning for being too young
Yes
Do they feel someone can
be too young to tan?
Yes
115
No
2
117

No

Total

42
11
53

157
13
170

X2

[1]
Skin
Cancer
Foundation.
Available
at:
http://www.skincancer.org/skincancer-facts.php.
Accessed
November 20.
[2]Francis SO, Burkhardt DL, Dellavalle RP. 2005: A banner year
for new US youth access tanning restrictions. Arch Dermatol. Apr
2005;141(4):524-525.
[3] Hester EJ, Johnson KR, Crane LA, Schilling LM, Dellavalle RP.
Indoor UV tanning operator opinion regarding youth access: an
electronic survey. J Am Acad Dermatol. Nov 2004;51(5):814-816.

18.735*

Must children under certain age be accompanied by an
adult when receiving tanning treatments
Do they feel someone
should show written
parental permission?
Yes
No

Yes

No

Total

98
2
100

64
2
66

162
4
166

Pearson Correlation

Mean

X2

2.361

SD(+/-)

Recommended minimum age for using UV tanning & age of
youngest customer. Correlation =.267†
Minimum age
Youngest customer

15.14
16.89

2.367
4.061

*df=1, P<.0001
†P<.0001
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The Social Control of the Commercial Sex Industry:
Qualitative Reflections on the Police
David A. Guhr*, Michael L. Birzer Ph.D.
School of Community Affairs, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences

Abstract. The social control of prostitution has resulted in enormous expenditures of police time and resources in many communities across the
United States. Police strategies such as aggressive hot spot patrols and sting operations resulting in multiple arrests of prostitutes are commonly
used by social control agencies. It is questionable whether strategies such as these are effective in resolving prostitution both in the long and
short term. Furthermore, there is a dearth of literature that assesses the perceptions of police officers themselves toward the social control of
prostitution. The purpose of this qualitative case study is to examine the perceptions of police officers toward prostitution using interviews as the
data collection strategy. Results indicate that many officers believe that traditional enforcement strategies are ineffective in dealing with
prostitution. Officers also reported that while legalization of prostitution does not fit within the moral framework of the community, it would
lower the frequency of harm, and that sexually transmitted diseases and associated instances of drug use and interpersonal violence, are the
principle social pathologies for which they are concerned.

1. Introduction
This specific study was an outgrowth of a larger study on commercial sex work here in Wichita, Kansas. Wichita
and the surrounding community have experienced issues with commercial sex work throughout their long history.
However, street prostitution in the North and South Broadway areas constitutes the only configuration with which
the public is largely aware. The researches conducting this study were not fully aware of the actual diversity in
venue that existed within the community, although we were aware that approximately eight escort services operated
in the area. Within the context of the larger study we were interested in understanding to what extent police
interventions, or the threat of such, structured these activities. Describing the nature and frequency of police
officers’ interacts with commercial sex workers and their controllers is one way of triangulating this information.
2. The Study
We initially framed this part of our investigation as a case study. Creswell (1998) defines a case study as the
exploration of a bounded system, case or multiple cases over some period of time through detailed, in depth data
collection. This study was bounded within the Sedgwick County law enforcement community, and included the
sampling of county, city and federal law enforcement officers as its primary data source. Other data sources used
included document analysis of escort service licensing data, reviews of web-based discussions among patrons of
prostitutes and non-participant observation of several locals. Additionally we identify this as an instrumental case
study due to (a) our need to develop contacts and informants, familiar with commercial sex work within the
community, and (b) the general exploratory nature of this study.
We utilized a snowball sampling procedure, and through subsequent referrals we were able to interview eleven
law enforcement officers (n = 11). Snowball sampling is a technique where the researcher obtains knowledge of
potential participants from people who know people who meet research interests. While a larger, randomized sample
would have allowed us to produce some generalizations about police officers in the area, such a procedure was not
possible due to a lack of funding and administrative access to these police agencies. As pointed out previously, this
case study is exploratory in nature, which means that we did not fully understand the boundaries and parameters of
the system prior to entry. In many ways this study represents a first attempt at generating this type of information
about police officer perspectives.
Initially we asked officers three questions, and shortly after beginning the interviews, we added two questions
about how they experienced interactions with commercial sex work populations. These five questions are as follows:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What are your perceptions in regards to expending time and resources toward the enforcement of
prostitution laws?
What are your perceptions regarding whether or not prostitution should be decriminalized and regulated?
What are your perceptions regarding whether or not prostitution results in social harms?
Has your area of responsibility encountered any problems with prostitution?
How are these problems being handled?

Responses were analyzed through a technique developed for grounded theory by Corbin and Strauss (1990).
Creswell (1998) describes this as a process which consists of building categories for the responses (open coding),
demonstrating connection between categories (axial coding) and finally building several theoretical positions from
those connections (selective coding). While exploration rather than theoretical proposition was the specific goal of
this study, we believe that this type of holistic analysis allowed us to effective describe the response themes
presented by participants.
Our later experiential question resulted in an expansion of our understanding of commercial sex venues within
the Wichita area. In addition to street prostitution and escort service work, which we were already aware, we added
brothel services and strip club services. Brothel services we had not even considered as a category within Wichita,
and strip clubs services we had originally framed as being outside the focus of our research project. Yet officers
repeatedly demonstrated that they viewed these four venues as being outlets for prostitution. Police interactions with
these four venues include traditional ordinance enforcement by patrol officers, prostitute stings, john/customer
stings, development of confidential informants, and rehabilitative projects and opportunities.
Concerning perceptions of the time and resources expended on dealing with prostitution, the general themes
included (a) insufficient resources to effectively control prostitution within their area through ordinance enforcement
and sting operations, (b) current operations only result in temporary geographic displacement, and (c) that they are
frustrated with the understanding that criminal prosecution of prostitution is a revolving door.
With respect to the social harms perceived to be associated with commercial sex work, general themes included
(a) the vectoring of sexually transmitted diseases (STDs), (b) concomitant usage of illicit drugs and interpersonal
violence, (c) enablement and accommodation of other criminal endeavors, and (d) disruption of familial
relationships.
In terms of decriminalization or legalization, themes included the belief that (a) legalization or decriminalization
does not fit the moral framework of the community, (b) frequency of harms present in illicit sex work would be
reduced with presence of some legal venue for the activity, (c) doubt concerning the elimination of illicit sex work
due to the economic stratification of the four venues previously listed, and (d) breaking the connection between sex
work and illicit drug markets would not be accomplish with such a change in disposition.
3. Conclusions
Qualitative research methodology allows a mode of exploration which is extremely valuable in understanding
our social world. This study has allowed the researchers to better understand the categories of sex work and
interactions occurring within the community, which allows for the development of more robust studies for
evaluating the relationships between individual action and the structuring of the social world.
Further research is sorely needed in order to more effectively understanding the nature of economic
stratification within the local commercial sex work industry. Such information will allow policy makers and
community members to better inform any changes they might employed. This research demonstrates that heightened
levels of community interaction are needed in order to adequately address the social harms associated with these
activities in an era of underinvestment in community law enforcement. Finally, since elimination of sex work is
impossible, efforts need to be made to help policy makers more readily view their work as “regulation” rather than
“elimination” as the later appears to be an unrealistic goal.
4. Acknowledgements
We would like to thank Jon McConnell, Matt Knowles and Dr. Paul F. Cromwell for their assistance throughout this
project, as well as the many law enforcement officers who helped us collect information and identify participants.
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Application of a Unified Procedure for Continuous-Time and
Discrete-time Compensator Design to DC Motor Control
Tooran Emami*1, John M. Watkins1 and Richard T. O’Brien2
1

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, College of Engineering
2
Department of System Engineering, U.S. Naval Academy,.

I. Introduction
In last year’s GRASP [3], we presented a simple
unified design approach, which was independent of the
nominal system information, for most standard
continuous-time
and
discrete-time
classical
compensators. This unified approach is based on a
standard root locus design procedure for a proportionalderivative (PD) compensator. In this paper, we
demonstrate how the procedures in [3] can be applied to
a real system. In particular, we will show how they can
be used to design continuous-time and discrete-time lead
compensators for shaft position control of a DC motor
[2]. In this application, we have used the delta operator
[1] to design lead compensators from continuous-time
and discrete time frequency responses. Both the
continuous-time and discrete-time compensators
achieved the design specifications. Procedures for
standard compensators (lead, proportional-integral (PI),
proportional-integral-derivative (PID), and PI-lead
compensators) have been developed, but due to space
considerations only the lead (practical PD) procedure is
applied in this paper. This paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, generalized magnitude and phase criteria
are presented. Lead compensator design and an example
are presented in Section III. Conclusions are presented
in Section IV.
II. Compensator Design
The integrated design procedure using time or
frequency domain plant data requires a generalization of
the angle criterion from root locus design. The standard
closed-loop system is shown in Figure 1 where K is
the control gain, Gc (γ ) is the compensator and G p (γ )

represents the plant dynamics. The variable γ has the
following relation with the continuous time domain,
⎪⎧s, Δ = 0
, where s the Laplace is transform
sΔ
⎪⎩(e −1)/ Δ, Δ ≠ 0

γ =⎨

variable and Δ is the sampling period [1].
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R(γ ) +

Gc (γ )

K

Y (γ ) 

G p (γ )

−
Fig. 1. Closed-loop block diagram

From [3] the generalized angle and magnitude
constraints are given by,
∠Gc (γ 0 ) +∠G p (γ 0 ) = φ

(1)

K Gc (γ 0 )G p (γ 0 ) =1

where γ 0 is the unified design point and the desired
angle
in
the
angle
constraint
is
⎧± 180°, root locus
φ=⎨
, where PM is the desired
⎩± 180° + PM, Bode
phase margin for Bode design. The design point γ 0 , is
given by Table , for our different design procedures,
where s0 is the design point that would be used for
continuous time root locus design and ω gc is the
desired gain crossover frequency for Bode design.
Table:
Unified design point

( γ0 )
Δ=0

Δ≠0

Root Locus

s0

(es0 Δ -1)/Δ

Bode

jωg c

(e

jωg c Δ

-1)/Δ

Using the angle constraint in (1), the desired
compensator angle θ c can be computed from the plant
information and the design point without knowledge of
the compensator type.
∠Gc ( γ 0 ) = φ − ∠ G p (γ 0 ) =:θ c .

(2)
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was chosen as α = 26 for both the continuous-time and
discrete-time designs. For each design, the pole location
β and the control gain K were computed from (4) and
(1), respectively. Interestingly enough, the compensator
parameters were identical for both designs with the
continuous-time and the discrete-time compensators
s + 26
γ + 26
given by
0.445
and
,
0.445
s + 43.6
γ + 43.6
respectively.
The experimental closed-loop step responses are
shown in Figure 2 for a 60o step command. The step
response with the continuous–time compensator had an
overshoot of 4.8% and a settling time of 0.17 seconds.
The step response with the discrete-time compensator
had no overshoot and a settling time of 0.12 seconds.
As both compensators meet the design specifications,
no redesign was necessary.

In root locus methods, θ c determines a geometric
relationship between the design point and the
compensator poles and zeros. In Bode methods, θ c is
the phase that must be added at the gain crossover
frequency.
III. Lead Compensator
The lead compensator in our unified notation has a
γ +α
transfer function G (γ ) =
, where α < β . The
γ +β
angle of lead compensator at the design point γ 0 is
∠Gc ( γ 0 ) =∠ (γ 0 + α ) −∠ (γ 0 + β ) = θ z − θ p and the lead

pole and zero must be selected to satisfy the angle
constraint (2), or equivalently, θ c =θ z −θ p .
The lead compensator design has three unknowns
and only two constraints. As in the continuous-time
case, the lead compensator zero is chosen to the right
side of PD compensator zero.
0 ≤ α lead ≤ α pd .

Step Response of Continuous Time and Discrete Time System
70

(3)

60

50

ω0
.
β =σ 0 +
tan(θ p )

Shaft Position (deg)

After the lead zero is chosen the lead pole is computed
from
(4)

Analog
Discrete time

40

30

20

10

In order to demonstrate the applicability of this
method to an experimental system continuous-time and
discrete-time compensators were designed to regulate
the shaft position of DC motor [2]. The sampling rate
for discrete-time compensator was 50 samples/sec
( Δ = 0.02 sec ). The closed-loop step responses of both
designs were required to have an overshoot of less than
5%, a settling time of less than 0.175 seconds and no
steady state error. From standard second order
assumption these specifications correspond to a phase
margin of PM = 64.6o and a gain crossover frequency
of ω gc = 25.2 rad/sec.
From (2), the desired

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25
0.3
Time (sec)

0.35

0.4

0.45

0.5

Fig. 2. Continuous-time and discrete-time step responses of
compensated DC motor.

IV. Conclusion
The design procedures used in this paper were
developed from a PD design procedure [3]. We have
shown how our unified procedures can easily apply to a
real life systems by designing directly form the
experimental frequency responses lead compensators.
This example also demonstrates similarity of discrete
time design with continuous time when the γ operator
is used.

compensator angle, θ c , was found to be 3.6o for the
continuous-time compensator and 18.6o for the discrete
compensator. A compensator angle greater than zero
indicated that a compensator was necessary. The open
loop frequency response of the DC motor indicated
that the plant was type 1[2]. Thus the steady state error
requirement could be met with a PD or lead
compensator. As the continuous-time PD compensator
is not physically realizable without velocity feedback, a
lead compensator was selected for both continuous-time
and discrete-time. The compensator design itself was
straight forward. The lead zero, which must satisfy (3),
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Formulating Iron Rich clay Bodies in a Recycled Electric Kiln
Ryan Olsen
Department of Studio Arts ,College of Fine Arts

Abstract. Clay bodies can be formulated using commonly available processed clays for a wide variety of specific functions.
Some of the functions I am interested in include plasticity for throwing on the wheel, temperature range that a clay can be
fired to and color for aesthetic purposes.
Research into this area by ceramic artists is ongoing. Developments in pyrometers; measuring kiln temperatures, and
oxygen probes; that measure the relative atmosphere in a kiln, has improved the knowledge and quality of this research.
These tools have allowed artists to critically analyze the chemical processes that affect the iron in clay and replicate results
achieved when clay is fired and turned into ceramic material.
For consistent results and a fast turn around, I constructed a small gas, 2cu.ft, test kiln out of an old defunct electric
kiln. My initial research involved using four different firing methods that cycled between reducing and oxidizing
atmospheres on ten formulated high iron clay bodies. I looked for specific color variations in the fired test pieces that
resulted from the relationships between the atmosphere and the relative temperature inside the kiln. The clays used in the
research undergo vitrification in the firing process and therefore do not need to be glazed to eliminate porosity. This allows
the marks made by my hands and tools to be clearly visible in the fired work, which when displayed, or used as a utilitarian
object, allows the viewer access into the process of formation and a direct connection back to the maker of the object.

1. Introduction
My interest in utilitarian ceramic work stems from the interaction that is created between the user, the object and
the artist. This medium allows my ideas to penetrate the domestic space surrounding an individual, becoming a
vehicle through formal beauty and conceptual nourishment. Once in this space my work uses traditional constructs
of naturalistic beauty to engage the user in ritualistic acts of nourishment.
In using Table Sets to provide a vehicle that elicits the viewer to become part of an act, I cultivate relationships
that reach beyond the informal technologies that inhibit direct human interaction.
My direct interaction with my material and the subsequent remnants that are decipherable by a viewer, are what
draws me to investigate unglazed ceramic ware. I am forever looking at ways for my work to procure time with its
audience and at first to create an overall visually absorbing object, and then allow users to uncover the details of its
conception.
2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance

The construction of the test kiln used is centered on three main conditions. The first and second conditions being
that it needed to be inexpensive to build and constructed in an expedient manner. The third requirement for the test
kiln is that it needed to be fired using natural gas as a fuel. All three of these requirements were met with the
discovery and conversion of an old electric kiln. The first order of business became pulling out the old elements and
removing the control panel. The kiln was then framed together with angle iron, tipped on its side, and elevated 50”
off of the ground so it could easily be loaded and unloaded with tests. Two, five inch diameter, holes were drilled at
the back of the kiln for the burner ports and a larger six inch diameter hole was drilled out the top of the kiln for a
flue. The two burners were then mounted into place and plumbed to the main gas line anolge with two pilot burners
that provide security by continuously igniting the gas coming out of the main burners. The kiln was completed by
both framing the kiln lid with angle iron and welded vertically on hinges so that the door would be easily actuated
and also installing a pyrometer probe into the kiln door.
The clay bodies were formulated to have a variable temperature range so they could be used in both low
and high firing methods. They were also engineered to be fine grained and plastic so that they could easily be
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manipulated without tearing or cracking when thrown on the wheel. The amount of iron in the clay bodies was a
result of two available industrially processed clays, Red Art and Laterite. These clays control the color of the
finished pieces and of the ten clay bodies tested, five used Laterite and five used Red Art. The atmosphere inside the
kiln was measured by the amount of flame exiting the kiln. The manipulation of the damper and the air gas mixture
of the burners controlled the kiln atmosphere. When the kiln is placed in a reduction atmosphere there is more fuel
than air inside of the kiln and when placed in an oxidizing atmosphere there is more oxygen than fuel inside of the
kiln.
When iron inside of clay is reduced it chemically changes from red iron oxide to black iron oxide and when
it is re-oxidized it turns back to red iron oxide. When this chemical change occurs relative to certain temperatures
inside of the kiln its reaction is recorded by coloration of the clay after the firing. The process high temperature
stoneware clay is usually run through in a normal reduction firing is as follows. The kiln is fired up in oxidation to
1600°F-1650°F, at which time it is placed in a reduction atmosphere for thirty minutes to an hour, allowing most of
the red iron oxide present in the clays to turn into black iron oxide. The kiln is then placed in a neutral state,
meaning neither oxidizing nor reducing, and allowed to climb in temperature until the desired maturation point of
the clay is reached, at which time it is shut of and allowed to cool in an oxidizing atmosphere. Research done and
published by John Neely1 states that if the iron present in the clay is allowed to cool in a reduction atmosphere down
to a temperature of around 1500°F, the converted black iron oxide cannot re-oxidize and turn to red iron oxide. This
fact is due to the clays ability to seal the iron in when converted into ceramic material. The tests done on the two
types of iron bearing clay bodies confirm that when a kiln is allowed to cool in a reduction atmosphere, the resulting
ceramic tests come out dark grey to black. This clearly demonstrated the reaction and added a larger color range to
both sets of test clay bodies.
Along with the reduction cooling method revealed by John Neely, the Laterite test group and the Red Art
test group were put through four more types of firing methods. The first being an oxidation firing that was never put
into a reduction atmosphere, the results of which become a control group and were on the whole light red to brown.
The second Firing was a regular reduction firing in which the clay bodies turn various shades of brown. The third
firing involved cooling the kiln in reduction atmosphere, but only down to 1800°F, and the clay bodies ranging in
colors from dark red-brown to red-black.
Conclusions

In the final results both sets of tests were successful in that they achieved a wide range of coloration due to
the various firing processes. The reduction cooling methods produced a wider variation in colors than I had
anticipated and I feel that the application of this research has resulted in my ability to make a more cohesive body of
work. The test kiln is also a great addition to the studio, being able to also test glazes; it has a high turn around and
can be fired and unloaded in a day.
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Presence and Absence through Memory
Joshua M. Unterman
School of Art and Design, College of Fine Arts

The sense of wonder has always captivated me. Trying something new and learning another way of
completing a task or compiling information. Moving and traveling in a new and different direction than before
makes me learn new skills and challenges me in different ways. I have always been intrigued by photography and
many of the alternative photographic processes, cyanotpying is one of these alternative photographic processes.
Unlike many of the processes, cyanotyping can be done on any surface that is able to absorb moisture. At the end of
the cyanotyping process there is an image that is comprised of lines, tones and patterns. It is these lines, tones and
patterns that have sparked my interest in my studio research. Lines and patterns play a big role in the classic games
of Chess, Othello and Pente. In these games the players’ pieces are moved and guided in a pattern by these lines.
By placing the movements of the board onto the pieces themselves, I am creating an inter-connectivness between the
piece and the space that they occupy. I am appropriating the lines and patterning of classic game boards and their
respective pieces to create a metaphor for presence and absence, using the signifiers to focus on presence and
memory that is based off of my own experiences of travel, displacement and acceptance.
The surfaces of these ceramic pieces are finished in many different ways. Depending on the different tools
I use and the way I use them, I am able to get a wide range of physical textures, from smooth and tight to rough and
open, each surface absorbs moisture differently. In addition to the physical treatment of the surface, the firing
temperature has a great effect on the absorption rate of the piece. An example of this is a piece fired to cone 012
which is 1,582 degrees F with will absorb more water than a piece that is fired to cone 04 which is 1945 degrees F,1
and thus the piece that is fired to cone 04 will be more vitrified and less absorbent. At this stage there are many
combinations between surfaces and firing temperatures to get the right absorption rate for the absorption of the
Cyanotyping chemicals. For my work I use rough and open textures on the surfaces of my pieces and I also fire
them to cone 012, so that are less vitrified and more absorbent and the application of the Cyanotype is a bit easier.
After the right combination of firing temperature and surface treatment is found the next step is the
application of the Cyanotype. Cyanotype “involves treating a surface with iron salts so that it darkens as it develops
in the light”.2 This process is made possible with the solution of Green Ferric Ammonium Citrate and Potassium
Ferricyanide reacting with Ultra Violet Light or Sun Light. These two chemicals are prepared separately and later
they are combined. In one container, 25 grams of Green Ferric Ammonium Citrate is dissolved in with 100 ml of
water (this is Part A) and in another container 10 grams of Potassium Ferricyanide is dissolved in 100 ml of water
(this is part B). After these two solutions are made, then equal parts of A and B are mixed together to make the final
Cyanotyping solution. One ounce of Part A and one ounce of Part B is enough to cover 36 square inches of
absorbent ceramic material. Once the solution is completed them comes the application and exposure processes.
With the application of the Cyanotype there are two main variables that affect the final outcome, thickness
of application and the correct amount of exposure time. These two variables determine contrast, or how dark it gets,
and it allows me a version of the ‘gray scale’ to work with. If the application is too thin the tone will be very light
and there will be no contrast, to thick and there will be no variation, there will be an immediate transition of blue
Cyanotpying to the buff white color of the clay. After the application comes the moment of truth, it is time to
expose. Exposure can be done two different ways: 1. Inside a darkroom with a 250 watt U.V. light bulb or 2.
Outside in the U.V. rays of the Sun, I have done both. In my studio I made a ‘darkbox’ that allowed me to control
the exposure time and ‘printing distance’ more accurately. ‘Printing distance’ is the distance from the light bulb to
the surface that the Cyanotyped is on. It distance is very important because the Cyanotype exposes from the heat in
the U.V. light. So a shorter printing distance will develop faster than a longer printing distance. For best results
when printing inside, the printing distance should be between 12 and 24 inches. I have made my ‘darkbox’ to have a
printing distance of 18 inches. I have also taken Cyanotyped pieces out into the Sun light and exposed them.
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In short, there is no contest between the power of the Sun and its U.V. light rays verses a 250 watt U.V. bulb. When
I began this work I was using my ‘darkbox’ for most everything but slowly I began to move my work outside for a
more intense and rapid color change. Now I do most all of my work outside and use the U.V. lights from the Sun.
There is however drawbacks to printing outside, there are more variables so it is a little less conveniently accurate.
If there is a cloud in the way or a day with no direct Sun light, these are factors that are out of my control but they
play a role in the outcome of the final surface. The final step is “fixing” the surface of the piece. This is done by
running water over the surface of the piece, the water washes away all of the extra or un-developed Cyanotype.
This washing and rinsing is done for 5 to 8 minutes. Washing and rinsing can be done two different ways. 1. Take
the piece to a sink and run water over the surface of it or 2. Take a hose to the piece and spray it down. When I
expose inside taking the piece to a sink is more manageable, and when I am outside, a hose is more effective. Once
exposure has started it is difficult to make it stop immediately, so timing is crucial. The 15 to 20 seconds it takes to
walk to the sink could be the difference between ‘correct exposure’ and ‘over exposed.’
When the piece is dry and the Cyanotyping process is complete and the final image is comprised of line,
tone and pattern. The completed process of Cyanotyping onto manipulated ceramic forms reflect my experiences of
memory through presence and absence.
1) Mile Hi Ceramics, Inc. http://www.milehiceramics.com/Orton_Cones.htm
2) Ware, Mike. Alternative Photography http://www.alternativephotography.com/process_cyanotype.html
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Examining the First Women Potters in America
and their Influence on Contemporary Ceramic Art
Monette Mark
Department of Studio Art, College of Fine Arts

passed along through generations of ceramic artists.
Historical research shows how the effect of technical
processes, pots or educators helped create a lineage of
artists that demonstrate diverse achievements, which
influence contemporary ceramics.
Experiment. The method for this research involves
several steps of historical research. First identifying the
first women in America to become professional
ceramic artists before 1950. Only listing women who
embodied a dedication to ceramics narrowed the list
down. Second, classify each woman into one of three
groups: educator/artists, studio artists, and ceramic
industry artists. Although all of the women were
educators at some point in their lives the criteria for
each group is based on the years spent in each
discipline.
Third,
distinguish
professional
accomplishments for each woman tracing the impact of
these achievements on contemporary ceramic practice.
Finally,
reveal
the
intertwined
professional
relationships shared by many of these individuals.
Results. There are twelve influential women separated
into three groups: five educator/artists, four studio
artists, and three artists involved in the ceramic
industry. Educator and former Rookwood potter, Laura
Anne Fry served as the First Chair of Industrial Art at
Purdue University in West Lafayette, Indiana and in
1909 founded the Lafayette Art Association now called
Art Museum of Greater Lafayette. [2,3] Maija Grotell
taught ceramics at Cranbrook Academy of Art in
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan for twenty-eight years and
was head of the department of ceramics until 1966.
[4’5’6] An educator for twenty-seven years, Frances
Senska founded the ceramics department at Montana
State University in Bozeman, Montana. [7,8] Bauhaustrained ceramic artist Marguerite Wildenhain founded
the Pond Farm where she taught intense summer-long
workshops. [9,10] Laura Andreson founded the
ceramics department at UCLA where she taught for
thirty-eight years instructing over 5000 students. [11]

Abstract. The goal of this research is to demonstrate
artistic lineage and the intertwined history of early
American women potters. This history shows how a
technical process, pot or teacher has affected and
created a lineage of artists and how they have
continued to develop throughout the decades of the
twentieth and into the twenty-first century.
During the early 1900’s women in America were
becoming artists, teachers and business owners. The
roles of these women potters have been noted
individually in biographies and historical overviews
but many of their professional relationships overlapped
and their particular achievements continued through
students or associates. The method of this research
involves historical research much like a family tree of
professional and artistic developments. In this case the
research starts with the individual and continues
forward showing the propagation of development to the
present. It is the combined history of these women that
show the depth of their impact on American pottery in
the twentieth century and the interrelationships
between these women who taught and influenced each
other and new generations of ceramic artists.
This research will show detailed graphs and
pictorial representations of the first women potters
including their achievements and interrelationships.
The presentation will demonstrate artistic lineage and
the diverse achievements that influence contemporary
ceramics.
Introduction. After receiving an honorary life member
award from the National Council on Education for the
Ceramic Arts, Frances Senska showed a film that some
students made of her working with clay. Later in an
interview Frances tells this anecdote about talking to
people after the film, “... [a] guy came up to me and
said, ‘You know, you hold your hands just the way I
hold my hands, and I learned from Peter Voulkos.’
And I said, "Yeah, and Peter Voulkos learned from me.
So this is what education in the ceramic arts is all
about. You learn from each other.” [1] This simple
anecdote is a relevant example of how ceramic artists
share processes and techniques that continue to be
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The studio artists, Adelaide Alsop Robineau,
Mary Louise McLaughlin, Vivika Heino and Gertrud
Natzler exhibit diverse accomplishments. In 1899
Adelaide Alsop Robineau founded Keramic Studio
the
first
educational
ceramic
magazine.
[12,13,14,15,16] Mary Louise McLaughlin was the
first person in American to discover the secret of
decorative under-glazing in 1877 and founded, The
Cincinnati Pottery Club in 1879. [17,18,19,20]
Vivika Heino participated in more than 200 national
and international exhibitions and was technical
advisor to Twentieth Century Fox for the movie The
Egyptian in 1953; making 751 pots and 16 glaze tests
to get the right turquoise for Technicolor. [21]
Gertrud Amon Natzler and her husband Otto Natzler
established themselves as one of the leading couples
in American ceramics winning awards and having
solo shows at numerous museums. Natzler
collections are held by: Everson Museum of Art; The
Metropolitan Museum of Art; Museo Internazionale
delle Ceramiche; MoMA and many others. [22,23]
The women in the ceramic industry group
were the first to found their own companies. Maria
Longworth Nichols Storer founded Rookwood
Pottery in 1880 by 1960 production ceased. [24,25]
Pewabic Pottery founded by Mary Chase Perry
Stratton in 1906 continued production until her death
in 1961. Architects used her tiles in buildings and
public installations such as the National Shrine of the
Immaculate Conception in Washington, D.C.,
Detroit's Guardian Building, and the Herald Square
installation commissioned by the New York Metro
Transit Authority among others. [26] Edith Kiertzner
Heath founded Heath Ceramics in 1948 which is still
in operation today. Edith passed away in 2006 but is
best known for her avant-garde tableware, and
innovative glaze and clay body formulations.
Distinguished as the first non-architect to win an
American Institute of Architects Gold Medal. Her
architectural tiles are used in the exteriors of the
Norton Simon Museum and the Yoruba Buena Center
in San Francisco. [27,28,29]
Discussion. Pertinent information including; names,
dates, professional interrelationships of these artists
which had specific influences on contemporary
ceramics are documented in the poster material that
will accompany this paper. This research discusses a
select group of women who have made specific
impacts and have a perceptible historical lineage of
professional achievements sustained through their
students and research.
Acknowledgements.
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Adult Preferences between Two Symbol Sets:
Comparing Boardmaker® and Overboard®
Meng-Ju Tsai*, Julie Scherz, Stephanie Bronston, Rebecca Paden
Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders, College of Health Professions

Abstract. The present study was designed to determine whether significant differences existed in typical adults in the preferences
across two symbol sets (Boardmaker® or Overboard®) frequently displayed on the augmentative and alternative communication
(AAC) systems. Three research questions were addressed. Is one symbol set more preferable than the other for typical adults? Is
one symbol set preferred over the other by age groups? What qualitative data can be found to validate symbol preferences? A
total of 56 participants participated in the study. Three tasks were involved in the study. The results indicated that regardless of
the category (i.e., nouns, verbs, descriptors), the Boardmaker® symbol set is most preferred among the most typical participants
except the age of 51-60, but did not reach the significant difference statistically.

Introduction

In recent years, augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) systems have been provided to these
individuals who are unable to communicate efficiently using spoken speech and writing. AAC attempts to
temporarily or permanently compensate for speech/language impairments which results in communication disorders
in individuals [1]. Symbols can be used on communication devices for individuals who cannot speak. Several
previous studies were designed to investigate the transparency, translucency, and learnability across different
symbols, such as Blissymbols, Picture Communication System (PCS), Picsyms, Rebus symbols, Carrier symbols,
manual signs, and Pictogram symbols. Two commercially available software programs generate two different
symbol sets, Boardmaker® and Overboard®, are used by some speech-language pathologists (SLPs) and special
educators. Limited data exists regarding AAC users’ preference for symbols, therefore symbols are typically chosen
based on SLPs’ and special educators’ preference or accessibility in their working environments. The purpose of the
study was to determine whether significant differences exist in typical adults in the preferences across two symbol
sets (Boardmaker® or Overboard®) frequently displayed on the AAC systems. These two symbol sets can be used
on communication devices for individuals with non-speaking or limited speaking.
Participants & Procedures

A total of 56 participants, in the groups of ages 20-35, ages 36-50, ages 51-65, and ages 66-80, were recruited in the
study. Participants selected for inclusion met the research criteria: living in Wichita, Kansas in the United States;
vision and hearing within normal limits determined by self report; English spoken as the primary language at home;
no apparent handicaps, neither mental nor emotional disorders as determined by direct observation; educational
levels range from high school equivalency to mater’s degree; and lack of familiarity with any of these two symbol
sets as determined by the short interview. All participants were naïve to the Boardmaker® and Overboard® symbol
sets according to their self-report.
Three tasks were involved in the study. Participants were tested individually in a quiet room in a session lasting
approximately 30 minutes. The tester gave the same instruction to each participant in each task. In Task 1,
participants were asked to name each symbol to verify the transparency of the symbols. If the 50 symbols were not
identified with 100% accuracy, the tester provided additional practice until the participant achieved 100% accuracy
on the identification task. In Task 2, the participants were asked to indicate which of the two symbols they would
prefer to represent a particular target word. In Task 3, participants were asked to respond to open-ended questions
about each symbol set. They were then asked to indicate which symbol they believed they selected/preferred most
often and to identify what they saw as positive (likes) and negative (dislikes) characteristics of each symbol set.
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Additionally, they were asked to indicate on a Likert-type scale, with 5-point scale values ranging from 1 (least
acceptable) to 5 (most acceptable), how acceptable/unacceptable they would find each symbol set if they were to
need to use a communication board with picture symbols for communication purposes.

Results

A significant effect was found in the identification task (Task 1) for age groups (F (3, 104) = 6.52, p< .05). The 6680 year old age group required significantly more trials to achieve the criterion of 100% accuracy in the
identification of symbol sets than the 20-35 and 36-50 year old groups. More trials were needed to reach the 100%
correct criterion for identification for the Overboard® symbol set compared to the Boardmaker® symbol set across
all age groups. For Task 2, no significant difference was seen for the symbol set selected to best represent a target
word or concept. Three of the four age groups had a slighter higher mean for preferring Boardmaker® symbol set;
the 51-65 year old age group had a slightly higher mean for preferring the Overboard® symbol set. For Task 3,
participants across all age groups believed they had selected the Boardmaker® symbol set to represent target words
or phrases significantly more often than the Overboard® symbol set (F (1, 104) = 4.63, p< .05). In reality, there was
no clear difference on the actual selection task (see Task 2 results). There were no significant differences among age
groups or between symbol sets on the Likert-type scale responses, asking for the participants’ opinions about the
acceptability of each symbol set for a potential communication board or device. Both symbol sets were judged to be
“moderately” acceptable by all age groups.
Conclusions

Although typical adults believed they selected the Boardmaker® symbol set more frequently than the Overboard®
symbol set, actual performance did not support that perception. Overboard® symbol set took more trials to reach
100% criterion for naming (significantly more trials for the oldest age group), suggesting that this symbol set may
not be as transparent (easily recognized) as the Boardmaker® symbol set. All age groups indicated that either symbol
set would be acceptable to them if they require a communication board or system in the future. Boardmaker® symbol
set is readily available in most clinic and education settings; Overboard® symbol set is a more recent addition to the
marketplace. This study would suggest that just because one symbol set is more accessible to the speech-language
pathologists (SLPs) and special educators who might be developing a communication system, that symbol set may
not be the most transparent or appropriate for the individual who would use the system. Future research needs to
address these individuals’ preferences for these and other symbol sets so that individuals can be best served.
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Communication Opportunities Provided to Children with Special
Needs: Preliminary Data
Meng-Ju Tsai*, Julie Scherz
Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders,College of Health Professions

Method
The study was conducted in a private non-profit
agency that serves hundreds of children in both homebased and center-based programs. This study has
involved observing teacher/children interactions in
toddler classrooms to measure communication
opportunities provided by the teacher and classroom
assistant in the classrooms and children’s responses.
Observations were completed in five classrooms
serving children with developmental disabilities,
The observation procedures were adapted from the
work of Sigafoos, et al. Each classroom was observed
twice, on separate days. Three activities were selected
for observation: 1:1 play; small group, and whole
group. Each daily observation consisted of 288 tensecond blocks for 48 minutes total.
Any opportunity for communication provided by
the teachers or classroom assistants during the 10
seconds was recorded by type. If more than one
opportunity was provided during a 10-second block,
only the first was recorded. It should be noted that this
recording method might underestimate the number of
communication opportunities provided by the teacher,
but the rationale is that any more communication
opportunities would leave little time for the child to
respond. Only the first response that a child made was
recorded following the communication opportunity
provided as well. That is, once the communicative
opportunity provided by the teacher or classroom
assistant was recorded, the children’ responses were
observed within the same 10-second block. The
operational definitions used in this study were also
adapted from Sigafoos, et al. (1994). Communication
opportunities provided by teachers or classroom
assistants were recorded in five categories: request;
naming or commenting; answer;

Abstract. Five toddler classrooms were observed two times
each to gather information about communication
opportunities provided to children with developmental
disabilities. 288 10-second blocks were observed during four
types of activities. Data collected indicated that
communication opportunities were provided in fewer than
30% of the observation intervals across contexts of activities.
The number and types of communication opportunities
provided by the teachers, and the children’s responses
following the opportunities across the classrooms were
documented and discussed. Potential barriers to effective
communication interactions in classrooms serving children
with developmental disabilities were considered form the
perspectives of the classroom teachers and children with
developmental disabilities. A variety of different trainings for
teachers and interventions for children was also highlighted.

Introduction
Communication is a critical skill for all human beings
for the purposes of meeting needs/wants, transferring
information, fulfilling social closeness, and fulfilling
social etiquette [1].However, some children with
developmental disabilities may not be able to express
their basic needs and wants, or need to expend
significant physical effort to do so. These children may
need to utilize augmentative and alternative
communication (AAC) systems to support their
communication in school or at home. Without using
AAC systems, these children do not have opportunities
to participate in classroom activities or to express their
basic needs. Often these children are not given
opportunities to communicate because there is no
expectation that they might be able to respond
meaningfully.
Sigafoos, Roberts, Kerr, Couzens, & Baglioni [2]
indicated that maintaining communication skills in
children with language developmental disabilities can
be facilitated by teachers in the classroom, and there is
a strong positive correlation between children’s
existing communication skills and the number of
communication opportunities received.
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imitation; or N/A which means that no communication
opportunity provided. The children’s responses were
recorded into four types: appropriate, inappropriate,
prompted, or no response.
Results
Results indicated that fewer than 30% of the
observed 10-second blocks provided a communication
opportunity for the children, and the children did not
respond to a communication opportunity provided by the
teachers in 42.3 % of those blocks where an opportunity
was provided, regardless of the context being observed
(Table 1). The more verbal children were most typically
those who responded, and those with developmental
disabilities rarely responded without prompting. The
present data compared to the work of Sigafoos, et al.
(1994)
showed
the teachers
provided
more
communication opportunities to the children; however,
the children did not show a higher number of responses to
the opportunities provided. The possible explanations are
that children with disorders frequently did not have
appropriate means with which to respond, or were not
provided sufficient time in which to respond. Different
communication strategies (e.g., simple communication
boards) to enhance communication responses by children
with disorders, and training potential communication
partners for these children should be developed and
implemented.
Table: 1
Comparisons of numbers and types of opportunities for communication
provided by the teachers, and the responses from children to the
opportunities provided during the observation intervals
Current
"Comparison"
Study
Data a
TEACHER Communication
Opportunities
No opportunity provided

72%

87%

Opportunity provided

28%

13%

Requesting

10%

25%

Naming/Comment

68%

55%

Answer

1%

15%

Imitate

21%

5%

Response given

58%

70%

Appropriate

48%

39%

Inappropriate

3%

9%

Prompted

7%

22%

No Response

42%

30%

CHILDREN Response

a

Sigafoos, Roberts, Kerr, Couzens, & Baglioni (1994)
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Conclusions
No data has been reported that would specifically suggest
the required number and types of opportunities for
communication necessary for classroom teachers to
provide children with developmental disabilities in order
to facilitate their development of communication skills.
Further research must be attempted to investigate whether
increasing the numbers of opportunities provided along
with provision of an appropriate means of response would
improve the communicative interactions of children with
developmental disabilities. Research also has to
investigate more efficient in-service training programs
and compare different existing training programs used in
classrooms in order that the teachers and classroom
assistants can have a better understanding of how to
facilitate communication opportunities for these children.
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A Study of Patient and or Family Use of Alternative Sources of
Healthcare Information
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School of Nursing, College of Health Professions

Abstract
Background: Healthcare consumers have access to a multitude of health related resources. The internet and other sources of
healthcare information are prevalent, but little is known about patients’ and families’ use of these alternative sources of
information. Objective: The purpose of this pilot study was to explore whether local healthcare consumers are seeking and/or
using more alternative sources of health information related to their personal health care issues. Method: Self-report
information was collected via a researcher-developed questionnaire from a convenience sampling of patients and/or family
members, age 18 years or older, who had consented to completing the written questionnaire. Results: Approximately 35% of
survey participants reported using the internet as a source for health care information; 46% reported using family and friends;
while a greater percentage (69%) reported using their physician or nurse as a source for health care information. A higher
percentage (19%) of respondents reported trusting the information received from their physician or nurse, while 7% strongly
agreed to trusting web-based information. Among respondents who reported sharing the health information found with their
doctor or nurse, 54% reported occasionally sharing this information; 27% reported always sharing, and 7% reported never
sharing the health care information they found through alternative sources with their healthcare provider. Conclusion: In this
study, there was not sufficient evidence to show that more local consumers used the internet, or other sources, to seek health care
information. Approximately half of the respondents reported sharing this information with their healthcare providers. Health
professionals have an opportunity to not only educate, inform, and engage patients and families in participating in decisionmaking related to their health care, but through communication, may increase the potential for greater health promotion and
improved health outcomes.

1. Introduction

Today, many sources of healthcare information exist as resources for providing healthcare consumers with
information on a multitude of health related topics. The internet and other sources of healthcare information are
prevalent. It is believed that patients and their families are seeking these more alternative sources of information. It
is assumed that they no longer rely solely on their healthcare providers for information related to their personal
health care issues but seek to obtain or confirm the information via web based sites. The goal of this survey was to
contribute to a better understanding of consumers’ need to be kept well informed about issues related to their
personal health care using web based information.
Studies have found that the internet is being used increasingly by healthcare consumers to access healthrelated information. Approximately 60-100 million people seek health information online [1]. An estimated 54
million consumers used the internet as a source for health information in 1998 to an estimated 110 million in 2002
[2].
While many reasons were given by consumers for seeking such health-related information, 53% reported
sharing the information with their physician [3]. A Kaiser study also found that patients with chronic illnesses were
more likely to use web-based information [4].
The aim of this study was to explore whether local healthcare consumers are seeking and/or using more
alternative sources of health information related to their personal health care issues in order to provide more
effective methods to educate, inform, and engage patients and families in participating in decision-making related to
their health care.
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2. Method

Participants and Settings
A convenience sample consisted of 26 patients and family members, age 18 years and older, from local
healthcare facilities that consented to voluntary participation. During a one-day event, a self-report written
questionnaire was used to collect data on patients and families that reported use of alternative sources of health
information related to their personal health care issues.
3. Results

Approximately 69% of survey participants were age 65 and older, with nearly equal distribution of male
and female participants. A majority of respondents (89%) were Caucasian (White) which was reflective of the
population surveyed. Eighty-five percent of respondents reported that it was important to look up medical
information about their health on their own, while 50% reported spending 15% or less time looking up this
information. Among participants’ reasons for seeking medical information, 46% reported using the information to
understand their own personal health condition/disease process, while 23% used the information to understand the
health condition/disease process of a family member or significant other, and 19% reported curiosity about health
related subjects as their reason for seeking this information.
Of the reported sources of health information used, 35% reported using the internet, 46% reported
obtaining the information from family and friends, and a larger percent (69%) reported using their doctor or nurse as
a source for finding medical information about their health. A Likert scale was used to evaluate participants’
responses to trusting the health care information they received from all sources used. The Likert scale showed a
mean score of 2 (SD 0.756-1.236). Of these sources, 19% strongly agreed to trusting information received from their
doctor or nurse, 15% strongly agreed to trusting information received from family and friends, while 7% strongly
agreed to trusting information obtained from web-based sources. Participants were asked whether they felt they
received adequate health related information from their doctor or nurse, among the respondents, 77% responded yes,
12% responded no. Among respondents who reported sharing the medical information found with their doctor or
nurse, 54% reported occasionally sharing this information; 27% reported always sharing, and 7% reported never
sharing this information with their health care provider.
4. Conclusions

In this pilot study, 69% of respondents continue to rely on physicians and nurses as a primary source of
information related to their personal health care issues; yet 49% reported trusting the information received from
these sources. Approximately half of the respondents reported sharing information found with their health provider.
Although in this pilot study there was not sufficient evidence to show that more local health care consumers
are using the internet or other alternative sources of information, an important question that we may also have
considered was whether participants had access to a computer and the internet.
In this pilot study we learned that several revisions to our questionnaire may be needed. For example, in
order to clearly determine what total percentage of time respondents used in looking for information about their
health, the survey question may need to be revised to indicate the time used in relation to a 24 hour day, week, or
month. The mean scores on the Likert scale showed little variation (range = 2.00-2.56, SD 0.756-1.236) which
suggest there may be a need to revise the statements. However, we conclude that there is sufficient evidence to
warrant revision of the questionnaire and further investigate health consumers’ use of alternative sources of health
care information.
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Nurses’ Perceptions of Evidence-Based Practice
Karen D. Lehman*
School of Nursing, College of Health Professions

Abstract. Evidence-based practice (EBP) has emerged as a marker for health care quality. However, several barriers prevent the
transition of nursing research to practice, such as lack of knowledge, lack of time, and little perceived value. The purpose of this
descriptive study was to examine the extent of current understanding of EBP, knowledge/skills, and attitudes among registered
nurses in an urban Midwestern hospital. A convenience sample of 422 (40.9%) nurses returned the Clinical Effectiveness and
EBP Questionnaire. Results indicated that nurses generally had a positive attitude towards EBP. Level of education was found
to be an important factor in EBP. However, some inconsistencies were found. ADN-prepared nurses had higher mean scores in
EBP process than those with a diploma or BSN, but had the lowest mean scores in attitude. These results indicate that there may
be an organizational misunderstanding of EBP. It is, however, possible that the nurses’ higher perceptions of EBP will influence
success of implementation. EBP educational programs, therefore, may be met with greater overall consent and improved
application.

1. Introduction

In recent years, a greater emphasis has been placed on the delivery of patient centered, scientific-based nursing care.
Health care organizations have responded to the public’s concern; more hospitals have pursued Magnet designation,
the “gold seal” of nursing quality. However, research has discovered significant gaps between research and nursing
practice, largely due to barriers such as lack of research knowledge and skills [1-6]. One large hospital in Wichita,
Kansas developed a Magnet committee to facilitate application of best practice guidelines and support EBP in
nursing. The committee distributed an evidence-based questionnaire to identify current knowledge and attitudes
regarding EBP. The Magnet committee hoped to implement specific educational needs based upon the identified
barriers and research needs.
2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance

Instrumentation
This study used the Clinical Effectiveness and Evidence-based Practice Questionnaire, a 24-item Likert-style survey
[7]. Items were scored on a scale from 1-7, with higher scores indicating more positive attitudes and greater EBP
knowledge. The questionnaire was distributed to all nurses in the hospital of study, which totaled 1,031. In all, 422
(40.9%) surveys were returned, and 407 were used in analysis.
The SPSS program was used to analyze data with the significance level set at .05 level of significance. Descriptive
statistics were used to analyze the distributions of responses. Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was
used to measure variations in attitude, practice, and knowledge subscales by education. Content analysis examined
the responses to questions about barriers to EBP.
Findings
Staff nurses represented the largest group of respondents (323). Those aged 41-50 (35.2%) and with more than 20
years of experience (37.8%) returned the most surveys. Those who were BSN-prepared returned the most surveys
(196), followed by ADN (122), diploma (62), and MSN (28).
In general, nurses rated themselves higher than expected in EBP practice (5.21) and attitude (5.19), and lowest in
knowledge (4.67). Overall, individual item means scores across subscales showed little variation (See Table 1).
ADN-prepared nurses had the highest mean in EBP process (5.02), yet had the lowest mean in attitude (4.90).
Those who read research journals (44.7%) had higher means in all three measures than those who did not read.
Significant differences were found among the four educational levels and the attitude scores
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(Wilks’s Λ = .93. F (9, 976) = 3.16, p = .001), while practice and knowledge scores were nonsignificant (see Table
2). Those with BSN and MSN preparation showed significantly different attitudes towards EBP. Additionally, 52%
reported that they did not read or subscribe to a nursing journal. It would be a reasonable conclusion to expect that if
nurses were proficient in EBP, they would also be proficient in using EBP skills. Thus, these inconsistencies
suggest the need for further exploration and the development of an educational plan to assist nurses with EBP
knowledge and skills.
Table 1 Age and EBP Process, Skills, and Attitude
Age

EBP Process

EBP Skills

EBP Attitude

21-30
31-40

4.7500
5.0502

4.6255
4.8112

5.2366
5.2676

41-50
>50

5.1903
5.0544

4.7202
4.5416

5.1684
5.1612

Table 2 Means and Standard Deviations on the EBPQ Subscales for Four Groups (n = 407*)
*Missing Data = 15
The most common barrier reported was “no time” (39.4%), followed by “limited knowledge” (23.4%), “too costly”
Education
Master’s Degree
Total
Baccalaureate
Associate
(n = 28)
(n = 407)
Degree
Degree
(n = 195)
(n=123)
EBP Subscales
M
SD
M
SD
M
SD
M
SD
M
SD
Use of EBP
4.98 1.23 5.01
1.41
4.92
1.35
5.65
0.76
5.21 1.32
Knowledge/skills of EBP 4.56 0.95 4.60
1.00
4.66
1.01
5.15
0.68
4.67
.98
Attitudes towards EBP
5.03 1.06 4.90
1.12
5.34
1.08
5.59
0.86
5.19 1.10
(11.4%), “no nurse with research experience in immediate area” (9%), and “no interest by nursing leader” (4.7%).
Twelve percent reported there were “no barriers”. Additional comments included concerns about change, difficulty
understanding the questionnaire or EBP, and time/staffing issues.
Diploma
(n = 61)

3. Conclusions

Participants scored themselves moderately to fairly high on all three subscales, especially practice and attitudes.
The minimal variation across scores suggests that participants did not fully understand the EBP terminology in the
questionnaire. While these results indicate that there may be an organizational misunderstanding of EBP, the
overall attitudes and perception of EBP were generally high, and may result in greater overall consent and improved
application. Addressing the identified implementation challenges will be a fundamental step in shifting the
organizational culture during this hospital’s pursuit of Magnet recognition.
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Differences in Health Related Physical Activity and Fitness of
Elementary School Children
Zach Constance, Mary Martin*, Katie Smith, Katy Struble
Physical Therapy Department, College of Health Professions

Abstract. Research supports a correlation between physical activity level and obesity; however, there is no definitive method for
measuring physical activity level in children. This study will determine if test results of the Progressive Aerobic Cardiovascular
Endurance Run (PACER) and the results of average activity levels recorded in the form of activity logs, including pedometer
data, are an effective means of determining an individual’s risk of developing childhood obesity as measured using Body Mass
Index (BMI). Seventy-six participants (n=37, boys n=39) in grades 3, 4, and 5 took part in a study comparing BMI to PACER
and number of steps using a pedometer. Data were computed using the Pearson product moment correlation relating average
steps in time to BMI, and PACER scores to BMI to determine if a significant relationship existed. The results indicated the
relationships between BMI and PACER, and BMI and pedometer steps were low, suggesting that a portion of this total variance
may be explained by other measures.

1. Introduction

Childhood obesity rates in the United States have soared in the past three decades, indicating an expected
future increase in health care costs and demand for physical therapy to address predicted health conditions and their
cause. Research supports a correlation between physical activity level and obesity. Literature related to use of
pedometers to predict activity levels is limited to their use in adults. Previous research has proven use of pedometers
in predicting activity levels in adults to be significant (Tudor-Locke 2005). One pedometer study used children as
subjects and indicated a high correlation to activity (Beets 2005). Studies related to predicted activity levels found a
weak inverse relationship between subject activity level and BMI and also between pedometer-determined activity
levels and the subject’s percentage overweight (Tudor-Locke 2004). PACER was used to determine fitness levels of
subjects as supported in previous research (van Mechelen 1986). Research focused specifically on children’s BMI
and correlating it to either the PACER or average steps in time was not to be found. This study will determine if test
results of the PACER and the results of average activity levels recorded in the form of activity logs are an effective
means of determining the individual’s risk of developing childhood obesity. Based on these findings we hope to find
a method that will accurately assess which children are obese or at risk of becoming obese in the hope that a
prescription can be made to the individual to reduce their risk of obesity.
2. Experiment, Results, Discussion

Participants consisted of 37 girls and 39 boys enrolled in grades 3, 4, and 5 at a rural Midwest school
district. Height and weight were recorded for each student, and were converted to BMI (kg/m2) The PACER
protocol outlined by the FITNESS-GRAM Test User’s Manual (Welk et al, 200) was used to assess cardiovascular
fitness. The Walk4Life Duo pedometer was used to measure both number of steps and steps in time.
Anthropometric measurements were taken and the PACER was administered during regular scheduled
physical education classes. To monitor activity levels, the students were instructed to wear the pedometers for an
eight-day period. The children recorded their pedometer step counts at the beginning of each day for seven 24 hour
periods.
Significance was determined for BMI, PACER, and pedometer data variables. Significant differences for
the variables were found about a .05 alpha level. For significant variables, the coefficient of determination (r2) was
calculated via the interclass correlation coefficient (ICC).
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Upon examination of the data, no significant changes (p <.05) were seen relating BMI to average steps per
minute during the week or weekend, BMI to pedometer steps per day, or BMI to pedometer step time for either
gender. However, significant changes, (p >.05), were recorded for three constructs for girls: BMI to PACER practice
test, BMI to PACER trial 1, and BMI to pedometer overall average steps per minute. For each of these variables the
coefficient of determination was calculated to determine the magnitude of the effect (r2). For BMI to practice
PACER test r2 was .3859, for BMI to PACER trial 1 r2 was .3788 and for BMI to pedometer overall steps per minute
r was .3924. Each of these values was determined to be low, demonstrating an effect that accounted for less than
40% of the observed significant change. Similar data was found for the boys of the study. Significant changes were
recorded for two constructs, BMI to PACER practice test, and BMI to PACER trial 1. Coefficients of determination
(r2) were calculated for both constructs. For BMI to PACER practice test, r2 was found to be .3176. For BMI to
PACER trial 1 r2 was .3417. Similar to the results seen with the girls, the boys’ coefficients of determination were
found to be low, accounting for less than 35% of the observed significant change.
One interesting finding was the poor correlation between BMI and step counts. One proposed explanation
was that the pedometer does not take into account the intensity of the activity that is occurring. Another reason our
data did not show a significant correlation between PACER and BMI might have been a lack of grouping in our data
when comparing BMI to the PACER. We did not compare how children with high BMI are performed on the
PACER compared to those of low BMI. A study conducted by GP Nassis and LS Sidossis also compaired BMI to
shuttle run scores for children in two groups: overweight/obese and nonoverweight. Comparing BMI to fitness test,
significant inverse correlations were seen between fitness levels and BMI for both genders specificly related to their
grouping (GP Nassis and LS Sidossis 2005).
A concept that our study needs to address concerning the correlations of pedometer and PACER scores to
BMI, is the large confidence interval demonstrated for r for both constructs. Due to this large interval it is difficult to
conclude significant relationships, and may be attributed to poor homogenity of our variance. We recommend
further data collection on a larger sample to provide a more complete comparison of the true relationships of the
constructs of intrest.
Another factor that influences both the correlations of pedometer and PACER to BMI is the
missunderstanding of what the BMI component represents. In some cases the increase in body weight can be
attributed to increased muscle mass, that can be associated with individuals that are both fit and highly active.
Based on findings in a study by Duncan JS, Scholfield G, Duncan EK (2006), we assume that the participants that
had high BMI’s associated with their increased muscle mass had higher scores for the PACER and higher step
counts on the pedometer step components. The participants with high BMI’s but high body fat compositions
commonly seen in sedentary individuals were expected to have lower scores on the PACER and the components of
interest for the pedometer. When the two different trends combined, the overall effect was lost, resulting in the low
correlations for both constructs.
3. Conclusion

The intention of our study was to examine the relationships of BMI to field measured cardiovascular fitness and
overall physical activity level as measured by 7 day pedometer logs. After examining our data we found that despite
significant results for both genders for BMI to components of the PACER and the pedometer, the overall effect for
both was very small.
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Scapular Strength in Presence of Scapular Winging and Tipping in
Female Athletes Who Participate in Overhead Sports
Rachelle Ewy, Sarah Hudson*, Carrie Miller, Andrea Rhoads
Department of Physical Therapy, College of Health Professions,

Abstract. The purpose of this study is to determine if scapular stabilizer weakness and instability is a plausible explanation for
excessive winging and/or tipping of the scapula in females who participate in overhead sports. Instability may be an early sign of
weakness that can contribute to shoulder injury. Literature regarding causes of scapular winging and tipping pertaining to weak
scapular stabilizer muscle strength in overhead female athletes has not been widely studied. In this study subjects were 18-25
year-old volunteer female college-level athletes that participate in overhead sports. Observational measurements and isokinetic
testing were taken to evaluate placement of the scapula and scapular muscle strength. By knowing the correlation of winging and
tipping of the scapula and weakness of the scapular stabilizer muscles, prevention of shoulder injury may be feasible. From our
findings, we hope to contribute prevention techniques for shoulder injuries to provide strengthening and rehabilitation methods.

1. Introduction

Female athletes who play overhead sports are prone to shoulder injury due to the repetitive motion, stress and
overuse of the joint. This study investigated whether the strength of the surrounding scapular stabilizers, mainly the
serratus anterior, correlate with the presence of scapular instability in the forms of winging and tipping. An
assumption is made that weakness of the serratus anterior muscle, being a primary protractor, is one of the reasons
for the presence of winging and tipping. Prevention of shoulder injury may be feasible by knowing the correlation
between scapular kinematics and scapular stabilizer strength. We hypothesize that there will be an association
between scapular strength and scapular winging and tipping.
2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance

Nineteen subjects participated in the study. All were 18-25 year-old volunteer female athletes who participated
in overhead athlete sports in the Wichita area. Subjects were excluded from the study if they had a shoulder
condition that caused them to not participate in more than one week of practice or games, or if the subject had had
any upper extremity surgical procedures within the last year. Observational classification of winging and tipping
was taken statically and dynamically. Tipping and winging were measured using a bubble inclinometer and digital
calipers, respectively. An isokinetic machine was used to measure strength of scapular protraction and retraction in
the scapular plane.
Results
Nineteen female overhead athletes participated. All were right hand dominant. Three additional subjects were
left hand dominant but their data is not included. Ten females were softball players; nine played volleyball. The
average measurement of tipping and winging was generally greater on the right, dominant side as compared to the
left, non-dominant side through the various positions. There is an evident strength difference between dominant and
non-dominant extremities with the dominant arm being the stronger extremity. Significant correlations were found
between left scapular tipping measurements and peak forces, peak forces per body weight, and total work data. No
relationships were found between tipping measurements and peak torque variables at the slowest speed tested.
Significant inverse correlations were found between winging measurements and the same peak force, peak force per
body weight and total work data.
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Discussion
After analyzing the results, it was found that there was no apparent significance between the presence of winging
and tipping and weakness of the scapular stabilizer muscles on the dominant arm. Although there was not a
significant difference found on the dominant side, there was evidence of winging and tipping through observation of
the movement of the scapula as viewed with the naked eye. Of the nineteen subjects tested, ten subjects presented
with winging and/or tipping of the dominant, non-dominant, or bilateral shoulder girdle through observation. The
presence of visual winging and/or tipping led us to believe that there should be a weakness in strength on the
respective side, but the data did not support the finding. Unfortunately this finding was not what was originally
hypothesized, but it may have some significance in the fact that it is commonly thought that weakness of the serratus
anterior muscle may cause the medial and/or inferior border of the scapula to move posteriorly from the thorax.
This study shows that there is no apparent weakness in the action of protraction of the dominant scapula as shown
by the dynamometer, but there is an apparent abnormality of scapular movement.
3. Conclusion

Our intent was to compare the isokinetic muscular strength of the scapular stabilizer muscles, primarily serratus
anterior, with the presence of winging and/or tipping of the scapula. Although the numbers do not support our
hypothesis, it is still reasonable to believe that there is a relationship between scapular dyskinesis and scapular
strength because the muscle that performs the motion of protraction also maintains the position of the scapula on the
thoracic wall. If there is no strength correlation in the presence of winging and tipping as observed by an
experienced clinician, what is the real cause of the scapula to wing and/or tip? A new question arises because of the
fact that our data showed no relationship on the dominant arm, but did show a relationship on the non-dominant arm.
Further studies should be done to fully investigate whether or not there is a relationship with the non-dominant arm
and why this result occurred.
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Cardiovascular Fitness and Physical Activity Levels in Elementary
School Children: An Examination of Seasonal Variation and
Correlation
Aspen J. Ukens*, Amber D. Befort, Amanda L. Wiseman, Angela K. Overman
Department of Physical Therapy, College of Health Professions

physiological method of testing cardiovascular fitness,
or VO2max, and psychological method of assessing
physical fitness by utilizing physical activity and
behavioral conduct questionnaires.

Abstract.

This study examined seasonal variation in
cardiovascular fitness and physical activity levels. It also
examined the relationship between maximum oxygen uptake
(VO2max) and scores obtained from physical activity and selfperception questionnaires. The study involved 83 elementary
school students in grades 3-5. The Progressive Aerobic
Cardiovascular Endurance Run (PACER) was used to
determine cardiovascular fitness, while a questionnaire was
used for reports of physical activity levels. There was no
significant difference in VO2max or physical activity levels in
regard to season. Although the relationship was weak (r=0.074 to -0.262), the correlation between VO2max and
Physical Activity Questionnaire for Children (PAQ-C) scores
was negative in all three months for third graders only. No
significant trends were found among fourth and fifth graders.

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance

The subjects consisted of a sample of convenience
composed of 83 elementary students (45 males and 38
females) in grades 3-5 enrolled in a rural Kansas school
district.
The PACER was utilized to assess
cardiovascular fitness. It is a component of the
FITNESSGRAM testing and was developed by the
Cooper Institute for Aerobics Research [1]. The
PACER is set to music, contains 21 levels, and requires
the subject to run a distance of 20-meters back and
forth between two sets of cones as many times as
possible before exhaustion.
Height and weight
measurements were also necessary to calculate the
subject’s VO2max. To assess physical activity levels and
behavioral components of health, the subjects
completed a variety of questionnaires, including the
PAQ-C and Harter’s Self-Perception Profile for
Children (SPPC). Subjects performed the PACER and
completed questionnaires in January, May, and
September.
During each month, the subjects
performed the PACER two times with at least 48 hours
of rest in between testing times.
Descriptive data (mean and standard deviation) for
VO2max were calculated for each grade at each of the
three time points. To calculate VO2max, the following
equation was utilized:

1. Introduction
The physical fitness of America’s children has
recently prevailed as a subject of common interest.
The findings indicate that rather than participating in
activities to promote health-related fitness, children are
engaging in common sedentary recreational behaviors,
such as television viewing and computer use.
Increased television viewing and computer use may
contribute to low levels of cardiovascular fitness
among children.
Therefore, it is important to
determine factors related to low levels of
cardiovascular fitness. Aerobic fitness testing during
winter, spring, and fall seasons may help determine
seasonal variables associated with high or low levels of
physical activity in children. The purpose of the
research was two-fold. The first objective was to
determine how seasonal differences influence healthrelated fitness measures obtained by calculating
maximum oxygen uptake (VO2max) and from scores
obtained by questionnaires that assessed self-perceived
physical activity and behavioral conduct. The second
objective was to identify the relationship between a
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VO2max(mL/kg/min) = 0.35(# of laps) – 0.59(BMI) –
4.16(x1 for males, x2 for females) + 50.6 [2].
Descriptive data were also calculated for the PAQ-C,
LAST, MWeek, and HARTER. To analyze the
difference between season and VO2max, PAQ-C, LAST
MWeek, and HARTER, a repeated measures analysis
of variance (ANOVA) was used.
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To determine the relationship between VO2max and
PAQ-C, LAST, MWeek, and HARTER, a Pearson
product moment correlation was used. Alpha level
was set at p<0.05.
Descriptive statistics for VO2max, PAQ-C, LAST,
MWeek, and HARTER are presented in Tables 1, 2,
3, 4, and 5. The results of the repeated measures
ANOVA revealed no significant difference between
the months of January, May, and September in regard
to VO2max and scores obtained from the PAQ-C,
LAST, MWeek, and HARTER. The correlations
among measures revealed that there was no
relationship between VO2max and scores obtained from
the PAQ-C, LAST, MWeek, and HARTER at any
time.

May
September

20
20

2.300
2.250

Table 4 Descriptive Statistics for MWeek Scores
Third Grade
Month
Number of
PastWk
Students
(Mean)
January
14
2.235
May
14
2.398
September
14
2.041
Fourth Grade
January
14
2.571
May
14
2.633
September
14
2.755
Fifth Grade
January
15
1.857
May
15
2.343
September
15
2.181

1.218
1.372

Standard
Deviation
0.784
1.055
0.860
1.206
1.106
1.164
1.013
0.775
1.031

Table 1 Descriptive Statistics for VO2max (ml/kg/min)
Third Grade
Month
Number of
VO2max
Standard
Students
(Mean)
Deviation
January
28
41.986
7.042
May
28
41.610
7.117
September
28
42.876
7.436
Fourth Grade
January
23
40.984
4.938
May
23
42.233
6.040
September
23
40.422
5.580
Fifth Grade
January
24
44.754
9.784
May
24
44.288
9.041
September
24
43.217
9.162

Table 5 Descriptive Statistics for HARTER Scores
Third Grade
Month
Number of
Harter
Standard
Students
(Mean)
Deviation
January
20
47.254
6.148
May
20
46.332
10.098
September
20
44.631
5.435
Fourth Grade
January
18
50.556
9.978
May
18
45.716
6.537
September
18
47.253
9.968
Fifth Grade
January
19
46.519
4.670
May
19
46.886
9.660
September
19
47.844
4.102

Table 2 Descriptive Statistics for PAQ-C Scores
Third Grade
Month
Number of
PAQ-C
Students
(Mean)
January
21
18.762
May
21
20.429
September
21
17.771
Fourth Grade
January
20
17.450
May
20
21.550
September
20
21.850
Fifth Grade
January
21
15.971
May
21
17.457
September
21
15.629

3. Conclusions

Table 3 Descriptive Statistics for LAST Scores
Third Grade
Month
Number of
Score
Students
(Mean)
January
17
3.059
May
17
2.882
September
17
2.059
Fourth Grade
January
20
2.600
May
20
2.350
September
20
2.900
Fifth Grade
January
20
2.182

Return to Table of Contents

Standard
Deviation
6.796
5.192
5.461
5.266
6.090
5.214

The results revealed no significant difference in
VO2max or physical activity levels in regard to
season. Although the relationship was weak (r=0.074 to -0.262), the correlation between VO2max
and Physical Activity Questionnaire for Children
(PAQ-C) scores was negative in all three months for
third graders only. No significant trends were found
among fourth and fifth graders.
4. Acknowledgements

7.025
7.112
5.228

Standard
Deviation
1.249
1.364
1.435
1.353
1.309
1.447
1.328
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The Relationship Between Physical Fitness and Standing Postural
Deficits in Middle School Adolescence Ages 12-14
Stacy Tucker, Linda Meyer*, and Jennifer Porter
Department of Physical Therapy, College of Health Professions

children, but now, deep couches, television, video
games, computers, and poor school chairs have
promoted incorrect posture. The population will greatly
benefit from the promotion of physical fitness and its
postural foundation by lowering musculoskeletal
injury.[1]
Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance

Abstract
Posture is the foundation for fitness. The most common
cause of injury in adults is musculoskeletal. Prevention of
such injuries starts with correct posture. Due to the limited
information available on the relationship between physical
activity and posture, this research attempted to determine if a
significant correlation existed between the two in middle
school adolescence ages 12-14. The subjects were chosen by
a sample of convenience. All subjects were volunteers from
the Maize Middle School physical education classes. The
subjects’ physical fitness was tested using a group of
assessments from the Fitnessgram.
Each subject was
assessed using the PACER, curl-up, push-up, and sit-andreach tests in comparison to the appropriate age standard to
determine a healthy fitness zone. Then each subject was
assessed for posture using a Plexiglas grid. The subject were
positioned behind the grid, using the anterior lateral
malleolus as the anatomical landmark for proper positioning
to assess the posture at the levels of the ear lobe, the
acromion, the posterior greater trochanter, and slightly
anterior to the axis of the knee joint. The results were
analyzed using the Pearson correlation to determine if there
was a relationship between the anatomical posture landmarks
and the individual physical fitness tests in the chosen
population with females and males separated. It was
concluded that there is no correlation between physical
fitness and posture in females or males ages 12-14.

The research compared the adolescent’s lateral
standing posture to his/her level of physical fitness.
Ideal lateral standing posture is defined as “a straight
line that passes through the ear lobe, though the bodies
of the cervical vertebrae, the tip of the shoulder,
midway through the thorax, through the bodies of the
lumbar vertebrae, slightly posterior to the hip joint,
slightly anterior to the axis of the knee joint, and just
anterior to the lateral malleolus.”[2] The posture was
assessed using a straight plumb line and scored by
measuring any deviations from the norm, as stated
above. The FITNESSGRAM was used to assess the
level of physical fitness in each individual. The
FITNESSGRAM is a group of physical fitness
assessments which include the PACER, curl-up, pushup, sit-and-reach, and trunk lift. The FITNESSGRAM
focuses on cardiovascular endurance, muscular
strength and endurance, and flexibility. The null
hypothesis is that there is no relationship between the
physical activity level and normal lateral standing
posture among middle school adolescence ages 12-14.

Introduction

Posture is the foundation for fitness. “Fitness requires
movement.
Movement is generated by muscles
working together within our body skeleton. Proper
posture means our skeleton is aligned in a manner that
provides for movement efficiency and grace with
minimal risk of injury; the way we were designed to
move, sit, and stand.”[1] Although there have been
few studies done on the topic of the influence of
physical fitness and its affect on posture, Miller found
that the most common cause of injury in adults are
musculoskeletal. Prevention of such injuries starts
with correct posture. As the U.S. has become more
sedentary, posture has become more dysfunctional.
Previously, good posture was natural, especially for
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This study had a total of 17 male participants and 18
female participants, ages 12 to 14, with the majority of
the subjects at the age of 13. The FITNESSGRAM
standards determined if a subject was in the healthy
fitness zone according to his/her age. Out of the 35
total subjects, 32 were classified as in the healthy zone
for the PACER, 31 for the curl-up test, 11 for the 90°
push-up test, and 23 for the back-saver sit and reach
test. The results of the FITNESSGRAM test were
correlated to the lateral anatomical postural landmarks
to determine if there was a relationship between lateral
standing posture and physical fitness. The correlation
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found that there was a relationship between the sit and
reach test and the acromion and between push-ups and
the trochanter in the male subjects.

Conclusion

Our research found that there is no relationship
between physical activity level and normal standing
posture among middle school adolescence ages 12-14.
Acknowledgements
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Endurance of low back musculature in high school athletes: A study
of global and isolated low back stabilization exercises
Michael Reiman, PT, MEd, ATC, CSCS, Julie Nelson, SPT, Michael Rogers*, SPT,
Zach Stuke, SPT, Amber Zachgo, SPT
Department of Physical Therapy, College of Health Professions

Abstract. Introduction: Selective muscle atrophy has been demonstrated in people with history of low back pain. Training of
low back musculature has focused on global and isolated abdominal endurance. The purpose of our study was to investigate the
most effective stabilization program to improve trunk musculature endurance in high school athletes due to the lack of research in
this population. Our hypothesis states that there will be a significant difference between the intervention groups and the isolated
group will show the greatest improvement. Experiment: The participants consisted of thirty-nine high school students
participating in one of three weight conditioning classes. Each class was randomly assigned into a control, global intervention, or
isolated intervention group. Trunk endurance was tested prior to and after an eight week trunk exercise intervention. Results:
There was no significant difference between the isolated and global trunk endurance groups and the control group. Further data
analysis showed no significant difference in endurance times between age, time, or gender.

1. Introduction
Low back pain is prevalent in society affecting 60 to 80 percent of the adult population. [1] A main cause
of low back pain is weak low back musculature. [2-4] Previous research has examined global and isolated
stabilization exercises for the treatment of back pain. [5]
Our research focused on high school athletes without previous or current back pain while other research has
focused on subjects with low back pain or athletes ages 20-35. [6-12] The purpose of our study was to investigate
the most effective trunk stabilization program, global or isolated, to improve trunk musculature endurance in high
school athletes and establish normative data for this population. It was hypothesized that those subjects in the
isolated trunk endurance group would have a greater increase in timed trunk endurance tests than those subjects in
the global trunk endurance group or the control group.
2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance
Experiment: Thirty-nine high school students participating in one of three weight lifting/conditioning classes at a
local high school were invited to participate in the study. The subjects were used as a sample of convenience and
were assigned to one of three groups: a control group, and global intervention group, or an isolated intervention
group, based on what weight lifting class in which they were enrolled. Prior to pre-testing, all students were given a
medical screening questionnaire and parental consent forms as all subjects were minors.
Four timed endurance tests of trunk musculature were used in this study, in order of testing: extensor endurance
test, flexor endurance test and the side bridge test bilaterally. All tests were completed as previously described [13]
with modifications due to equipment availability. McGill, et al. found these tests to be reliable with a reliability
coefficient >.97 when tested consecutively over a five day period.
A pilot study was conducted to determine if the implemented modifications to McGill’s tests were reliable.
In the reliability study ten subjects were used. Each subject was tested with either McGill’s flexion and extension
method or our modified testing procedure. [13] Each subject was then re-tested one week later with the method not
used in the previous week. Statistics were calculated to determine the reliability of our modified testing procedure.
Subjects in both groups warmed up by walking from the locker rooms to the gym where the trunk exercises
were performed. Global and isolated exercises were modified from exercise programs previously developed. [5]
Exercises were modified due to equipment availability and time. The subjects in the stabilization group were
instructed on the technique of abdominal bracing prior to initiation of each exercise. Weekly exercises were
demonstrated by the researchers to both groups to ensure that the subjects understood proper technique and quantity
that they were asked to complete. Handouts with pictures and instructions were left at the facility for the subjects to
review as needed. Subjects were encouraged to give maximal effort during each exercise session. After completing
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the trunk exercises, the subjects walked to the weight room and performed their regular workout and cool down as
instructed by their weight conditioning coach.
Results: No significant differences between the isolated and global trunk endurance groups or the control group
were noted. The statistics presented in the tables indicate a great deal of variation between the subjects, as shown by
the range of scores. The mean times for the endurance tests are shown in tables 1-2. Further data analysis revealed
no significant difference in endurance times between age, time, or gender.
Comparing our modified testing procedures to McGill’s testing procedures, there was no significant
difference for either flexion or extension (p=.298 for extension and p=.382 for flexion). Correlation was found to be
0.959 and 0.857 for extension and flexion respectively.
Discussion and Significance: Data analysis of this study revealed no significant difference between the isolated and
global trunk endurance groups and the control group. Subjects in the isolated trunk endurance group were expected
to have a greater increase in timed trunk endurance tests than subjects in the global trunk endurance group or the
control group. Neither the global or isolated intervention groups made a statistically significant improvement over
their pre-test scores.
Clinically, this research is relevant to those with core instability. Subjects in this age range may not fully
understand the benefits associated with increased core stability, and therefore would most likely benefit from a
specifically supervised training and conditioning program verses a home exercise program. If the subject does not
improve core stability it is likely due to multiple variables, including compliance with the intervention program.
3. Conclusions
In terms of measuring isometric endurance times in high school athletes, our research shows there are no
benefits to prescribing a isolated program as compared to a global program. Clinically, the isolated and global
endurance programs may be equally beneficial to high school athletes. Therefore, professional judgment should be
the guide when treating this population.
4. Acknowledgements
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School administrators for allowing us to use their facilities, and the weight lifting students for their participation.
Table 1: Mean Pre and Post Test Times(sec) for Flexion and Extension
Group

Flexion

SD

Pre-test
Control

Flexion

SD

Post-test

172.38

56.348

Global

188.717

Isolated

173.246

Extension

SD

Pre-test

175.102

90.115

103.971

210.853

56.502

196.036

Extension

SD

Post-test

103.98

62.428

92.277

37.531

91.426

102.35

55.985

102.645

50.937

78.277

109.112

49.245

114.273

39.117

L Sidebend

SD

L Sidebend

SD

Table 2: Mean Pre and Post Test Times(sec) for Right and Left Sidebend
Group

R Sidebend

SD

Pre-test

R Sidebend

SD

Post-test

Pre-test

Post-test

Control

61.27

22.114

61.725

31.007

60.36

19.681

56.23

21.629

Global

55.633

18.653

58.861

19.201

59.833

21.374

62.647

20.573

Isolated
54.073
19.437
59.995
13.139
57.527
16.740
58.578
15.788
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A comparative analysis of OTC Plan B vs. prescribed Plan B
Alicia V. Nguyen, PA-S*, Patricia Bunton, MS, PA-C
Department of Physician Assistant, College of Health Professions

Abstract. With the introduction of emergency contraception
(EC), the likelihood of an unintended pregnancy can be
reduced by up to 80%[1]; however, limited access to EC, poor
EC knowledge, and nonuse of EC because of the failure to
recognize the risk of a pregnancy are one of many roadblocks
that have weakened the potential benefits of emergency
contraception. Numerous studies have been conducted to
compare and analyze the impact that prescription-only EC
and over-the-counter (OTC) or advanced provision of EC
(AEC) have on unintended pregnancies, abortion rates and
contraceptive behavior. The literature has shown evidence
that improved access to EC increases its usage and has not
been correlated with an increase in risky sexual behavior or
incidence of sexually transmitted diseases. Studies have not
been able to show a significant decrease in abortion rates with
increased access to EC. The literature has also shown that
even with increased availability of EC, EC use is much lower
than expected and therefore did not result in a significant
decrease in unintended pregnancies.

2. Results, Discussion and Significance

An evidence-based review of the literature was
conducted using Medline database and included articles
from 1998 to the present. Articles were chosen for
review based on whether they were peer-reviewed, if
they were randomized controlled trials and were
relevant to the purpose of this review. The inclusion
criteria requirement was that each article was to be
retrospective, a randomized controlled trial, cohort or
actual use study. Key terms used were: emergency
contraception, EC, Plan B, levonorgestrel, advanced
provision, OTC, over-the-counter, deregulation,
regulation, prescription. Twenty-six articles met the
criteria and were selected for review.
The FDA’s most recent decision to approve Plan B
over the counter to women aged 18 or over has raised
several concerns, including product comprehension,
safety and appropriate usage. A randomized study
performed in various Planned Parenthood clinics
throughout the U.S and in five pharmacies near Seattle,
WA between 2001 and 2002 found that of 585 women
between the ages of 16-26, 74% correctly used EC,
minors and less-educated women included and that
only 2% of the subjects became pregnant [4].
All but four studies [3, 8, 9, 11], concerning EC
comprehension have shown that the majority of patients
used it correctly, had a good understanding of the
mechanism of action, the therapeutic uses and/or
adverse effects of emergency contraception [4, 5, 6, 7,
10, 12, 13, 14]. The sample populations included all
age groups, minorities with poor English-speaking
skills and/or those with low income or poor education.
Deregulating emergency contraception has also led
to the apprehension that patients would abandon use of
their routine contraception. Only one study has shown
that increased access to EC will negatively affect
routine use of regular contraception [15].
Another concern has been raised regarding the risk
for unintended pregnancies, risky sexual behavior
and/or sexually transmitted diseases with advanced

1. Introduction

Every year over 800,000 teen pregnancies occur in
the United States and approximately 85% of these
pregnancies are unintended [2]. Amongst all developed
countries in the world, the United States holds the
highest rate for unplanned teen pregnancies.
Emergency contraception has the potential to
significantly reduce the rates of unintended pregnancies
but its ability to do so has been decreased by numerous
barriers; unawareness of EC and lack of EC knowledge
are two of many hindrances. Patients who are
candidates for EC usage are not aware of its existence
and/or of its availability. One study conducted on
postpartum women from an inner-city public hospital
showed that, although two-thirds were willing to use
EC, only 36% had heard of it and only 7% knew the
correct window of time to use it [3].
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provision of EC. In a randomized controlled trial
conducted between 2001–2003, 2,117 participants from
4 clinics in the San Francisco Bay Area, who had
increased access to EC, were used in the study. Results
showed that the advanced provision group had the
highest pregnancy rate, with those in the 16-17 y/o age
range carrying the highest rate (17.2%) [5].
Conflicting evidence has been found in the literature
regarding incidence of risky sexual behavior with
advanced provision of EC. Two studies have shown
that although the sample populations with increased
access to EC were more likely to use it and within an
earlier time frame than the control group, the treatment
group still had higher rates of unprotected sex at
follow-up [5,16]. In a randomized controlled trial of
160 teens from ages 13 to 20 who were primarily
Hispanic, at the 6 month and 12 month follow-ups, the
treatment group consistently had increased and higher
rates of unprotected sex than the control group [16].
The literature has suggested that despite the fact that
improved access does lead to increased use, EC is still
underused; low frequencies of EC use have been
associated with higher pregnancy rates because of the
failure to recognize the risk of a pregnancy [6, 11,17,
18].
It has been found in the literature that emergency
contraception is increasingly regarded as one of the
driving forces behind decreasing abortion rates [1];
however, none of the studies included in this review
indicated such evidence. In a study conducted in
Lothian, Scotland, women from 16-29 years of age
were offered advanced provision of EC. The abortion
rates of women aged 16-29 years of age in Lothian
were compared to 3 other major health boards from
1998-2001. Results showed no effect on abortion rates
despite the introduction of advanced provision of EC
[19].
3. Conclusions

Advanced provision of over-the-counter EC has
increased its usage and promoted timely access. EC
users comprehended the indications for EC, its
therapeutic uses and adverse effects and the majority
were able to use it correctly. Although improved access
has not been shown to lead to abandonment of routine
contraception, treatment groups have had higher rates
of unprotected sex than control groups and some
studies have shown that pregnancy rates were highest in
the treatment groups. Although improved EC access
does increase EC use, the failure to realize the risk of a
pregnancy has led to the under usage of EC and
therefore unaffected pregnancy rates.
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A comparison of domestic violence in African American,
Asian and Hispanic women
Meklit Zetawos, PA-S*, Patricia Bunton, MS, PA-C
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Abstract. Domestic violence is the most common cause of
injury to women in the US. Types of intimate partner
violence (IPV) range from emotional, physical, and sexual
abuse to homicide. IPV accounts for approximately 40-50%
of female homicide. Method- This evidence-based literature
review compares domestic violence in African American
(AA), Asian, and Hispanic women, including frequency,
types, risk factors, and response. PubMed, CINAHL, First
search, and Medline databases were used. Results- Women
involved with male partners who have low education levels,
low incomes, are alcohol or drug abusers, and who are
unemployed are more likely to be victims of IPV. Other risk
factors include women of young age, women who receive
income from their partners, women with a history of STD,
early onset of intercourse and a high number of sexual
partners. AA and Hispanic women are at greater risk of IPV
than Asian women. AA women between the ages of 15-45
have the highest homicide rate due to IPV. Asian women are
more likely to view IPV as their own fault compared to AA
or Hispanic women

includes physical abuse, psychological abuse, sexual
abuse and homicide. In 2000, 1247 women were killed
by their intimate partner in comparison to 440 men
killed by their partner that same year [1]. This
evidence based literature review will compare the
frequency, risk factors, types of IPV, and response to
IPV in African American, Asian, and Hispanic women.
This review may provide valuable information to
health care providers in preventing IPV and in caring
for women who are victims of domestic violence.
2. Results, Discussion

The literature review was conducted using PubMed,
CINHAL, First Search and Medline database. The
articles came from peer review journals. Twenty-four
articles met the inclusion criteria.
Intimate partner violence is more common in women
of younger age, with 22.1 years being the average age
[3,4 ]. Overall, 24 % of the articles found low income,
low education status, English as a second language,
women receiving income from their husbands, HIVpositive women, history of prior STDs, multiple
sexual partners, and early sexual intercourse to be risk
factors for IPV [ 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,11, 12] .
Furthermore, gun access, forced sex, and abuse during
pregnancy are risk factors for intimate partner
homicide [8].
Domestic violence occurs in all ethnic groups. One
study, which compared African American women,
South Asian women, and Hispanic women, found that
South Asians had fewer incidences of IPV than
Hispanics and African Americans. However, the
severity of IPV was greater among South Asians
compared to AA and Hispanics [13]. In one study,
results showed IPV to be highest in women age 20-24
in African Americans and 16-34 for Hispanics [5].
Another study showed Caucasian women had the
lowest recurrence rate of IPV

1. Introduction

Domestic violence is a serious problem that has an
impact in the victims’ health and daily life. Women are
more likely to be killed by violence from an intimate
partner than men. In 2001, IPV was the number one
crime affecting women, with 85% of IPV directed
toward women vs. 15% for men [1]. Thirty-one percent
of American women admit to being physically abused
by a husband or boyfriend at some point of their life
according to the 1998 common wealth survey [2].
Intimate partner violence is the most common cause of
death in pregnant women.
Domestic violence occurs in all ethnic groups.
Different ethnic groups respond differently to IPV
according to what’s expected in their community or
culture. Women that experience IPV have various
explanations and responses when it comes to domestic
violence. Response to domestic violence is varied
according to culture, age, socioeconomic status,
education level, or race. Intimate partner violence
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compared to African Americans (3.7 times greater)
and Hispanics (2.5 times greater [14].
Women that are victims of domestic IVP respond
in a variety of ways. One study shows that African
American and Hispanic women more often leave
their abusers, 83% and 82.6% respectively. Only
10% of Asian women were likely to leave their
abuser [13]. Furthermore, according to police reports,
African American and Hispanic women had higher
rates of reporting violence [3]. Two studies showed
that Asian women tolerate IPV more due to accepting
IPV as their own fault, expectations of culture to be
obedient to their husbands, fear of rejection by the
community, and wanting to create a flawless public
image to their community [1, 10].
3. Conclusion

Intimate partner violence is a serious problem that
affects women of all ages and ethnic groups. In
general, younger women seem to be more susceptible
to domestic violence. Asian women experienced less
IPV, but the types of violence were more severe.
African American and Hispanic women were more
likely to leave their abusers, while Asian women
were more likely to tolerate it. As we become more
ethnically diverse, more research in IPV is needed to
affectively prevent and care for those involved.
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and widen access to education and to improve its
quality, using current technologies to meet the
particular requirements of individuals who are unable to
participate in the traditional classroom environment due
to job and/or family obligations.[3] The flexibility and
freedom from time and attendance requirements
afforded by online education is one of the greatest
appeals for many learners. Theoretically, it provides an
alternative to traditional education that is accessible
“anywhere” and “anytime” and allows the student more
freedom to work at their own pace thus providing more
control over their learning achievements and daily
schedules.[4,5] One consequence of the flexibility is
students indiscriminately pursuing online education for
the sake of convenience without consideration of the
appropriateness of online education for their individual
learning styles.[4,5] Most published research finds no
significant difference between online and traditional
instruction with regards to learning outcomes.
The purpose of this study is to compare the
effectiveness of an undergraduate, online (OL)
Pharmacology course to a traditional (TD) in-class
lecture course taught by the same instructor as
measured by: 1) percent of student withdrawals from
course, 2) average exam scores and overall course
grade, and 3) student satisfaction with the course and
instructor, self-perceived gains in knowledge, and
perceived difficulty of the course.

ABSTRACT
Background: Online instruction has become a vital element
in higher education. Most published research finds no
significant difference between online (OL) and traditional
(TD) instruction. Purpose: Compare student satisfaction and
learning outcomes of an undergraduate OL pharmacology
course to a TD lecture course taught by the same instructor.
Methods: The OL and TD courses for Fall 05 and Spring 06
Clinical Pharmacology used the same notes, text, learning
objectives, and exams. Three validated surveys measured
aptitude for OL instruction, preferred learning styles, and
student satisfaction with the course and self-perceived
progress on relevant objectives. Learning outcomes were also
objectively evaluated using exam scores and withdrawal rates.
Results: Mean satisfaction scores for both courses were high,
generally > 4.0/5. Mean scores in the TD courses were
significantly higher than OL courses regarding overall course
satisfaction, instructor’s displayed level of interest in students,
students’ perceived ability to share ideas, and self-perceived
gains in factual knowledge, fundamental principles and
application of material. Mean scores related to difficulty of
subject matter were similar between courses. There were no
significant differences in objective exam scores or withdrawal
rates. Conclusion: Overall, the OL and TD pharmacology
courses had similar withdrawal rates and course grades,
indicating similar learning gains. Although the OL students
were highly satisfied with the course and their self-perceived
knowledge gains, the OL satisfaction ratings were generally
lower than those found in the TD courses.

1. INTRODUCTION
Distance education has gone through many
generations of evolution since its initiation in 1892
when Penn State offered a distance education program
that utilized the US Postal Service.[1] Distance
education has since evolved to encompass interactive
video, email, and World Wide Web technologies.
Spooner et al. defines distance education as any form of
education that geographically separates the instructor
and students, requiring communication through
media.[2] Today that media is most often the Internet
and is commonly referred to as online education.
Online education has become increasingly utilized
as a means of instruction. The fundamental premise of
distance learning using online modalities was to create
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2. METHODS, RESULTS, SIGNIFICANCE
Methods: This study was conducted at Wichita
State University, College of Health Professions. The
study population included 224 students enrolled in a 3credit hour, undergraduate, clinical pharmacology
course, in Fall 2005 and Spring 2006. This class was
offered in both a TD and OL course each semester.
Similarities and Differences between Courses:
Both courses had the same instructor, text, course notes,
and learning objectives; used a similar grading scale;
and used the same or similar paper-pencil exams. The
instructor was available to both courses during the same
allotted office hours, by appointment, or via email or
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telephone. The TD course had weekly quizzes while
the OL course had weekly homework. The TD course
received lectures in a face-to-face format using
PowerPoint presentations while the OL course viewed
previously videotaped lectures though streamed media
accessed either online or through CDs. The OL
students met with the instructor for a 2-hour orientation
session and were not required to meet at any other time.
Exams occurred in a proctored testing facility.
Measurements:
Learning outcomes were
objectively evaluated using course grades and
withdrawal rates. Grades were analyzed only for
students completing all exams. Three validated surveys
measured aptitude for OL instruction, student learning
style preference, and student satisfaction with the
course and self-perceived knowledge gains. The
distance learning appropriateness (DLA) survey
comprised 12 validated questions related to the likely
appropriateness of distance learning for the student
followed by 11 characteristic questions. The Canfield’s
Learning Styles Inventory (CLSI) measured preferred
learning styles. Student satisfaction of the course and
instructor was evaluated using the standardized
Individual Development and Educational Assessment
(IDEA) Survey. The DLA and CLSI were administered
to both courses through Blackboard™ and paper-pencil
following the 2nd and 3rd exams. The IDEA survey was
administered on paper following the 3rd exam.
Data Analysis: Statistical analysis was performed
with SPSS, 13.0. Significance was set at p≤0.05. Mean
data were compared using the independent sample, twotailed student’s t-test and Lavene’s test for equality of
variance. Frequency data were compared using the
Chi-square test.

Table 1: Standardized IDEA Student Evaluations of Course
Online
Traditional
p-value
0.048
Course satisfaction
4.65 ± 0.686
4.33 ± 0.993
Instructor’s level of
0.018
4.14 ± 1.014
4.50 ± 0.824
interest in students
0.005
Ability to share ideas
4.03 ± 1.156
3.31 ± 1.473
Gains in
0.011
4.21 ± 0.871
4.57 ± 0.755
factual knowledge
Gains in fundamental
0.043
4.40 ± 0.772
4.10 ± 1.031
principles
Gains in application
0.015
4.05 ± 1.125
4.51 ± 0.740
of material
0.672
Amount of reading
3.55 ± 0.817
3.49 ± 0.768
0.281
Difficulty of material
4.19 ± 0.725
4.05 ± 0.754
Amount work in non<0.001
4.09 ± 0.868
3.43 ± 0.989
reading assignments
“I worked harder on
this course than on
0.004
3.79 ± 1.013
4.25 ± 0.836
most I have taken”

Significance: Due to increasing demands for OL
education, evaluating the quality of OL courses is
important. While most published research has found no
significant difference between OL and TD instruction,
our study does illustrate some statistically significant
differences in student perceptions and course
satisfaction. The lower satisfaction related to instructor
and peer interaction may reflect the less frequent
personal interaction that generally occurs in OL
courses. High quality and quantity of instructor and
peer interaction can occur in OL courses and should be
encouraged. The OL students were less satisfied with
their gains in knowledge and application of material;
however, there were no significant differences in exam
scores which required them to apply knowledge and
express factual knowledge and fundamental principles.
The varied responses to workload/effort may indicate
real differences in type of workload expectations, but
not necessarily overall workload/effort.

Results: The withdrawal rate for the OL courses
was similar to the TD courses, 28% vs. 22%, p=0.148;
and average course grades were similar, 83.5 ± 10.6 vs.
83.0 ± 10.7, p=0.768, respectively. DLA and CLSI
data were similar between groups; survey completion
rate >45%. Mean IDEA satisfaction scores for both
courses were high, generally > 4.0 (range: strongly
disagree = 1 to strongly agree = 5); survey completion
rate >80%. Mean scores in the TD courses were
significantly higher than the OL courses regarding
overall course satisfaction, instructor’s displayed level
of interest in students, students’ perceived ability to
share ideas, and self-perceived gains in factual
knowledge, fundamental principles, and application of
material. Mean scores for amount of reading and
difficulty of subject matter were similar between
groups. Mean scores in the OL courses were higher for
amount of work in non-reading assignments, however
in response to the statement, “I worked harder on this
course than on most courses I have taken” mean scores
were higher for the TD courses.
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3. CONCLUSION
Overall, the OL and TD pharmacology courses had
similar withdrawal rates and course grades, indicating
similar learning gains. Although the OL students were
highly satisfied with the course and their self-perceived
knowledge gains, the OL satisfaction ratings were
generally lower than those found in the TD courses.
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Abstinence-Only Sexual Education vs. Comprehensive Sexual
Education, with Emphasis on Knowledge, Attitudes, and Behaviors
of Adolescents
Erika Phillips PA-S*, Timothy Quigley MPH, PA-C
Department of Physician Assistant, College of Health Professions

In 2003, the Youth Behavior Risk Survey reported that
46.7% of high school students had been sexually active.[1]
In 2000, 9.1 million of the 18.9 million new cases of STDs
came from young people age 15-24.[2] Although the teen
pregnancy rates had modestly declined in 2004 for girls 1519, it slightly increased for girls 10-14.[3] Due to these
statistics, there is currently an ongoing debate concerning
teenage sexual education in the United States and how to
make a greater impact on the attitudes, knowledge, and
behavior of adolescents. Purpose: To determine whether
Abstinence-Only or Comprehensive sexual education has
more of an impact on the attitudes, knowledge and sexual
behaviors of adolescents. Methods: An evidence based
literature review was completed using published studies
involving Abstinence-Only and Comprehensive sexual
education. These studies were then evaluated to determine
which method has the greatest impact. Results:
Comprehensive is given a B recommendation and
Abstinence-Only is given a C recommendation. More head
to head and randomized controlled trials still need to be
completed.

method for preventing STDs and pregnancy, and that
condoms and other methods of contraception provide
protection against STDs and pregnancy and
accordingly are safer than unprotected sex.[5]
Abstinence-Only sexual education is defined by the AH criteria for Title V, Section 510 Programs. An
Abstinence-Only program is required to:
A. Have as its exclusive purpose teaching the social,
psychological and health gains to be realized by
abstaining from sexual activity
B. Teach abstinence from sexual activity outside
marriage as the expected standard for all school-age
children
C. Teach that abstinence from sexual activity is the
only certain way to avoid out-of-wedlock pregnancy,
sexually transmitted diseases, and other associated
health problems
D. Teach that a mutually faithful, monogamous
relationship in the contest of marriage is the expected
standard of sexual activity
E. Teach that sexual activity outside the context of
marriage is likely to have harmful psychological and
physical effects
F. Teach that bearing children out-of-wedlock is likely
to have harmful consequences for the child, the child’s
parents, and society
G. Teach young people how to reject sexual advances
and how alcohol and drug use increases vulnerability to
sexual advances
H. Teach the importance of attaining self-sufficiency
before engaging in sexual activity.[6]
To meet federal guidelines each Abstinence-Only
sexual education program must incorporate the A-H
criteria into their teachings but are able to choose how
much emphasis they place on each item.[7] The
purpose of this study is to determine whether
Abstinence-Only or Comprehensive sexual education
has a larger impact on the knowledge, attitudes, and
behaviors of adolescents

1. Introduction
Adolescent sexual behavior has been a major
issue for many years. According to the Youth
Behavior Risk Survey, in 2003 there were 46.7% (+/2.6) high school students that reported having had
sexual intercourse at some point in their life.[1] In
2000, of the 18.9 million new cases of sexually
transmitted diseases in the United States, 9.1 million of
these cases were among 15-24 year olds.[2] The STDs
among this age group had an estimated direct medical
cost of $6.5 billion.[4] In 2004, there were 6,789 births
to 10-14 year olds and 415,408 for 15-19 year olds
(41.2 births per 1000 females.)[3] These statistics have
added to the current debate concerning teenage sexual
education in the United States. Comprehensive and
Abstinence-Only sexual education are in the middle of
this debate since they are the most common types of
sexual education. Comprehensive sexual education
programs typically emphasize abstinence as the safest
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[23] Denny G, Young M, Rausch S, Spear C. An evaluation of an
abstinence education curriculum series: sex can wait. Am J Health
Behav. Sep-Oct 2002;26(5):366-377.
[24] Doniger AS, Adams E, Utter CA, Riley JS. Impact evaluation of
the "not me, not now" abstinence-oriented, adolescent pregnancy
prevention communications program, Monroe County, New York.
J Health Commun. Jan-Mar 2001;6(1):45-60.
[25] Yoo S, Johnson CC, Rice J, Manuel P. A qualitative evaluation
of the Students of Service (SOS) program for sexual abstinence in
Louisiana. J Sch Health. Oct 2004;74(8):329-334.
[26] Aten MJ, Siegel DM, Enaharo M, Auinger P. Keeping middle
school students abstinent: outcomes of a primary prevention
intervention. The Journal of adolescent health : official
publication of the Society for Adolescent Medicine. Jul
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2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance

Data was collected after a thorough review of the
literature from 1997 to the present using Medline
FirstSearch, Pubmed, and Government Reports.
Studies were then ranked based on Oxford Center for
Evidence-Based Medicine Levels of Evidence. A
randomized control trial, Evidence Level I, of an
Abstinence-Only and Comprehensive sexual education
program showed the Comprehensive program had a
longer lasting effect on adolescents. It increased the use
of contraception at 3 months and decreased sexual
behaviors at 6 and 12 month follow ups. AbstinenceOnly was shown to decrease sexual behaviors at the 3
month follow up.[8] Of the Comprehensive sexual
education studies, 8 were Evidence Level I[9-16] and 2
were Evidence Level II (strength of evidence is
limited.)[17,18] Of the Abstinence-Only studies, 4
were Level I [19-22] and 5 were Level II.[23-27] The
Safer Choices study, a Comprehensive program, was a
well developed study that showed long term effects on
both male and female sexual behavior.[10,13] The For
Keeps program, although a non-randomized study, was
a well developed Abstinence–Only study that increased
HIV/STD knowledge, decreased intentions to have sex
but did not show a significant decrease in sexual
activity as compared to the control group.[27]
3. Conclusions

Based on the literature, Comprehensive sexual
education was given a B recommendation (at least fair
evidence that the intervention improves important
health outcomes) and Abstinence-Only sexual
education was given a C recommendation (no
recommendation for or against this intervention
because the balance of benefits and harms is too close
to justify a stronger recommendation.) It is necessary
for more head to head studies and randomized control
trials to be done with both programs. It is important
for these programs to be tailored for the communities
and ages in which they are implemented.
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Are gonadotropin-releasing hormone analogs and laparoscopic
ablation equally effective treatments for endometriosis?
Rachel Baker* PA-S, Patricia Bunton, MS, PA-C
Department of Physician Assistant, College of Health Professions

Abstract. Although both laparoscopic ablation and gonadotropin-releasing hormone analogs (GnRHa) are treatments for
endometriosis, there are no studies that directly compare these two treatment options. METHODS: This study compares the use
of GnRHa therapy and laparoscopic ablation concerning symptom relief, recurrence of symptoms, safety, side effects of
treatment and improvement of quality of life in women ages 18-50 with diagnosed endometriosis. The study design is an
evidence-based literature review, assessing each study for its research design, inclusion and exclusion criteria, treatment results,
adverse affects and conclusions. RESULTS: All but one research study showed that GnRHa are effective at improving quality of
life by relieving endometriosis symptoms up to one year post treatment. Side effects were consistent with hypoestrogenemia and
were non-life threatening. Laparoscopic ablation was found to successfully treat endometriosis symptoms, but fertility rates were
not consistently improved. Adhesion formation, infection and organ injury were complications of surgery, but were low in
incidence. CONCLUSIONS: There are many factors that are necessary to consider when determining the most appropriate
therapy. Both GnRHa and laparoscopic ablation are safe, reduce symptoms and improve the overall quality of life, therefore more
research is needed in order to determine specific parameters for each treatment.

1. Introduction.

Endometriosis is a disease of the female reproductive system in which endometrial tissue exists outside of the
uterus and is found attached to other organs, predominantly in the peritoneal space [1]. Approximately 10 to 25
percent of women in the United States of reproductive age endure this disease, and the prevalence is 3 to 4 times
greater in infertile women than in fertile women [1,2]. Endometrial tissue implants respond to the normal hormonal
stimulation of the menstrual cycle, thus cycling through thickening, shedding, and bleeding phases along with the
uterine tissue [2]. Common symptoms include dysmenorrhea, dyspareunia, rectal bleeding, infertility, severe
abdominal cramping, and low back pain prior to or during menses [2,3]. Endometriosis is suspected secondary to
history and physical findings, but laparoscopic visualization of endometrial implants outside of the uterus is
diagnostic. Laparoscopic ablation is a surgical treatment option that has been available for years and is the preferred
treatment in clinical practice for infertile patients or patients with progressed stages of endometriosis [3]. Another
treatment option that is utilized and continually studied is the use of gonadotropin-releasing hormone analogs
(GnRHa) in patients with endometriosis. Examples of GnRHa drugs includes Nafarelin, Leuprolide Acetate,
Danazol, DMPA and Goserelin [4-7]. Considering the prevalence of endometriosis and the disabling pain and
suffering it causes, comparing the safety and efficacy of GnRHa therapy and laparoscopic ablation of endometrial
implants will provide additional information for utilizing these treatment options in patients with endometriosis.
Through a systemic review of evidence-based literature, symptom relief, recurrence of symptoms, safety, side
effects and overall improvement of quality of life were compared in GnRHa therapy and laparoscopic ablation in
women ages 18-50 with diagnosed endometriosis.
2. Results

Of the 14 clinical trials for GnRHa included in this research, each one shows Naferelin, Danazol, Leuprolide
Acetate, DMPA and Goserelin are effective at minimizing symptoms of endometriosis from six months to one year
after completion of treatment [7-11]. One study found that there was a temporary increase in pain and decrease in
quality of life for the first month when treated with Leuprolide acetate [12]. In a study comparing fertility one year
after treatment, live pregnancies were 50% and 40% in the Leuprolide Acetate and Danazol treatment groups
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respectively in previously infertile women [7]. Side effects with GnRHa use were non-life threatening,
hypoestrogenic and included mood changes, hot flashes, decreased bone mineral density, vaginal bleeding, spotting
or dryness, mild depression and headache [8-11]. Recurrence of symptoms after GnRHa treatment is high (approx.
50%) because it only suppresses ovarian function throughout treatment [3]. Laparoscopic ablation (LA) did not
show a significant improvement in pregnancy rates when compared to no treatment in two separate studies,
however, symptoms improved up to one year post surgery [13,14]. As for symptom and disease recurrence, one
study indicated 12 of 14 patients experienced significant reduction or disappearance of symptoms and repeat
laparoscopy showed no re-implantation of endometrial tissue post LA [15]. Five studies were excluded because they
either addressed excision rather than ablation, chocolate cysts instead of endometrial implants, or the surgical
procedure performed was unclear. Low-incidence complications of laparoscopic surgery included adhesion
formation, bowel or ureteral injury, infection and death. While these complications are not reported in this study, a
previous evidenced-based study concerning endometriosis found that they do, in fact, occur on rare occasion [15].
3. Conclusions

Therapy for endometriosis is dependent on multiple factors including the patient’s level of pain and discomfort,
improvement of symptoms with treatment, incidence of symptom recurrence, ability and desire to conceive and side
effects/complications of treatment. To determine and recommend the most effective and beneficial treatment for
each individual patient, all of these factors should be evaluated and considered. Therefore, being aware of the
medical evidence concerning various approaches to medical treatment is essential to successfully treat patients. The
difficulty associated with assessing the effectiveness of endometriosis treatment is heavily dependent on the fact that
researchers rely on the symptom responses of the clinical subjects. Characteristics of pain and alleviation of
symptoms are purely subjective and immeasurable by the researcher. An additional limitation is the lack of clinical
studies that address either GnRHa therapy or laparoscopic ablation using similar criterion and measured parameters.
For example, fertility is rarely addressed in GnRHa research because it produces a pseudo-menopausal state and
therefore prevents pregnancy, and laparoscopic ablation is rarely addressed in research alone as a treatment but is
commonly found in conjunction with excision and/or medical management. This evidence-based review shows that
both GnRHa and laparoscopic ablation are safe, reduce symptoms and improve the overall quality of life; however,
the quality of symptoms, extent of endometriosis determined laparoscopically, age of patient and patient preference
are important factors in the decision concerning the type of treatment utilized on an individual basis. More clinical
research is needed in order to determine specific parameters for each treatment.
[1] McPhee SJ, Lingappa VR, Ganong WF. Pathophysiology of disease: An introduction to clinical medicine. 4 ed. Chicago, IL: The
McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.; 2003.
[2] Tierney LM, McPhee SJ, Papadakis MA, ed. Current medical diagnosis & treatment. 44 ed. Chicago, IL: The McGraw-Hill Companies
Inc.; 2005.
[3] Wellbery C. Diagnosis and treatment of endometriosis. American Family Physician. October 15 1999;60(6):1753-1762.
[4] Miller JD. Quantification of endometriosis-associated pain and quality of life during the stimulatory phase of gonadotropin-releasing hormone
agonist therapy: A double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial. American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology. 2000;182:1483-1488.
[5] Geber S, Sales L, Sampaio MAC. Comparison between a single dose of goserelin (depot) and multiple daily doses of leuprolide acetate for
pituitary suppression in IVF treatment: A clinical endocrinological study of the ovarian response. Journal of Assisted Reproduction and
Genetics. July 2002;19(7):313-318.
[6] Donnez J, Vilos G, Gannon MJ, Maheux R, Emanuel MH, Istre O. Goserelin acetate (zoladex) plus endometrial ablation for
dysfunctional uterine bleeding: A 3 year follow-up evaluation. Fertility and Sterility. March 2001;75(3):620-622.
[7] Tummon IS, Pepping ME, Binor Z, Radwanska E, Dmowski WP. A randomized, prospective comparison of endocrine changes induced with
Intranasal leuprolide or danazol for treatment of endometriosis. Fertility and Sterility. 1989;51(390):390-394.
[8] Dulgi AM, Miller JD, Knittle J. Lupron depot (leoprolide acetate for depot suspension) in the treatment of endometriosis: a randomized
placebo-controlled, double-blind study. Fertility and Sterility. 1990;54(3):419-427.
[9] Petta CA, Ferriani RA, Abrao MA, et.al. Randomized clinical trial of a levonorgestrel-releasing intrauterine system and depot GnRH
analogue for the treatment of chronic pelvic pain in women with endometriosis. Human Reproduction. 2005;7:1993-1998.
[10] Shaw RW. An open randomized comparative study of the effect of goserelin depot and danazol in the treatment of endometriosis. Fertility
and Sterility. 1992;58(2):265-272.
[11] Schlaff WD, Carson SA, Luciano A, et.al. Subcutaneous injection of depot medroxyprogesterone acetate in comparison with Leuprolide
acetate in the treatment of endometriosis-associated pain. Fertility and Sterility. 2006;85(2):314-325.
[12] Miller J. Quantification of endometriosis-associated pain and quality of life during the stimulatory phase of gonadotropin-releasing hormone
agonist therapy: a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial. American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology. 2000;182:1483-8.
[13] Al-Inany H. Laparoscopic ablation is not necessary for minimal or mild lesions in endometriosis associated subfertility. Acta obstetricia et
gynocologica Scandinavica. July 2001;80(7):593-595.
[14] Parazzini F, et. al. Ablation of lesions or no treatment in minimal-mild endometriosis in fertile women: a randomized trial. Human
Reproduction. 1999;14(5):1332-1334.
[15] Winkel CA, Scialli AR. Review: Medical and Surgical Therapies for Pain Associated with Endometriosis. Journal of Women's Health &
Gender-Based Medicine. 2001;10(2):137-162.
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Are self-reported patient encounter data accurate?
David Day, EdS, MPAS, PA-C; Lucas Williams PA-S*
Department of Physician Assistant, College of Health Professions

Abstract: Introduction: Medical education programs are using Personal Digital Assistants (PDA’s) to facilitate the recording
of encounters between students and patients during clinical rotations. Wichita State University Physician Assistant Program
(WSU-PA) uses PDA’s to track clinical patient encounters during its clinical year. The WSU-PA clinical rotation at Pratt
Regional Medical Center Emergency Department (PRMC-ED) provided an opportunity for a comparison of medical records and
PDA entries made by students who spent 4 to 6 weeks at that site. Purpose: The purpose of this study was to verify the selfreported data submitted by students with the actual documentation on the medical record and identify any significant
inconsistencies. Methods: Student submitted data of all patient encounters by WSU-PA students at PRMC-ED were compared
to data obtained through review of medical records for patients seen by the student. The age and sex of the patient as well as the
diagnosis of each visit were compared for consistency using HandEchart® Software and Microsoft Excel® Spreadsheets.
Results: 32.16% of reported diagnosis matched the medical records, 24.69% of patient age matched the medical records, and
31.18% of patient sex matched the medical records. Conclusion: Data revealed an inconsistency between medical charts and
PDA entries of patient encounters during clinical rotations at PRMC. The data that represented the age, sex, and diagnosis of
patients encountered in clinical rotations by 2nd year PA students was consistent 1/3 of the time.
Introduction
The second year of Physician Assistant (PA) education at Wichita State University (WSU) allots the student an
opportunity to practice principles of medicine presented and studied during the 1st didactic year of training. In a
clinical setting under the supervision of a mentor, the student experiences patient encounters that demonstrate the
application of previously presented medical concepts and reinforces the principles of sound practice. As a way to
track patient encounters, WSU-PA has used paper based tracking systems and web-based tracking systems in the
past. Each has been valuable at tracking patient encounters. Since the fall of 2003, the program has implemented the
use of Personal Digital Assistants (PDA) to track patient encounters by students. PDA’s have grown in popularity
among medical care providers themselves over the past 10 years. It is estimated that by the year 2008, 60% of
medical care providers will incorporate a PDA into their clinical practice [1] The use of PDA’s in the past has been
found mostly in event planning, calculations, and address directories. [2] It is evident that PDA’s are becoming a
very important part in the practice and education of medicine in The United States of America. Medical Programs
are using PDA’s as resources to track patient encounters experienced by their students. WSU-PA has implemented
PDA’s into its program as a way to track the encounters of its students and stay current in its teaching methods.
Experiments, Results, Discussion, and significance
The population of this study consisted of the medical charts of patients that were seen and treated under supervision
by 2nd year WSU-PA students at Pratt Regional Medical Center (PRMC) in Pratt, Kansas. This was a convenience
sample of students assigned to PRMC. The demographics of each patient encounter were collected by the 2nd year
students by using drop down boxes included in HandEChart software. The author used drop down boxes included in
HandEChart software to collect the data that represented the demographics of each patient visit included in the
medical chart. The collected information from the student and the author were separately uploaded into Microsoft
XL spreadsheets. Microsoft XL spreadsheets were made and data was categorized by dates in order to facilitate the
comparison of student data and data collected by the author. Auto Filters were used to separate the data according to
the date of the patient encounter. Once the dates of patient encounters were matched between the student data and
the medical chart data, a comparison of patient demographics was performed. The names of the students were
omitted and replaced by representing letters A, B, C, and D. The data was analyzed by comparing the diagnosis, age,
and gender of patients who were seen by students A, B, C, and D.
A total number of 737 patient encounters that occurred during 4 clinical rotations (July 11,2006-August 17,2006:
August 22, 2005-September 28, 2005: January 30, 2006-Feburary 22, 2006: April 3, 2006- May 2, 2006) were
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compared. Tables were created to represent the final results of the analyzed data. A table representing the final
results of this comparison is shown below.

Table: 1
Totals from all student encounters
Matched

%

N

237

35%

672

Age

182

27%

672

Sex

169

35%

477

Diagnosis

Conclusions
The comparison of data from the medical charts and the PA student’s data revealed that less than 1/3 of the uploaded
information from 2nd year WSU-PA students’ PDA’s during their rotations at Pratt Regional Medical Center were
consistent with medical records. The recorded sex of the patient and diagnosis of the patient were inconsistent 65%
of the time. The recorded age of the patient was inconsistent 73% of the time. This information highlights the
inaccuracy of student reported patient encounters
Acknowledgments
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Comparison between continuous positive airway pressure vs.
uvulopalatopharyngoplasty in treatment of obstructive sleep apnea
in adult males
Jill A. Davis*, Audrey Griffin
Department Physician Assistant, College of Health Professions

Abstract. Introduction: Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA) is a condition characterized by repeated cessation of breathing
throughout sleep. This lack of breathing can occur anywhere from 5-50 times in one hour and can last for ten seconds or longer.
This is usually caused by an obstruction in the airway, nose or throat. This condition affects about 4% of the adult male
population. People at risk include those that are male, older than thirty years, have family history of condition, certain ethnicities
such as Hispanics and African Americans, loss or weak muscle tone in throat or tongue, medical conditions that cause
abnormalities of head or face and those going through menopause. Treatments or therapy for OSA are widely available and
include Continuous Positive Airway Pressure (CPAP) and uvulopalatopharyngoplasty (UPPP). Methodology: An evidencebased systemic literature review was completed acquiring studies regarding CPAP and UPPP in the treatment of obstructive sleep
apnea in adult males. Medline and Eco were searched for articles that met the defined inclusion criteria. Inclusion criteria were
as follow: treatment of OSA with either CPAP or UPPP, dated 1981-2006, include adult males in the study, and have data
pertaining to apnea index (AI), apnea/hypopnea index (AHI). Patients were considered successful if their AHI, AI, or RDI
(apnea and hypopneas) was decreased by ≥50% or if the end result was <20 AHI, AI, or RDI episodes per hour of sleep.
Results: Forty-seven articles matched the criteria. These articles proved success of CPAP and mixed success/failure for UPPP.
Conclusion: The most effective and successful treatment for obstructive sleep apnea in adult males is CPAP with a grade B
recommendation. UPPP is recommended as second line therapy.

1. Introduction

Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA) is a condition characterized by repeated cessation of breathing throughout sleep
referred to as apneic episodes. This lack of breathing can occur anywhere from 5-50 times in one hour and can last
for ten seconds or longer. This is usually caused by an obstruction in the airway, nose or throat. Signs of OSA
include: extreme snoring, excessive daytime sleepiness, falling asleep at awkward times such as while driving or
eating, extreme turning while asleep and waking numerous times at night while trying to catch breath. This
condition affects about 4% of the adult male population [1]. People at risk include those that are male, older than
thirty years, have family history of condition, certain ethnicities such as Hispanics and African Americans, loss or
weak muscle tone in throat or tongue, medical conditions that cause abnormalities of head or face and those going
through menopause. Some risk factors that may be altered to lessen the likelihood of being diagnosed with this
condition include smoking, obesity, use of alcohol and certain sleeping patterns. OSA causes blood oxygen to
decrease. If this condition is not treated it could lead to hypertension, depression, abnormalities in heart rate or
rhythm, coronary artery disease, pulmonary hypertension or even heart failure. People with OSA have a higher risk
of car accidents, poor work ability, stress, anxiety and may find it hard to concentrate. Treatments or therapy for
OSA are widely available. These include from simply avoiding alcohol or losing weight to dental appliances,
tonsillectomies, Continuous Positive Airway Pressure (CPAP) and uvulopalatopharyngoplasty (UPPP). CPAP was
introduced in 1981 by Sullivan et al [2]. CPAP maintains patency to the airway during sleep. This is done by a
mask applied to the nose which provides positive airway pressure to the airway. This treatment must be used every
night or symptoms are likely to return. Uvulopalatopharyngoplasty is the most common surgical treatment for OSA
in adults and was introduced by Fujita and coworkers in 1981 [3]. UPPP removes tissue from the soft palate, uvula,
and posterior lateral pharyngeal wall in order to enlarge the airway. This reduction in tissue eliminates the
obstruction of airway during sleep. Surgery is often chosen if the patients are unresponsive to CPAP
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treatment, unable to use the CPAP machine, have excessive tissue blocking airway or those who wish not to have a
tracheostomy. Uvulopalatopharyngoplasty has been previously reported to have a success rate of 50-70%. CPAP
has been shown to be 100% effective if used correctly. Disappointing success rates seems to be the result of
inadequate patient selection. Difference in effectiveness of treatment also seems to depend on position of sleep such
as supine vs. lateral. There is no clear correlation between success and age, gender, BMI and level of obstruction.
2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance

The purpose of this paper was to perform an evidence-based systematic review of the literature and examine the
data in order to provide the answer to how CPAP compares to UPPP in the treatment of OSA. Medline and Eco
were searched using the following key terms: continuous positive airway pressure, CPAP,
uvulopalatopharyngoplasty, UPPP, obstructive sleep apnea, OSA, and adult males. Articles used included data
relevant to treatment outcomes of CPAP or UPPP on OSA in adult males during the years from 1981-2006. Criteria
included AHI(apnea/hypopnea index), AI(apnea index) or RDI(apnea and hypopneas) information. Patients were
considered successful if their AHI, AI, or RDI was decreased by ≥50% or if the end result was <20 AHI, AI, or RDI
episodes per hour of sleep . The study was considered successful if at least 50% of the patients were a success. Fortyseven articles matched the criteria and were reviewed using evidence-based methods. These articles proved the
success of CPAP and the mixed success/failure for UPPP. Data showed that therapy with CPAP was more reliable
in successfully decreasing apnea/hypopnea episodes. Data for UPPP showed mixed results. Eleven articles were
included that contained data on CPAP treatment for OSA. These articles all showed that CPAP is an effective and
successful treatment. Forty-two articles were included that had information regarding the use of UPPP in the
treatment of OSA. Twenty-eight (66.7%) of these articles found UPPP to be successful and fourteen (33.3%) of the
articles found UPPP to be unsuccessful.
3. Conclusions

In conclusion, studies involving continuous positive airway pressure all show success whereas the studies found
involving uvulopalatopharyngoplasty have mixed results. These mixed results seem to rely on patient factors such
as pre-op apnea/hypopnea index, weight, sex, age, and degree of obstruction. It is important to realize that every
patient will be different and not fall under all categories. This is why treatment plans need to be adjusted to fit the
individual patient. Patients need to be aware of all risks and benefits of both treatment options. Patients also need to
be informed that if surgery is not successful that treatment may be referred back to CPAP. After careful analysis of
these 47 studies a grade B recommendation can be given for the use of CPAP followed by a grade B for the use of
UPPP in the treatment of obstructive sleep apnea in adult males. CPAP is the preferred first line treatment and only
after careful consideration should UPPP be utilized.
[1] Wilhelmsson B, Tegelberg A, Walker-Engström ML, et al. A prospective randomized study of a dental appliance compared with
uvulopalatopharyngoplasty in the treatment of obstructive sleep apnoea. Acta Otolaryngol. 1999;119(4):503-509.
[2] Anand VK, Ferguson PW, Schoen LS. Obstructive sleep apnea: a comparison of continuous positive airway pressure and surgical treatment.
Otolaryngol Head Neck Surg. Sep 1991;105(3):382-390.
[3] Shepard JW, Jr., Thawley SE. Evaluation of the upper airway by computerized tomography in patients undergoing uvulopalatopharyngoplasty
for obstructive sleep apnea. Am Rev Respir Dis. Sep 1989;140(3):711-716.
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Comparison of Medication Treatment versus Cognitive Behavior
Therapy of Hoarding Behaviors in Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder
Christine M. Powers* and Timothy Quigley, MPH, PA-C
Department of Physician Assistant, College of Health Professions

of the chronic characteristic of this disorder.[3]
Behavioral therapy involves gradual exposure to
anxiety causing stimuli and prevention from engaging
in their compulsions while cognitive techniques are
used to correct thought processes that contribute to
OCD symptoms.[4]
OCD can present in childhood or adulthood. This
disorder can also present in a variety of behaviors such
as
checking,
washing,
repeating/counting,
ordering/symmetry,
harming
obsessions,
religious/sexual obsessions, obsessional slowness, pure
obsessions and hoarding.[2] Although all of these
behaviors are anxiety provoking, the one that has been
shown to be the most difficult to treat is hoarding.
Hoarding is defined as the inability to throw away
items that are useless. Brain scans have shown specific
patterns in the anterior cingulate gyrus in people with
hoarding disorder in OCD. Abnormalities in this area
interfere with cognitive and emotional functioning. [5]
The following characteristics are present in the typical
hoarder:
• The compulsive hoarder obtains and is unable
to discard useless or invaluable items.
• The living space of the compulsive hoarder is
cluttered to the extent that normal activity
cannot be allowed in that space.
• Significant distress is caused by the hoarding
activity to the extent that functioning is
impaired. [5]
Not only is this behavior distressing to the individual, it
also causes concerns of physical safety, fire risk,
sanitation, failure to seek health care, and loss of
important items. [5] One reason why this aspect of
OCD is so difficult to treat is because of the
noncompliance to treatment that these individuals often
possess. [6] Poor response to CBT and medications is
known to be related with this aspect of OCD. Anxiety
levels are higher in people with hoarding symptoms
and because of this their ability to gain insight on
treatment benefits is decreased. [7] This leads to
decreased compliance to treatment. The purpose of
this study is to determine the best possible therapy for

Abstract. Obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) can be
difficult to treat due to patient non-compliance and treatment
efficacy. This anxiety disorder presents in behaviors such as
checking, washing, repeating/counting, ordering/symmetry,
harming obsessions, religious/sexual obsessions, obsessional
slowness, pure obsessions and hoarding. Of these behaviors,
hoarding is the most difficult to treat. Hoarding is defined as
the inability to throw away items that are useless. Objective:
To determine the best possible therapy for individuals with
hoarding behaviors comparing the use of psychotropic
medications, cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) or both.
Method: An extensive evidence-based medicine (EBM)
literature review was conducted using Medline, PubMed, and
FirstSearch databases. Included articles were published in
English between 1995 and the present. Studies were then
ranked from Levels 1 through 4 based on the quality of the
study design. Results: Of the 19 studies that met the
inclusion criteria in the EBM analysis, five were used
primarily as background information, one supported the use
of medication along with CBT, four supported the use of
CBT alone, three did not support the use of medications, one
did not support the use of CBT, one did not support either the
use of medications or CBT, and four were inconclusive.
Conclusion:
This analysis reveals a Level C
recommendation (inadequate number of Level 1, 2 or 3
studies) for use of medications with CBT, medication
treatment alone or CBT alone.

1. Introduction
According to the DSM-IV, obsessive-compulsive
disorder (OCD) is classified as an anxiety disorder
involving repeated thoughts (obsessions) and behaviors
(compulsions) in which the individual feels compelled
to engage in, although they are aware that these
thoughts and behaviors may not be rational or
appropriate. Obsessions are images, thoughts, or
impulses that cause a person anxiety; and compulsions
are the acts that are repeated mentally or behaviorally
in response to the anxiety caused by the obsessions. If
these thoughts and behaviors are stopped, the person
feels great distress. [1] Treatment for OCD is obtained
by medication, CBT or a combination of both. The
drugs of choice for this disorder are serotonin reuptake
inhibitors (SSRIs). [2] If medication is discontinued,
exacerbations of the symptoms usually occur because
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often does not recognize the seriousness of their illness
and the safety implications involved, they do not seek
medical attention. For the patients who do seek
medical attention for hoarding, they are often noncompliant in treatment due to only seeking medical
treatment to appease family and friends who urge them
to be treated. The individual and varying response to
treatment of individuals with OCD involving hoarding
disorder requires strict systematic study to conclude the
best possible treatment in this life-altering mental
illness.

individuals with hoarding behaviors regarding the use
of medications, CBT or both.
2.
Experiment, Results, Discussion, and
Significance
Method: The data for this study was collected by
performing an evidence-based literature review. Only
peer-reviewed literature was included and obtained by
searching Medline, PubMed, and FirstSearch
databases. The MeSH terms used in the search
consisted of the following:
hoarding, hoarding
disorder, obsessive compulsive disorder, treatment of
hoarding, and treatment of obsessive compulsive
disorder. Articles for the study were chosen based on
relevance of the data, study type, journal type and
levels of evidence. Articles were also chosen based on
how efficiently the data was linked to the hypothesis of
the study. Some articles included in this literature
review were used for the sole purpose of background
information. All articles were required to be in English
and were published between 1995 and the present. The
exclusion criteria of this literature review consisted of
the following: studies that did not investigate the
treatment of hoarding in OCD, studies that provided no
background on the topic of OCD and/or hoarding, and
articles which focused primarily on the overall
treatment of OCD but did not include the treatment of
hoarding. Results: Of the studies included in the
analysis, four supported the use of medication along
with CBT, four supported the use of CBT alone, three
did not support the use of medications, one did not
support the use of CBT, one did not support either the
use of medications or CBT and four were inconclusive.
Discussion: Of the articles used in the literature
review, half were Level 1 (evidence obtained from at
least one randomized controlled trial) or Level 2
(evidence obtained from one or more cohort study.).
The need to include Level 3 (evidence obtained from
one or more case-control study) and Level 4 (evidence
obtained from case-series or expert opinion) articles
was pertinent due to the lack of investigation of this
particular topic. Significance: Based on this Evidence
Based Medicine Literature Review, there is a lack of
sufficient evidence as to the specific treatment of
hoarding. A study needs to be conducted with a larger
population to determine if treatment with medication,
CBT or a combination of both would be clinically
significant in the treatment of hoarding.
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3. Conclusion

This study concludes that the data available regarding
treatment of hoarding in OCD is inconclusive. More
research must be performed and data obtained from
Level 1 and 2 studies to search for the most effective
treatment of hoarding. Because this patient population
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Decreasing symptoms in interstitial cystitis patients: pentosan
polysulfate vs. sacral neuromodulation
Katy D. Price*, Audrey Griffin
Department of Physician Assistant, College of Health Professions

Abstract. Objective: Oral pentosan polysulfate is the only FDA-approved drug for interstitial cystitis. Several studies have
been conducted that show PPS will reduce IC symptoms. Sacral neuromodulation is a newer therapy for IC that has been FDAapproved in incontinent patients. Both therapies have studies documenting a reduction in IC symptoms, but no studies have
compared these therapies to see which is more effective. Methods: An evidence-based systematic literature review was
conducted using Pubmed, Medline, and Proquest nursing journals. Inclusion criteria were a peer-reviewed article, publish date of
1990 or later, level 1 or 2 evidence, were diagnosed with IC, and were only treated with either oral PPS or sacral
neuromodulation during the study. Exclusion criteria were multiple therapies for IC or a non-IC diagnosis. Results: Three PPS
studies fit all inclusion criteria. With successful treatment being defined as a 50% overall improvement in symptoms, studies had
a success rate of 26-32%. Four studies fit the criteria for sacral neuormodulation. In these studies 40-94% of the patients had a
50% improvement in one or more IC symptom. Conclusions: PPS and sacral neuromodulation have both been shown to reduce
IC symptoms. Sacral neuromodualtion has been shown to have a higher rate of symptom relief in IC patients. Based on level 2
evidence, a Grade B recommendation can be made for sacral neuromodulation. This evidence was limited by sacral
neuromodulation studies having only level 2 evidence, while PPS has level 1 evidence studies. More studies are needed for each
of these therapies.

1. Introduction

Interstitial Cystitis (IC) is a clinical syndrome of unknown etiology, which has led to much debate over its diagnosis
criteria and treatment regimens. Patients with IC present with urinary frequency and urgency, burning sensations
while voiding, and pelvic pain. Many of these symptoms cause alterations in daily activities and a decrease in
quality of life. The National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK) has developed
diagnostic criteria to help aid in diagnosis. The NIDDK states that the patient must present with the above
symptoms and upon examination, patients with IC have a negative urinanalysis, have no signs of genitourinary
infections, bladder cancer, or prostatitis, and have no history of radiation or tuberculosis cystitis. The definitive sign
of an IC diagnosis is the presence of glomerulations or ulcers on the bladder wall found during a cytoscopic
examination. [1]
Due to the lack of a definitive cause of IC the treatment for this condition is usually multi-modal. There is no
definite cure for IC and the goal of treatment is to decrease the severity and frequency of the symptoms. Oral
treatments have been used to try and reverse the proposed causes of the disease and reduce the painful symptoms.
Intravesicular treatments have been used to attempt to coat and protect the lining of the bladder. A more invasive
therapy is sacral neuromodulation in which a device stimulates sacral nerve roots in an effort to reduce symptoms.[2]
This study will compare oral pentosan polysulfate (PPS) versus sacral neuromodulation to see which treatment is
more effective in reducing IC symptoms.
2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance

The method of research is an evidence-based systematic literature review. The databases used in the review were
PubMed, Medline, Proquest nursing journals and First Search from 1990 to present. Selected articles for review
were based on level of evidence, journal type, and relevance to the topic. Inclusion criteria for the articles were a
peer-reviewed article, a publish date of 1990 or later, subjects with a diagnosis of interstitial cystitis, and were only
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treated with either oral pentosan polysulfate or sacral neuromodulation therapy during the study. Studies were
excluded if subjects were treated with multiple therapies during the study or were not diagnosed with interstitial
cystitis. Studies also had to meet the criteria of level 1 or level 2 evidence, which were defined using the Oxford
Centre for EBM levels of evidence. Level 1 studies included randomized-controlled trials. Level 2 studies included
systematic reviews of cohort.
The systematic literature review found 3 studies examining PPS therapy that fit all inclusion criteria. Two of these
studies were of level 1evidence and the third study was of level 2 evidence. The studies included a combined total
of 355 patients. With successful treatment being defined as 50% overall improvement in symptoms, the two PPS
studies with a positive correlation, a success rate of 26-32% was seen in the subjects.
Four studies fit the inclusion criteria for sacral neuromodulation. All studies were of level 2 evidence. The studies
included a combined total of 110 patients. With successful treatment being defined as 50% improvement in one of
more presenting IC symptoms, which is the criteria for permanent implantation; rates were found to be between 4094% of the subjects. Comparison of the successful treatment percentages can be seen in Figure 1. Maximum relief
is the highest percent of patients experiencing treatment success in a single study. Minimum relief is the lowest
percent of patients experiencing treatment success in a single study.
Both treatments were found to reduce IC symptoms. Sacral neuromodulation had a greater rate of success among
patients. This treatment also provides immediate relief in positive responders, while PPS can take up to 8 weeks to
see a reduction in symptoms. Sacral neuromodulation has also been shown to reduce narcotic use by 36% in IC
patients. [3] This systematic literature review demonstrated the efficacy of sacral neuromodulation in reducing IC
symptoms.
3. Conclusions

Pentosan polysulfate and sacral neuromodulation have both been shown to reduce IC symptoms. PPS has a lower
rate of symptom relief in IC patients. Due to slow onset of action, patients on PPS experience compliance issues
and relapse of symptoms during treatment initiation. Sacral neuromodulation has been shown to have a higher rate
of symptom relief in IC patients and demonstrates immediate symptom relief in positive responders. Upon review
of the literature, a grade B recommendation can be made for sacral neuromodulation in the reduction of symptoms in
IC patients. Grades of recommendation were defined by the Oxford Centre for EBM levels of evidence. A grade B
recommendation is made when there are consistent Level 2 studies to support your conclusion. Sacral
neuromodulation studies are limited by being a lower level of evidence than PPS studies. More studies are needed
to further examine the effectiveness of these therapies in IC patients.
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Fig. 1. Overall IC treatment success
[1] Gillenwater J, Wein A. Summary of the National Institute of Arthritis, Diabetes, Digestive and Kidney Diseases workshop on interstitial
cystitis, National Institute of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, August 28-29, 1987. Journal of Urology. July 1987; 140:203-206.
[2] Chancellor MY, Yoshimura N. Treatment of interstitial cystitis. Journal of Urology. March 2004; 63:85-92.
[3] Peters K, Konstandt D. Sacral neuromodulation decreases narcotic requirements in refractory interstitial cystitis. British Journal of Urology
International. 2004; 93:777-779.
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Determining Clinical Assessment Sensitivity in Evaluating the
Cervical Spine of Pediatric Trauma Patients
Kristin K. Vogel PA-C* and Sue M. Nyberg, MHS, PA-C
Department of Physician Assistant, College of Health Professions

Abstract. Introduction: The National Emergency X-Radiography Utilization Study (NEXUS) was a prospective, observational
study on a decision instrument based on clinical criteria. The intention of the study was to help physicians identify patients who
need radiograph evaluation of the cervical spine. Based on NEXUS study results, researchers recommended that the decision
instrument may be safely used as a decision algorithm to evaluate for cervical spine injury in adult trauma patients. A similar
decision instrument has not been developed for pediatric patients with possible cervical spine injury (CSI). Pediatric patients of
blunt trauma have anatomical and developmental characteristics that make it difficult to assess their risk of CSI. Methodology:
To determine if clinical assessment is sensitive enough to clear the pediatric cervical spine, a comprehensive literature review
was performed. Four articles were identified that fit the inclusion criteria set by this evidence based literature review. Results: To
assess the pediatric patient it should be determined if the patient is “low-risk” (at low risk of having obtained a CSI) or “highrisk” (at high risk of obtaining a CSI.) The patient’s clinical stability can be assessed by the presence or absence of each of the
five low-risk criteria. The patient is considered low-risk if there is an absence of the following criteria: midline cervical
tenderness, evidence of intoxication, altered level of alertness, focal neurologic deficit, and presence of distracting painful injury.
Non-verbal children are high-risk because they are unable to verbalize pain. Patients that meet low-risk criteria may be cleared.
Patients considered high-risk should undergo plain film radiography. Conclusion: Clinical assessment performed well in pediatric
patients and reduced the number of patients undergoing radiography. Based on the lack of high quality evidence, a
recommendation can not be made on applying clinical assessment to pediatric patients.

1. Introduction

There are approximately 200,000 people in the United States with spine injures, and between 1 and 10
percent of them are children. [1] It is estimated that 1100 children sustain spinal cord injuries annually. [1] Road
traffic accidents (particularly pedestrians hit by cars, or passengers involved in high speed vehicular accidents),
sports/playground injuries, and falls from a height are the most common causes of cervical spine injuries in children.
[2] The major anatomic components of the cervical spine are the vertebrae, joints, ligaments and intervertebral disks,
as well as the spinal cord, muscles, nerves, and vessels of the neck. Cervical spine injury is relatively uncommon,
but can be devastating. An injury to the cervical spine may result in paralysis and death. Ruling out injury to the
cervical spine (“clearing” the cervical spine) is a two-step process. The clinician must determine if there has been an
injury to either the bony structures or ligamentous structures. Evidence-based criteria has been developed for
“clearing” the cervical spine in adults, but similar criteria for pediatric patients does not exist at the current time.
Adult recommendations for clearing the cervical spine are commonly used for pediatric patients. An adult with a
possible cervical spine injury may be cleared utilizing the criteria suggested by The National Emergency XRadiography Utilization Study (NEXUS). NEXUS uses a decision instrument to rule out cervical spine injury based
on 5 low-risk criteria: the patient does not have tenderness at the posterior midline of the cervical spine, does not
have focal neurologic deficit, does not have any evidence of intoxication, does not have a clinically apparent, painful
injury that might distract them from the pain of a cervical spine injury and they have a normal level of alertness. If a
patient is positive for any of the 5 criteria, the patient should be further evaluated for cervical spine injury. Children
brought to the emergency room with potential cervical spine injury present a diagnostic dilemma. Clinical
assessment is more difficult and there are potential communication problems between the child and health care
provider. The physical exam may be limited by lack of cooperation in an anxious, crying child and a child may not
be able to verbalize pain or sensory changes. The purpose of this study is to determine if clinical assessment
utilizing adult criteria is sensitive enough to detect cervical spine injury in a pediatric trauma patient.
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2. Methodology

The research methodology utilized to conduct this research was an evidence based literature review. A
comprehensive literature search was conducted utilizing Medline and other databases from 1980-2006. Articles
chosen for review were based on their level of evidence, publication in peer reviewed journals, relevance of the data,
and publication in the English language. Inclusion criteria also included articles which specifically studied pediatric
patients ranging from infancy to 18 years old with potential for cervical spine injury. A total of 4 articles met the
inclusion criteria.
3. Results

Viccellio et al. (2001) performed a prospective, multicenter study to evaluate the efficacy of the NEXUS
decision instrument in a population of trauma patients younger than 18 years. The decision rule correctly identified
all pediatric cervical spine injury victims. The study found that the NEXUS decision instrument performed well in
children, and its use could reduce cervical spine imaging by nearly 20%. [3] The study does suggest that caution
should be used in applying the NEXUS criteria to infants and toddlers due to the small number in the study. [3] Jaffe
et al. (1987) performed a retrospective chart and radiologic review to define a subset of injured children for whom
emergency cervical radiography may be unnecessary. A clinical algorithm was developed utilizing the following
eight variables: neck pain; neck tenderness; limitation of neck mobility; history of trauma to the neck; and
abnormalities of reflexes, strength, sensation, or mental status. [4] This algorithm correctly identified 58 of the 59
children with cervical spine injury and reduced the need for radiographs by 38%. [4] In the Lee et al. (2003) study,
nationwide standards, guidelines, and experiences across disciplines were reviewed, and a consensus pathway
evolved for cervical spine clearance in children 8 years and younger. A short term retrospective review (5 months)
was performed to assess initial performance. Pediatric patients with the following risk factors for cervical spine
injury undergo cervical immobilization and radiographic evaluation: (1) unconscious patient or patient with
abnormal neurologic examination finding; (2) mechanisms of injury potentially associated with cervical spine
injury; (3) neck pain; (4) focal neck tenderness or inability to assess secondary to distracting injury; (5) abnormal
neurologic examination findings; (6) history of transient neurologic symptoms suggestive of spinal cord injury
without radiographic abnormality (SCIWORA); (7) physical signs of neck trauma; (8) unreliable examination
secondary to substance abuse; (9) significant trauma to head or face; (10) inconsolable children. [5] There were no
missed cervical spine injuries using this clinical assessment. Also the time required for cervical clearance in
nonintubated children decreased. Smart et al. (2003) was a retrospective review of radiographs and pediatric records.
A clinical algorithm was developed and applied to the cases. Clinical features that would have justified imaging
included: major trauma; high risk mechanism of injury and painful injury elsewhere; unconscious or lack of
cooperation; neck pain; neck tenderness and abnormal neurologic exam. [6] If this clinical assessment would have
been used, 68 instead of 76 pediatric patients would have required imaging. [6] There was no incidence of cervical
spine injury or SCIWORA in this study, so no cervical spine injuries were missed. The study advised cautious
application of the clinical assessment.
4. Conclusion

The studies conclude that a decision instrument that is similar to the NEXUS criteria performs well in
pediatric trauma patients with suspected cervical spine injury, and that a well performed clinical assessment will
reduce the number of patients undergoing radiograph evaluation. A clinical assessment algorithm should not be
applied to children younger than 4 because of their inability to communicate pain and because of the low number of
patients studied in this age group. Based on the lack of studies, a recommendation can not be made on applying
clinical assessment to pediatric trauma patients.
[1] Strange GR, Ahrens WR, Lelyveld S, Schafermeyer RW. Pediatric Emergency Medicine. 2nd ed: McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc; 2002.
[2] Slack SE, Clancy MJ. Clearing the cervical spine of paediatric trauma patients. Emergency medicine journal : EMJ. Mar 2004;21(2):189-193.
[3] Viccellio P, Simon H, Pressman BD, Shah MN, Mower WR, Hoffman JR. A prospective multicenter study of cervical spine injury in
children. Pediatrics. Aug 2001;108(2):E20.
[4] Jaffe DM, Binns H, Radkowski MA, Barthel MJ, Engelhard HH, 3rd. Developing a clinical algorithm for early management of cervical spine
injury in child trauma victims. Ann Emerg Med. Mar 1987;16(3):270-276.
[5] Lee SL, Sena M, Greenholz SK, Fledderman M. A multidisciplinary approach to the development of a cervical spine clearance protocol:
process, rationale, and initial results. J Pediatr Surg. Mar 2003;38(3):358-362; discussion 358-362.
[6] Smart PJH, D M G Buckley, J M Somers, N J Broderick, K E Haliday, L Williams. Cervical spine injuries to children under 11: should we
use radiography more selectively in their initial assessment? Emerg Med J. 2003;20:225-227
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Does a relationship exist between the prevalence of anterior cruciate
ligament injuries in females and the use of estrogen and
progesterone containing contraception?
Rebecca L. Runge, PA-S*, Patricia Bunton MS, PA-C
Department of Physician Assistant, College of Health Professions

Abstract. Introduction: Women’s involvement in athletics has increased in the last twenty years. With the increase in
participation, there has also been an increase in injury rates. Female athletes are at a 4-8 times higher risk of sustaining an
Anterior Cruciate Ligament Sprain (ACL) than male athletes. There have been a number of research studies looking at
endogenous hormonal influence on ACL injuries, but there is little research looking at the correlation between contraceptive use
and ACL injuries. Purpose: This retrospective research study was conducted to determine if a correlation exists between
prescription contraceptives and ACL injury rates in collegiate athletes. Methodology: Two hundred and fifty surveys were sent to
collegiate volleyball and basketball coaches for distribution to female athletes. The survey included questions about the athlete’s
history of ACL injury and prescription contraceptive use. Results: There was a 10.4% response rate. Of the 26 responses, 34%
of the athletes have not sustained an ACL injury while using prescription contraceptives for greater than 12 months. Conclusion:
No conclusion can be drawn concerning the relationship of prescription contraceptives and ACL injuries from the study due to a
low response rate. Some research has shown an association between hormones and female ACL injuries; however, no definitive
correlation has been shown.

1. Introduction

More females have been participating in competitive athletics in the past twenty years than previously. As female
athletics grows and becomes more competitive, the health of the athlete becomes more important. Females have as
much interest in remaining injury-free as male athletes. One trend involves anterior cruciate ligament (ACL)
injuries, which have a higher incidence in females than in males. One study cites that women have a four to eight
times higher chance of sustaining a grade three sprain of the ACL than men [1]. The results are the same across the
board, regardless of which sport or the mechanism of action, contact or non-contact [2]. One factor that researchers
have been exploring involves the female hormones estrogen and progesterone. Hormonal influence has yet to be
unanimously accepted among the medical community as a precipitating factor. The purpose of this study was to
determine if a relationship exists between the use of hormonal contraceptives and the prevalence of ACL injuries in
females. Since some studies suggest that there are hormonal factors that predispose an athlete to this injury, use of
prescribed contraceptives may decrease or increase the incidence. Results from this study may influence the
decision to use prescribed contraceptives as a prophylaxis to prevent injury or discontinue them due to a higher
susceptibility of injury.
2. Literature Review

One study that supports the theory of hormonal influence in knee injury was conducted by Wojtys et al [3]. In this
study, 40 women who had recently sustained an ACL injury were asked questions relating their menstruation cycle
to their injury. The results showed that the rate of injury was higher during the ovulation phase and that
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there were the fewest incidences of injury during the follicular phase. Also, they found a correlation between oral
contraceptive use and ACL injury. Their results showed a decrease in the number of injuries in those using
contraceptives compared to those who were not using. They suggested that there may be “a protective effect of
hormone level stabilization” when using oral contraceptives [3]. However, another study published by Lebrun
showed that there is no difference in performance (aerobic capacity, anaerobic capacity, isokinetic strength, and high
intensity endurance) between menstruating women and women who were not menstruating at that time. The study
showed that hormones had no effect on athletic performance. Also, there is no difference between oral
contraceptive users and those athletes who did not use oral contraceptives [4]. Another study disputing the claim
that there is a connection is a study performed by Agel, Bershadsky, and Arendt. They looked at the rates of ACL
and ankle injuries during the 2000-2001 basketball season and the 2001-2002 basketball and soccer seasons. Their
results showed that there was no difference between hormonal therapy users and athletes not using hormonal therapy
[5]. These studies show that there is no consensus about whether or not hormones have an effect on female athletes’
susceptibility to injury.
3. Methodology and Results

After the Wichita State University’s Institutional Review Board approved the research project, surveys were sent to
female collegiate athletes participating in either varsity basketball or volleyball. The total number of athletes who
were asked to participate was 250. The coaches were sent an email asking for permission to include their athletes in
the study. After consent was given, the surveys were mailed to the coaches for distribution to their athletes. The
athletes were asked to complete the survey and return it by the due date listed on the survey. Confidentiality was
ensured by not using any names or identifying marks on the surveys. Completing and returning of the survey was
taken as evidence of the athlete’s willingness to participate and consent to have the information used for the
purposes of the study. The surveys were sent to the coaches in September, 2005, with minimal response. A second
email was sent out late September. The second email received a larger response, but still only yielding 26 athlete
responses or 10.4% of the athletes asked to participate. Of the 26 responses, 34% of the athletes, who had used
prescription contraceptives for more than 12 months, did not sustain an ACL injury. Sixteen athletes, 61.5%,
responded that they had no history of ACL injury and no history of prescription contraceptive use. Only 2 athletes
that responded had sustained an ACL injury; therefore, no comparison can be made between users of prescription
contraceptives and non-users. Due to the lack of participants in the study, no conclusion can be made at this time in
response to the research question.
4. Conclusion

Although no conclusion could be made from this pilot study, the ongoing debate over this issue indicates the need
for further research to determine what role endogenous hormones play in ACL injury susceptibility and whether or
not exogenous hormones can be beneficial in preventing ACL injuries in female athletes. As female athletics
increases in popularity, so does the need for research to ensure female athletes are able to compete at their optimal
level and are not hindered by injuries that could possibly be prevented.
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Does the awareness of the health risks from tanning differ in an 1830 year-old age group compared to a 31-55 year-old age group?
Shane A. Keck, PA-S*, Patricia Bunton, MS, PA-C
Department of Physician Assistant, College of Health Professions

Abstract. Purpose: Indoor and outdoor tanning are popular
activities in American culture. However, over-exposure to
ultraviolet (UV) radiation is of considerable concern for
public health. This study compared the perceptions of the
harmful effects of tanning, as well as attitudes and behaviors,
between two age groups. Results may be helpful in
determining the need for continuing education in our
communities and schools and encouraging public policy
regarding tanning bed use. Methodology: A 29-item survey
was designed and administered to a sample of Wichita State
University students. Data was analyzed using Chi-Square and
compared responses of the two age groups, as well as
between genders. The sample size included one hundred and
nine 18-30 and forty-one 31-55 year-old college students.
There were 104 females and 46 males. Results: An
association was found between age and 1) whether most of
their friends try to get a tan; 2) whether they only wear
sunscreen when someone tells them to; 3) whether they felt
good about wearing sunscreen in the summer months; 4)
knowledge that those with light colored eyes and blonde hair
are at greatest risk. In general, females feel good about
wearing sunscreen, agree that getting even one sunburn can
increase one’s risk of skin cancer and disagree that the risk of
skin cancer is low in tanning salons compared to males in the
study. Conclusions: Data suggests that young people may
engage in risky behavior because other young people are
engaging in that same behavior, only wear sunscreen when
told to, and feel less comfortable wearing sunscreen to
protect themselves from UV radiation than older adults.
Because this study had a small sample size, with more than
twice the number of 18-30 year-olds completing the survey
than 31-55 year-olds, caution should be used in generalizing
the results. Further research should attempt to include a larger
number of participants, with study groups being similar in
number, gender and ethnic background. Geographical
differences could also be studied.

from solar UV exposure, tanning beds emit UVA and
UVB radiation as well. Tanning beds predominately
emit UVA radiation, which is thought to be least
damaging of the UV radiation spectrum. Nevertheless,
in recent years, manufacturers have produced tanning
beds that emit higher levels of UVB to mimic the
natural solar energy, thus speeding up the tanning
process [2]. Over-exposure to UV radiation has been
increasing in prevalence in the last two decades, and is
associated with the development of skin cancer, eye
damage (e.g. cataracts), and suppression of the immune
system. Between two and three million non-melanoma
skin cancers and approximately 132,000 malignant
melanomas occur globally each year. The World
Health Organization (WHO) states that 1 in every 3
cancers diagnosed worldwide is a skin cancer [2].
Thus, skin cancer is a major health concern. In Western
countries, artificial tanning has been thought to play an
important role in the increased prevalence of skin
cancer since the 1970’s, with the rate of skin cancer
increasing 4% annually [1]. UV over-exposure also
contributes substantially to premature skin aging.
Recent studies have shown that 90% of teenage girls,
who frequent tanning salons, admit to knowing that
tanning is a health risk, yet continue to use them
anyway [3].
2. Methodology and Results

Methodology: A survey was designed to assess the
attitudes, awareness, and behaviors regarding the
health risks posed by tanning. Following approval by
the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Wichita State
University, the survey was administered to one
hundred nine students aged 18-30 years and forty-one
students aged 31-55 years. Statements ranged from the
frequency of sunburns from artificial tanning and
sunbathing, to one’s attitudes toward tanning. For
example, participants were asked to respond to
statements about how being tan makes them feel,
whether or

1. Introduction

The sun is a necessary source of energy for all living
organisms. Ultraviolet light from the sun enables the
body to produce vitamin D, which plays an important
role in the formation of blood cells, immune function,
and the development of the skeletal system [1]. Aside
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more than twice as many 18-30 year-olds as 31-55
year-olds. The group also had a greater number of
females (104) compared to males (46). Caution should
be used in generalizing the results to other groups.
Further research should attempt to include a larger
number of participants, with study groups being similar
in number, gender and ethnic background.
Geographical differences could also be studied.
Perhaps this study and others will encourage more
preventive efforts in schools and can influence the
passage of laws that set limits on commercial tanning
bed use.

not one looks healthier with a tan, and how they feel
about being pale when their friends have a tan. In
addition, statements addressed one’s awareness of the
health risks involved in ultraviolet exposure, who is an
at risk population for developing skin cancer, if a
person can die from melanoma, and if the best way to
prevent a sunburn is to get a base tan first. Data was
analyzed using Pearson Chi-Square.
Results: More students aged 18-30 years agreed or
strongly agreed to the statement, “most of my friends
try to get a tan” compared to the 31-55 year-olds
(p=.016). More of the 18-30 year-olds agreed or
strongly agreed to the statement, “I only wear
sunscreen if someone tells me to wear it,” compared to
students aged 31-55 years (p=.026). Less of the 18-30
year-olds agreed or strongly agreed to the statement,
“when I do wear sunscreen I feel good about wearing it
during warmer months of the year;” compared to the
31-55 year-olds (p=.003). Less of the 18-30 year-olds
agreed or strongly agreed to the statement, “redheads,
blondes, and those with light colored eyes are at
greatest risk for skin cancer” compared to the 31-55
year-olds (p=.004). (Table 1)
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Table 1: Awareness of health risks and behavior of tanning*
18-30 years
31-55 years
Agree
Disagree
Agree
Disagree
▪Most friends tan
55%
27%
46%
24%
▪Wears sunscreen if
someone tells me
19%
61%
7%
76%
▪Feels good about
SPF warm months 38%
27%
56%
17%
▪Redheads, blondes
are greatest risk
36%
29%
41%
27%
(p< .05), * “Agree” includes both “strongly agree and agree.”
“Disagree” includes both “strongly disagree and disagree.”

Females in the study tended to feel good about wearing
sunscreen, agreed that getting even one sunburn can
increase one’s risk of skin cancer and disagreed that the
risk of skin cancer is low in tanning salons compared to
males in the study.
3. Conclusions

Over-exposure to ultraviolet radiation from the sun or
irradiation from a tanning bed is of considerable public
health concern, being a major risk factor in the
increased incidence of skin cancer, cataracts, and
immune suppression. This study suggests that young
people tend to perceive their friends as wanting to get a
tan, only utilize sunscreen if prompted to, and don’t
feel good about wearing sunscreen in the warmer
months. A lack of awareness that skin pigmentation
affects cancer risk may indicate a gap in the knowledge
of major risk factors from over-exposure to UV
radiation among adolescents and young adults.
However, the study group was small and there was
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Effect of a 10 Month Treadmill Walking Program on Maladaptive
and Self-Stimulatory Behaviors of Adolescents and Young Adults
with Autism
Rebecca J. Ulrich*, Kenneth H. Pitetti, PhD
Department of Physician Assistant, College of Health Professions

Abstract. The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of a 10-month treadmill walking program (TWP) on target
maladaptive behaviors (TB) in adolescents and young adults with autism. Five youth (3 males, 2 females; 16.6+1.7 yrs) with a
primary diagnosis of autism, participated in this study. Participants were involved in a 10-month TWP (10-25 min sessions;
speed 3.3-7.0 km•hr-1, grades 0-2.5%) that was incorporated into their regular physical educational curriculum 3-5 times per
week. Three significant TB were monitored 24 hours per day and each behavior was recorded using a tally system. A singlesubject quasi-experimental ABÁ research design was used to determine outcomes. In this design, phase A represented 2-month
baseline stage in which behavior data was collected but no treadmill walking was preformed, followed by a 10-month treadmill
walking program (phase B) and another 2-month baseline stage (phase A’́). Four of the five participants demonstrated a
reduction in TB during phase B when compared to other phases. Results of this study indicate that the exercise program used in
this study could positively affect the behavioral goals in youth with autism.

1.

Introduction
Persons with autism often display distinctive maladaptive behaviors and stereotypic mannerisms [1]. Such
maladaptive behaviors (e.g., aggression, self-injury, and property destruction) and stereotypic mannerisms (e.g.,
hand flapping, body rocking, and twirling objects) interfere with learning skills needed to succeed in less
restrictive/community settings [1]. Research has indicated that acute antecedent bouts (i.e., minutes) of vigorous
levels of exercise has been shown to temporarily reduce maladaptive behaviors and stereotypic mannerisms in
persons with developmental disabilities including autism [2,3]. In previous studies, using several levels of exercise
intensity, the effects of exercise on behavior in persons with autism were measured immediately (within minutes, for
a duration of 10-30 minutes). [2,3].
To date, however, no study has measured or reported behavioral benefits associated with a long-term exercise
program for persons with autism. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to determine the effects of a 10-month
treadmill-walking program (TWP) on maladaptive behaviors and stereotypical mannerisms of adolescents and
young adults with autism.

2.

2. Experiment, Results, and Discussion.
Experiment. The participants were 5 adolescents/young adults (3 males, 2 females; 16.6+ 1.7 yrs) clients of a
Midwestern residential/school treatment facility for people with severe developmental disabilities, including autism.
Selection of target maladaptive behaviors (TB) included those that directly impacted the participants quality of life
and/or caused harm to the individual. The three TB were selected by the participants psychologist and direct care
staff of the facility. Participants were under constant supervision and, therefore, were followed and data collected
24 hours each day. Observers (i.e., direct care staff) recorded, via count sheet, each time a TB occurred and were
totaled and organized into monthly reports. Monthly TB were recorded and organized into three data set phases;
phase A represented 2-month baseline stage in which behavior data was collected but no treadmill walking was
preformed, followed by a 10-month treadmill walking program (phase B) and another 2-month baseline stage (phase
A’́).

The treadmill protocol consisted of a) an initial frequency of 2 times per week, to a potential peak frequency of 5
times per week, b) an initial duration of 8 minutes per session, with a potential peak duration of 20 minutes per
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session, and c) an initial treadmill speed (individualized based on ability) ranged from 2.4 to 3.5 mph, with a
peak speed ranging from 3.7 to 4.1 mph.
A single-subject, quasi-experimental ABA΄ research design was used to evaluate outcomes, in that each
participant had different TB, and could not be compared as a group [4]. In addition, each participant was receiving
individualized therapy specific to their needs.

Results. See sample of participants individual graphs below.
Discussion. Overall, the participants tended to demonstrate lower TB during the 10 month walking program (Phase
B) when compared to the two previous months (Phase A). With the exception of participant 5, the lower counts
generally continued after treadmill exercise was removed from their weekly schedule (phase A’).
The possibility exists that the decreases in TB could have resulted from changes in treatment, including
medications. There were no treatment or medication changes throughout the study for participant 4, and decreases
in medication (i.e., resperdal) occurred in participant 1. However, changes in behavior for participant 2, 3, and 5
could have been related to changes in treatment.

3.

Conclusion.
The results of this study suggest that an exercise program could be incorporated into the weekly curriculum of
adolescents with autism to assist in the reduction and modification of their target behaviors.
Acknowledgments. Thank you to Travis Grover at Heartsprings for his assistance in integrating our research into
his physical education program. Thanks to Michael W. Beets at the Oregon State University for his assistance in
statistical analysis.
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Effectiveness of a Sepsis Response Team in the Treatment of Severe
Sepsis and Septic Shock: A 20 Patient Feasibility Study
H.L. Cha*, T.M. Raile*, L.S. Hale
Department of Physician Assistant, College of Health Professions

critical care and infectious disease experts representing
11 international organizations developed sepsis
management guidelines designed to increase awareness
and improve patient outcomes.[4] Their goal is a 25%
reduction in sepsis-related mortality by 2009. In the
U.S., this goal will be measured by asking facilities to
provide aggregate data via the Society of Critical Care
Medicine (SCCM) data collection tool.

ABSTRACT
Background:
The Society of Critical Care Medicine
(SCCM) advocates use of a national data collection tool to
measure compliance with treatment guidelines for severe
sepsis. Some facilities utilize a Sepsis Response Team (SRT)
to manage sepsis; however, their effectiveness has not been
published. Purpose: Provide information to aid in the design
of an appropriate study methodology, develop a
multidisciplinary research team, create a paper data collection
tool, utilize the SCCM data collection tool, and develop
resource expectations needed to perform larger-scale studies.
Setting: 760-bed tertiary care teaching hospital. Methods:
This feasibility study describes the process to form a
multidisciplinary research team, select patients, create a paper
data collection form, utilize the SCCM tool, and
retrospectively collect data from 20 patient charts, 10 treated
by a SRT and 10 treated by individual prescribers. Results:
Mean hours required for chart abstraction dropped
significantly as the team gained experience with the
abstraction process.
Several SCCM data points were
subjective, requiring a team consensus of definitions to
maintain consistency. A difference in mean age between
groups was identified. Other confounding variables that may
be encountered in a larger-scale study were identified and are
discussed. Conclusion: Large-scale studies evaluating
efficacy of a SRT using the SCCM tool, will likely require
significant resources and a multi-disciplinary team of
researchers. A case-matched study design may be needed to
mitigate population differences.

In June 2004, these guidelines were adopted to
implement an aggressive protocol to manage severe
sepsis/septic shock utilizing a Sepsis Response Team
(SRT). The SRT consists of an attending critical care
surgeon, a mid-level practitioner (Physician
Assistant/Nurse Practitioner), a laboratory technician, a
radiology technician, an emergency department nurse,
an ICU nurse, a pharmacist, and a respiratory therapist.
The SRT can be dispatched via page by the patient’s
physician. Following the page, all members respond to
the bedside to initiate the sepsis treatment guidelines.
The SRT was based on the Code-Blue rapid response
team model.
The purpose of this feasibility study is to provide
information to aid in the design of an appropriate study
methodology, develop a multidisciplinary research
team, create a paper data collection form, utilize the
SCCM data collection tool, and develop resource
expectations needed to perform larger-scale studies.

1. INTRODUCTION
The debilitating consequences of severe sepsis are
devastating. Severe sepsis/septic shock is a lifethreatening, systemic (body-wide) inflammatory
response resulting from infection.[1] An estimated
215,000 patients will die from either sepsis or sepsisrelated complications in the U.S. this year.[2]
Excluding coronary patients, severe sepsis/septic shock
is the leading cause of death in the intensive care unit
(ICU).[3] The annual U.S. healthcare cost associated
with severe sepsis/septic shock is $16.7 billion.
Although progress has been made in the diagnosis and
treatment of severe sepsis/septic shock, the morbidity
rate is still rising and unacceptably high.[2] In 2003,
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2. METHODS, RESULTS, SIGNIFICANCE
Methods: A retrospective chart review was conducted
at a 760-bed, tertiary-care, teaching hospital with a 45bed ICU. The SRT group consisted of 10 patients
randomly selected from a computer-generated list of
patients treated by the SRT between 1 Jun 2004 and 31
Dec 2005. Patients for the non-SRT group were
similarly selected from a list of persons with a
diagnosis of severe sepsis/septic shock treated by
individual prescribers. The same data that would
normally be collected to complete the SCCM tool or
conduct a comparative outcomes study were collected..
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This project was approved by Wichita State University
and Wichita Medical Research and Education
Foundation Institutional Review Boards.

•

Feasibility Results: Mean age for the SRT group was
significantly lower than the non-SRT group; 54 ± 15 vs.
74 ± 16, p=0.01. Other patient characteristics appeared
similar. The feasibility study objective does not include
direct outcome comparisons between the two groups;
therefore, p values are not provided for these
measurements. Table 1 provides examples of data
outcomes collected. For each of these outcomes,
several individual data points were frequently required.

•

•
•

TABLE 1: Examples of Data Points
Collected
Blood culture obtained prior to antibiotics
Antibiotics given within 1hr for ICU and
3hrs for emergency room patients
Central venous pressure goals were met
Oxygen saturation goals were met
Corticosteroids given according to protocol
Drotrecogin alfa given according to protocol
Mechanical ventilation goals were met
Blood glucose maintained < 150mg/dL
In-Hospital Mortality

SRT
Group
100%

NonSRT
90%

30%

30%

70%
80%
80%
10%
0%
70%
10%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
50%

Figure 1 shows distribution in chronological order of
the length-of-time needed for data abstraction. The first
chart was completed by all six researchers; therefore,
man-hours to complete this chart were excluded from
analysis. Mean length of time was longer for charts 2 –
4, as compared to the last three charts, 17 – 20. Mean
time was 4.2 ± 0.20 man-hours vs. 1.2 ± 0.23 manhours, p<0.05.
Figure 1: Man-hours Required for Data
Extraction per Chart, in Chronological Order

points, one researcher extracting data from the
chart, and one extracting data from the computer.
Several data points were subjective, requiring a
consensus of definitions to maintain consistency.
This may limit external validity or direct
comparisons with other facilities collecting data.
The research team should consist of persons with
expertise in chart extraction, computerized data
extraction, medical statistical analysis, and/or
sepsis expertise to make inferences and diagnosis
for some of the more complex data points.
Future studies will require significant resources in
man-hours and a multidisciplinary research team.
As indicated by preliminary feasibility results for
patient characteristics, lack of randomization in a
retrospective study may lead to variations between
study groups. A case-matched study design may
be needed to mitigate population differences.

Clinical Significance: Based upon these pilot study
results, a multidisciplinary team has been assembled, a
stream-lined, 9-page data collection tool has been
developed, study variables have been defined, and
resource expectations estimated.
A 500 patient
outcomes study is anticipated to begin spring 2007 at
this same facility. A brief review of the outcomes
measurements indicates potential for significant
benefits when comparing SRT to non-SRT. These
feasibility results will also be valuable to external
facilities planning to provide aggregate data via the
SCCM data collection tool.

3. CONCLUSION
Large-scale studies evaluating the efficacy of a SRT
using the SCCM tool will likely require significant
resources and a multi-disciplinary research team. A
case-matched study design may be needed to mitigate
population differences.
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Confounding variables that may be encountered in a
larger-scale study or during data collection via the
SCCM tool were identified:
• A large number of data points were required to
complete the SCCM tool; over 340 data points per
patient, requiring a 9-page data collection form.
• Because of the large number of data points
collected and variety of locations of those data,
individual data collection was not feasible. A three
person team worked well; one researcher
documenting data and verbally requesting data
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The Effectiveness of Cardiac Rehabilitation Programs in Females
Following Acute Myocardial Infarction
K. Carnelia* and K. Pitetti
Department of Physician Assistant, College of Health Professions

Abstract: Introduction: The incidence of myocardial
infarction (MI) is increasing yearly as well as the
concurrent morbidity (ie, disability) and mortality
resulting from these events. While cardiac rehabilitation
programs (CRP) have shown success in reducing risk
factors for secondary events, the majority of these
successes have been reported in males. Whether or not the
same outcomes occur for female MI patients as a result of
CRP has not been adequately addressed. The purpose of
this study is to evaluate the literature in an attempt to
determine if current CRP are equally effective for both
genders. Methodology: A systematic review of the
literature was performed in order to evaluate the data on
the outcome of CRP between genders during the time
frame of 1986-2006. Articles included were related to
female inclusion in CRP and the resulting effectiveness in
CRP outcomes. Results: Twenty-one articles met the
inclusion criteria. Based on the literature, CRP are not as
effective for females. Conclusion: While the incidence of
myocardial infarction is increasing dramatically in
females, CRP still fail to understand and address the
multidimensional differences between males and females
in terms of responding to and adhering to CRP. In
addition, clinical profiles vary from females in that
females present at an older age with more comorbidities.
As a result, this review hopes to shed more light on the
need for CRP more specifically designed to meet the
needs of females.

determining if current CRP are as effective for females
as for males, and if not, the ways to improve CRP. The
focus of cardiac rehabilitation has always tended to
favor males, particularly since cardiovascular disease is
more often associated with males, despite evidence of
cardiovascular disease as a leading cause of morbidity
and mortality in both genders. [5-7] Given that
“Optimal treatment is not necessarily the same
treatment for all,” [7] differences exist between male
and female patients with coronary heart disease. For
instance, males frequently present with the defined,
classical symptoms of a myocardial infarction (i.e.,
chest pain, pain down the left arm and shortness of
breath) [8-9] during the 6th or 7th decade of life. [2] On
the other hand, females usually do not present with
these classical symptom and their symptoms (atypical
chest pain and concurrent comorbidities like
hypertension and diabetes) do not usually occur until
the 8th or 9th decade. [10] Additionally, gender
differences also exist for risk factors and health
concerns associated with myocardial infarction. [10]
2. Methodology:

A systematic literature review was performed to
identify quality, evidence-based studies that addressed
gender differences in three areas of CRP: clinical
profiles, referral patterns and utilization, and outcomes.
Articles included in the study were related to female
inclusion in CRP and the resulting effectiveness in
CRP outcomes following a myocardial infarction. The
following electronic databases were searched:
MedLine, CINHAL, PyschInfo and Cochrane. The
databases were searched for articles which met the
inclusion criteria from 1986-2006. The following
MeSH terms were used: cardiac rehabilitation, gender
differences, compliance, effectiveness, myocardial
infarction, women, females and outcomes. Each study
was reviewed for quality and application to the current
question of interest.

1. Introduction:

In order to decrease morbidity and mortality associated
with myocardial infarctions and enhance overall
quality of life, cardiac rehabilitation programs (CRP)
offer a viable option for improving physical capacity,
reducing emotional distress, and modifying risk
factors. [1] Unfortunately, many eligible patients are
not referred or do not utilize CRP [1-4] despite the
demonstrated benefits. [3,4] Understanding the
components, purpose, and goals of CRP will help to
identify the overwhelming need for people who suffer
from coronary artery disease or a myocardial infarction
to participate in such programs. A primary concern is
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effects of myocardial infarctions and the associated
comorbidities.

3. Results:

Twenty-one articles met the inclusion criteria. Nine of
the articles related directly to gender outcomes and
results of CRP. [6-14] These articles addressed specific
parameters of CRP, such as functional capacity,
emotional changes, anxiety, quality of life, and coping
with stress. Six of the articles indirectly addressed CRP
results through referral and utilization patterns.
[2,4,5,15-17] These articles primarily focused on
referral and utilization rates for CRP between males
and females. Each of these articles support the problem
that females are less likely than males to be referred to,
utilize, or adhere to CRP. Therefore, females are not
experiencing the potential benefits of CRP. Six of the
articles contained background information regarding
CRP. [1,3,18-21] Levels of evidence for these articles
can be seen in Figure 1.
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4. Conclusion:

While the incidence of myocardial infarction is
increasing in females, the present CRP practices still
fail to understand and address the multidimensional
differences between males and females in terms of
responding to and adhering to CRP. Since clinical
profiles vary from males and females in that females
present at an older age with more comorbidities, a
more specialized CRP for females may be more
effective. As was illustrated in this review, females do
benefit from CRP, even though the extent is unclear
since females have not been the focus of many highquality studies. Therefore, it is important for health
care professionals to recognize the unique needs of
females so optimal cardiac rehabilitation opportunities
are encouraged in order to minimize the negative
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Comparing Patient Outcomes using Cognitive Behavioral Therapy
vs. Selective Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitors in the Treatment of
Body Dysmorphic Disorder: An Evidence-Based Literature Review
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the possible factors that may precipitate BDD onset.
Treatment options for BDD include the use of selective
serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) and cognitive
behavioral therapy (CBT). SSRIs are a class of
medications that inhibit serotonin reuptake into central
nervous system nerve terminals. They are often used
to treat many psychiatric disorders. CBT involves
cognitive structuring and changing the belief systems
of the patient [4].

Abstract
Body dysmorphic disorder (BDD) is a chronic and
disabling condition, characterized by a preoccupation with an
imagined or slight defect in appearance [1]. This disorder is
extremely distressing and causes poor functioning as well as
decreased quality of life. Methodology: A systematic review
of the literature was conducted to determine whether
differences in patient outcomes existed when using cognitive
behavioral therapy (CBT) versus selective serotonin reuptake
inhibitors (SSRIs) in the treatment of BDD. Results: After a
review of the literature, it was found that aggressive
treatment using both CBT and SSRIs together proved to be
more successful in preventing reoccurrence of BDD
symptoms than using either treatment alone. Conclusion:
Sufficient evidence stands that using CBT and SSRI
treatments separately are effective in the treatment of BDD,
but using both treatments together proves to be more
efficacious and produce better patient outcomes.

2. Methodology

The proposed methodology of research is an
evidence-based literature review. The review was
conducted using Medline, PubMed, Cochrane
Libraries, and FirstSearch databases from 1989 to the
present.
This search was conducted using the
following mesh terms: body dysmorphic disorder,
treatment, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors,
cognitive behavioral therapy, clinical trials, remission
rates, reoccurrence rates, patient compliance, and
adverse reactions. The sources were evaluated to
ensure they were from accredited journals containing
peer-reviewed articles.
All articles containing
information regarding BDD and patient outcomes
using SSRIs or CBT are included in this study.
Articles reviewed and not included were discarded
based on relevance to the main purpose of this
literature review as well as not meeting the level of
evidence desired.

1. Introduction

BDD is a highly under diagnosed and misdiagnosed
disorder.
Recognition of BDD has become
increasingly difficult because of similarities among
diagnosing criteria with other psychiatric disorders
such as obsessive-compulsive disorder and social
phobia. BDD, also known as dysmorphobia, occurs
when an individual becomes preoccupied with an
imagined or minor defect in his or her appearance.
Such preoccupation results in impairment in social,
occupational, or other areas of functioning in the
person’s life. In such case, this concern for appearance
cannot be better accounted for by another mental
disorder [2]. Most preoccupations involve the skin and
hair, but any body part may be involved. BDD affects
1% to 2% of the US population, involving both sexes,
with the onset of occurrence
usually before the age of 18 [3]. The cause is
unknown, but genetics have been researched as one of
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3. Results

A total of twenty-one articles were reviewed and
evaluated based on the level of evidence, type of
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BDD is a chronic and complicated disorder. Many of
the clinical studies already completed regarding
treatments for BDD conclude that further randomized
clinical trials with larger sample sizes are needed
comparing CBT and SSRIs. Thus far, sufficient
evidence stands that using CBT and SSRI treatments
separately are effective in the treatment of BDD.
However, using both treatments together proves to be
more efficacious and produces better patient outcomes.

journal, year of publication, and relevance to the
research question. The twenty-one articles reviewed
included randomized clinical trials, non-randomized
clinical trials, cohort studies, case studies, and
literature reviews. Of these twenty-one articles, the
articles used for comparison of cognitive behavioral
therapy to SSRI therapy in the treatment of BDD
included 2 randomized control trials, 1 double-blind
control study, 2 case control studies, 1 cohort study,
and 6 case studies. These articles addressed BDD,
CBT, SSRIs, and treatment outcomes.
After a
thorough evaluation of the literature, it was determined
that the use of an SSRI should be a first-line approach
in the treatment of BDD [4]. CBT
may be considered as a first line approach for
individuals with mild BDD without significant comorbidities [5]. Reoccurrence rates are common. In a
12-month follow-up study of patients with BDD, only
9% of 183 patients experienced full remission and only
21% experienced partial remission [6]. After further
evaluation and research, it was found that aggressive
treatment using both CBT and SSRIs together proved
to be more successful in preventing reoccurrence of
BDD symptoms than using either treatment alone.
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4. Conclusions

BDD causes significant distress, and adversely
affects social, occupational, and other functioning [1].
CBT and SSRIs are safe and effective treatments for
patients diagnosed with body dysmorphic disorder.
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Evaluation of a physician assistant student admission plan that
considers race neutral factors
Daren Badura*, Veronica Ramos*
Department of Physician Assistant, College of Health Professions

Abstract. Purpose: The purpose of this project was to evaluate race-neutral admissions criteria for PA applicants in order to
make an impact on increasing the number of underrepresented minority (URMs) applicants to Wichita State University’s PA
Program. Methods: This cross-sectional study analyzed admissions policies utilized in 2003, 2004, and 2005 in the PA
Department at WSU. This project targeted applicants and matriculates into the WSU PA Program. Specifically, the study
measured the relationship between minority matriculates and different admission policies for the class of 2005 (paper-based
applicant criteria heavily weighted toward GPA), classes of 2006 and 2007 (expanded criteria with race-neutral factors, still
heavily weighted toward GPA), and class of 2008 (expanded criteria with race-neutral factors, with equalization of GPA with
other factors). Results: Overall the classes of 2005 and 2008 had more minority applicants than matriculates. The classes of
2006 and 2007 had more minority matriculates than applicants. Conclusion: To date, the WSU-PA Program’s admission plan
that considered race neutral factors did not have a significant impact on increasing the number of URMs accepted into the PA
Program.

1. Introduction
Despite the rapid growth of racial and ethnic minority groups in the Unites States, their representation
among the nation’s healthcare professionals has grown only modestly at best over the past 25 years, producing a
trend in which the proportion of minorities in the population outstrips their representation among health
professionals by several folds.[1] Of particular interest in this study is the physician assistant (PA) profession,
mostly because since its inception the PA profession has been known for its attempts to increase minority
representation.
The purpose of this project was to evaluate race-neutral admission criteria for PA applicants in order to
make a major impact on increasing the number of culturally competent/URM applicants to Wichita State
University’s (WSU) PA Program.
Statistics already show that the percentage of WSU graduates that work in underserved and rural areas
exceeds the national average.[2] A change in admission processes to increase diversity in the PA Programs will
likely lead to more URM applicants, matriculates and graduates.
Research has shown that having a race-neutral admissions process will continue to increase the number of
minorities admitted into medical schools. An example of this is the admissions process study of Texas A&M
University Health Science Center College of Medicine. In this study the researchers noted that when GPA and
MCAT scores were weighted heavily, there was a decrease in URM students admitted. This study also noted that if
the interview was worth 70% and academic performance was worth only 30% more URM applicants would be
eligible for acceptance. To address this finding, the researcher modified their admission criteria to include a 100
point scale based on four categories with academic performance only accounting for 30 points. Other race-neutral
factors evaluated included community service, letter of recommendations, compassion, personal statement, and
other such measures. Having less emphasis on GPA and MCAT score increased the number of URM students to
6.3% in 1998 and 7.7% in 1999.[3]
2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance
Methods
Design
This experimental study was conducted through the Department of Physician Assistant at Wichita State
University. Admission policies utilized in 2003 were compared to new policies implemented in 2004 and 2005,
which were based on a comprehensive review of each applicant by evaluating race-neutral quantitative and
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qualitative characteristics. This study design was cross-sectional in nature comparing the admission policies of
2003, 2004, and 2005.
Measurement
This project targeted applicants and matriculates into the WSU PA Program. Specifically, the study
measured the relationship of minority matriculates and admissions policies in the class of 2005 (paper-based
applicant criteria heavily weighted toward GPA), classes of 2006 and 2007 (expanded criteria with race-neutral
factors, still heavily weighted toward GPA), and class of 2008 (expanded criteria with race-neutral factors, with
equalization of GPA with other factors).
Data Analysis
Each study group was subjected to descriptive and parametric statistics. The alpha level was set at 0.05.
To assist in managing the data, results of the descriptive statistics were used as an essential first step in
understanding the results and moved to the inferential methods used to test the implied hypothesis of the study.
Results
In attempting to answer the research question, the three different admissions policies were compared to one
another to determine if there was a relationship in the way policy changed and actual matriculation of URMs.
The number of accepted students of the Class of 2005 were compared to the accepted students from the Class of
2006 and 2007 and then to the accepted students of the class of 2008 (Tables 1-2).
Table 1

Table 2

Results of Chi-Square Analysis: Minority Students By Class
Year 2005 (n= 48) versus 2008 (n=42)

Results of Chi-Square Analysis: Minority Students By Class
Year 2005 (n=48) versus 2006 and 2007 (n=84)

Students By Race

Students By Race

Year

White

Nonwhite

Total

2005

40

8

48

2008

40

2

42

*not significant

2

X

3.214*

Year

White

Nonwhite

Total

2005

40

8

48

2006 & 2007

69

15

84

2

X

0.775*

*not significant

Discussion
In summary, the WSU-PA Program’s admission plan that considered race neutral factors did not have a
significant impact on increasing the number of URMs accepted into the program. In fact, when compared to the
other two policies analyzed, it decreased the number of URMs accepted.
In considering the overall design and analysis of our study, efforts were made to identify possible threats to
validity. In particular there were a limited number of students to evaluate in the study and data did not include
individuals that declined a position offered to them by the WSU-PA Program. Accepted applicants may have
decided to attend another PA Program or chose not to enter the physician assistant profession.
Significance
Results indicate that the 2008 (and to some degree the 2006/2007 admission plans) race-neutral
admission’s plan did not significantly increase the number of URMs matriculates into the WSU PA Program. In
reviewing the study, the results are based on a short-term analysis of the effects of a race-neutral admissions policy.
3. Conclusion
Because of the growing minority population in the United States, there is a need to increase the diversity
among health care providers. There is a preponderance of evidence demonstrating that minority health care
providers will serve to their community. Increasing diversity will help eliminate healthcare disparities and provide
adequate coverage in rural and underserved communities. However, for this study, more matriculate data is needed
from upcoming admission cycles to determine the effectiveness of this race-neutral admission policy.
1. Smedley BD, Butler AS, Bristow LR: In the nation's compelling interest : ensuring diversity in the health-care workforce. Washington, DC:
National Academies Press, 2004.
2. AAPA: AAPA Census Report. 2006.
3. Edwards JC, Maldonado FG, Jr., Engelgau GR: Beyond affirmative action: one school's experiences with a race-neutral admission process.
Academic medicine: journal of the Association of American Medical Colleges 2000; 75(8): 806-15.
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Evaluation of PTCA versus Stenting and Bare-Metal Stenting versus
Drug-Eluting Stenting in the Treatment of Coronary Artery Disease
A. Rendoff* and R. Muma
Department of Physician Assistant, College of Health Professions

major risk factor as well.[2]
As the role of
inflammation is researched, its effect upon
interventional treatment (angioplasty and/or stenting)
of CAD is uncertain. Over the past 20 to 25 years, the
revascularization
techniques
of
percutaneous
transluminal coronary angioplasty (PTCA) and
transluminal stenting have been examined with
inconclusive results.

Abstract: Introduction: The risk of developing coronary
artery disease (CAD) for both men and women is increasing
in society today. Over the past twenty-five years, the
concepts of percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty
(PTCA) and stenting have become dominant modalities in the
treatment of CAD. In the late 1970’s and early 1980’s,
PTCA was seen as the best possible alternative to bypass
surgery until repetitive treatments were required to reopen
occluded arteries. Following the failure of PTCA, stenting
and derivatives of stenting with drug-eluting compounds
have been developed to examine the most effective
revascularization technique to reduce the rate of coronary restenosis. Methodology: The purpose of this study was to
perform a systematic examination of the literature to evaluate
these techniques. Articles used included randomized
controlled clinical trials of adults ranging from 50 to 75 years
of age who had undergone either PTCA or stenting from the
years 1979 to 2006. Key variables evaluated in the study
were PTCA, stenting, and drug-eluting stents. Results: Thirty
articles met the inclusion criteria and were reviewed using
evidence based methods. Following analysis, the
overwhelming consensus exists that the use of PTCA with
stenting is more effective than angioplasty alone, and drugeluting stenting is more effective than bare-metal stenting in
the prevention of re-stenosis in patients with CAD.
Conclusion: The most effective treatment for patients with
CAD is PTCA with drug-eluting stenting.

2. Methodology:

An evidenced based systematic review of the literature
was completed pertaining to studies regarding
angioplasty and stenting. Articles included in the study
pertained to subjects evaluated for angioplasty and
stenting ranging from 50 to 75 years of age. Medline
was searched for articles meeting the defined inclusion
criteria from 1979 to 2006. Peer reviewed articles
were used for background purposes including
epidemiology data and information on clinical
presentation, along with foreground articles, including
systematic reviews of data and randomized control
studies. The following key terms were used: coronary
artery disease, balloon angioplasty, stenting,
atherosclerosis, drug-eluting stents, and re-stenosis.
From the selected articles, data was examined,
extracted, and compared with one another regarding
the selected treatments and their efficacy in treating
CAD, including their relationships to bare metal and
drug eluting stents.

1. Introduction:

Recent statistics illustrate that heart disease is
considered the leading cause of death in the United
States with approximately one death occurring every
thirty-three seconds.[1] Current research also indicates
that the development of heart disease is increased with
factors including: older age, male gender, family
history, smoking, hypertension, diabetes mellitus,
hyperlipidemia, obesity, and living a sedentary
lifestyle.[1] While previous cardiovascular research
mostly emphasized the treatment of risk factors such as
hypertension and high cholesterol, the importance of
inflammation and its resultant damage to endothelial
cells leading to CAD is now becoming understood as a
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3. Results:

From 1979 to 2006, thirty articles met the inclusion
criteria as described previously in the methodology. Of
these, eight studies supported the efficacy of
angioplasty combined with stenting instead of
angioplasty alone. [3-10] One other study which
addressed the issue found no significant reduction in
the rate or prevention of re-stenosis over time. [5]
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[8] Erbel R et al. Coronary Artery Stenting Compared With Balloon
Angioplasty For Restenosis After Initial Balloon Angioplasty. The
New England Journal of Medicine. 1998 December: 339: 1672-78.
[9] Serruys P et al. A Comparison of Balloon-Expandable-Stent
Implantation With Balloon Angioplasty in Patients With Coronary
Artery Disease. The New England Journal of Medicine. 1994
November: 331: 489-495.
[10] Savage M et al. Efficacy of Coronary Stenting VersusBalloon
Angioplasty in Small Coronary Arteries. The Journal of the
American College of Cardiology. 1998 February: 31: 307-311.
[11] Saljoughian M. Drug Eluting Stents in Coronary Artery Disease.
US Pharm. 2004 November: 11: 3-8.
[12] Grube E et al. High-dose 7-hexanoyltaxol-eluting stent with
polymer sleeves for coronary revascularization: One-year results
from the SCORE randomized trial. Journal of the American College
of Cardiology. 2004: 44: 1368-1372.
[13] Lemos P et al. Short- and long-term clinical benefit of sirolimuseluting stents compared to conventional bare stents for patients with
acute myocardial infarction. Journal of the American College of
Cardiology. 2004: 43: 704-708.
[14] Ardissino D et al. Sirolimus-Eluting vs. Uncoated Stents for
Prevention of Restenosis in Small Coronary Arteries. The Journal of
the American Medical Assocation.2004 December: 292: 2727-2734.
[15] Roiron C et al. Drug-eluting stents: an updated meta-analysis of
randomized controlled trials. Heart. 2006 October: 92: 641-649.
[16] van Hout B et al. One year cost effectiveness of sirolimus
eluting stents compared with bare metal stents in the treatment of
single native de novo coronary lesions: an analysis from the RAVEL
trial. Heart. 2005 May: 91: 507-512.
[17] Morice M et al. Sirolimus- vs. Paclitaxel-Eluting Stents in De
Novo Coronary Artery Lesions, The REALITY Trial: A Randomized
Controlled Trial. The Journal of the American Medical Association.
2006 February: 295: 895-904.
[18] Holmes D et al. Analysis of 1-Year Clinical Outcomes in the
SIRIUS Trial, A Randomized Trial of a Sirolimus-Eluting Stent
Versus a Standard Stent in Patients at High Risk for Coronary
Restenosis. Circulation. 2004 February: 109: 634-640.
[19] Morice M et al. A Randomized Comparison of a SirolimusEluting Stent with a Standard Stent for Coronary Revascularization.
The New England Journal of Medicine. 2002 June: 346: 1773-1780.

Ten studies supported the efficacy of drug-eluting
stenting instead of the use of bare-metal stenting to
treat atherosclerosis. [3, 11-19] While in contrast two
studies found no significant difference in the reduction
in rate or the prevention of re-stenosis, and often times
more side effects, when using drug-eluting stents
instead of bare-metal stents for patients with coronary
artery disease. [11, 15] Levels of evidence for the
articles included in the review may be seen in Figure 1.
Conclusion:

As a health care provider in society today, the ability to
make the best possible decisions for patients is highly
dependent upon the understanding of new technologies.
For patients with coronary artery disease, the
importance for cardiologists and primary care
providers to know the best techniques from the
literature is of utmost significance. As was illustrated
in this review, the most effective treatment for patients
with coronary artery disease is percutaneous
transluminal coronary angioplasty combined with drugeluting stenting of atherosclerotic lesions. While the
evidence in this review shows significance clinically
for the treatment of patients with coronary artery
disease, the reality is that the mortality rate of these
patients is not decreasing.22 And with this being said,
the importance for future research to evaluate the cause
and determine a way to decrease the mortality rate.
Until a perfect technique with no side effects is
developed, health care practitioners will have to rely on
the training they receive in school and the current
literature available to provide the best possible care for
their patients.
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Exercise capacity following heart transplant: case report on the
physical work capacity of a 37 year old competitive cyclist
following orthotopic heart transplant
William F. Goodman*, Kenneth H. Pitetti PhD.†, Jeremy Patterson PhD.‡,
Hussam Farhoud M.D.
*Department of Physician Assistant, College of Health Sciences, †Department of Physical Therapy, College of Health Professions,
‡
Department of Kinesiology, College of Education

Abstract.
Physical work capacity in heart transplant
recipients typically does not exceed 60% of age-predicted
normal levels. It is unknown what levels might be achieved
in these patients if they were involved in strenuous exercise
training prior to transplantation.
A 37 year-old,
professionally trained male cyclist suffered an acute
myocardial infarction immediately following a road race and
received a heart transplant four months later. The participant
resumed training for competitive cycling one month
following the transplant. His peak VO2 was 92% and peak
heart rate was 90% of age predicted values six months post
transplant. Results indicate that for this participant, a more
aggressive approach to heart transplant recovery was well
tolerated and suggests that similar programs could be applied
to other heart transplant recipients.

stress test six months post surgery. The focus of this
report is threefold: 1) comparison of PWC prior to
acute myocardial infarction (AMI) to PWC following
heart transplant; 2) level of PWC following surgery in
comparison to age-matched HTR peers; and 3)
ability/limitations to resume training and frequency and
intensity of that training.
2. Results, Discussion

At the time of the post-transplant PWC evaluation,
neither left ventricular dysfunction (i.e., cardiac
allograft vasculopathy, oxidative stress, and/or
activation of various allo-antigen-dependent and –
independent factors caused by cytokine release) nor
lung limitations (i.e., diffusion abnormalities) had been
detected by his medical team. This suggests, for the
participant in this report, that chronotropic
incompetence (i.e., central) and muscle limitations (i.e.,
peripheral) would remain as the major limitations to his
PWC following transplantation.
The participant underwent an orthotopic heart
transplant resulting in complete denervation of his
heart. The loss in autonomic innervation of the SA
node has been reported to reduce peak heart rate (HR)
response, during an incremental exercise test to
voluntary exhaustion, by 30-40% than that of agematched controls.[2]
Studies examining responses to progressive exercise
in HTR suggest that peak HR is significantly higher in
healthy controls compared to HTR (~66% of predicted)
and that PWC is related to HR at peak exercise.[3]
Interestingly, results of the post-transplant exercise test
show that the participant has a good relationship

1. Introduction

The great majority of heart transplant recipients
(HTRs), because of end-stage heart failure, experience
a slow decline in physical work capacity (PWC; Watts
and/or peak oxygen uptake, VO2peak Ml•kg-1•min-1)
prior to surgery (i.e., < 60% peak-predicted
VO2peak).[1] Studies comparing PWC before and
soon after transplantation (~2 months) have shown
significant (+ ~ 30% of pre-transplant value)
spontaneous recovery of PWC.[1] However, posttransplantation PWC of HTRs normally does not
exceed 60% of the value for healthy age-match
controls.[2]
This paper presents the case of a 37 year-old,
professionally trained cyclist who suffered a
cardiovascular event immediately following a road race
of 52 miles and ultimately received a heart transplant
four months following the event. Two months prior to
the cardiovascular event the participant completed a
PWC evaluation. The participant resumed training one
month following surgery and underwent an exercise
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deconditioning that
system

Figure 1. Heart rate response to work load. Units for
heart rate are beats per minute and units for power
are Watts.
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between HR and the increasing workload (Figure 1). In
addition, his maximal HR achieved (165 b/min) was
90% of his maximal HR (183 b/min) achieved during
the performance test approximately one year prior to
the cardiac event.
In a comparative study, Richard and colleagues
(1999) measured PWC in 14 endurance trained
orthotopic HTRs.[4] Peak exercise responses for the
participant in the present study and in those reported by
Richard et al. (1999) were similar for peak heart rate (
165 bpm vs. 159 ± 16 bpm) and VO2peak (33.8 ml•kg1•min-1 vs. 32.5 ± 7.8 ml•kg-1•min-1), respectively.
In addition, those participants had been training
regularly for 36 ± 24 months prior to testing and PWC
evaluations occurred 43 ± 12 months following heart
transplant (HT). In comparison, the participant in this
study had been cleared from all training restrictions
three months prior to PWC evaluation which took
place 6 months following HT.
Muscle atrophy and deconditioning are another
characteristic which limits PWC in patients
immediately following HT.[5] In this study, the
measured VO2max did not seem to be limited by the
participant’s muscular endurance. Although the
participant achieved 92% of his predicted VO2max, the
exercise data indicates that his ventilatory capacity was
limited. VE (133.32 L/min) and ventilatory equivalents
for oxygen (VE/VO2) and carbon dioxide (VE/VCO2)
showed higher ratios due to inferior lung function and
RER values increased rapidly (Table 1). This may
suggest that the participant’s peak exercise capacity
was limited by cardiopulmonary factors (i.e., central)
rather than muscular endurance (peripheral).
This ventilatory limitation is similarly found in lung
transplant recipients where the adaptation of the
respiratory system is slower to catch up to the
cardiovascular system.[6] This suggests that the
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Table 1. Cardiopulmonary Exercise Test results 6 months post
transplant
Max
%
Achieved
Predicted
Resting
Predicted
VO2max (ml•kg1
•min-1)
15.1
33.8
36.7
92.2
VO2 (ml•kg1
•min-1)
1479
3316
3606
92

175

0

occurred in

41.08
34.73

Freq (br•min )

26

63

VT (ml•min-1)

1666

2899

HR (bpm)

115

165

183*

90

Workload (W)
25
250
*determined from 220 – age (actual HRmax determined by testing
prior to AMI was 171 bpm). VO2max, maximal oxygen uptake;
VE/VO2, ventilatory equivalent from oxygen; VE/VCO2, ventilatory
equivalent from carbon dioxide; RER, respiratory exchange ratio;
VT, ventilatory threshold; Freq, frequency or rate of respiration; VE,
minute ventilation

between the time of cardiovascular (CV) event and HT
is a significant factor in reconditioning and may need
to be the focus of HT rehabilitation.
4. Conclusions

In this case study, several months of high volume
endurance training immediately following HT showed
significant improvement in aerobic capacity and work
load. Although this is an unusual case study, it is clear
that physical activity immediately following HT and
adherence to an individualized program that promotes
an active life style helps to restore CV function. These
results suggest that a more aggressive approach to HT
recovery should be studied.
[1] Givertz MM, Hartley LH, Colucci WS. Long-term sequential
changes in exercise capacity and chronotropic responsiveness
after cardiac transplantation. Circulation. Jul 1 1997;96(1):232237.
[2] Marconi C, Marzorati M. Exercise after heart transplantation.
European journal of applied physiology. Oct 2003;90(3-4):250259.
[3] Nixon PA, Fricker FJ, Noyes BE, Webber SA, Orenstein DM,
Armitage JM. Exercise testing in pediatric heart, heart-lung, and
lung transplant recipients. Chest. May 1995;107(5):1328-1335.
[4] Richard R, Verdier JC, Duvallet A, et al. Chronotropic
competence in endurance trained heart transplant recipients: heart
rate is not a limiting factor for exercise capacity. Journal of the
American College of Cardiology. Jan 1999;33(1):192-197.
[5] Bussières LM, Pflugfelder PW, Menkis AH, et al. Basis for
aerobic impairment in patients after heart transplantation. J Heart
Lung Transplant. Nov-Dec 1995;14(6) Pt 1:1073-1080.
[6] Fink G, Lebzelter J, Blau C, Klainman E, Aravot D, Kramer MR.
The sky is the limit: exercise capacity 10 years post-heart-lung
transplantation. Transplant Proc. Jun 2000;32(4):733-734.
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Kansas high school football coaches and their
perception of the action and effects of sports supplements in high
school football players
B. Hendrix*, A. Griffin
Department of Physician Assistant, College of Health Professions

Abstract. Many high school football players are
experimenting with advertised “performance enhancing”
supplements. Many of these athletes turn to their coaches for
questions and advice regarding supplements. Purpose: The
purpose of this project is to learn the opinions of Kansas high
school football coaches regarding sport supplement use in
high school football players. Methods: An email survey was
sent out to all Kansas high school football coaches regarding
their knowledge and recommendations of supplement use in
their athletes. Results: 53% of the coaches thought
supplements were beneficial to a high school athlete, 32%
were neutral, and 15 % either disagreed or strongly disagreed.
80% of the coaches were aware of their athletes taking
supplements. 72% of coaches recommended supplement use
to their athletes. 70% stated they had received educational
material regarding supplement use in high school athletes.
90% were interested in receiving information regarding sport
supplement education in high school aged athletes if
available. Conclusion: A wide degree of variation exists
between different coaches and their thoughts and opinions
regarding supplement use in high school football players.

supplements. Kansas high school football coaches
were surveyed to learn more about their perceptions
and education on the use of supplements in their
athletes.
2. Experiment

This descriptive study utilized a non- random sample
of Kansas high school football coaches. A survey was
designed and sent by e-mail to all Kansas high school
football coaches to learn more about their perceptions
and education on the use of supplements in their
athletes. Each coach was identified by using a Kansas
State High School Athletic Association contact list.
Four weeks after the e-mails had been sent out, the
desired number or replies had been received.
3. Results
Out of the 380 Kansas high school football coaches, 90
responses were received. When asked whether or not
coaches thought supplements were beneficial to a high
school athlete, 15 % replied that they strongly disagree
or disagree, 32% were neutral, 39% agreed, and 13%
strongly agreed (figure 1).

1. Introduction

High school football players particularly, at a
time in their lives when their bodies are starting to
mature and develop physically, are drawn to claims
made of the potential benefits of sports supplements.
There is a need for nutrition education of athletes to
explain the appropriate use of these dietary
supplements [1]. High school football coaches assume
many roles besides their coaching responsibilities.
Common classes taught by coaches include Physical
Education and Strength and Conditioning. Many
coaches are hired to fill these positions due to their
increased knowledge of athletics and the needs of
athletes. Student athletes realize this and trust that
their questions regarding sports supplements can
correctly be answered by these sources. This project is
a study of Kansas high school football coaches and
their knowledge of the actions and effects of sports
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Figure 1: Coach’s response when asked if they thought supplements
were beneficial to high school athletes
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exercise. Many coaches did admit that they were
aware of their athletes taking supplements. Coaches
comment that creatine and protein are by far the most
popular of the supplements used by high school
football players. When questioned if their athletes have
ever asked them about recommendations regarding
supplement use, over half of coaches replied
“sometimes.”
Survey results showed that coaches have received
educational materials regarding supplement use in high
school football players. The most common source of
this information came from magazines, followed by
journals, then coach’s meetings and lastly, health
professionals. Magazines are by far the easiest source
to access. Professional journals are usually more
accurate than magazines due to the criteria it takes to
publish a study.
Coaches meetings provide
information that is only as good as the coach presenting
the material and his resources, yet many coaches feel
reassurance hearing the information from other men
sharing the same responsibilities and position.
Information from health professionals ranked fourth on
the list
The coaches surveyed indicated that they would be
interested in information regarding sport supplement
education in high school aged athletes. One coach
replied, “Sports supplements would be a topic that I
would like to see presented at more coaching clinics.”
Another coach, one which supports supplement use,
replied, “I believe one of the biggest issues is that most
people are uninformed about supplements.”
Regardless of whether or not high school coaches are
for or against supplement use in high school football
players, it can be agreed upon that they would like
more information on this subject.

80% of coaches were aware of their athletes taking
supplements while 20% were not. Of the supplements
being used, 58% of coaches knew their athletes were
taking creatine and protein, 12% ripped fuel, 6% nitric
oxide, and 3% Hydroxycut. When questioned if they
ever recommended supplement use to their athletes,
6% said never, 22% rarely, 51% sometimes, 19%
frequently, and 2% always (figure 2).
Coaches giving recommendations for
supplement use
2%
6%

19%

22%

never
rarely
sometimes
frequently
always

51%

Figure 2: Response given by coaches when asked if
they have ever given recommendations for supplement
use to their football players.

70% of coaches surveyed had received educational
material regarding supplement use in high school
athletes. Of those 70% who said yes, 42 coaches
received this information from a magazine, 37 from
journals, 31 from coaches’ meetings, 18 from a health
care professional, 8 from a health food store, 1 from a
sporting goods store, and 6 from other sources. When
asked if they would be interested in receiving
information regarding sport supplement education in
high school aged athletes if available, 50% said they
strongly agree, 39% agreed, 7% neutral, 1% disagreed,
and 1% strongly disagreed.

5. Summary

Each year, more high school student athletes,
especially football players, are gaining interest in
sports supplements to help improve their strength and
performance. Many of these athletes will seek advice
and instruction, at least to some degree, from their high
school coaches [2]. The knowledge and perceptions of
sports supplements in high school football coaches has
not been well researched. By surveying Kansas high
school football coaches, this study provides insight into
how knowledgeable coaches are about sports
supplements and their benefits and risks in high school
football players.

4. Discussion

There are a lot of differing opinions amongst
high school football coaches about the use of sports
supplements in their high school athletes. Many
coaches feel that sports supplements are beneficial to
some degree at this age. Many commented and agreed
that supplements are only beneficial when used in
conjunction with diet and exercise.
One coach
commented, “I recommend that athletes should be
consuming 5-6 meals a day prior to purchasing a
supplement. I feel that if they have the discipline to do
that, then they are serious enough to look into
supplements.” Coaches that did not feel supplements
were beneficial commonly agreed that high school
athletes disregard the importance of a good diet and
exercise in exchange for the idea that supplements will
replace and even surpass the benefits of diet and
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[1] Burke, LM, Read, RSD. Dietary Supplements in Sport. Sports
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Knowledge of Clinical Assessment, Diagnosis, and Treatment of
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome: How Much is Taught in a PA School
Curriculum?
Michelle Hinkle PA-S *, David Day EdS, MPAS, PA-C
Department of Physician Assistant College of Health Professions, WSU

Abstract: The effects of maternal alcohol use on unborn children have been observed for millennia. These effects include
abnormal facial variations, growth retardation, neurological or behavioral problems, decreased cognitive functioning, poor
socialization skills, and attention and distractibility problems. Patients may have any degree of symptoms, from mild to severe,
or any combination thereof, thus presenting health care providers with the dilemma of correct diagnosis. The purpose of this
study is to evaluate the curricula of the Physician Assistant education programs regarding clinical assessment, diagnosis and
treatment of fetal alcohol syndrome. Design – Cross sectional, evaluative survey. Participants – all US PA programs.
Measurement - A responder from each PA program [either Director or faculty member] will be asked a series of 5 questions
concerning knowledge of the disorder, diagnosis and treatment, and adequacy of the training provided. Data Analysis - Data
will be analyzed using standard statistical estimates. Results - Analysis should reveal data that can be compared between
schools, or saved for future research. Limitations of this study may include inadequate number of responses, unknowledgeable
responder, intentional false answering, and/or design error.

1. Introduction
The science and practice of medicine is constantly advancing, including the knowledge and understanding of
diseases and conditions. One such example is Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS). While not actually described as a
Syndrome until 1973 [1], the effects of maternal alcohol use on unborn children have been observed for millennia,
even by patriarchs in medicine such as Aristotle and Plutarch [2]. Today, health care providers consider several
characteristics of each patient before making a diagnosis. These include abnormal facial variations: a short
palpebral fissure, an indistinct philtrum, a flat upper lip with a thin vermillion border, flat midface, and a short nose
[3]. Also growth retardation, including: abnormally low birthweight, failure to gain and maintain appropriate
weight, and disproportional weight to height ratio. FAS patients may have neurologic or behavioral problems that
will affect both patient and family, as well as future teachers, friends, co-workers, and spouses. Decreased cognitive
functioning, poor socialization skills, attention and distractibility problems, and psychiatric problems are common
[4,5]. Autopsy results and MRI studies have shown structural differences in the corpus callosum, cerebellum, and
basal ganglia, although the affects of these are not completely understood [3].
While some of these characteristics are easy to see, patients may have any degree of symptoms, from mild
to severe, or any combination thereof. This presents health care providers with the challenge of making a correct
diagnosis. In a 2002 survey of physicians regarding their knowledge regarding FAS, from a list of associated
features, only 8% were able to identify the three most important [6]. When the physicians were asked about their
own perceived competency at diagnosing FAS, 81% felt that their training was inadequate [6]. Although this is only
one study, it shows consistent results with the general idea that physicians are not properly trained to diagnose this
easily preventable disease. To make up for these shortcomings, various educational courses have been developed by
the Center for Disease Control (CDC) for health care providers that address one or more aspects of FAS diagnosis,
treatment, and prevention [7]. However, to date, no cumulative global curriculum has ever been created. The CDC
has developed FAS regional training centers (RTCs) that began in 2002 identifying a comprehensive set of core
competencies that would be the foundation for a variety of educational and training programs [7]. These RTCs are
currently diligently working to create and implement a working program that will incorporate training of healthcare
providers as well as a complete diagnosis, treatment, and prevention plan concerning FAS. Despite these efforts, the
incidence of FAS in the US is estimated to be 9.1 per 1000, while annual costs of FAS patient care range from $74.6
million to $9 billion [8,9].
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Review of literature was undertaken using Medline, FirstSearch, and ERIC databases from 1973, when
FAS was first recognized, to the present. The search was conducted using the keywords fetal alcohol, education,
knowledge, physician, physician assistant, and curriculum. Most of the studies that have already been done
concerning healthcare providers addressed multiple specialties within healthcare, including family physicians,
pediatricians, OB/GYN, and nurse practitioners, but in regard to physicianassistants, no studies have been
completed. Rather than assuming that the data concerning physicians’ awareness of FAS to holds true regarding
physician assistants’ awareness of FAS, the lack of data gives cause to further investigation. The purpose of this
study is to evaluate what is being taught in PA education programs regarding clinical assessment, diagnosis and
treatment of fetal alcohol syndrome.
3. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significanc
Design
This cross-sectional, evaluative study will be administered through the Department of Physician Assistant at Wichita
State University between November and December 2006. The Physician Assistant Education Association (PAEA)
will provide assistance with identification of the PA sample group. The survey to be used is a condensed version of
one previously used and approved by the CDC, and consequently already peer reviewed and approved as valid.
Participants
The survey will be conducted via telephone. It will be presented to the Program Director, who may choose
to answer or defer to one faculty member in charge of that part of the curriculum. This will be determined by each
program director, so that the responder is someone who is most familiar with the program’s curricula and how much
is being taught to current students.
Measurement
A responder from each PA program will be asked a series of 5 questions concerning knowledge of the
disorder, diagnosis and treatment, and adequacy of the training provided.
Data Analysis
Data will be analyzed using standard statistical estimates. Significant relationships will be discerned and
recorded for future use. By discovering, documenting and comparing what PA’s are currently being taught this
survey can be used as a basis of knowledge for future research. Hopefully, by finding the missing links in education
now, we can make an impact on the health of children in the future.

Results
The purpose of this study is to evaluate each PA Program’s curriculum, and document what is being taught
regarding clinical assessment, diagnosis and treatment of FAS. Analysis should reveal data that can be used to make
recommendations for curricula improvement, comparison between schools, or saved for future research. Limitations
of this study may include but are not limited to: inadequate number of responses, unknowledgeable responder,
intentional false answering, design error
3. Conclusions

It is anticipated that Physician Assistant students are not getting enough education in awareness of FAS. Programs
like the one being implemented by the CDC are being created out of necessity to make up for this lack in education.
The findings of this study are important and may have an impact on the future curricula of PA schools. From a
larger perspective, this may spread to the curricula of nurse practitioners and physicians, and could globally change
the FAS protocols followed today.
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Maggot Debridement Therapy in the Treatment of Nonhealing
Chronic Wounds
Dodie Martin*, Kenneth H. Pitetti, Ph.D.
Department of Physician Assistant, College of Health Professions

Abstract
Background: Maggot therapy utilizes freshly emerged,
sterile larvae of the common greenbottle fly, Phaenicia
(Lucilia) sericata which secrete digestive enzymes that
selectively dissolve necrotic tissue, disinfect the wound, and
thus stimulate wound healing. Introduction: The purpose of
this paper was to review the literature in an attempt to
determine the efficacy of maggot debridement therapy
(MDT) of skin ulcers (e.g. diabetic foot ulcers, venous stasis,
osteomyelitis), with specific focus on assessing the healing
time and amputation rate. Methodology: Efficacy was
measured by comparing MDT to traditional treatment (i.e.,
antibiotics and surgical debridement). Level of evidence
included case-control, cohort retrospective, retrospective,
prospective control, non-randomized in-vivo, and report
studies. Results: Overall results of the thirteen articles that
met the inclusion criteria indicate that MDT healing time was
equal to or significantly shorter and amputation rate was less
than traditional treatment. Limitations: Limitations to these
studies include minimal amount of subjects involved in each
study, the inability to conduct randomized control studies and
insufficient number of articles found.
Conclusion:
Preliminary studies confirm that MDT successfully
accelerates debridement of long-standing chronic wounds
leading to enhanced healing time and reduced amputation
rates, making it a particularly safe and affective method in
wound care.

wounds, especially wounds that typically do not
respond to antibiotics or surgery.
There are two components to maggot therapy
in the treatment of non-healing wounds. [1] The first
component is the eating of only the necrotic (dead) and
infected tissue and leaving the healthy tissue
unharmed. The second component is disinfecting of
the wound which helps with healing. [1] These two
things together make maggot therapy another option
for physicians to help treat wounds.
Methodology: The criteria used in selecting studies
for this paper were as follows: evidence based
controlled trials, maggot therapy, and non-healing
wounds. Using these criteria, 13 studies were selected
for this paper.
Some of the strongest evidence to support the
use of MDT has been done by Dr. Ronald Sherman.
Sherman has been credited with bringing MDT back to
the forefront in the 1980's. Two of his studies, one
retrospective study [2] and one cohort retrospective [3],
used patients with various ulcers to study MDT. Both
studies found maggot therapy to be more effective than
conventional methods. [2-3] Three other studies by
Sherman [4-6] also demonstrated the effectiveness of
maggots.
One of these studies [4] involved a
prospective control study of patients with pressure
ulcers in their spinal cords. Results of this study [4]
indicated a reversal of worsening ulcers with a majority
of those ulcers being completely debrided within two
weeks.[4] Another study by Sherman [5] concerned
pre-surgical maggot debridement of soft tissue wounds
which focused on the issue of whether or not there was
a significant decrease in rates of postoperative
infection. Sherman and colleagues [5] found that none
of the wounds treated with MDT developed infection,
leading to another area where maggots are successful
in treating wounds. Sherman and colleagues also did a
prospective study [6] where 86% of patients saw
complete or significant debridement in wounds. [6]

Introduction: Removing necrotic (dead) tissue while
keeping healthy tissue intact is a major problem for
doctors trying to save extremities with open wounds.
This study will focus on maggot debridement therapy,
(MDT), as an alternative to conventional methods of
surgery and antibiotics. For centuries, maggots have
been known to have the ability to help in healing
wounds much like antibiotics. With the invention of
penicillin and other antibiotics, maggot therapy was
replaced and its practice became obsolete. However, in
the past 30 years, due to the overuse of antibiotics,
large arrays of pathogens resistant to many common
antibiotics have developed. Due to this resistance,
maggot therapy isonce again becoming a viable, first
line option for physicians in treating non-healing
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for the patient. Antibiotics can work for some patients,
but many wounds do not respond to antibiotics.
Maggot therapy has not only been shown to remove
necrotic tissue, it has also been proven to work on
disinfecting wounds unresponsive to antibiotics. In the
past, maggot debridement therapy was used as a last
resort method of wound healing. These studies
indicate that maggot therapy could be considered as a
first line treatment for non-healing, chronic wounds.

Besides Sherman and colleagues, other
researchers have studied the usefulness of maggot
therapy.
Jukema and colleagues [7] focused on
maggot therapy in the treatment of wounds that were
unresponsive to classical methods and antibiotics
This study [7] reported that maggot therapy
successfully saved all extremities from amputation,
again demonstrating that maggot therapy can help
debride and heal wounds. Similarly, Mumcuoglu et al.,
[8] studied maggot therapy for intractable wounds and
reported complete debridement in 38 of the 43 wounds
with 3 wounds displaying significant debridement. [8]
Tanyuksel did a similar maggot therapy study [9] in
which complete debridement was achieved in 91% of
patients. [9]
Steenvoorde and associates did a study [10]
using maggot therapy alone. This study [10] was a
retrospective non-comparative cohort study that
involved the antimicrobial activity of maggots. More
specifically, in-vivo results of the use of maggots to
treat gram-positive and gram-negative infected
wounds. The study found that gram positive bacteria
were digested and killed more easily than gramnegative bacteria. [10]
Armstrong and colleagues [11] did a casecontrol retrospective study on MDT on lower extremity
hospice wound care. The results of this study [11]
found MDT shortened healing time, and gave patients
significantly more antibiotic free days after follow up.
Wolfe and Hansson [12] focused on the debridement of
chronic ulcers by maggot therapy. They [12] reported
that larval therapy was not only effective in debriding
necrotic ulcers, but that it was also fast and very
precise, as the larvae avoided healthy tissue.
Wayman et al,. [13] compared larvae
debridement therapy versus hydrogel therapy in
treating necrotic venous ulcers. This study found
larvae debridement therapy was more cost-effective
and faster in debridement of ulcers with all patients
needing only one application.[13] Wollina did a study
[14]on the investigation of the clinical effects, sideeffects,
and
mechanisms
of
action
of
biosurgery(maggot therapy) with the use of remittance
spectroscopy as an objective approach in monitoring.
Results [14] showed that biosurgery was selective with
removing necrotic tissue while leaving healthy tissue
unharmed and being most effective on neuropathic
ulcers.
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Conclusion: These studies strongly suggest that MDT
is an effective and successful method of wound
healing. Conventional methods can work, but it is
often difficult for a surgeon to differentiate between
healthy and infected tissue. This makes surgery risky
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A Systematic Evidence Based Literature Review of Medical
and Developmental Issues of International Adoptees with
Emphasis on the Need for Immediate and Thorough Medical
Attention Post-Adoption
Meredith K. Bolton, PA-S*, David Day, EdS, MPAS, PA-C
Department of Physician Assistant, College of Health Professions

Abstract. Over the years, the rate of international adoptions in the United States has increased and continues to steadily rise.
A large percentage of these adoptions are from orphanages that are poverty-stricken, with limited food and a high orphan-tocaregiver ratio. These conditions can lead to medical and developmental issues such as malnutrition, failure-to-thrive,
infectious disease, developmental delays, and behavioral disorders. Currently, guidelines for the most cost-effective and
suitable approaches to medical evaluation of international adoptees has not been determined, but evidence suggests that
guidelines regarding medical intervention for this specific population should be developed and uitlized. The purpose of this
study is to identify common medical and developmental issues of the internationally adopted and to recognize the necessity
for immediate medical attention post-adoption. This is an evidence based literature review with regard to studies of medical
and developmental issues seen in children adopted internationally. As the rate of international adoption continues to grow, so
does the probability of caring for an adopted child in a primary care setting. The medical status of internationally adopted
children makes them one of the highest risk pediatric groups in the United States. Evidence shows that there is need for
immediate and thorough medical attention post-adoption.

1. Introduction
Over the years, the rate of international adoptions in the United States has increased from 7,000 in 1990 to almost
23,000 in 2004, and the numbers of these adopted children continue to steadily rise. The top three countries that
participate in international adoption are China, Russia, and Korea.[1] A large percentage of these adoptions are from
orphanages that tend to be poverty-stricken, which can sometimes lead to shortage of nutritional food and a high
orphan-to-caregiver ratio which inevitably causes neglect. These conditions then, in turn, lead to medical and
developmental issues of internationally adopted orphans such as malnutrition, failure to thrive (FTT)-including low
weight, height, and head circumference, and infectious disease[2]. Developmental delays, including, but not limited
to, gross motor skills, fine motor skills, and language and social development are also rampant in this group of
children [3,4]. Behavior problems may also arise in internationally adopted children post-adoption including
sensory behaviors and autistic-like behaviors [5]. Currently, guidelines for the most cost-effective approaches to
medical evaluation of international adoption has not been determined, but evidence suggests that there should be
some sort of unique medical intervention for this specific population including a physical exam, screening tests,
immunizations, developmental testing, and re-evaluation of previously diagnosed conditions [6].
2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance

Preliminary findings of the literature review suggest that there are common health issues among internationally
adopted children, with the most prevalent concern being developmental delay. Miller [2] identified numerous
findings of growth and developmental delays. 75% of the children had significant developmental delays, including
gross motor delay (55%), fine motor delay (49%), cognitive delay (32%), language delay (43%), social-emotional
delay (28%), restrictions of activities of daily living (30%), and global delays (44%). Z scores of <-2 were found in
39% of children for height, 24% for head circumference, and 18% of weight. It was also discovered that the length
of orphanage confinement was inversely proportional to the linear height lag, with a loss of 1 month of height age
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for every 2.86 months in the orphanage. Another study was done on developmental and nutritional status of
internationally adopted children that attended the International Adoption Clinic at the Floating Hospital for Children.
The children underwent medical examination, measurements, and developmental assessments. Of these children
50% were developmentally delayed based on standards of the World Health Organization (WHO) for weight, height,
and head circumference, with the severity of the delays directly relating to scores for height, weight, and head
circumference[5]. Another issue addressed was the immunization record of internationally adopted children. A
retrospective cohort study was done on internationally adopted children from 16 countries to determine whether or
not the vaccinations were meeting Centers for Disease Control (CDC) recommendations. 65% of all children
evaluated had no records of overseas immunizations. Of the 35% that did, 6% were considered invalid. Furthermore,
only 67% of children with valid records were up-to-date on one or more vaccination according to the CDC schedule.
There is also ongoing research being done on screening tests of children adopted from foreign countries[7]. Further
research found a study that performed seven common screening tests, along with a thorough history and physical
examination on internationally adopted children after arrival to the United States. 63% of the children were initially
found to be normal after examination by their pediatrician or family physician. After an appropriate history, physical
examination, and screening, 63% were found to have unsuspected medical diagnoses. When the children that were
found to be normal after examination by their pediatrician or family doctor were only included in the study, the
incident of unsuspected medical diagnoses remained relatively high (67%)[8].
3. Conclusions

In conclusion, as the rate of international adoption continues to increase, the probability of caring for an adopted
child in a primary care practice increases. Medical and developmental status of international adoptees makes them
one of the most high-risk pediatric groups in America. It has been estimated that up to 75% of internationally
adopted children will have some sort of developmental delay, and up to 67% have been found to have unsuspected
infectious disease and other medical problems that could have been diagnosed and appropriately treated had there
been proper conduction of medical intervention. Use of clinical guidelines such as those developed by Hostetter et al
[8] can significantly improve the early identification of medical problems within this population. Early identification
allows for prompt management and referral and subsequently will improve the quality of life for these children.
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Omega-3 Fatty Acids Compared to Placebo in Secondary
Prevention of Myocardial Reinfarction
Abigail M. Moos MS Ed., PA-S* and Sue M. Nyberg MHS, PA-C
Department of Physician Assistant, College of Health Professions

Abstract. Introduction: Significant research exists to support the use of omega-3 fatty acids in the primary prevention of
coronary heart disease (CHD); however few studies exist to support the use of omega-3 fatty acids in those patients already
diagnosed with CHD. This study aims to investigate the cardioprotective benefits of dietary and non-dietary intake of omega-3
fatty acids in patients diagnosed with CHD. Methodology: A systematic review of evidence-based literature was performed
using Medline and Cochrane databases. Inclusion criteria included 1) randomized controlled trials (RCT) comparing dietary or
supplemental intake of omega-3 fatty acids with a control diet or placebo, 2) trials reporting cardiac endpoints including fatal or
nonfatal myocardial infarction and overall mortality, 3) trials following patients with established CHD for at least 6 months.
Results: Six RCTs and two meta-analyses were included. Research shows supplementation with omega-3 fatty acids decreases
the incidence of myocardial reinfarction, sudden death due to fatal cardiac arrhythmias, and all cause mortality. However,
although individual studies reviewed were of high quality, when compared, their findings were inconsistent. Conclusion: There is
insufficient evidence to recommend the use of omega-3 fatty acids for secondary prevention of myocardial reinfarction in
patients with existing CHD.

1. Introduction

During the last 35 years, omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids have emerged as a topic of scientific scrutiny and
public interest. In the 1970’s, epidemiological studies of Greenland Eskimos linked their diet, high in whale, seal,
and fish rich in omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids, to a low incidence of cardiovascular mortality [1,2]. Further,
research shows promising evidence indicating that moderate doses of omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids not only
reduce the risk of cardiovascular disease, but decrease mortality due to myocardial reinfarction, sudden dearth, and
overall mortality in patients with established coronary heart disease.
While much research has been done to investigate omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids and the prevention of
coronary heart disease few studies have focused on secondary prevention and myocardial reinfarction in populations
with established coronary heart disease. Further, studies that investigate omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acid
therapy in patients with established coronary heart disease have shown an inconsistent association between n-3
polyunsaturated fatty acids intake and the risk of myocardial reinfarction. This study aims to investigate the
protective properties of long chain omega-3 fatty acids, particularly DHA and EPA. This study will focus on both
dietary and supplemental interventions in populations with established coronary heart disease and the prevalence of
myocardial reinfarction, sudden dearth, and overall mortality.
2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance

Methods. A systematic review of evidence-based literature was performed using Medline and Cochrane databases.
Studies reviewed include randomized controlled trials and meta-analysis and systematic reviews of randomized
controlled trials and cohorts from 1971 to 2006. Studies reviewed included the following criteria: 1) randomized
trials comparing dietary or supplemental intake of n-3 PUFAs with a control diet or placebo, 2) trials reporting
cardiac endpoints such as fatal or nonfatal MI and overall mortality, 3) trials following patients with established
coronary heart disease for at least 6 months.
Review of Literature. The DART was the fist trial to investigate the effects of dietary fish or fish oil on the survival
of men with a recent MI. At the end of 2 years, researchers found that there was a decrease in total mortality and
deaths due to CHD in the groups educated on the intake of fatty fish. To date, this clinical landmark trial still offers
some of the most convincing evidence for the cardioprotective benefits on omega-3 fatty acids in those with
established CHD [3]. A decade later the GISSI-Prevenzione trial found comparable results. At the end of 3 ½
years, it was found that those subjects taking Omacor, an omega-3 fatty acids supplement, enjoyed a reduction in all
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-cause mortality and in cardiovascular endpoints including fatal- and non-fatal MIs and strokes [4]. The Lyon Diet
Heart Study investigated the effects of a Mediterranean Diet high in fish, bread, fruit, vegetables, and food
containing non-marine omega-3 PUFA a-linolenic acid like walnuts and olive and canola oils compared to a
Western diet higher in animal fat in post myocardial infarction patients. It was found that a Mediterranean style diet
lowered cardiac morbidity and mortality when compared to those assigned to a western diet [5]. Two meta-analyses
of randomized controlled trials investigated the use of fish oil in the care of coronary heart disease patients.
Researchers found a decrease in mortality due to myocardial reinfarction, sudden death and overall mortality in
patients diagnosed with coronary heart disease and treated with fish oil however these studies were plagued with
limitations [6, 7].
There is growing evidence to support that the anti-arrhythmic property of omega-3 fatty acids is most valuable
benefit in populations already diagnosed with CHD. The DART trial was the first human trial to show possible antiarrhythmic benefits. A reduced mortality in those instructed to eat fish was found. The patients consuming omega3 fatty acids had a lower mortality rate after a myocardial infarction, possibly due to a decrease in sudden cardiac
death resulting from fatal arrhythmias [3]. In the GISSI trial, a relative reduction in sudden cardiac death was found.
After 3.5 years, treatment was found to have decreased mortality. Scientists concluded that the reduction in
cardiovascular mortality resulted primarily from prevention of sudden cardiac death due to fatal arrhythmias [4].
The Lyon Trial also supports the hypothesis that omega-3 fatty acids have a beneficial effect on sudden cardiac
death. In the intervention group, there were no reports of sudden cardiac death while 8 cases were recorded in the
control [5].
Results. Six RCTs and two meta-analyses were included. Research shows supplementation with omega-3 fatty
acids decreases the incidence of myocardial reinfarction, sudden death due to fatal cardiac arrhythmias, and all cause
mortality. However, although individual studies reviewed were of high quality, when compared, their findings were
inconsistent.
Limitations in the Literature. The body of literature to support the use of omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids in
coronary heart disease populations’ looks promising, however more studies are called for before a systematic
recommendation can be made. Many of the studies in this review were done outside of the United States, additional
research is necessary to insure the validity of applying the results to US populations. Further, randomized controlled
trials should involve more women and minority groups. Also needed is the continued exploration of the most
beneficial dose of omega-3 PUFAs as well as the most optimal ratio of EPA to DHA. Studies should also explore
the efficacy of fish oil sources such as dietary fish, dietary oils, and supplements. Finally, it is important to know
the most optimal length of intervention and how long the benefits are retained after stopping omega-3
polyunsaturated fatty acid therapy.
3. Conclusion
What place does omega-3 fatty acid supplementation have in the care of coronary heart disease patients? The
majority of the literature points to a decrease in morbidity and mortality due to CHD with the incorporation of fatty
fish intake or supplementation. However, this story is far from over. The quality of studies conducted to this point
is far from optimal and questions such as the dose and ratio of EPA to DHA still exist. More studies are needed to
confirm and further define the health benefits of omega-3 fatty acids for preventing subsequent cardiovascular
events. There is insufficient evidence to recommend the use of omega-3 fatty acids for secondary prevention of
myocardial reinfarction in patients with existing CHD at this time.
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[7] Yzebe D, Lievre M. Fish oils in the care of coronary heart disease patients; a meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials. Fundamental and
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Serum Selenium and the Risk of Prostate Cancer
Chelsea Stancoff-Hon* and John Carter, PhD.
Department of Physician Assistant, College of Health Professions

Abstract. Introduction: The purpose of this study is to investigate the relationship of serum selenium levels and the risk of
developing prostate cancer. It has been documented that antioxidants reduce the incidence of cancer by eradicating free radicals
that damage DNA, thus increasing the risk of cancer. Selenium is a component of the antioxidant enzyme glutathione
peroxidase, whose role in cancer prevention has been controversial in the last 40 years. Methodology: A systematic review of
evidence-based literature was performed utilizing the following search engines: MEDLINE FirstSearch, ArticleFirst,
dissertations, and Paper’s First and a bibliographic search of selected articles. MeSH ( medical subject heading terms) and text
words utilized in this study include: serum, selenium, prostate, neoplasia, risk, nutrition, adenocarcinoma, male, prostatic
intraepithelial neoplasm, and prostatic neoplasia. Results: The results of the evidence-based literature results are consistent with
the epidemiologic studies available at this time. The best quality evidence suggests that higher selenium levels decrease a man’s
risk of developing prostate cancer. However, because of unaccounted for confounders including family history of prostate cancer
and educational level, it is not recommended that providers prescribe selenium as preventive medicine combating prostate cancer.
Nevertheless, individuals who have a higher intake of selenium may benefit from its protective effects.

1. Introduction
A systematic, evidence-based literature review was performed looking for an association between the risk of prostate
cancer and serum selenium in men of different races, cultures and regions. Prostate cancer is the most common cancer in
American men. It is also the second leading cause of cancer death, after lung cancer; however, the etiology of the disease is
unknown. The prevalence of microscopic or latent prostate tumors is similar in most countries, but clinical prostate cancer
morbidity and mortality are extremely different in various geographic regions among various ethnic or racial groups [1,2]. The
epidemiology of prostate cancer is quite complicated because there are few recognized risk factors. Risk factors which may be
relevant include: family history, age, country, race, testosterone deficiency, and diet [3].
Prostate cancer may be found as nodules in the prostate at the time of a digital rectal exam (DRE). Most prostate
cancers are diagnosed, due to the elevation of serum prostate specific antigen (PSA). PSA is a glycoprotein produced in the
cytoplasm of benign as well as malignant prostatic cells; its level correlates to the amount of prostate tissue, benign or malignant
[3].
Antioxidants are nontoxic compounds that have been shown to reduce the incidence of cancer. Their function is to
eradicate free radicals that damage DNA, which in turn can cause cancer. The most widely known, highly effective antioxidants
include vitamin E, Beta-carotene, and lycopene. Selenium is an element in the antioxidant enzyme glutathione peroxidase; its
role in cancer prevention has been somewhat controversial over the last 40 years. Selenium has many functions in the body. It is
present in the active site of many enzymes which may encourage apoptosis of cancer cells; it improves the body’s immune
system by causing the formation of natural killer cells, it restrains the prostaglandins that cause inflammation, and it may induce
P450 enzymes in the liver that detoxify carcinogenic molecules. Lastly, selenium, at high doses can decrease the rate of tumor
growth in humans [1].

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance
The design of this study is a systematic review of evidenced-based medicine. A review of the literature was done using
a combined search of MEDLINE FirstSearch, ArticleFirst, dissertations, and Paper’s First using the following subjects: serum
AND selenium AND prostate cancer, prostate cancer AND risk AND selenium, prostate cancer AND nutrition AND selenium,
prostate AND adenocarcinoma AND selenium, prostatic intraepithelial neoplasm AND selenium, male AND selenium AND
risk AND neoplasm,prostatic neoplasia AND selenium, male AND selenium.
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Other searches were performed using the same search terms but in the following search engines: Cambridge Scientific
Abstracts (CSA), Info Trac Web, LexisNexis Academic, SilverPlatter Web SPIRS, Wilson Web and Complementary and
Alternative Medicine (CAM) on PubMed.
Potentially missed articles were searched in the reference section of each obtained article and from reviews of this
topic. All applicable articles were then retrieved based on consensus among authors and searching the reference lists of those
articles for potentially relevant articles.
Articles were used from the years 1977-2005. There were no articles on this subject found before the year 1977, thus
the reason for this start date.
Inclusion and exclusion criterion were used to select which studies would be incorporated in this evidenced-based
literature review. Men between the ages of 45 and 75, that currently had not been diagnosed with any other type of cancer
besides prostate cancer at the onset of the trial, and the evidence level of the article had to be a Level 1 or Level 2 article to be
included in this review. Exclusion criterion used included African American men, because of their higher rates of prostate
cancer, articles that were low in evidence and those articles that used selenium in a cocktail of nutrients or antioxidants.
Three levels of evidence were used to classify each study. Level 1 evidence is based on randomized controlled trials
and large meta-analysis studies. Studies that are considered to be Level 2 studies are nonrandomized controlled studies, clinical
cohort studies, and case-controlled studies with non-biased selection of study participants. Level 3 includes case series, and noncontrolled case studies.
The results of this systematic review of the literature are consistent with the results of other epidemiologic studies. A
majority of the studies suggest that higher serum selenium levels decrease a man’s risk of developing prostate cancer. There
were four Level 1 studies that showed a protective effect of selenium and eleven Level 2 studies that shared those same results.
The strength of the association was similar for both cohort studies and case-control studies. The literature also showed a doseresponse trend. The men with the lowest amount of serum selenium had the highest incidence of cancer.
Weaknesses in the Literature:
There needs to be a larger number of randomized controlled trials to decide the exact role of selenium and selenium
supplementation in developing prostate cancer. The potential for confounding is present in each of the Level 2 studies. Each of
these studies included control for potential confounders such as age, race and geography. However, there were two very
important confounders that were unaccounted for: the first is family history of prostate cancer and the second was education
level. Those men with higher education levels may be more health conscious and use dietary supplementation of antioxidants as
a preventative measure for all types of cancer including prostate cancer.
Gaps in the Literature:
Currently there is research under way to determine the amount of supplemental selenium that should be recommended
to provide a protective effect against contracting prostate cancer.

3. Conclusion
To date, the Level 1 evidence-based literature supports the protective effect of selenium in the risk of developing
prostate cancer. There are also eleven good quality Level 2 studies that support this theory. However, the possibility of
confounding factors that may have skewed the result cannot be excluded.
The SELECT trial is an ongoing randomized trial designed to answer whether selenium has a protective role in
preventing prostate cancer [4]. Until the publication of these results, it is not recommended that clinicians prescribe selenium for
prostate cancer prevention. However, those who have an elevated intake in selenium may benefit from its protective effects.
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The effects of inhaled fluticasone propionate and budesonide on
lung function and exacerbations in patients with chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease
Sarah Parkin* and Sue M. Nyberg, MHS, PA-C
Department of Physician Assistant, College of Health Professions

Abstract. Introduction: The prevalence of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) continues to increase and is
currently the 4th leading cause of death in the U.S. Although a proven and effective treatment for the chronic airway
inflammation of asthma, the role of corticosteroids to treat underlying inflammation in COPD is controversial. The purpose of
this study is to investigate the effect that inhaled corticosteroids, fluticasone propionate and budesonide, have on lung function
and acute exacerbations in patients with COPD. Methodology: An evidence based literature review was conducted utilizing
Medline, Cochrane Library, and ProQuest databases. Results: Nine randomized, controlled trials were found which specifically
addressed the objective of this paper. Review of these studies indicates that inhaled fluticasone propionate has a significant effect
on decreasing exacerbations, but not on the improvement of lung function. It was also discovered that budesonide had no
significant effect on reduction of exacerbations or improvement of lung function. Conclusions: The results from this literature
review are inconclusive due to conflicting and insufficient data. Therefore, a recommendation for the use of fluticasone
propionate or budesonide to improve lung function and decrease exacerbations of COPD cannot be made at this time.

1. Introduction
According to the Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD), options for
pharmacological treatment in COPD include bronchodilators and inhaled and systemic corticosteroids.[1] The
GOLD guidelines recommend that inhaled corticosteroids may be added to a patient’s treatment regimen if their
forced expiratory volume in one second is less than 50% and if they experience frequent exacerbations.[1]
However, the efficacy of inhaled corticosteroids and their use in the treatment of COPD is still regarded as
controversial, because their mechanism of action in COPD is unclear. It is difficult to distinguish whether or not the
improvement that inhaled corticosteroids have on COPD patients is due to the drug itself versus an asthmatic
component in the patient or the concurrent use of other medications such as bronchodilators. The purpose of this
evidence based, systematic literature review is to further investigate the effect that inhaled corticosteroids,
specifically fluticasone propionate and budesonide, have on lung function and exacerbations in patients with COPD.
2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance
A systematic, evidence based literature review was performed utilizing the Medline, Cochrane and
ProQuest databases. A bibliographic search of studies used in this literature review was also performed. Inclusion
criteria consisted of randomized, controlled trials and meta-analyses that explored the effects inhaled fluticasone
propionate or budesonide have on lung function and COPD exacerbations. Studies that included asthmatic
participants, inhaled corticosteroids other than fluticasone propionate or budesonide, or those that only looked at
systemic steroids were excluded. Nine studies were found that met inclusion and exclusion criteria. Of those nine,
five specifically studied fluticasone propionate and four investigated budesonide.
Paggiaro et al (1998) conducted a study to investigate the efficacy of inhaled corticosteroids in the treatment of
COPD.[2] It was found that inhaled fluticasone propionate significantly improved lung function and decreased
COPD exacerbations.[2] Calverley et al (2003) studied the combined use of salmeterol and fluticasone against
either alone in treatment of COPD.[3] The study showed that combination therapy is more effective.[3] However,
the fluticasone propionate and placebo arm did show a significant effect on improvement of lung function and
decrease in rate of exacerbations.[3] Burge et al (2000) investigated the effect that fluticasone propionate had on
lung function, exacerbations, and health status in COPD patients.[4] The results of this study revealed that there.
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was no effect on lung function.[4] However, fluticasone propionate did have a significant effect on decreasing
COPD exacerbations and reducing the rate of decline in health status.[4] Hattotuwa et al (2002) studied inhaled
fluticasone propionate’s effect on lung function, symptom scores, exacerbation rates, and the inflammatory cellular
profile in COPD patients.[5] Results showed that fluticasone propionate had a significant effect on reduction of
exacerbations, had no significant effect on lung function, significantly reduced cough, sputum score, and use of
reliever medication, had no significant effect on breathlessness, wheezing, exercise tolerance, or general being, and
did not effect the inflammatory cellular profile.[5] Thompson et al (2002) conducted a study to determine the
efficacy of inhaled corticosteroids in the treatment of COPD.[6] The findings demonstrated that fluticasone
propionate did improve lung function and decrease exacerbations, however, not significantly so.[6]
Renkema et al (1996) studied the effect that inhaled budesonide had on patients with COPD.[7] This study
showed that budesonide had no significant effect on lung function or COPD exacerbations.[7] Vestbo et al (1999)
conducted a study that investigated the effect that inhaled budesonide had on COPD patients.[8] The primary
outcome that was measured in this study was the effect on lung function.[8] Secondary endpoints that were
monitored were respiratory symptoms and exacerbation frequency.[8] Results indicated that inhaled budesonide
does not have a significant effect on lung function, respiratory symptoms, or exacerbations.[8] Pauwels et al (1999)
explored the effects of inhaled budesonide on lung function.[9] Findings from this study showed that lung function
was not significantly improved by the use of inhaled budesonide.[9] Maltais et al (20002) compared the effect of
oral prednisolone and inhaled budesonide in the treatment of COPD exacerbations.[10] Results indicated that
airflow was improved in patients who were experiencing an acute exacerbation of their COPD.[10]
3. Conclusions
The results from this literature review are inconclusive due to conflicting and insufficient data. Therefore,
no specific recommendation for the use of fluticasone propionate or budesonide to improve lung function and
decrease exacerbations can be made as a result of this investigation.
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The efficacy of orlistat vs. sibutramine in the treatment of obesity: A
systematic literature review
Lindsay Kloer PA-S*, Sue Nyberg MHS, PA-C
Department of Physician Assistant, College of Health Professions

Abstract. Introduction: Since obesity is the second leading cause of preventable death in the United States, effective treatments
are crucial in order to stop the progression of this epidemic. Currently, orlistat (Xenical) and sibutramine (Meridia, Reductil) are
the only FDA approved obesity drugs for long-term weight loss in adults. The aim of this study is to compare the effectiveness of
these two drugs in initial weight loss as well as long-term maintenance of that weight loss. Methodology: An evidence-based
systematic literature review was conducted using the following databases: Medline, ECO, and Cochrane. Articles chosen for
inclusion were from 1990 to present, level 1 or 2 evidence and from peer-reviewed journals. Participants were over 18 years old
with a BMI greater than 27 kg/m2. Results: There were 18 level 1 randomized controlled trials demonstrating the effectiveness of
both medications to produce weight loss. Therefore, a Grade A recommendation can be made regarding the use of either orlistat
or sibutramine in a primary care setting for 5-10% weight loss. Also, there were 10 level 1 randomized controlled trials
demonstrating the management of the weight loss for up to 2 years, so a Grade A recommendation can be made regarding the use
of either orlistat or sibutramine in the long-term management of weight loss. Conclusion: Both medications are effective for an
obese patient who has failed on diet and exercise alone, so selection of which medication to prescribe is primarily determined on
which medication the patient is most able to tolerate.

1. Introduction

Obesity is standardly defined according to body mass index (BMI). This measurement divides the weight of the
patient in kilograms by the square of the patient’s height in meters. A patient having a BMI greater than 30 kg/m2 is
considered obese, and the risk of morbidity and mortality increases. Annually, there are over 300,000 obesity related
deaths with an estimated $117 billion of United States healthcare dollars spent in an effort to treat this condition.[1]
The prevalence of chronic diseases such as hypertension, Type 2 diabetes mellitus, and high cholesterol also
increases with obesity, so effective treatments are crucial in order to stop the progression of this epidemic and its
comorbidities. Since 64% of the U.S. population is classified as either overweight or obese, primary care providers
are most likely to encounter as well as provide treatment for this condition.
In obese patients, conservative measures such as diet and exercise are limited in their ability to produce and
sustain weight loss, so the next step in the treatment of obesity is pharmacotherapy. Pharmacotherapy, in accordance
with a low calorie diet and exercise, has been shown to induce more weight loss as well as maintain more of the lost
weight for up to four years when compared to diet and exercise alone. Currently, orlistat (Xenical) and sibutramine
(Meridia, Reductil) are the only FDA approved drugs for long-term management of obesity in adults, and these
medications typically reduce body weight by 5-10% in the average patient.[2]
Orlistat, approved by the FDA in 1999, is an inhibitor of pancreatic and gastric lipases, enzymes which are
involved in the conversion of dietary fat into an absorbable form for the body. When these are blocked, absorption
of fat is reduced by approximately 30%. The recommended dose of orlistat is 120 mg three times a day to be taken
with each main meal.[3] Sibutramine, approved by the FDA in 1997, is an appetite suppressant. It is an inhibitor of
the reuptake of serotonin and norepinephrine, and it generates weight reduction by boosting the feeling of fullness
after a meal in addition to enhancing the metabolic rate. The recommended dose of sibutramine is 10 mg daily
initially. It may be increased to 15 mg daily after 4 weeks if there is inadequate weight reduction.[4]
Studies have shown these medications are efficacious in producing and sustaining long-term weight loss when
used with a low-fat diet and exercise. A key question is which anti-obesity medication is more effective. Therefore,
the aim of this study is to compare the effectiveness of these two drugs in reduction and long-term maintenance of
weight.
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2. Results, Discussion, and Significance

To assess the efficacy of orlistat and sibutramine, an evidence-based systematic literature review was conducted
using search engines PubMed, First Search, and Cambridge Scientific Abstracts to search the following databases
Medline, ECO, and Cochrane. Articles chosen for review met the following inclusion criteria. They were from 1990
to present because that was when initial studies were conducted testing the optimal dose as well as efficacy. Articles
were from peer-reviewed journals, and the primary outcome measures of the studies were clinically significant
weight loss of 5-10% from baseline weight and/or weight maintenance after the weight loss. The patients included in
these articles were over 18 years old with a BMI greater than 30 kg/m2 or 27 kg/m2 if hypertension, Type 2 diabetes,
and/or hyperlipidemia were present. Articles were included if they studied orlistat and/or sibutramine in combination
with a low calorie diet and were level 1 or 2 evidence. Level 1 evidence included high quality randomized clinical
trials, systematic reviews with homogeneity of randomized controlled trials, and high quality meta-analyses. Level 2
evidence included nonrandomized clinical trials, lower quality randomized controlled trials, and cohort studies.
Orlistat produced significantly more weight loss in the trials where subjects without comorbidities like
hypertension, Type 2 diabetes, and hyperlipidemia were recruited. Since orlistat has little systemic absorption it is
safer to use in regards to drug interactions and other contraindications. However, the side effects of orlistat, like oily
stools, fecal incontinence, and diarrhea make it harder for patients to tolerate. Clinicians, as well as their patients,
should consider those before prescribing this medication.
Sibutramine produced clinically significant weight loss as well, but it was associated with increases in blood
pressure and heart rate in many of the trials included in this systematic review. However, these increases were not
clinically significant, and patients with borderline hypertension and/or increased heart rate can be monitored more
closely while taking this medication. Sibutramine was also associated with more tolerable side effects. Last, in both
head to head trials comparing the amount of weight loss produced between patients taking orlistat or sibutramine,
sibutramine treated patients lost slightly more weight.
3. Conclusions

Obesity should be regarded as an important medical condition requiring treatment. In conjunction with a reduced
calorie diet and exercise, pharmacotherapy is a vital addition in the treatment. However, orlistat’s gastrointestinal
side effects make it less tolerable when compared to sibutramine’s side effects. Also, when initiating sibutramine in
a patient with hypertension, as well as borderline hypertension, the patient’s blood pressure and heart rate should be
monitored more closely due to the potential slight increase in blood pressure and heart rate it may cause Both
medications are safe and effective and should be considered in conjunction with diet and exercise by any clinician
treating obesity.
After thorough analysis of 26 randomized controlled trials demonstrating the ability of orlistat and sibutramine to
produce and sustain clinically significant weight loss, a Grade A recommendation can be made regarding the use of
orlistat or sibutramine in a primary care setting for 5-10% weight loss as well as long-term management of that
weight loss.
[1] Friedman N, Fanning EL. Overweight and Obesity: An Overview of Prevalence, Clinical Impact, and Economic Impact. Disease Management
7, no Supplement 1 (2004): S-6.
[2] Feigenbaum A, Pasternak S, Zusk E, Sarid M, Vinker S. Influence of intense multidisciplinary follow-up and orlistat on weight reduction in a
primary care setting. BMC Fam Pract. Jan 29 2005;6(1):5.
[3] Curran MP, Scott LJ. Orlistat: A Review of its Use in the Management of Patients with Obesity. Drugs 64, no 24 (2004): 2845-2864.
[4] Nisoli E, Carruba MO. An assessment of the safety and efficacy of sibutramine, an anti-obesity drug with a novel mechanism of action.
Obesity Reviews 1, no 2 (2000): 127-139.
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Thyroid Disorders and Breast Cancer
Michelle L. Menke PA-S* and David Day PA-C
Department of Physician Assistant, College of Health Professions

Abstract: Introduction: A possible link between thyroid disorders and breast cancer has been a subject of debate, since thyroid
extract was first used to treat breast cancer in 1896. Many researchers have suggested an increased risk of breast cancer in
women with thyroid disorders and others have indicated a decreased risk. Purpose: To determine if there is a relationship
between thyroid disorders and breast cancer in women. Method: An evidence based literature review using Medline,
AbstractsFirst, and Cochrane using the terms: hypothyroidism, hyperthyroidism, thyroid dysfunction, breast cancer, and breast
carcinoma. Criteria for article selection: publication in a peer reviewed journal, level 3 evidence or higher, and the relevance of
the data to this study. Results: Twenty articles met criteria for this study: 11 show an association and 9 show no association.
Conclusion: There is no definitive association between thyroid dysfunction and breast cancer. However, recent studies continue
to suggest a biologic link between hypothyroidism and breast cancer etiology in post-menopausal women.

1. Introduction

The association between breast cancer and thyroid disorders has been a subject of debate for many years. In 1896,
Beatson used thyroid extract to treat metastatic breast cancer[1]. Since then other researchers have extensively
investigated the relationship between the two conditions. Cristofanilli et al. reported a decrease in the risk of
developing invasive breast cancer in women with primary hypothyroidism[2]. In another study, Gogas et al. suggest
that there was evidence of an increase in Hashimoto’s thyroiditis in patients with breast cancer[3]. In contrast, a
meta-analysis by Sarlis et al. revealed no association between Hashimoto’s thyroiditis and breast cancer[4]. Simon
et al. reported that neither disorders of the thyroid nor the treatment for these conditions substantially alters the risk
of breast cancer.[5] The purpose of this study is to further investigate the possible relationship between thyroid
disorders and breast cancer risk.
2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance

This project is an evidence based literature review conducted using the databases of Medline, AbstractsFirst, and
Cochrane. The search terms used included: hypothyroidism, hyperthyroidism, thyroid dysfunction, breast cancer,
and breast carcinoma. Articles were chosen based on the following criteria: publication in a peer reviewed journal,
level 3 evidence or higher, and relevance of the data to this study. Inclusion articles were ones of studies where the
participants were tested before any treatment was performed not including biopsy or surgery. Articles were
excluded if the thyroid disorder was diagnosed after the patients had received chemotherapy, radiation therapy or
hormonal therapy for their breast cancer. Thyroid disorders were defined as enlargement, goiter, hypothyroidism,
hyperthyroidism, thyroid adenoma, and autoimmune thyroiditis.
The search resulted in twenty articles which included nine level 1 and two level 2 articles showing there is an
association between thyroid disorders and breast cancer risk. It also included three level 1 and six level 2 articles
showing no association between the two conditions. These numbers combine to be 11 articles concluding there is an
association between the two conditions and 9 concluding no association. These results are inconclusive for
determining if there is an association between thyroid disorders and breast cancer.
The results of this study show the need for further evaluation of the association between thyroid disorders and breast
cancer. Study to establish whether there is an exact biologic link between thyroid disorders and breast cancer or if
the association is merely a result of the coincidence that the two conditions are more common in women,
particularly post-menopausal women, need to continue. Laboratory evidence exists implicating thyroid hormone
exerting an effect on mammary cells [6, 7]. There continues to be conflict in the laboratory as well. Gonzalez-
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Sancho et al found that T3 reduced the proliferation of mammary epithelial cells[7]. Dinda et al, on the other hand,
found that thyroid hormone exhibits an estrogen-like effect on the regulation of tumor suppressor proteins in breast
cancer cells[6]. Further investigation is needed to determine the complete molecular effect of thyroid hormone on breast
tissue and how that translates to the final effect in vivo.
3. Conclusions

A recommendation can not be made based on the current evidence. The data is inconclusive in determining the
possibility of an association between thyroid disorders and breast cancer risk. Further evaluation is needed. Continued
study on the molecular effects of thyroid hormone on mammary tissue will be needed to find the biological link between
thyroid disorders and breast cancer that has been suggested here.
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What is the prevalence of birth defects in infants born to
mothers with eating disorders, compared to infants born to
mothers without eating disorders?
Kristle E. Neuhalfen, PA-S*, Patricia Bunton, MS, PA-C
Department of Physician Assistant, College of Health Professions

Abstract. Introduction: The prenatal period is critical in determining the quality of fetal development and how the infant
responds outside of the womb. Many know teratogens exist, but the medical literature evaluating fetal outcome in the presence
of maternal eating disorders shows conflicting data. Methodology: The purpose of this study was to compare the prevalence of
birth defects in infants born to mothers with eating disorders to those without eating disorders. This was an evidence-based
literature review using the following inclusion criteria; women meeting DSM-IV criteria for anorexia nervosa, bulimia or eating
disorders not otherwise specified[1]; studies must have made an attempt to eliminate confounding factors such as cigarette
smoking or chronic disease; all articles were published in peer reviewed journals from 1980 to present. Results: Seventeen
articles met the inclusion criteria as stated above. There were no differences between case and control groups in the occurrence
of fetal birth defects, but the occurrence of adverse pregnancy outcome including terminated pregnancies, miscarriage and
abortion was 24.7% in case groups and 12.5% in the control group. Conclusion: To avoid undesirable pregnancy outcome and
health care providers should screen patients for eating disorders prior to conception and educate women on the possible effects of
eating disorders on the outcome of their pregnancy.

1. Introduction
The prenatal period is critical in determining the quality of fetal development as well as how the infant responds
and develops outside of the womb after birth. Factors such as physical and emotional maternal stress and substance
abuse during pregnancy have all been linked to increase risk of harm to an infant during development. During
critical times of prenatal development certain physiologic structures and systems are considered to be highly plastic
and easily influenced by the environment the mother provides for the fetus. After periods of plasticity have passed,
certain stages in the child’s developmental progression are anatomically fixed. A birth defect is something that
develops while the baby is maturing in the womb and most commonly occurs during the first 3 months of pregnancy
and usually detected within the first year of life[2]. Because eating disorders such as anorexia nervosa, bulimia
nervosa and eating disorders not otherwise specified as outlined in the DSM-IV occur primarily in women of
childbearing age, one must suspect that eating disorders and pregnancy often occur simultaneously. The literature to
date concerning pregnancy outcome in women with eating disorders is not definitive. Some studies suggest
outcomes such as pre-term delivery, small for gestational age (SGA) birth weights, intrauterine growth restriction
(IUGR) and low Apgar scores in babies born to mothers with eating disorders. Current research concerning
inadequate nutrient supply to a fetus is investigating its influence on cardiovascular, endocrine and even immune
system development throughout life, abnormalities that developed in the mother’s womb.
2. Results

The purpose of this evidenced-based literature review was to determine if there is an association between
maternal eating disorders and neonatal birth defects present after birth. Topics addressed in evaluation of this
literature are; behavior/temperamental domains, pregnancy outcome, physical congenital malformations and
appropriate developmental progression after birth. The literature search was conducted utilizing Medline and
FirstSearch electronic databases. Literature chosen must have included women meeting DSM-IV criteria for
anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa or eating disorders not otherwise specified. Studies attempting to eliminate
possible confounding factors such as cigarette smoking or chronic disease were also preferred for inclusion in the
review. Several studies in this review evaluated the occurrence rate of congenital malformations. Results showed
the occurrence of congenital malformations
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in the case and control groups to be 4.6% and 4.1% respectively. Malformations included 1 undescended testicle, 2
ocular abnormalities with visual impairment, 3 heart defects, 1 cleft palate and 1 cleft lip. The most significant finding
was in altered pregnancy outcomes. There was a 24.7% occurrence rate of terminated pregnancy, miscarriage and
abortion in the maternal eating disordered group. Studies evaluating developmental delays in infants of eating
disordered mothers did not show and significant differences than the control groups that were not resolved within 6
months after birth[3].
Table: 1
Fetal birth defects and adverse pregnancy outcomes occurring in eating disordered pregnancies and non-eating disordered pregnancies.

Fetal Birth Defects*

Delayed
Developmental
Progression**

Adverse
Pregnancy
Outcome***

Maternal Eating
4.6%
3.9%
24.7%
Disordered
Pregnancies
Non-Maternal Eating
4.1%
0.0%
12.5%
Disordered
Pregnancies
*Includes problems encountered with the infant that may effect how the body looks or works.
**Includes abnormalities in the progression of developmental milestones i.e. sitting, crawling, walking and speech of
single words.
***Includes terminated pregnancies, miscarriages and abortions.
3. Conclusions

Women with eating disorders, including anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa and eating disorders not otherwise specified
as outlined in the DSM-IV, may be at an increased risk for terminated pregnancies, miscarriages and abortions when
compared to women without eating disorders. There was a 12.2% higher rate of developmental delays seen in the case
group compared to the control group. No significant difference in the occurrence of fetal birth defects was seen, with an
occurrence rate of 4.6% in the case group and 4.1% in the control group. Women with active disease should be advised
by their health care providers to avoid pregnancy until their eating disorder is in remission to decrease the risk of
unfavorable pregnancy outcomes.
4. Acknowledgements
I would like to thank Pat Bunton, my research advisor for keeping me on my toes and guiding me through this portion of
the Physician Assistant program at Wichita State University. Thanks for your guidance and continuous feedback.
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886 p; 26 cm.
[2]Wolfe BE. Reproductive Health in Women With Eating Disorders. Journal or Obstetric, Gynecologic and Neonatal Nursing. March/April 2005;
34(2): 255-260.
[3] Waugh E., Bulik CM. Offspring of women with eating disorders. International Journal of Eating Disorders. March 1999;25(2):123-133.
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What is the Relationship Between a Soy-Rich Diet and the
Incidence of Prostate Cancer?
Josh W. Burrow, PA-S* and John W. Carter, PhD
Department of Physician Assistant, College of Health Professions

Abstract. Introduction: Prostate cancer (PC) is the most common non-cutaneous cancer in the United States male population,
and the second most common cause of cancer mortality. It has been proposed that dietary differences in Asian and Western men
may be partially responsible for the lower incidence of PC among Asian men. The assumption that the Asian diet may be
prostate-healthy is based on the fact that it contains many soy products. The purpose of this study was to determine whether
there is a relationship between the consumption of a soy-rich diet and PC incidence. Methodology: A systematic review of
evidence-based literature was conducted by examining peer-reviewed articles from the following databases: MEDLINE
FirstSearch, MEDLINE PubMed, and Cochrane Library. MeSH terms utilized included prostate cancer/carcinoma, soy, soy-rich
diet, prostate cancer incidence, and genistein. Results: The findings suggest there are benefits related to the consumption of a
soy-rich diet, but none were shown to be conclusively preventative. Conclusion: More in vivo research must be completed
before a statistically significant relationship between the consumption of a soy-rich diet and the incidence of PC can be
substantiated.

1. Introduction

Prostate cancer (PC) is the second most common cancer in the U.S. male population and the second most
common cause of cancer mortality. It has been stated that the majority of men in the U.S. die with some degree of
PC. With statistics such as these, it is imperative that a tested and proven cancer prevention method be determined.
The etiology of PC is quite complicated due to the fact that few risk factors have been positively associated with the
disease. Those risk factors which may be relevant are: age, diet, family history, geographic location, race, and
testosterone deficiency [1].
Prostate cancer is typically found upon either Digital Rectal Examination (DRE) of a nodular prostate or by
elevated serum Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA). PSA is a glycoprotein produced in the cytoplasm of benign and
malignant prostatic cells; its level correlates to the amount of prostate tissue, benign or malignant [1]. When PSA
levels are increased, it is indicative of inflammation or PC development. It is thought that there are other markers
that may indicate the development of PC that have yet to be determined.
Scientists and researchers believe that diet may be the best way to prevent PC. Since it has been determined that
there is a decreased incidence of PC among Asian men compared to Western men, their diet has been of utmost
concern. The greatest differences between Asian and Western diets are an increased consumption of soy-rich foods,
decreased consumption of red meats and dairy products, and a decreased consumption of a diet high in fat. These
dietary differences have led scientists and researchers to ask the following questions: 1) Which soy components are
responsible for reducing the incidence of PC and 2) what effects do these components have on PC? Phytochemicals
in soy include isoflavones which are naturally occurring compounds found in plants that have strong biological
activity in the body. They are relatively safe and exert multiple effects in the body including estrogen receptor
activation, antiestrogenic actions, inhibition of growth factor signaling via tyrosine kinases, induction of apoptosis,
induction of cell differentiation, inhibition of angiogenesis, and induction of genetic damage [2].
2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance

This research study was completed by performing a systematic review of evidence-based literature. The
comprehensive literature search was carried out using the following databases: MEDLINE, FirstSearch, MEDLINE
PubMed, and Cochrane Library from 1980 - 2006. MeSH terms included prostate cancer / carcinoma, soy, soy-rich
diet, prostate cancer incidence, and genistein. Articles chosen for review were based on their level of evidence,
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publication in peer-reviewed journals, relevance of the data, and publication in the English language. The inclusion
criteria used to select articles for this review were: 1) Men between the ages of 19 – 89 years old that had not been
diagnosed with any other type of cancer besides PC at the onset of the trials and 2) the evidence level of the article
had to be either a Level 1 or Level 2. A total of three Level 1 articles and twenty-one Level 2 articles met the
inclusion criteria. Exclusion criteria utilized were articles that were low in evidence and African American men
(due to their higher rates of PC).
There were three levels of evidence used to classify each study. Level 1 evidence included double-blinded
randomized control trials and large meta-analysis studies. Level 2 studies were non-blinded randomized control
trials, case-control studies, cross-sectional studies, prospective studies, cohort studies, and randomized crossover
intervention studies. Level 3 (background articles) included literature reviews and meta-analysis.
The results of this evidence based literature review revealed the following: nine Level 1 and 2 studies showed a
decreased incidence of PC, while three studies concluded that soy demonstrated no chemo-preventative influence.
The majority of studies (12) implied further research was necessary to establish a conclusive association of soy
consumption and a reduced incidence of prostate cancer.
Weaknesses in the Literature:
There were differences in measuring efficacy of soy products on PC prevention / development, and a definitive
unit of measurement needs to be determined for accurate assessment. Also, in each of the Level 2 studies there was
some degree of confounding. Each study controlled for different variables such as age, race, and geographic
location. But, there were other variables unaccounted for such as testosterone deficiency, family history, and
education level. Ultimately, there needs to be a greater number of randomized control trials to determine the exact
role soy and soy supplementation have on the incidence of PC.
Gaps in the Literature:
Currently, there is research under way to determine the optimal amount of soy consumption that should be
recommended to provide a protective effect against developing PC.
Conclusion

There was confounding amongst the level one studies in that Adams et al indicated no association between soy
and prostate health while Schroeder et al demonstrated, through the implementation of a soy supplement, an
extension of the PSA doubling time to 1150 days compared to the 445 day doubling time associated with a low-soy
diet [3, 4]. Such results offer promise for the treatment and prevention of PC.
In considering the twenty-one level 2 studies, seven showed a decreased incidence of PC while two did not
associate soy consumption with a decrease in PC incidence. More in vivo research must be completed before a
statistically significant relationship between the consumption of a soy rich diet and the incidence of PC can be
substantiated.
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“Keeping Pure Hearts”: Identity, Reminiscence, and Resistance in
Okinawan Popular Music
Sandi K. Harvey*
Department of Anthropology, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences

Since the early 1990s, Okinawans have creating music, which mixes traditional min yo’ (folk songs) and shima uta
(Island songs) with jazz, reggae, folk, and other Western musical elements. The mixing of traditional and Western musical
elements is referred to as “hybridization” or champuru. Okinawan popular music, also known as Uchinaa Pop, is unique in that it
uses Okinawan indigenous language and traditional instrument, sanshin. It will also be necessary to analyze the lyrical content,
in which certain themes are embedded with Okinawa’s cultural values and worldview.
I will analyze Okinawan popular music as a symbolic construct to define such concepts as identity, reminiscence, and
resistance as it is locally situated within the context of the historical and political framework. These concepts are not mutually
exclusive; rather they are interconnected in meaning and purpose when it comes to interpreting and explaining Uchinaa Pop.
This is a preliminary study, in which I will be conducting fieldwork in Okinawa, Japan in the summer of 2007.

Introduction

Why is the study of popular music important to anthropology? The question should be how can
anthropological approach contribute to the understanding and explanation of popular culture, or popular music? By
locating important components found within popular music, we can provide a basis for cross cultural comparisons.
Uchinaa Pop can be recognized by the following characteristics: the use of Okinawan language; use of traditional
instrument, sanshin, and Okinawan culture, which is embedded in the style, performance, and lyrical content.
Especially focusing on the lyrical content of nine songs, we can recognize dominant personality traits, which are
maintained through every day lives of the people.
Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance

The lyrical meaning is closely associated with Okinawan culture. It combines both folk songs (min’yo) and
island songs (shima uta) with modern and contemporary musical elements. It is also displayed in their traditional
performing arts, such as Eisaa, which a popular dance performed usually during the Obon festival, which celebrates
deceased ancestors. Another aspect of lyrical meaning is associated with their closeness to nature. Common themes
found in the lyrics are about the land, ocean and waves, wind, flowers, and sea breeze. Other songs include every
day experiences of work and about love. Cultural values, which include behavior and mannerisms is also a theme
found in Uchinaa Pop. Utilizing nine songs to showcase such apparent attitudes and behaviors, which can be
expressed through the arts, however, it can become dangerous to over generalize a society’s personality traits, for
that reason, careful analysis is in order. For this reason, I hope to provide a variety of song and lyrical content that
will provide a general framework for discussion.
Conclusions

Craig A. Lockard argues that in comparing popular music in Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines, and
Thailand, he finds that popular music is one of the outcomes of political oppression and resistance. Popular music
can also be a way to examine popular culture (Lockard 1996: 152-154). Uchinaa Pop serves a multiple and
overlapping purposes. It reaffirms identity, place, and it gives Okinawans a voice when addressing their concerns
over Japan and U.S. decisions to construct military bases. The context in which Uchinaa Pop stems from may be
political by nature. However, Merriam argues that popular music is also symbolic as it is a “means of understanding
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people’s behavior.” Music reflects how people are responding to their historical and current experience, in which
Merriam states, “music can be a valuable tool in the analysis of culture and society” (Merriam 1964: 13).
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Establishing a GIS Database for Sedgwick County Archaeology
Errol D. Merkel
Department of Anthropology, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences

Abstract. This multifaceted project primarily concerns the establishment of a Geographical Information System (GIS) database
for the archaeology of Sedgwick County, Kansas. The database documents archaeological sites and surveys conducted in the
county by the WSU City Archaeologist program and other entities. Documentation has been accomplished using ArcGIS
software by ESRI and a digitizing tablet. This spatially locates the known sites and previously conducted surveys and includes
the accompanying attributes of each of them. The final product is an electronic record keeping system for the WSU Wichita City
Archaeologist Office. The paper records maintained for the past three decades had acquired many errors. The WSU and Kansas
State Historical Society records have been coordinated and corrected. Inclusion of soil and vegetation type data provides the
foundation for future growth of modeling prehistoric site distribution and findings are already showing promise. Modeling will
allow professors, university students, and city, county, and state planners to study impact on finite cultural resources. The GIS
project can function as a resource allocation tool. Limited survey and investigation capacity can be efficiently distributed toward
the effort of cultural resource management. The project has an unlimited lifespan. Records are now easily maintained and
updated. Inter-office data transfer can be performed electronically and with high accuracy. Adapting to advancing technology
has been facilitated with conversion to digital files.

1. Introduction.

The time and opportunity to bring the archaeology of Sedgwick County, Kansas into the realm of the
technical capacity of the current century has arrived. This project concerns the establishment of a GIS database for
Sedgwick County, Kansas. The database documents archaeological sites and surveys conducted in the county.
Documentation has been accomplished through creation of computer files spatially locating the known
archaeological sites and previously conducted archaeological surveys, as well as the accompanying attributes of
each of them.
2. Discussion.

Many benefits are realized from completion of the project and the prerequisite tasks required to establish
the GIS database. Immediately, the first benefit realized from the project is the creation of a system for electronic
record keeping of sites and surveys for the Wichita City Archaeology Office. Beyond this, the second, and perhaps
most important, cutting edge benefit of the project is the foundation of a base for future expansion into the arena of
statistical research and the subsequent predictive modeling of archaeological site distribution for effective cultural
resource management. Modeling allows university students and professors, and city, county, and state planners to
study impact on finite cultural resources. Additionally, the evolving model will be available to utilize as a resource
allocation tool to efficiently distribute and apply limited survey and investigation capabilities to the effort of
protecting the aforementioned cultural resources.
The project required review and processing of paper files and maps from the Wichita City Archaeologist Office,
and printouts, maps, and data from the Kansas State Historical Society in Topeka, Kansas. These documents and
files contain site and survey forms and reports, as well as the paper and electronic maps used to spatially locate and
record the sites and surveys. High level accuracy has been ensured through coordination and correction of the
Wichita City Archaeologist Office files and the data files of the Archaeological Data Manager of the Kansas State
Historical Society. Over time, many different people holding differing levels of skill sets have, with good intention,
created records and numbering schemes utilized in recording and tracking site investigations and surveys conducted.
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Disparities in records between the two entities occasionally surfaced, creating confusion and uncertainty.
Records for Sedgwick County in both offices have been reviewed, corrected, and brought into congruent
compatibility.
Project data was entered and processed with ArcGIS software by ESRI. Digitizing sites and surveys has
been conducted using a digitizing tablet and puck. Spatial location accuracy was ensured by standardizing all
conflicting data projections into the projection of NAD 83, zone 14N, which is the projection designated overall for
this effort. Provision of data for the subsequent modeling process has been included in this project. GAP vegetation
type data was obtained from the Kansas Biological Survey. Soil type data was obtained from the SSURGO database
of the United States Department of Agriculture.
A summary report will be generated indicating soil and vegetation types upon which archaeological sites
are situated. This is the first step in furthering the goal of predictive modeling. The summary report will contain
detailed steps of the procedures and processes of the project. Statements for the requisite accompanying metadata
will also be provided in the summary content. This will include sources for data, projections used, and dates of
work performed. Included will be steps taken to reconcile data discrepancies, and the rationale for decisions..
Details of equipment utilized and software versions and restrictions will appear in the report. Data update and
database maintenance instructions will be provided.
3. Conclusion.

As indicated, the project has resulted, and will result in, several final products. Shapefiles for sites and
surveys have been created. Files and records were updated and corrected for both the WSU Wichita City
Archaeology Office and the Kansas State Historical Society. Written documentation of the process, problems, and
solutions incurred during the project is being produced. File backup systems will be described.
Potentially, the entire project has an unlimited lifespan and future. The digital files have the capacity to be
easily maintained and updated over time providing an ever evolving electronic map and data source for multiple
entities. The foundation of Sedgwick County archaeological predictive modeling has been established. This will
facilitate future resource allocation within the environment of cultural resource management. The project will also
provide a valuable tool for research conducted by professors and future students of Wichita State University. Future
inter-office data discrepancies will be more easily avoided. When technology inevitably becomes increasingly
sophisticated, modeling evolution, data updates, and data transfer and translation will be made much easier with
existence of the digital products which result from this very worthwhile project. Wichita State University
Anthropology is on the map.
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The Impact Family Structure has on
Sexual Activity and Educational Aspirations for
African American adolescents ages 12 – 17
Shani R. Roberts*, Rhonda Lewis Moss PhD
Department of Psychology, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences

Abstract. Within the past few decades African Americans have made a lot of progress in educational attainment and
achievement. The gaps between Caucasians and African Americans are slowly narrowing because more African American
adolescents are completing high school and going on to college. The present analysis uses archival data collected as part of the
Youth Empowerment Project (YEP), which surveyed various health and educational variables of 462 African American
adolescents. The present study serves to address three empirical questions: 1) Is there a relationship between educational
aspirations and family structure; 2) Is there a relationship between educational aspirations and sexual activity; and 3) Is there a
relationship between family structure and sexual activity? The results showed that there was a negative correlation between
family structure and educational aspirations. As educational aspirations increased the number of parents in the home decreased,
suggesting that having a single parent did not interfere with educational aspirations r = -.173. The results also showed that as
educational aspirations increased, the number of sexual partners decreased r = -.141. There was no significant relationship
between family structure and sexual activity.

Introduction

Over the past few decades African American have made a lot of progress in reaching their educational
goals. The gaps between Caucasians and African Americans are slowly narrowing because more African American
adolescents are completing high school and going on to college. However, the number of African Americans going
on and completing college degrees is till less than Caucasians. One factor could be the status of the family. For
instance, the National Center for Education Statistics (2003) reports “less than one-half of Black children lived with
two parents in 2000; and that black children are less likely than Whites or Hispanic children to live in a married
couple family.” NCES (2003) states that “in 2000, 37 percent of Black children under 18 lived in two parent
families, and 53 percent lived in single parent families.” “The percentage of African American children that live
within two parent families is significantly lower than Whites, 78 percent, and Hispanics, 65 percent.” (NCES, 2003)
Also, among African American adolescents under 18 years of age, “49 percent are more likely to live with single
mothers, rather than single fathers, 4 percent.” (NCES, 2003) Thus it appears that there is a difference in family
structure between African Americans and Caucasians. The question is does this current structure interfere with
African American adolescents getting an education.
Experiment
Participants and Setting
Participants in this study were 462 African American adolescents between the ages of 12 – 17 the mean age was 14.
The YEP was a 12 month program that recruited African American adolescents from Wichita, Kansas and the
surrounding communities. Wichita, Kansas population is 354,000 (Census 2004). Within the study males made up
forty seven percent of the total and females made up fifty three percent.
Procedure
The YEP training sessions took place on Saturday at Wichita State University. Upon arriving parents and
adolescents would sign in. Parents and adolescents were asked to sign consent forms which informed them that they
could withdraw from the program at anytime. Youth participants also received a behavioral contract that informed
participants they should respond truthfully as the information from the survey would not be shared with parents.
Youth were given a baseline survey and then they underwent five hours of training and then a posttest survey was
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conducted. Participants received a $40.00 stipend once they completed the survey. Participants also received a
$40.00 stipend each time they completed the remaining follow-ups at 3, 6, and 12 months. For each of the 3, 6, and
12 month follow-up participants underwent a one hour training session to refresh what they learned in the initial
training session. At each of the three month follow-ups participants completed the same survey that was given
during the baseline.
Measures
The survey consisted of questions from the government results and performance act and questions taken
from HIV/AIDS prevention Dr.’s John and Loretta Sweet Jemmott. The survey consisted of 274 questions that
asked several health questions, self efficacy, sexual behaviors, and educational questions. For the purpose of the
present study, six questions were used to describe family structure, five questions were used to define educational
aspirations and five questions were grouped as sexual behaviors.
Results

The results showed that there was a negative correlation between family structure and educational aspirations. As
educational aspirations increased the number of parents in the home decreased, suggesting that having a single
parent did not interfere with educational aspirations r = -.173. The results also showed that as educational aspirations
increased, the number of sexual partners decreased r = -.141. Thus, participants that had high educational aspirations
had fewer sexual partners. There was no significant relationship between family structure and sexual activity.
Discussion

There is research that suggests that adolescents living in a two parent household will experience more favorable
outcomes than adolescents coming from single parent households. The present research suggests that there is more
going on in the home than just the structure of the family. Perhaps other variables such as parenting styles,
supervised free time and family income regardless of two parents are factors that might explain these results. These
results are encouraging that single parents do not negatively impact educational aspirations of their children. More
research is needed on the impact of African American single parents have on child outcomes.
Conclusions

After analyzing the data for three variables; family structure, educational aspirations, and sexual activity; selected
from the Youth Empowerment Project (YEP) survey done at Wichita State University, the results showed that there
was a negative correlation between family structure and educational aspirations. As educational aspirations
increased the number of parents in the home decreased, suggesting that having a single parent did not interfere with
educational aspirations r = -.173. The results also showed that as educational aspirations increased, the number of
sexual partners decreased r = -.141. There was no significant relationship between family structure and sexual
activity.
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Evaluating the Impact of Participation in Consumer-Run
Organizations
T.P. Shagott*, C.C. Vu*, C.A. Reinhart, K. Hymer, V. Collins, LMSW,
S.A. Wituk, Ph.D., G.J. Meissen, Ph.D.
Department of Psychology, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences

Abstract
Consumer-run organizations (CROs) serve as drop-in and activity centers for adults diagnosed with mental illness. These
nonprofit organizations, which are entirely run by consumers (people diagnosed with a severe and persistent mental illness),
provide social, recreational, and psychological support. This research examines these three aspects among two groups of CRO
members: 1) new members (those who have been a member of a CRO for three months or less) and 2) existing members (those
who have been a member of a CRO for one year or more). The study will compare the difference between self-reported measures
of sense of community, recreational activity, and psychological well-being among the two groups using the Sense of Community
Scale, Social Participation Scale, and the Herth Hope Index. A discussion of the possible effects that CRO exposure has on these
factors will be provided. This study will examine the hypothesis that increased CRO exposure contributes to increased social
interaction, recreational activity, and psychological well-being.

Introduction
In recent years, there has been much attention given to people with mental illness and how to help them
integrate into main stream society. One model which has received some attention is that of the Consumer Run
Organization (CRO). A CRO is an organization that approaches mental illness from a mutual help perspective
(Silverman, Blank, & Taylor, 1997). It supportive network of peers is formed through the common experience of
living with a psychiatric disability (Kauffman, Ward-Colasante, & Farmer, 1993; Borkman, 1999). Although CROs
vary in exactly what they provide to their members, however providing activities, social support and opportunities
for leadership is common among most CROs (Mowbray, Moxley, Jasper, & Howell, 1997; Segal, Silverman, &
Temkin, 1995; Silverman, Blank, & Taylor, 1997).
The importance of CROs extends beyond the social interactions which they provide to people with
psychiatric disabilities. Trainor et al. (1997) found that following participation in CROs, participant’s reports of
inpatient service usage decreased by 91%. Additionally findings suggest that CROs operate for eight dollars a day
per person. Current research also suggests that participation in a CRO facilitates community integration (Ochocka et
al. 2006).
Methods
Members of eight CROs participated in this study. The CROs were chosen based on a combination of the
population density of the area in which they were located, the number of members, Member Impact scores and
Organizational Effectiveness score. The Membership Impact and Organizational Effectiveness scores were
computed by Shepherd et al. (2004). Sampling the CRO population using the above measures allowed a selection of
CROs that could be used to accurately represent the population of CROs in Kansas. The all member survey was
open to any member of participating CROs who was present when the surveys were being administered.
The sample consisted of 111 participants, 53 males and 57 females. Sixty-one of the participants had
attended the CRO for 3 months or longer. Prior to the administration of the survey instrument, a consent form was
explained to the participants by the researcher. . To aid as a reminder, participants were provided with cards
containing the answer scales and were prompted to refer to the scales when necessary. Participants were also
provided with a paper copy of the survey instrument to aid with clarification of the questions being asked. The
administration of the instrument took on average one hour. After completion of the interview, the participants each
received five dollars, and were required to fill out a receipt as proof of payment
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Results

A multivariate analysis of variance was conducted to discover if there was a difference in scores on items
of three measures, Sense of Community Scale, Social Participation Scale, and the Herth Hope Index related to the length of
time attending a CRO. From the Herth Hope Index, there were two items that were statistically significant. The
item, “Can see probabilities in the midst of difficulty” F(1,67) = 7.49, p < .01 and, “I have a hope that gives me
comfort”, F(1,67) = 4.22, p < .05. There were no items from the social participation scale that were statistically
significant. Most of the items from the sense of community scale were significant at alpha.05.
Discussion
The findings regarding sense of community are not surprising. An example of an item form the measure is,
“Friendships made here mean a lot to me." It is expected that a person who has been involved in an organization is
going to have stronger friendships with other members of the organization that a person who has just become part of
the organization. The lack of significant findings on the social participation scale may seem counter intuitive, as one
might expect greater social involvement to be displayed in increased activities within the community. One
possibility for this finding is that regardless of how long a person attends a CRO, their socioeconomic status is likely
to remain constant. In other words, there is no difference between new members and old members, because
regardless of their length of membership, they are not able to afford concert or museum admission. Additionally,
because a large number of CRO members do not have their own transportation, they are unable to easier, or
inexpensively travel to the locations where events take place.
The most interesting findings are in the significant findings of the Herth Hope Index. The finding suggests
that there is a characteristic of CROs that enables people to look past obstacles. This may be a result of the
increased sense of community that grows with time participating in the CRO. The connections that people make at
CROs may provide a social support network that facilitates creation of alternative solutions to problems.
Conclusion
The findings may have produced more questions than answers. However, the findings do suggest that there
is something taking place that is increasing people’s ability to handle difficulties in life.
Acknowledgment
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Science to Service and Service to Science with Kansas ConsumerRun Organizations
Crystal Reinhart, MA*, Greg Meissen, PhD, Scott Wituk, PhD, Matthew Shepherd, PhD,
Vicky Collins, LMSW, Todd Shagott, BA, Chi Vu, BA
Department of Psychology, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences

Abstract. Consumer run organizations (CROs) are run by persons with severe and persistent mental illness and provide a place
for those with mental illness to interact with others in the community. The Self-Help Network: Center for Community Support
and Research at has been involved in several projects surrounding these organizations for a number of years. These projects have
integrated scientific research with service to the organizations. One example provided includes an organizational health
assessment (science) with individualized reports to each CRO (service). The other includes technical assistance provided to
CROs (service) that incorporates the development of a tracking report (science). A current, ongoing project with CROs is
described, which includes two components. The first component is to develop a best practices model, and the second component
includes measuring the effectiveness of these organizations and their impact on members. This project will use various types of
data collection and analyses, including member interviews, observational data, staff interviews, comparison data, and quantitative
and qualitative analyses. In addition, the partnerships developed between the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH), the
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), the Self-Help Network, and CROs is discussed.
1. Introduction

The Self-Help Network: Center for Community Support and Research at Wichita State University, has had
a long partnership with Kansas Consumer-Run Organizations (CROs). This professional partnership, funded by
Kansas Social and Rehabilitation Services, is commonly referred to as the Consumer Empowerment Project. This
project includes several different research projects, and collaboration and assistance between the Self-Help Network
and CROs. The Self-Help Network provides technical assistance to Consumer-Run Organizations, including grant
writing assistance, business management assistance, and board development. Each CRO in Kansas has one
technical assistance provider with the Self-Help Network. In addition, the executive directors of these organizations
get together several times a year. This group is known as the CRO Network. These leaders come together to share
information and insights about running their individual organizations. Furthermore, each year the Self-Help
Network holds a Recovery Conference for mental health consumers statewide. This partnership has many benefits,
including research opportunities and support of these important grassroots organizations. As the current projects
presented describe, the research (or science) conducted benefits the organizations by providing valuable information
that is used in future planning and development of the organizations. The service provided to these organizations
also provides an avenue for research. By tracking the service provided to these organizations, the researchers can
determine what types of assistance are most needed and most beneficial to the organizations.
The research being conducted with Kansas CROs is ongoing. Recent projects include taking a deeper look
at members, leaders, and different activities at CROs. This research will help to determine what the “best practices”
are for CROs as a whole. There are several other states around the country that are currently developing or working
with CROs, and this research will help to further the knowledge of how CROs can impact members’ lives. While
this presentation only describes some of the research currently being conducted, it emphasizes the importance of the
connection between science and service.
2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance

The first project described, the Organizational Health project, involved interviewing 250 members of CROs
across Kansas. These interviews asked a variety of questions, including member participation experiences,
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relationships with others in the organization, perceptions of the CRO, rules, organizational functioning, and member
coping. Factor analyses revealed the two independent and distinct factors of consumer impact and organizational
effectiveness. These two factors related to the overall “Organizational Health” of the organization. Consumer
impact refers to the social environment found within the CRO and the benefits it provides for members. Mental
health consumers often have a difficult time making friends or integrating themselves into the environment around
them, and are often socially isolated. CRO settings provide an environment rich with support and relationshipbuilding opportunities that are beneficial for members. The second factor, organizational effectiveness, refers to
how well-functioning an organization is in regards to staying open, bringing in new members, and the effectiveness
of running the organization. Overall, these results indicated that the supportive environment provided by CROs and
the ability to keep the organizations running effectively are the most important contributors to the overall health of
the organization.
The second project described, Tracking Services Provided, involved keeping records of the type and
amount of technical assistance provided to CROs. This assistance included twenty-one different types of assistance
and how often the assistance was provided to each CRO via the technical assistance provider from the Self-Help
Network. This technical assistance was provided in-person, over the telephone, or by email. This analysis revealed
that, over the past three years this data was collected, five types of assistance were consistently needed by CROs.
These types of assistance included: grant writing, quarterly reports, business management, board development, and
conflict resolution. This analysis was beneficial to CROs and technical assistance staff because it lead to insights
about the types of help needed. For instance, these types of technical assistance were needed over and over again
because the leadership of these organizations was changing often. Therefore, based on this information, technical
assistance providers and CROs turned their focus to training more leaders and planning for leadership transition.
The information provided by this research was helpful because it lead CROs and technical assistance providers to
focus on more pressing issues which will benefit the organizations over time.
3. Conclusions

The research conducted with CROs by the Self-Help Network allows for insights that continuously help to
develop the strength and sustainability of these emerging, grassroots organizations. Through the ongoing research
and partnership with these organizations, the Self-Help Network is able to provide information that will continually
improve the impact these organizations have on their members. This not only benefits CROs as organizations, but
also benefits many CRO members and future members throughout the community. By providing these important
services, CROs are helping to improve the overall well-being of mental health consumers. Finally, by using
research to progressively guide the technical assistance provided to the organizations, technical assistance in the
future will become more guided and focused to the most important needs of these organizations.
4. Acknowledgements
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Who’s Your Daddy?
A Comparison of Intergenerational Mobility of Socioeconomic
Status for Sons and Daughters.
Angela I. Drake* and Dr. David Wright
Department of Sociology, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences

Abstract. Intergenerational mobility is of immense interest to social scientists, in part due to the persistence of the quest for the
“American Dream”. Intergenerational mobility is a gauge of the opportunities each group has to increase their privilege, class,
and income. In addition, mobility helps researchers understand the way our society creates class structures. Many studies have
addressed intergenerational mobility, focusing on socioeconomic status (SES) of the fathers and its effect on their sons. Other
studies have looked at father’s effect on son’s and daughter’s occupational mobility. The effect of father’s SES on daughter’s
SES has been overlooked thus far. This study examined the intergenerational mobility of SES and if there are differences in the
transmission of father’s SES to their sons and daughters. Secondary data analysis of the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth
(1979-2002) was used for the analysis. An alternative model was created in order to examine three sets of relevant theories;
individual, structural, and gender-level. Univariate, bivariate and ordinary least squares (OLS) regression were utilized for
analysis. Bivariate analysis shows that men have higher SES than women. OLS regression results indicate that father’s SES has a
positive effect on their children’s SES, net of other factors, but no statistical difference was found between sons and daughters.

1. Introduction

The income inequalities between men and women have been explained by three different theoretical
approaches: the individualist model, the structural model, and the gender model. Individual theorists explain income
inequalities as a result of differing amounts of human capital. Individuals have agency and make rational choices
regarding the costs versus benefits (time and effort vs. increased wage and prestige) when making decisions
concerning investments in human capital [2]. Therefore the degree of value an individual’s parents place on human
capital investments, such as education, affects the individual’s own attainment [3]. In addition, employers make
decisions on wages based on the level of productivity enhancing skills an individual holds [2]. The structural model
argues that independent of individual attributes, income inequalities are based on the hierarchal economic position in
which workers are located. Workers in the primary segment or positions are paid higher wages with increased
benefits compared to those in the secondary segment or positions [4]. The gender model maintains that income
inequalities are based upon a process of devaluation and sorting that places women into lower level and
stereotypically female positions [5]. Independent of individual attributes, women therefore lack the opportunity to
obtain equal wages with men. For this study an alternative model was created to examine these three theoretical
approaches and there ability to explain trends in intergenerational mobility.
2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance

This study examined the intergenerational mobility of socioeconomic status and what, if any differences there are in
the transmission of father’s socioeconomic status to their sons and daughters. Secondary data analysis of the
National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (1979-2002) was used for the analysis. A conceptual model was created in
order to examine three sets of relevant theories; individual, structural, and gender-model. Based on the three model
segments three hypothesis were tested; (1) Net of other factors, as father’s socioeconomic status increases
respondents’ socioeconomic status increases, (2) Women will have lower socioeconomic status than men, net of
other factors, and (3) Father’s socioeconomic status will more positively contribute to son’s socioeconomic status
than daughter’s socioeconomic status.
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Univariate and bivariate analysis were used to obtain descriptive statistics for the full sample as well as separated by
men and women. Ordinary least squares regression was used to examine the independent effect of the independent
variables on respondents’ socioeconomic status, net of other factors. An adjusted R-squared of 0.29 was found from
OLS regression (significant at the .000 level), suggesting that the model explains approximately 29% of the variance
in socioeconomic status. The separate analysis by sex also reports statistically significant R-squared values of 0.35
(35%) and 0.23 (23%) for men and women respectively.
OLS regression analysis yielded support for hypothesis 1. For the full sample, for every one increase in father’s
socioeconomic status the respondent’s socioeconomic status increases by 0.33. OLS also lends support to hypothesis
2, net of other factors, being female results in a reduction of 0.33 in socioeconomic status. Hypothesis 3 was not
supported. No statistical difference, though, was found between men and women’s socioeconomic status relative to
that of their father’s, net of other factors. Thus supporting individual theorists, that parents effect their children’s
status through contributions to their human capital, independent of gender [3].
OLS regression Analysis for Conceptual Model
(Dependent Variable = SES)
Full Sample
1
Variables:
Unstd.
std.
Independent Variables:
Individual-level factors:
0.00
0.00
Age (years)
Urban (0,1)
0.40 ***
0.09
0.33 ***
0.41
Father's SES
Urban @ age 14 (0,1)
0.12
0.02
Structural-level factors:
Work hours per week
Number of jobs

Men
Unstd.

1

Women
std.

0.02
0.41
0.34
0.13

***
***

0.02
0.08
0.41
0.02

²

Unstd.

1

std.

-0.01
0.32 ***
0.30 ***
0.11

-0.01
0.07
0.40
0.02

0.03 ***
-0.02 ***

0.21
-0.05

0.02
-0.03

***
***

0.14
-0.09

<>
<>

0.03 ***
0.00

0.25
0.01

-0.33
0.52
0.42
0.10
-0.09

-0.08
0.16
0.09
0.06
-0.02

0.88
0.50
0.16
-0.22

***
***
***
*

0.19
0.11
0.09
-0.04

<>

0.20 **
0.33 ***
0.04
0.03

0.06
0.08
0.03
0.01

-2.62
0.35
2496

***
***

Gender:
Female
Occupational sex segregation
% Married (0,1)
Number of children
% Minority (0,1)
(Constant)
Adjusted R²
N=
1
2

***
***
***
***

-2.13 ***
0.29 ***
4685

<>

-1.70 *
0.23 ***
2189

= *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05
effect size greater = > 1.96 or < -1.96

3. Conclusions
The most interesting finding in this study was the lack of significant difference between father’s effect on son and
daughter’s socioeconomic status. With results consistently indicating a difference between men and women’s
socioeconomic status it is surprising that women would receive the same contribution from their fathers as their
male counterparts.
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4-oxocyclohexadienylidene Porphyrinogen as an Electrochemical
Anion Receptor
Amy Lea Schumacher* and Francis D’Souza
Department of Chemistry, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Abstract. Sensitive and selective detection of biologically and environmentally important anions has been a vast growing field in
supramolecular chemistry [1,2]. Much research has been devoted to designing sensors that can selectively recognize anions. Recently, we have
reported an anionic and solvatochromatic sensor [5]. (Scheme 1) In this investigation, the effect of various anions on the redox states of the
porphyrinogen and its N-substituted analogues were studied. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was employed to probe the changes in the redox
potentials of the receptors upon complexation with anions. Upon addition of F- to porphyrinogen, a cathodic shift of ~520 mV corresponding to
1.F-complex was observed. The F- ion had the greatest effect on the porphyrinogen redox potentials while other anions gave modest shifts. DFT
computational studies on the anion binding correlated well with the electrochemical results.

1. Introduction

Electrochemical molecular recognition is a burgeoning area of supramolecular chemistry [1,2]. An aim in this
area is to develop hosts for charged or neutral species. Anions play a grand role in biology and chemistry. Anions
are involved in 70% of enzymatic binding and reactions, while DNA, our genetic carrier, is a polyanion [1,2]. The
leaching of phosphates and nitrates used in fertilizers in to rivers is detrimental to the environment. Excess fluoride
in the body can lead to fluorosis, a type of fluoride toxicity [3].
A sensor, in general, must be able to respond and report the guest binding event. In the case of an
electrochemical sensor, a change in the host materials redox potential upon guest complexation will be observed.
Other electrochemical anion binding sensors have employed the use of redox active moieties attached to an anion
binding group [1,2]. The compound used in this study, 4-oxocyclohexadienylidene Porphyrinogen, is a redox active
unit and anion binding unit in one entity.
O

NR 1 R 2N
O

O
NR 4 R 3 N

O

1: R 1= R 2= R 3= R 4= H
2: R 1 = R 3 = H ; R 2 = R 4 = C H 2 C 6 H 5

Scheme 1: Figure of Receptors

2. Experimental

Cyclic Voltammetry Studies
Compounds 1 and 2, shown in Scheme 1, used in the study were prepared by formerly reported methods [4,5].
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was used to probe the changes in the redox states of the porphyrinogen upon complexation
of anions. Cyclic voltammograms were recorded for receptor 1 and 2 in o-dichlorobenzene (ODB) using
tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate as the supporting electrolyte. This supporting electrolyte was chosen due
to the weak binding of the hexafluorophosphate to the receptor as shown in previous work [4]. After addition of
anions, the response of the first oxidation of the porphyrinogen was monitored. Electrochemical sensors should
have a cathodic shift upon complexation with anions. In other terms, it should be easier to seize an electron from the
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compound. Upon addition of 3 equivalents F- to compound 1 (Figure 1), the first oxidation shifted 519 mV in the
cathodic direction, making it easier to oxidize. This new peak corresponds to the 1.F-complex. On the other hand, 3
equivalents of the perchlorate (ClO4-) ion to 1 (Figure 2), only shifted the first oxidation 32 mV. Cathodic
perturbations the first oxidation of receptors 1 and 2 in the presence of 3 equivalents of F-, Cl-, C2H3O2-, NO3-, ClO4and H2PO4- are summarized in Table 1. Similar electrochemical results were seen with receptor 2 as the various
anions were added.
-

400
300

3 eq F

-

0 eq F
-

100

-

0 eqF

3 eqF

200
0

Current (nA)

Current (nA)

100
0
-100
-200

-100

-200

-300
-400

-300

-500
-600
0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

-0.2

-0.4

-400
0.6

-0.6

0.4

Potential (V)

0.2

0.0

-0.2

-0.4

-0.6

Potential (V)

Figure 2 CV of 1 with 3 eq of ClO4- Scan Rate: 100 mV/s
Pt working electrode; (Referenced to Fc/Fc+)

Figure 1 CV of 1 with 3 eq of F-. Scan Rate: 100 mV/s
Pt working Electrode; (Referenced to Fc/Fc+)

Ab initio B3LYP/3-21G(*) Modeling of Anion Binding of the Porphryinogens
To gain a better insight on the molecular and electronic structure, computational studies were preformed using
density functional methods at the B3LYP/3-21G(*) level. The computational studies correlated with the
electrochemical results with the shift of the oxidation upon the anion binding to the porphyrinogen.
Table 1- Cathodic shift of first oxidation for porphyrinogen
receptor 1 and 2 in presence of 3eq. anions
Anion
1
2
F
519
600
Cl
444
539
C2H3O2
61
32
NO3
32
48
ClO4
455
521
H2PO4

3. Conclusions

In conclusion, a new set of electrochemical receptors for anions were studied as potential electrochemical
sensors. Compounds 1 and 2 in the presence of various anions had shifts in both reduction and oxidation potentials.
The magnitude of the shift depended on the anion that was added.
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Carbon nanotube-porphyrin/naphthalocyanine hybrids for photoinduced electron transfer studies
Raghu Chitta*, Amy L. Schumacher, Francis D’Souza
Department of Chemistry, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.

Abstract: Nanoscience and technology is an emerging field for scientists and engineers due to remarkable
mechanical and electronic properties properties of carbon nanotubes (CNTs), and their application in designing
optoelectronic and photovoltaic devices. In this report, single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) are solubilized via
non-covalent, π− π stacking with pyrene-functionalized with phenyl imidazole co-ordinating ligand and selfassembled donor-acceptor nanohybrids were formed with electron donors, Zinc porphyrin (ZnP) or Zinc
napthalocyanine (ZnNC). The nanohybrids are fully characterized by TEM, UV-Vis, NIR, and electrochemical
studies. Efficient electron transfer from the donor ZnP and ZnNC entities to the acceptor SWCNTs and generation
of the photo-excited state is revealed by steady-state and time resolved emission studies respectively
1. Introduction

Carbon nanostructures, due to their unique electronic properties, are among the most promising candidates
for the development of optical and photovoltaic devices. Single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) are of particular
interest because of their excellent mechanical and electronic properties. Due to the insolubility of SWCNTs in
various polar and non-polar solvents, preparation of model systems in solution poses a problem. Solubilization and
utilization of SWCNTs in building donor-acceptor nanohybrids is of considerable interest in the field of
photovoltaics.
In the present system, SWCNTs are solubilized via non-covalent, π-π stacking with pyrene-functionalized
phenyl imidazole coordinating ligand. Using the pyrene-appended phenylimidazole ligand (PyIm) of the SWCNTPyIm, Zinc porphyrin(ZnP) or Zinc napthalocyanine (ZnNC) electron donors are axially coordinated to yield
SWCNT-PyIm-ZnP and SWCNT-PyIm-ZnNC nanohybrids, respectively. The nanohybrids are fully characterized
by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), UV-Vis, NIR, and electrochemical studies. Efficient electron transfer
from the donor ZnP and ZnNC entities to the acceptor SWCNTs was revealed by steady-state emission studies. The
generation of the photo-excited species was further confirmed by time-resolved studies. The results presented
confirm the assembling of these nanohybrids and the generation the long-lived charge separated state.
2. Experimental, Results, and Discussion

Acceptors

SWCNT

Synthesis of imidazole and phenyl functionalized pyrene derivatives
N-[4-(1-H-Imidazolyl)phenyl-4-pyreneyl butanamide (ImPy) (1):
This compound was prepared by condensation of 1-Pyrene butyric
acid and 4-(1-H-Imidazolyl)-aniline in presence of 1, 3dicyclohexycarbodiimide and 4-(dimethylamino) pyridine in 50 ml
dry CH2Cl2. The reaction mixture was stirred for 24 hrs and the
solvent was evaporated under reduced pressure. The crude
compound was purified on silica gel column using CHCl3:
ethylacetate (20:80 v/v) as eluent. Yield: 144 mg (20%).
N-Phenyl-4-pyreneyl butanamide (PhPy) (2): This compound was
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prepared according to the above described procedure by using aniline. The crude compound was purified on a silica
gel column using hexane: CHCl3 (60:40 v/v) as eluent. Yield: 125 mg (25%).
Preparation of ImPy-SWNTm or PhPy-SWNT conjugates
A 1.5 mg aliquot of purified HiPCO SWCTs was added to 3.2 mg of ImPy or PhPy dissolved in 15 ml of
dry dimethylformamide (DMF), tetrahydrofuran (THF) or o-dichlorobenzene (DCB) and the reaction mixture was
stirred for 48 hrs at room temperature. The resulting mixture was sonicated (Fisher Scientific, 60 Hz, 40 W) for 6
hrs at 20 °C followed by centrifugation (Fisher scientific, 50/60 CY) for 2 hrs. The excess of ImPy or PhPy was
removed by repeated centrifugation at 20°C. At the end, 10 ml of fresh solvent was added to the resulting deposit
and sonicated for 15 min. at 20 °C. This homogenous black dispersion was stable at room temperature for weeks and
was used in the aforementioned studies.
Transmission electron microscopy studies
The ImPy or PhPy treated SWCNTs yielded soluble samples in THF, DCB or DMF solvents. Analysis of
these solubilized samples using TEM revealed an appreciable decrease in branches of several SWNT stacked
together compared with untreated commercial high purity SWCNT sample. Additionally, the adopted solubilization
procedure removed most of the amorphous carbon and the Fe nanoparticles present in the untreated SWCNT.
Ground state and excited state electron transfer studies
Evidence for the presence of SWCNTs in solubilized samples of ImPy-SWCNT or PhPy-SWCNT was
obtained by UV-visible-NIR spectroscopic studies. The fine structures of the bands corresponding to solubilized
SWCNT, ranging from 400-1100 nm, indicated the preserved electronic structure of the SWNT after immobilization
using ImPy or PhPy. The broadened peaks of pyrene moiety, due to π stacking with SWCNTs, were also observed
in the UV region. The formation of supramolecular donor-acceptor conjugates featuring ZnNC or ZnP with ImPySWCNT was observed by the decreased intensity of 772 nm and 424 nm peaks (followed by red shift) of ZnNC and
ZnP respectively. The evidence for the facile electron transfer and free-energy changes for charge separation and
charge recombination within this nanohybrid were obtained from electrochemical studies.
Steady state and time-resolved emission studies revealed efficient fluorescence quenching of the donor ZnP
and ZnNc entities in the nanohybrids. Nanosecond transient absorption spectra revealed that the photoexcitation of
the ZnNc or ZnP moiety resulted in the one-electron oxidation of the donor unit with a simultaneous one-electron
reduction of SWNT.
3. Conclusion

Supramolecular non-covalent donor-acceptor nanohybrids comprised of zinc naphthalocyanine or zinc
porphyrin as electron donor and non-covalently functionalized SWNT as electron acceptor were constructed and
characterized by various physico-chemical techniques including TEM, UV-visible-NIR, and electrochemical
methods. Using imidazole ligand of the functionalized pyrene, zinc naphthalocyanine or zinc porphyrin was axially
coordinated to yield ZnNc-ImPy-SWNT or ZnP-ImPy-SWNT nanohybrids. Photoinduced electron transfer from the
singlet excited donor entity to the SWNT acceptor entity was probed by the steady-state and time-resolved emission
studies which revealed efficient quenching of the donor entity in these nanohybrids. Free energy changes pertaining
to these electron transfer reactions were deduced from electrochemical data.
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Design and studies of photo-induced electron transfer in
‘Pacman’ type porphyrin-fullerene conjugates
Eranda Maligaspe*, Francis D’Souza
Department of Chemistry, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences

Abstract. The design of donor-acceptor systems and the study of their photo-induced electron transfer processes are of current
interest in artificial photosynthesis and solar energy conversion. Among donor-acceptor conjugates, systems with defined
intramolecular distances and orientations are of particular importance to manipulate the efficiency of the electron transfer
processes. These newly synthesized compounds were fully characterized using 1H NMR, UV-Vis, electrochemical and mass
spectrometric methods. Evidence for interaction in the ground state systems was obtained from spectroscopic and computational
studies. Electron transfer from the excited znic porphyrin to fullerene was reveled by steady and time-resolved emission studies.

1. Introduction

Studies on photoinduced charge transfer in organic molecular donor-acceptor systems have witnessed a
rapid growth in recent years [1]. In our systems, an efficient donor, zinc porphyrin (ZnP), was functionalized with an
elegant acceptor, fullerene, through a series of rigid linkers, resulting in a so-called ‘Pacman’ porphyrin-fullerene
conjugate.
2. Experiment, Results, Discussion and Significance
Porphyrin-fullerene dyads involved in this study are presented in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. A) 13,17-diethyl-2,3,7,8,12,18-hexamethyl-5-[8-(fulleropyrrolidine)diphenyl ether] zinc porphyrin B) 13,17diethyl-2,3,7,8,12,18-hexamethyl-5-[8-(fulleropyrrolidine)-9,9-dimethyl-9H-xanthene] zinc porphyrin C) 13,17diethyl-2,3,7,8,12,18-hexamethyl-5-[8-(fulleropyrrolidine)dibenzofuran] zinc porphyrin
The spectral features corresponding to Zn octaethyl porphyrin were seen in the visible region while these
corresponding to fullerene were clearly envisioned around 330 nm in the UV region (Fig. 2). Evidence for the
ground state interactions between porphyrin and fullerene moieties was provided by a weak CT (Charge Transfer)
broad band around 680 nm that appeared at high concentrations of the compound (see as shown in Fig. 2a.)
Steady state emission studies band of flexible bridge porphyrin C60 revealed a band around 826 nm. This can be
attributed to the CT emission. The presence of a highly intense charge transfer band of the complex in polar
solvents like DMF confirmed the efficient charge transfer process between the Zn porphyrin and C60 moieties.
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Fig. 2. (a) Absorption spectra of (i) flexible bridge porphyrin-C60 (A), (ii) flexible bridge porphyrin aldehyde, and
(iii) Octaethyl Zn porphyrin. The concentrations were held at constant at 3.68 x 10-5 M in o-dichlorobenzene. (oDCB) (b) Fluorescence emission spectra of flexible bridge porphyrin-C60 (A) in (i) o-DCB, (ii) acetonitrile, (iii)
benzonitrile, and (iv) DMF. (λex = 680 nm)
The computational studies were performed using density functional methods (DFT) at the B3LYP/ 3-21G
level. The structures of rigid and flexible pacman porphyrin-fullerene compounds were optimized to a stationary
point on the Born-Oppenheimer potential energy surface.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Ab initio B3LYP/3-21G(*) optimized geometries of flexible bridge porphyrin-C60 (a) HOMO and (b) LUMO
Electrochemical studies were performed to evaluate the redox potentials of the donor acceptor entities and
free energy changes pertaining to charge separation and charge recombination processes were deduced.
3. Conclusion

The results of present study demonstrate that “pacman” porphyrin- C60 compounds are real candidates for
study of photo-induced charge transfer processes.
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Synthesis, structural elucidation, electrochemical and UV/Visible
absorption studies of pyridyl-carotenoid ligands to rhenium (I) and
platinum (II).
Arvin J. Cruz*, R.A. Kirgan, K. Siam, M.R. Islam, C. Moore and D.P. Rillema
Department of Chemistry, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences

Abstract. Condensation of all-trans-retinal and β-apo-8’-carotenal with 4-pyridyl acetonitrile monohydrochloride were
performed. UV-Visible absorption data in acetonitrile of the condensed ligands show a bathochromic shift in its π→π* transition
observed at λmax = 446 and 502 nm from 380 and 458 nm respectively. X-ray data for the pyridyl-retinal ligand showed space
group symmetry of P21/n. Metal complexes of these ligands were further synthesized. Mass spectrometric analysis for the
rhenium (I) complexes showed molecular ion peaks at m/z (ESI) = 811 for the retinal while the carotenal is observed at m/z
(FAB) = 943. UV-Visible absorption data of the rhenium (I) complex showed solvatochromic behavior. The λmax of the shortchain was red shifted to 464 nm in acetonitrile and 511 nm in methylene chloride. The λmax of the long-chain was observed at 522
nm in acetonitrile and 612 nm in methylene chloride. UV-Visible absorption data of the platinum (II) complex of the short-chain
also showed solvatochromism. It was observed at 458 nm in acetonitrile and 481 nm in dichloromethane. The λmax of the longchain was observed only at 542 nm in dichloromethane. Cyclic voltammetry showed irreversible oxidation peaks for all ligands
and metal complexes.

1. Introduction

Inorganic photosensitizers are used in Gratzel cells as light-harvesters and electron pump1. Analogs of the known
[Ru(bpy)3]2+ have been synthesized2 to enhance its efficiency to convert solar energy into electrical energy.
Complexes involving Re, Pt and Cu are also popular in this field3. In this study, derivatives of naturally occurring
carotenoids have been synthesized and characterized due to their better light-harvesting properties in photosystems
vital to plant photosynthesis4. These derivatives were then coordinated to rhenium (I) and platinum (II). The
structures are given below:
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2. Experiment, Results and Discussion

Condensation of all-trans-retinal and β-apo-8’-carotenal with 4-pyridyl acetonitrile monohydrochloride were performed via

acid-catalyzed Knoevenagel Condensation5 in benzene under Ar conditions. Compounds retinal-pyridine-cyano and carotenalpyridine-cyano were both isolated in a column (stationary phase: alumina; mobile phase: 7:1 (v/v) methylene
chloride/chloroform. Figure 1 shows the x-ray structure of retinal-pyridine-cyano compound having a P21/n space group. Tables
1 and 2 shows UV-Visible and Mass spectral data. Solvatochromism is observed for Re(I) and Pt(II) short-chained derivatives.

Electrochemical Data showed irreversible oxidation peaks indicating good electron transfer in the system. Figure 3
shows cyclic voltammogram of Re(I)-car-pyr-CN.

Blue: Retinal-pyr-CN
Red: Re-com plex
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Fig. 1. X-ray structure of retinal-pyridine-CN.
Table 1.
UV-Visible Absorption Data
Compound
λmax (nm)
ret-pyr-CN
446
car—pyr-CN
502
Re(I)-ret-pyr-CN
464a,511b
Re(I)-car-pyr-CN
522a,612b
Pt(II) –ret- pyr-CN
458a,481b
Pt(II)-car-pyr-CN
542a
a
Acetonitrile (solvent)
b
Methylene chloride (solvent)
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Fig. 3 CV of Re(I)-car-pyr-CN
3. Conclusion

Metal complexes of all-tran-retinal and β-apo-8’-carotenal derivatives have been synthesized and showed
solvatochromism and irreversible oxidation potentials.
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Study of Parallelism in Multi-Join Queries
Vivek Jagannathaswamy
Department of Computer Science, College of Liberal Arts and Science

Abstract. With relations growing larger and queries
becoming more complex, parallel query processing is
an increasingly attractive option for improving the
performance of database systems. In this study, we
exploit inter-operator parallelism to optimize the
execution of multi-join queries. We focus towards the
issues of scheduling the execution sequence of joins in
a multi-join query and determine the optimized
allocation of the processors for the execution of the
joins. For scheduling the join sequences, we propose
several heuristic approaches to generate the query
execution plan for both the general and sequential tree
join sequences. It can be inferred from our result that
quality of the general join sequences is fairly close to
the optimal one. Once the query execution plans are
generated, we have to allocate the optimized number of
the processors to the joins. In order to ensure the
efficient performance of the processor allocation, we
propose the concept of synchronous execution time for
the inter-operator parallelism. The relationship between
the first and second issue are addressed to optimize the
query execution. We propose a two step approach to the
query optimization for multi-join queries. We apply the
join sequence heuristics to the build a bushy tree as
though we build for single processors and then we
allocate processors to bushy tree in top down approach
through synchronous execution time for minimizing
execution time.

schemas and execution plans for inter-operator
parallelism. We will develop and simulate several
heuristic methods for the determining the several join
sequences for the multi-join queries with the aim of
minimizing the total amount of the work done. We
study two types of join sequences, a sequential join
sequence and a general join sequence (bushy tree
approach). Our next objective is to determine the
parallel allocation of joins to attain the minimum
execution time for the each join and the overall time
required for execution of all the joins. The processing
time for a query depends upon the optimal number of
processors allocated for the execution of joins, because
the number of processors exceeds the limit than the
efficiency decrease by the cost involved in the
coordination of all the processors and the data transfer
time. To minimize these effects we devise a heuristic
approach for the processor allocation. The cost of the
execution of the query is mainly expressed as the
cardinalities of the resulting database relation.
2. Join Sequence scheduling

The key to the successful database query optimization
is the effectiveness of optimizer in producing query
execution plans. Initially we apply the various join
sequence heuristics to the sequential join and general
join sequences. The performance of the join sequences
are evaluated by Greedy Method (Sgd), Optimal
Permutation method (Sopt), heuristic for general
sequence (Gmc), and Heuristic approach to Minimal
Join Sequence (Gmt) under the assumption that the
execution of the joins are done in single processor
system.

1. Introduction

The objective of this paper is to examine the various
issues encountered in the parallel query processing and
to effectively use the high degree of the parallelism
involved in the query execution of the relational
database system. Joins are the most expensive relational
operators. Although there are a wide variety of the
efficient algorithms to implement the joins, query
processing becomes complex when there are very large
amounts of data and relations. This execution
complexity can be fairly reduced by the usage of the
parallelism to execute the multi-join queries. In this
paper we will study the various query plan generation
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2.1 Simulation Results
The performance of the various query schemes
developed for the query generation plans are evaluated
through the simulation. For the input queries to be
joined the number of the relations in the query were
predetermined. The probability prob, determine the
occurrence of the edge between the two relation.
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by considering the factors like execution dependency
and system fragmentation.

From the results, we can clearly infer that the heuristic
approaches Gmr and Gmc are closer to the optimal join
sequences, Gopt than any other heuristic approaches.
The complexity of these two approaches O(|V||E|) <
O(|V|3) and this efficiency remains same even when the
cardinalities of the relation increases.

3. Conclusions

2.2 Processor allocations for executing join sequences

In this paper, we explored the issue of optimizing the
multi-join query in a multi-processor environment
through the parallel execution of the independent
operations. We proposed the heuristic approach to
generate the query execution plans for the sequential
join sequences and general join sequence. Heuristics
approach to the general join sequences derived from the
simulation show that the results are fairly close to the
optimal solution. The results of the sequential join
sequences are deviated from the optimal solution due to
its consideration for the “local optimality. Once the
query execution plans are generated, we execute the
query under parallel environment by exploiting the
inter-operator parallelism in the query. The
Performance of the query execution, when the
processors are allocated in the bottom-up and top-down
approach is studied. The simulation results of both
approaches show us that when we use the bushy tree for
generating the query execution plans by allocating the
processors in top-down approach we can efficiently
utilize the independent operations to be executed in
parallel.

The execution time required for a join depends upon the
number of the processor allocated for each of the join.
Increasing the number of the processors for a join,
decreases the execution time until a saturation point is
reached after that the execution time increases steadily
this can be shown through the execution graph. This is
mainly due to the combining effects of the limited
parallelism exploited and excessive communication and
coordination overhead over too many processors. In
such a curve, an operation point is chosen from the
graph based on the design objective; so that the
execution efficiency is obtained by the best efficient
pointy where the minimum number of the processors
and the execution time is taken. The number of
processor allocated to the each join can be determined
using bottom up or top down approach. In bottom up
approach, we determine the join sequences and the
processor allocation at the same time, when the bushy
tree is being built. In the bottom up approach for
building the execution tree, inefficient allocation of the
processor led to the high processor idle time and the
system dependency. In order to avoid this idleness of
the processor, we use the efficient synchronous
execution time in the top down approach. In
synchronous execution time allocation we allocate all
the systems processors to the root join of the bushy tree
because it is the last join to be performed. The
processors allocated to the root node are partitioned into
two clusters and allocated to the next two joins.
Cumulative execution cost of the joins can obtain by
adding the costs of the sub trees in the internal node.
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IEEE Transactions on Computers, 38(6):920--927, June 1989
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The execution sequences generated by the query
generation plans are used as the input for this section.
we generate 300 queries with the given number of the
relations based on the probability value prob. For each
query, scheduling schemas are determined to calculate
the number of processors allocated to each join. For a
multi-processor environment with 48 nodes are used for
simulating each of the heuristic approaches. From the
simulation results, it can be inferred that when the
number of processors is small, the bottom up
approaches show the good performance. But the use of
top down approach with the synchronous execution
time efficiently avoids the delay in query response time
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Combinatorial Input Recognition Algorithm Internet Applications to
HTTP Web Servers
Joseph K. Myers
Department of Mathematics and Statistics, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences

Abstract. We introduce an algorithm for the classical recognition problem of identifying elements s within a class of strings S =
{s1, s2, ..., sn}. Here it is assumed that struct s = { char *a; int z; }; and that for two strings s1, s2 if s1.z == s2.z then there is J =
{j1, j2, ..., jl} with l(z) < z so that s1[J] == s2[J]

⇒

s1 == s2. The goal is to minimize k

∑

n
i =1

l ( s i .z ) and thus distinguish elements

with the smallest number of comparisons. In general, this simply means that in a language system we face a nonoptimal set of
keywords (n < sizeof(*s.a)z) and so we seek to reconstruct the language with a smaller set of k recognition vertices so that k ≈
logsizeof(*s.a) n. The algorithm is applied to increasing HTTP transmission and request processing speed. The result is an increase
in web server performance from 20,000 to 35,000 or more hits per second. The input recognition algorithm produces the greatest
improvement when interpreting HTTP request headers which are large in proportion to the response. This is the case when
collecting data for statistical analysis of Internet traffic.

1. Introduction
Our algorithm is a fast way of recognizing a set of keywords.
The most natural application of this algorithm is to simplify the data processing work, in particular,
language token recognition, that is continuously going on behind the scenes as part of the text-based
communications protocol that drives the Internet, namely HTTP. It is important that one notes the practical
application of our algorithm is to a predetermined—a standardized—set of keywords and commands. It is our belief
that dynamical recognition systems—binary trees, sorting structures, hash tables—are misapplied and waste Internet
resources when used to translate the standardized form of requests defined in RFC 2616. Furthermore, using a static
system enables one to identify input errors exactly and without an increase in processing time, so it achieves
absolute safety.
As server loads on the Internet becomes more and more intense, they are also becoming more and more
optimized. Through universally beneficial methods like HTTP pipelining, less work is being done by both the
client’s web browser and by the HTTP web server.
Also, less operations are being performed by slow mechanisms such as sscanf(), and server administrators
are searching for ways of processing thousands of requests in less than one second.
Thus the proportion of time spent to identify the prefix of each line within the HTTP request header, as
well as the beginning and end of the header string, is more and more a critical measure of performance. This job of
the HTTP server is performed first with byte-wise scanning to identify newline characters, then by lexical scanning
to find known tokens at the beginning of lines.
The length of the HTTP pipeline can grow indefinitely, and as it does so, performance keeps increasing
until it reaches the highest possible performance of the operating system. For instance, the fastest way to load a
common web page with 98 images and scripts, is to concatenate the HTTP requests and send them as a single packet
through the Internet to the HTTP server. System calls, Internet transmission costs, and browser rendering time are
all saved as a result.
Yet at the same time, the lexical scanning function becomes of paramount importance. Out-of-date
behavior, such as CRLF sequences and folded header lines, produces horrible nightmares within a system that has
otherwise been able to develop efficiently.
No longer is it possible to implement them prudently when one must expect the single initial request to be
followed directly by requests for all of the web page’s prerequisites.
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Most of all, the 98 subsequent requests are all the same. The item requested is the only varying parameter,
and yet the typical browser sends a conflagration of repetitious data values; yes, even when it has repeated them 99
times.
So much redundancy practically begs for optimization which has been analyzed carefully. Silently, the
situation is overwhelming the Internet. There is a need for an algorithm which finds the best value of k.
2. Discussion and results.
The algorithm is derived from an integer-labeling mechanism which reduces the number of textual
comparisons to a value somewhat larger than the optimal value of k. The inspiration for this technique came from
the idea that, if written in base N, any set of N elements could be identified by only one digit.
Five servers were
tested, the last of which uses the input recognition algorithm for scanning and interpreting the HTTP headers of
clients’ requests. The HTTP requests were identical to those produced by Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0, the
predominant browser in use today.
The graph shows the servers’ hits/second as pipeline length is increased from 1 to 30. The results are from
the latest versions of Apache, the most recent public release of Mathopd, and from “httpserver-0.1” which
implements the recognition algorithm.

Figure 1. Hits per second vs. pipeline length on FreeBSD 6.1.
Legend: 1051 = Apache 1.3.37, 1052 = Apache 2.0.59, 1053 = Apache 2.2.4, 1054 = Mathopd 1.5p5,
1055 = httpserver-0.1 (with recognition algorithm).
3. Conclusion
We have found evidence that increasing pipeline length increases the performance of webservers. However,
the theoretical limit of performance is diminished significantly by slow input recognition algorithms.
Up until the present, this area of performance may have been ignored due to the fact that most webservers
have insufficient network connectivity for such improvements to have a practical effect. Nevertheless,
network
connectivity continues to reach greater levels of performance, and soon the input recognition speed will become a
more significant limiting factor of webserver performance. Indeed, there is a greatly increasing demand for multiple
server programs running simultaneously on a single webserver computer. In this situation, the performance is
completely a matter of the server programs’ data processing speed, and not the speed of the server computer’s
Internet connection.
By using the input recognition algorithm, we found an improvement in the processing speed of large
request headers, such as those used in collecting statistics and performing analysis on Internet traffic.
4. Acknowledgments
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Uniqueness of inverse source problems
for some semilinear elliptic equations
Joseph K. Myers
Department of Mathematics and Statistics, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences

Abstract
Uniqueness of positive f is established in the inverse source problem − Δu + c(x, u ) = f ( x) under conditions on the known coefficient
c. This inverse problem is significant in the areas of semiconductor manufacturing, and in the study of ion channels in biology
and health care.

1 Introduction
Solving inverse source problems allows one to detect the presence of bodies or discontinuities which are not directly
observable, like submarines or earthquake fault lines. The unknown object is called the “source,” and is represented
by a density function in a system of partial differential equations. Information can be gathered about the source by
measuring signals from some distance away—for instance, from the surface of the earth or through the water. In the
terminology of inverse problems these signals are known as “boundary data.”

Physical applications such as detecting semiconductor defects in manufacturing and modeling ion channels
in biological systems provide motivation for studying the partial differential equations

− Δu + c( x, u ) = f ( x) in Ω ⊆ R n , n ≥ 2,
u = g on ∂Ω

(1)
(2)

Quality control of semiconductors in the computer industry, as well as biological research and health care
technology, require the solving of this particular inverse source problem: determining the values of the function f. At
each point x, the value of f(x) indicates a physical property, e.g., concentration of germanium in a semiconductor, the
density of white blood cells, etc.
The nature of each of these inverse source problems imposes certain conditions of physics which must be
interpreted as a mathematical description of coefficient c. Under these physically meaningful conditions it is
possible to establish uniqueness of the density f.
Establishing uniqueness of the solution to the inverse source problem gives evidence that there is a
reasonable way to produce equipment that measures the signals, or “boundary data,” and determines the properties
of the source which cannot be found directly.
If the solution is not unique, it means that there is no hope to solve the problem even using the aid of a
computer. The problem is said to be “ill-posed” in the sense that it is unreasonable to expect that any solution
obtained will be the desired one. This gives scientists a clear indication that another method should be used for
detecting properties of the unknown source.
2 Discussion and results
In equation (1) we consider Ω to be a bounded domain, f to be a nonnegative function, the boundary to be smooth,
and we require that Neumann data (the rate of change of the signal at the boundary) may be measured for each set of
prescribed Dirichlet data (the value of the signal at the boundary), i.e., that the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map be
known. A less sophisticated term for the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map is that “many boundary measurements” are
known.
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The inverse problem is highly ill-conditioned, and yet there does exist a unique solution.
Theorem. LetΩ have a connected complement R n − Ω . Assume that c is a known real-valued function
which is convex and non-decreasing in u. Then f(x) is uniquely determined in Ω
To prove the theorem we use boundary data g1 = t + τg and g2 = t with t ∈ R and τ ∈ [0,1] . We form finite
differences to the solution obtained with boundary data g2 − g1 = τg.
Upon dividing the equation by τ and using elliptic estimates, one concludes that “differentiation from the
boundary” or “differentiation with respect to a parameter” is justified using the parameter τ , and so one obtained a
linearized equation − Δuτ + cu uτ = 0 in Ω for the function v = uτ.
From known theory of elliptic equations, there is a unique solution v. Since c(x, u) is convex, cu(·, u) is a
one-to-one function in u. Thus u is determined uniquely, and we insert this u into the original equation which gives
us a unique function f ( x ) = − Δu ( x; t ) + c ( x, u ( x; t )) .
The major portion of the proof deals with justification of differentiation from the boundary in equations (1),
(2). The maximum principle plays an important role in the proof, as well as functional spaces and the tracing of
delicate dependencies of function compositions on the boundary data.
3 Conclusion
When c is a known function, then there is a unique function f which solves the inverse source problem
−Δu + c(x, u) = f(x). There may be hope for showing uniqueness when c is an unknown function subject to further
restrictions.
Perhaps the assumption which is most critical to the proof is the knowledge of the Dirichlet-to- Neumann
map, or “many boundary measurements.” In the laboratory one can find this situation. However, in applications like
radar for defense maneuvers this assumption is less realistic, because who is going to surround the enemy airplanes
with sensors?
Most importantly, uniqueness permits us to reach the conclusion that there will be a convergent
computational algorithm for solving the inverse source problem successfully.
4 Acknowledgments
The author would like to thank Dr. Victor Isakov for his assistance and advice.
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The Picture Word Inductive Model and Vocabulary Acquisition
Kara Swartzendruber
Department of Curriculum and Instruction, College of Education

Abstract. The purpose of this quasi-experimental study was to determine if students’ vocabulary acquisition is enhanced with
the picture word inductive model (PWIM), a research-based method of vocabulary instruction. During instruction with the
PWIM, students were shown a picture and were asked to identify items in the picture, eliciting words from the children’s
listening and speaking vocabularies. This process essentially created a picture-word dictionary which the students could employ
to connect words with corresponding pictures. The experimental group of 14 second graders participated in the 4-week
intervention, while the control group, consisting of students from the two other second grade classes, did not receive this
intervention. The PWIM intervention was analyzed through nonparametric statistics by examining the vocabulary gains that
students made from the pre-assessment to the post-assessment. Additionally, gains of English language learners (ELL) and
native-English speakers were compared. Further, gains of the experimental group participants and the control group participants
were compared. Results indicated that statistically significant differences were achieved between the control and experimental
group participants on the final assessment.

1. Introduction

According to the National Reading Panel Report (National Institutes of Health, 2000), the importance of
vocabulary instruction in students’ reading achievement has been acknowledged for over 50 years. Biemiller (2003)
described significant differences in vocabulary size among children already by the end of second grade. Therefore,
since most vocabulary distinctions develop among individuals before third grade, at which point a significant
disparity exists in the pace of word acquisition (Biemiller & Slonim, 2001), it is essential to begin building
vocabulary knowledge when children are young.
According to the 2000 United States Census Bureau, 31.1 million people living in the United States had
been born in a foreign country (Drucker, 2003). This figure has increased more than 50% since 1990 and currently
represents over 11% of the total population of the United States (Drucker, 2003). They are sometimes referred to as
English-language learners (ELLs) or English as a second language (ESL) students (Drucker, 2003).
Language proficiency and literacy development are significantly related. Frequently, it is assumed that
children who can demonstrate competency in communicating socially, such as on the playground or in the cafeteria,
are also able to proficiently communicate academically in the classroom. However, social language utilizes gestures,
body language, and facial expressions. This style contrasts sharply with academic language, which often lacks these
nonverbal clues and focuses instead on the requirements of learning the academic content (Drucker, 2003; WattsTaffe & Truscott, 2000). Children who are ESL need explicit instruction in academic language.
Scaffolding, providing contextual, social, and temporary frameworks to capitalize on students’ strengths,
can be used effectively to help ESL students acquire proficiency in English during integrated instruction (WattsTaffe & Truscott, 2000). One research-based, instructional method of promoting literacy by teaching vocabulary is
the picture word inductive model (PWIM). Originally designed by Emily Calhoun as a major component of a
language arts curriculum for beginning readers (Calhoun, Poirier, Simon, & Mueller, 2001), this model has several
specific purposes. According to Calhoun (1999), the PWIM is used with “classes, small groups, and individuals to
lead them into inquiring about words, adding words to their sight-reading and writing vocabularies, discovering
phonetic and structural principles, and using observation and analysis in their study of reading, writing,
comprehending, and composing” (p. 21). Specifically, “the PWIM is an inquiry-oriented language arts strategy that
uses pictures containing familiar objects and actions to elicit words from children's listening and speaking
vocabularies” (Calhoun, 1999, p. 21).
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Given the importance of vocabulary knowledge to reading success and the potential risk ESL students face
when learning to read, this study sought to address two research questions: (a) what are the effects of the PWIM on
vocabulary acquisition?, and (b) are there differential effects of the intervention on vocabulary and comprehension
skills based on language status?
2. Method

The sample of participants consists of 35 second graders of low socioeconomic status, from an elementary
school in a Midwestern city. All participants were seven, eight, or nine years old. There were two groups of
participants, an experimental group (n=14) who received the intervention, and a control group (n=21) who received
typical classroom instruction, without the intervention. Nine of the experimental group participants and 16 of the
control group participants speak English as a second language.
To assess students’ vocabulary knowledge, a researcher-generated assessment was administered prior to
intervention (pretest) and immediately following intervention (post test). This assessment, consisting of 37
vocabulary terms, targeted some of the vocabulary expected to be suggested by students in the course of the project.
During instruction with the PWIM, a research-based method of vocabulary instruction that connects
reading and writing, students were shown a picture and were asked to identify items in the picture. The teacher
wrote each identified word on chart paper outside the picture and drew a line from the word to the item in the
picture. This process essentially created a picture-word dictionary which the students could employ to connect
words with corresponding pictures (Joyce & Weil, 2004). The PWIM intervention occurred four times per week for
four weeks. Each PWIM session lasted approximately 20 minutes.
To address the first research question, a two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was performed to assess
group differences (i.e., control group vs. experimental group) in vocabulary knowledge. Nonparametric statistics
were employed given the violation of the normality assumption. Results indicated that participants in the
experimental group outperformed those in the control group (Z=1.45, p<.03) even after holding initial vocabulary
status constant. This indicates that the PWIM intervention facilitated growth in vocabulary knowledge above and
beyond that afforded by typical classroom instruction.
To address the second research question, data from only the experimental group were examined. Those
students who were ESL were compared to those who were non-ESL. Results indicated that there were no
statistically significant differences in vocabulary acquisition based on language status (Z=1.03, p<.24). This
indicates that the intervention did not have a differential impact.
3. Conclusions

In conclusion, results from this study indicate that the PWIM appears to be an effective instructional tool
for classroom teachers to use in facilitating vocabulary acquisition. The fact that no differences were found between
ESL and non-ESL students’ performance on the vocabulary post-test measure within the experimental group could
be attributed to the ESL students’ high levels of English proficiency upon the study’s initiation. The use of
scaffolding and explicit connections to concepts and words appears to be beneficial to all students, regardless of
language status.
4. Acknowledgement
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Expanding High School Math Curriculum
Lora Meirowsky*, Tammy Fellers*, Josh Wertenberger*
Department of Curriculum and Instruction, College of Education

Abstract. Over four years ago, the math department at El Dorado High School was faced with a problem of an increasing
number of students who were not successful in Algebra I. Those students were failing both in the first semester and second
semester. Large numbers of students were taking only the required credits of math to graduate. Faced with this knowledge and
knowing that graduation requirements for math were going to increase for future classes, the math department made a decision to
create two new math classes: Transition Algebra was placed between Pre Algebra and Algebra I; and Transition Geometry was
placed between Algebra I and Geometry.
By examining students’ grades in Pre Algebra, Algebra I, Geometry in the three years prior to implementing the new math
classes and the three years after students could take the new math classes, we have answered two main question: are students
more successful in their math classes? And, have these two math classes met a need for our students that previously was
unfilled?

1. Introduction

Until the class of 2009, students graduating from El Dorado High School were required to take two math classes
and then one additional credit of math or science. Depending upon their preference, most students were opting to
take the additional science class for their graduation credit. When the class of 2009 entered high school, graduation
credits changed to three credits of math and three credits of science. The math department also felt there was an
increasing number of students who were not successful in Algebra I. To meet both of these needs, the math
department discussed several options. One option was a two-year Algebra I course. While department members felt
this type of program had positive aspects, we did not believe our smaller student population would allow for both
the traditional one-year Algebra I and two-year Algebra I courses to be offered.
Taking what we liked about the two-year Algebra I course – the chance for students to work on concepts at a more
in-depth and slower pace than the traditional Algebra I course, two new classes were designed: Transition Algebra
was placed between Pre Algebra and Algebra; and Transition Geometry was placed between Algebra I and
Geometry. Transition Algebra teaches skills students will learn in first semester Algebra I, but in an entire year.
Transition Geometry, while it follows Algebra I, mainly works with strengthening the skills students learned in the
second semester of Algebra I and introduces basic Geometry terms and formulas.
Our research set out to identify failure rates in the three years prior to implementing the new classes for
Pre Algebra, Algebra I, and Geometry classes, and the failure rates of all five math classes for the three years after
students could take the new math classes.
2. Results

As shown in Table 1, failure rates for Algebra I ranged from the 10% to 30%. In other words, almost one-fifth of
an Algebra class was not passing. The failure rates for Pre Algebra were even worse. Those started out at almost
50% and averaged 33%. One-third of Pre Algebra students were not successful in the current curriculum. With the
implementation of the two new classes, some great accomplishments were realized during the first year. One of the
first positives our department noted was as students were informed of their options; they choose to take another
math class beyond just the requirements for graduation. Along with more options for students coming from the
eighth grade into high school, we were able to put students who needed the Pre Algebra curriculum into the Pre
Algebra course, not because we did not want them in Algebra I. This had been the previous practice. Too many
students were placed into Pre Algebra not because they needed the curriculum, but because they were not ready for
Algebra I. Transition Algebra now gave us another option for those students.
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Table: 1
Failure Rates by Semesters for El Dorado High School
Term

Pre Algebra

Transition
Algebra

Algebra I

Transition
Geometry

Geometry

1st Semester 2001-2002
2nd Semester 2001-2002

53/109 = 48.7%
30/93 = 32.3%

32/115 = 27.8%
17/78 = 21.0%

8/80 = 10%
14/75 = 18.7%

1st Semester 2002-2003
2nd Semester 2002-2003

21/69 = 30.4%
43/95 = 45.3%

35/149 = 23.5%
37/108 = 34.4%

8/79 = 10.1%
9/74 = 12.2%

1st Semester 2003-2004
2nd Semester 2003-2004

9/47 = 19.1%
12/54 = 22.2%

13/133 = 9.8%
16/119 = 13.4%

9/86 = 10.5%
10/84 = 11.9%

1st Semester 2004-2005
2nd Semester 2004-2005

7/41 = 17.1%
18/48 = 37.5%

5/61 = 8.2%
5/61 = 8.2%

0/72 = 0%
5/69 = 7.2%

2/51 = 3.9%
8/51 = 15.7%

13/80 = 16.3%
10/80 = 12.5%

1st Semester 2005-2006
2nd Semester 2005-2006

5/41 = 12.2%
6/40 = 15%

2/42 = 4.8%
4/42 = 9.5%

17/117 = 14.5%
38/98 = 38.8%

0/25 = 0%
1/25 = 4%

6/72 = 8.3%
8/72 = 11.1%

1st Semester 2006-2007

4/36 = 11.1%

4/66 = 6.1%

22/112 = 19.6%

4/51 = 7.8%

4/66 = 6.1%

Also, within that first year, we did not have a single student fail Algebra I first semester. The math department felt
after the first year, the two new classes had been a success and were meeting their targeted students’ needs.
However, if you continue to look at Table 1, you will notice the failure rate in Algebra I have again been increasing.
We believe this is a result of students overriding teacher recommendation for placement in math classes.
3. Conclusions

After this research, we agree the implementation of two new math classes with the curriculum at our high school is
successful. We will continue with these classes, changing their curriculum when needed to better reflect the
Algebra I text. As a result of this research, the math department at El Dorado High School has modified enrollment
procedures so that a student must have a parent come to the Guidance Office and sign a consent form to change a
teacher recommended math class placement.
4. Acknowledgements

We would like to thank USD 490 Director of Curriculum, Julie Jensen, El Dorado High School Guidance Secretary,
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BMI Changes in High School Football Linemen Transitioning From
Senior Year to College
Russell C. Larson*, Jeremy A. Patterson
Department of Kinesiology and Sport Studies, College of Education

ABSTRACT: An elevated Body Mass Index (BMI) has been
linked to increasing risk factors for developing cardiovascular
disease and other life threatening conditions such as diabetes.
In addition, the rate of this increase can intensify risk factors
and increase the difficulty of weight loss. OBJECTIVE: To
identify BMI increases among the 2005 graduating class of 5A
and 6A high school football lineman as they enter into a
Division I college program during the 2006 season.
METHODS: Rosters from 2005 High School (HS) seniors in
the Wichita area and incoming 2006 freshmen in Division I
college football programs (COL) were used to retrieve the
height and weight of linemen. These values were then used to
determine height and weight of the incoming class of 2006
linemen. This data was used to determine the BMI (wt / ht2) of
each athlete; comparisons were made between the HS and
COL linemen regarding BMI risk factor stratifications.
RESULTS: A significant difference between all categories
was reported, the height difference between the groups was 2
inches (increase of 2.7%, p≤0.05), weight increased by 34
pounds (increase of 13.3%, p≤0.01). BMI of lineman
increased by 8.4% (28.69 ± 3.71 to 31.31 ± 3.38).
CONCLUSION: Results suggest that football lineman shifted
from a BMI classification of ‘overweight’ in high school to a
classification of ‘category I obesity’ during their transition
from high school to their first collegiate weigh-in. The rapid
gain in weight increases the athletes’ risk factor levels from
low to moderate in a matter of months.

INTRODUCTION

The largest epidemic facing the American
healthcare system to date is obesity. Our society has
grown increasingly larger from generation to generation
and along with that come certain burdens of
responsibility whether financial or otherwise.
Explanations for this increase include inactivity of all
demographics [1], youth diet content [2] and even
current technology [3]. An opposite angle to explaining
the obesity issue is to look at the emphasis put upon
young athletes to be ‘bigger’ than their predecessors.
Professional level sports have displayed trends towards
larger and stronger athletes within the last twenty years
[4] and youth sports are no different. Athletes in size
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related sports such as football have been shown to
routinely be in the 75th percentile or above in both
height and weight charts within their respective age
groups [5]. This is one major sport in which the
physicality and strength [6] of an athlete can outweigh
one’s talent and skill which can lead to an overemphasis
on un-natural size and weight gains. The transition from
high school to college can be very trying for a young
athlete, especially if pressured by a coach to become
larger than he/she was previously. Weight gain is
typically directly associated with one’s freshman year
[7] but is compounded for athletes with the growing
pressure of coaches and administrators to turn an
investment on a scholarship. This is also the time period
in which a youth develops habits which will guide them
through their adult lives, diet and exercise being two
key areas in which these habits form. By tracking
weight gain of high school football players into college
this research hopes to expose a key characteristic of the
nation’s health epidemic and to hopefully awaken a
culture obsessed with athletic size and strength.
DISCUSSION

This study takes place in Kansas and follows
the high school graduating class of 2005 into their first
year of college (2006). Rosters from large class high
school football programs in and around the Wichita area
were accumulated; height and weight data from the
‘size’ positions (lineman, linebackers, defensive ends)
was then recorded (HS). The mean height of these
athletes was 72.57 ± 2.3 inches with the mean weight of
215.34 ± 32.4 lbs (Table 1). The same data was then
retrieved from two Division 1 football programs in
Kansas (KU, KSU) for the incoming class of 2006
freshmen (COL); mean height was 74.59 ± 2.2 inches
while the mean weight was 248.15 ± 32.0 lbs. These
results were used to formulate Body Mass Index (BMI)
for each athlete within their respective group (HS=28.69
±
3.7,
COL=31.31
±
3.3).
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BMI = (body weight (lb) x 703.1) / height (in)2
Data from the two groups were compared using oneway ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc. Data are
expressed as means ± S.D. Significance was set at
p<0.05. The statistical analyses were performed using
SPSS (version10.0.5; SPSS Inc. Headquarters, Chicago,
Illinois, U.S.).The results of the BMI calculations were
then compared between the outgoing seniors and the
incoming freshmen to show any changes in overall body
composition (Figure 1). Although height numbers
increased slightly, weight measures increased to a level
that raised the classification of the athletes from
‘overweight’ into the ‘obese’ stratification. This jump
came with a higher risk of cardiovascular disease as
well as predicators for diabetes and other such problems
according to the National Institute of Health [8]. The
data also displays an alarming amount of weight gain in
the mean of the data, nearly 35 lbs. was added to these
athletes in just under a years time. The noticeable
characteristic of this rise is the amount of physical
activity these individuals are performing on a daily basis
[9], meaning dietary habits were greatly adjusted. These
athletes are performing sport specific movements on a
daily basis, usually exceeding recommended activity
duration, which means if these eating habits continue
after the sport is over the athlete will gain at a very rapid
rate. This is the factor that leads to adult obesity and
puts the strain on the American healthcare system.
Figure: 1
Results
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factors for cardiovascular disease and diabetes also
exists as the athletes BMI increases. This suggests that
without a change in habit or an intervention, the athlete
is at an increased risk to develop health problems as a
result of the pressures of this size-driven sport. It is
worth noting that the authors understand the value
coaches, recruiters, and even football fans find in larger
players; we simply suggest, based on the rapid increase
in weight documented, that players, parents, and
coaches should be better educated on the increased risks
involved with rapid weight gain.
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Table: 1
Measure
BMI (wt/ht2)
Height (in)
Weight (lbs)

High School
28.69 ± 3.7
72.57 ± 2.3
215.34 ± 32.4

College
31.31 ± 3.3
74.59 ± 2.2
248.15 ± 32.0

Values presented as means ± SD.
Conclusions

Results of this study show a significant
increase in BMI in football players transitioning from
high school to college athletics. The increase in risk
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Reliability of a wheelchair transfer test to determine the maximal
aerobic capacity of a 26 year old wheelchair tennis player with
arthrogryposis
Kaelin C. Young*, Helen M. Bannon*, Nathan W. Wadsworth, Chase C. Curtiss,
Jeremy A. Patterson
Department of Kinesiology and Sport Studies, College of Education

Abstract. The purpose of the study was to assess the reliability of a maximal aerobic capacity transfer test performed on an
individual confined to a wheelchair living with arthrogryposis. Methods: A 26 year-old, world-ranked wheelchair quad tennis
player with arthrogryposis underwent 4 identical multi-stage wheelchair transfer tests. The first 3 being 3 days apart and the 4th
10 weeks later, to measure maximal aerobic capacity (VO2max). The individual performed transfers between chairs at an
increasing tempo until exhaustion. HR max and plateau of VO2 were used as indices of metabolic stress at the end of the VO2max
test. Results: Data from Test 1 and Test 2 (17.8 and 22.1 ml·kg-1·min-1) shows an increase in aerobic capacity between tests by
19%. Test 2, 3, and 4 (22.1, 23.0, 21.8 ml·kg-1·min-1) elicited a mean difference of 3.3%. HR max was consistent throughout the 4
tests (181 bpm, 179 bpm, 179 bpm, and 181 bpm respectively). Conclusions: These data suggest that arthrogryposis patients
with limited upper limb mobility can safely perform a maximal aerobic capacity test by means of transferring. A familiarization
test is necessary for a reliable assessment of maximal aerobic capacity.

1. Introduction

Anthrogryposis multiplex congenita (AMC) is a rare syndrome occurring in approximately 1 in 3000 births
[1]. It is characterized by the presence of joint contractures affecting multiple body areas at the time of birth.
Individuals classified with arthrogryposis share five common clinical characteristics: 1) affected extremities lack
muscle tone and may be spindle-shaped (narrower at the ends when compared to the middle) with a lack of normal
skin creases; 2) dislocation of joints, particularly the hips or knees; 3) rigidity of joints; 4) atrophy and/or absence of
muscle groups, and 5) have intact sensation [2]. Joint contractures occur while in the womb due to fetal akinesia
(lack of fetal movement). Joint formation in the fetus is normal. However, due to a lack of movement several
muscles or muscle groups are underdeveloped or absent which are replaced by fat and thick fibrotic tissue impairing
joint mobility [3]. Depending upon the extent of contractures, some individuals are non-ambulatory and confined to
wheelchairs. Due to lack of mobility in the upper extremities, motorized wheelchairs are often used.
Measuring aerobic capacity in wheelchair confined individuals with limited upper limb mobility is difficult
Most wheelchair confined individuals used in aerobic capacity studies have full use of their upper extremities and
are able to propel themselves accordingly. Testing protocols for measuring aerobic capacity in wheelchair confined
individuals traditionally use arm crank or wheelchair ergometry [4]. However, these protocols are impractical for
individuals with limited upper arm mobility and joint stability. To our knowledge, there are no protocols that have
been designed specifically for this population. We propose a transfer test as an alternative protocol to assess
maximal aerobic capacity. The purpose of this study was to assess the reliability of a maximal aerobic capacity
transfer test performed on an individual confined to a wheelchair living with arthrogryposis.
2. Methods

A 26 year old, world-ranked male quad wheelchair tennis player with arthrogryposis underwent four
identical multi-stage wheelchair transfer tests. The first three being three days apart and the 4th 10 weeks later, to
measure maximal aerobic capacity (VO2max).
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Protocol
Informed consent and baseline measurements of weight and blood pressure were obtained. Resting heart
and VO2 measures were recorded with the subject seated in his wheel chair.
Maximal aerobic capacity (VO2max) was analyzed using a PhysioDyne Instrument metabolic cart with a
Max II oxygen analyzer (# Pm1111E), and a carbon dioxide analyzer (# 1r1507). Exercise heart rate was measured
using a Polar Heart Rate monitor. The test protocol consisted of a wheelchair to stationary chair transfer test. The
subject used his own motorized wheelchair, which was locked in place with the front of the wheelchair
perpendicular to the stationary chair. The subject was instructed to transfer between chairs at an increasing tempo
until exhaustion. Testing protocol consisted of multi-stages each lasting 90 seconds. A transfer was initiated every
14 seconds during the first stage and accelerated by 2 seconds for each following stage therefore increasing the
number of transfers throughout. The last stage consisted of the subject transferring as fast as possible until volitional
exhaustion.
rate

3. Results

Table 1 shows VO2max values from tests 1 through 4. Data from Test 1 and Test 2 show an increase in
aerobic capacity between tests by 19% (Table 2). VO2max for Test 2, 3, and 4 were consistent, eliciting a mean
difference of 3.3%. The difference between VO2max of Test 1 and the mean of test 2, 3, and 4 was 20%. Maximal
heart rates were consistent through the 4 tests (Table 1).
Table: 1
Max VO2 and Heart Rate scores for all tests
-1
-1
Test
VO2max (ml·kg ·min )
1
17.8
2
22.1
3
23.0
4
21.8

Table: 2
% VO 2 difference between tests
Test
% Difference
1-2
19
1-3
23
1-4
18
2-3
4
2-4
1
3-4
5

Heart Rate (bpm)
181
179
179
181

4. Discussion

To our knowledge there are no published studies assessing self transferring as a means to measuring
exercise capacity. It is known by the authors that there are other methods for assessing aerobic capacity for
wheelchair individuals, however due to the unique condition of our subject these methods were not possible.
The results show a greater percentage difference of VO2max between Test 1 and Tests 2 through 4 (Table 2).
This implies there was a learned effect between Test 1 and Test 2. Similarly, heart rate maximum values were
consistent throughout all 4 tests suggesting that the differences in oxygen utilization between Tests 1 and Test 2 can
be contributed to increases in mechanical efficiency. These data suggest a need for a familiarization trial.
Although these results are for a single subject, the data presented suggests that the seated transfer VO2 test
is a reliable measure of VO2max when a familiarization test is performed. However, further testing with a larger
sample size is necessary to determine statistical significance for a reliability test
5. Conclusions

These data suggest that arthrogryposis patients with limited upper limb mobility and joint stability can
safely perform a maximal aerobic capacity exercise test by means of transferring. It is also suggested that a
familiarization test is necessary for a reliable assessment of maximal oxygen consumption.
References
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Effect of Ground Roughness on Aircraft Trailing Vortices
Linda K. Kliment* and Kamran Rokhsaz
Department of Aerospace Engineering, College of Engineering

Abstract. The work presented here is aimed at
investigating the effect of the terrain roughness on the
behavior of aircraft wake vortices. The tests are
conducted in the water tunnel with a smooth ground
plane first. Then, streamwise ridges are added to the
ground in order to simulate terrain roughness. In
addition, a case is presented without the ground plane.
This latter data, showing the behavior of the vortices in
the absence of any ground, provides a basis for
comparison as well as allowing calculation of the wake
vortex strengths.
The experimental data shows temporal and spatial
behavior of the vortices. In the cases without a ground
plane and with a smooth ground plane, the water tunnel
measurements are consistent with information in the
literature. With the information garnered from these
tests, the authors are able to quantify the effect of
ground roughness on wake vortex behavior.
1. Introduction

The vortical wake of an airplane poses a great threat
to following aircraft when flying near the ground. The
changes in altitude and bank angle, resulting from a
wake encounter, are most dangerous to an aircraft when
it is flying close to the ground. Previously, the authors
focused on understanding and predicting vortex motion
in ground effect (Refs. 1-3). Knowing this motion
allows pilots to avoid the wake of other aircraft. Here,
the authors examine possible ways of accelerating the
decay of these flow structures using terrain roughness.
There is anecdotal evidence that suggests that
manipulating the shape of the terrain can affect the
dynamic instabilities of the vortices.

1.63 inches from and parallel to the tunnel side wall.
For these experiments, the blades were angled so that
counter-rotating vortices of nearly equal strength were
generated. The strengths were 5.98 in2/s for the left
vortex and 7.12 in2/s for the right. At the quarterchords, the blades were separated by 3 inches, which
resulted in a vortex separation distance at the trailing
edge of the blades, b0, of 3.89 inches.
A splitter plate was used to model the ground plane.
This was positioned 8 inches from and parallel to the
opposite side wall. The leading edge of the ground
plane was located 17.25 inches downstream of the
trailing edge of the vortex generators. This setup was
nearly identical to that described in Refs. 1-3.
However, for part of these results, surface roughness
was simulated by attaching 0.085 inch diameter wires
to the ground surface with adhesive tape. These ridges
ran in the streamwise direction. The spacing between
the ridges was 1 inch, while the distance between the
two center wires was 2 inches. A picture of the vortices
passing over the ridges is shown in Fig. 1.
3. Results, Discussion, and Significance

Three sets of results are presented here. In all three
cases, the position of the blades and the ground plane, if
present, remained the same. Data was first recorded

2. Experimental Method

The data was collected in the water tunnel located in
the National Institute for Aviation Research (NIAR) on
the campus of WSU. A detailed description of the test
facility can be found in Ref. 4. Flat, aluminum blades
were used to generate the vortices. These blades were
mounted on a reflection plane which was positioned
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Figure 1. Top view of the wake passing over the
ridges. The flow is from right to left.
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with the smooth ground plane present in the tunnel.
The vortices were then recorded after removing the
ground plane.
Then the ground plane was reintroduced to the test setup, this time with the
streamwise ridges added, and the third set of results
was recorded.
The vortex positions are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. In
these figures, the x-axis is positive in the flow direction
with the origin at the trailing edge of the vortex
generators, mid-way between the quarter-chords. The
y-axis is positive towards the right vortex. The z-axis
measures the height above the ground where z/b0 = 0 is
the ground plane’s surface. In these figures, x/b0 =
4.43 is the location of the leading edge of the ground
plane.
The vertical positions of the vortices as a function of
the distance downstream are shown in Fig. 2. Outside
the ground effect, the vortices descended at a constant
rate. In the presence of the smooth ground plane, there
was a very weak vortex rebound. Both of these results
were consistent with those seen in Refs. 1 and 2. In
addition, the vertical trajectory of the wake in ground
effect was not affected by the ridges.
The top view of the wake as a function of
downstream distance is shown in Fig. 3. Outside
ground effect, the vortex span remained nearly
constant. In the presence of the smooth ground, the
span increased. Again, this behavior was consistent
with that shown in Refs. 1 and 2. The vortex positions
did not change when the ridges were added to the
ground plane.
While surface roughness did not change the spatial
behavior of the vortices, it was thought that the
dynamic instability would be affected by the ridges. A
growth in the amplitude of motion with downstream
distance could be used as a measure of increased
instability. The maximum moment of inertia can be
used to represent the amplitude of motion. This
quantity is shown in Fig. 4 as a function of downstream
distance. For all three cases, the maximum moment of
inertia grew with downstream distance. However, all
three cases showed comparable rates of growth of
amplitude of motion. This suggested that the dynamic
instability of the vortices was not influenced by the
terrain.
4. Conclusions
Experiments were performed in a water tunnel to study
the effect of terrain roughness on the spatial and
temporal behavior of trailing vortices. Without ground
roughness, the spatial behavior was consistent with
data in the current literature. The ground roughness
had negligible effect on the position of the vortices and
their temporal behavior. These results were based on
one combination of vortex span and ground roughness.
Other combinations may lead to different results.
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Figure 4. Growth of the amplitude of motion.*
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Local Bending Containment in Impact Damaged Sandwich Panels
Mohan Ghimire*, K.S. Raju
Department of Aerospace Engineering, College of Engineering

Abstract. A repair technique involving the containment of local bending of sandwich facesheet by strategically filling
honeycomb core cells has been explored to improve the damage tolerance of impact damaged sandwich panels. The experimental
results indicate that filling honeycomb cells at the center of the damage region in addition to those at the edge of the damage
region produces the maximum benefit. The test data and final failure mode of the repaired specimen under in-plane compression
loading indicated that the present repair technique can help recover the undamaged strength of the sandwich panels.

1. Introduction

The compressive residual strength and behavior of impact damaged sandwich panels are governed by the amount of
non-visible core damage underneath the facesheets [1,2]. The failure modes under in-plane compressive loading are
either due to crack precipitation from the damage zone or unstable dimple propagation across the width. In both
cases, the local bending of face sheet (dimple) triggers the final failure sequence. Thus, containment of this local
bending by reinforcing the core cell(s) in the damage region will mitigate the failure initiation and thus increase
residual properties. In order to arrest the local bending under compressive loading, a small hole was drilled in the
damage area and the honeycomb cell was filled with resin. The filled cell acts as a localized support and reduces the
bending of the facesheet over the damaged core. The effects of drilling and filling resin with a single hole at center
of the impact damage region and multiple holes on the same region have been investigated.
2. Experiments, Results and Discussion

Sandwich specimens (10.5”tall×4.2”wide) were fabricated using Cycom 7714A/5HS T650-35 material for
facesheets (45°/0°/45°) and Hexcel Kevlar honeycomb core of 0.5inch nominal thickness. Cytec FM-94 film
adhesive was used for bonding the facesheets to the core. Sandwich specimens were impacted using a 1.0” diameter
impactor with an impact energy of 40lb-in, that produced sub-surface core damage. Sandwich specimens with and
without impact damage and repaired specimens were tested under edgewise compression to obtain the residual
strengths. Three repair schemes were used in this study as illustrated in figure (1). Sandwich specimens were
repaired by drilling 0.125” diameter holes and filling the honeycomb cell(s) with epoxy resin. The compression
testing was performed under quasi-static loading (0.05 in/min) at NIAR. The boundary conditions and loading
method is illustrated in figure (2). The actuator displacement, load, and strain data were recorded and the results are
reported. The load-displacement and strength comparisons for specimens with and without damage, and for
specimens with impact damage and different repair types are summarized in figures (3) and (4). It can be observed
that the in-plane compression stiffness changes are negligible between specimen types, but a noticeable increase in
strength can be observed for repaired specimens. The three-hole repair configuration was observed to restore/exceed
the strength to the undamaged value. The face sheet fracture mode which was observed to emanate from the damage
region was found to move away from the damage region for the repaired panels as shown in figure (5).
3. Conclusions

Based on the experimental results, it can be concluded that using a three-hole repair configuration, the residual
strength can be restored to the undamaged value. Thus, containment of local bending can be used as an effective
repair method for impact damaged sandwich panels with subsurface core damage. The effectiveness of repair for
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other loading scenarios and under fatigue loading must be investigated to make the repair method suitable for
practical use.
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A Unified Approach for Continuous-Time Compensator Design via
a Graphical User Interface (GUI)
Minh Cao1,*, John M. Watkins1 and Richard T. O’Brien2
1

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, College of Engineering
2
Department of System Engineering,U.S. Naval Academy
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Abstract. In the field of control theory, compensators are used
when a control design does not meet the intended design
specifications. Some examples of these design specifications
could be percent overshoot (P.O.), settling time (Ts), steady-state
error (ess) for a specified system type, gain margin (G.M.), and
phase margin (P.M.). This paper will deal with continuous-time
compensators. This paper will discuss a compensator graphical
user interface (GUI) implemented using Matlab. This GUI enables
the user to design a compensator using two different methods. The
first method is through the use of the root locus. The second
method is through the use of a Bode plot. The root locus method
is used in the time domain while the Bode plot is used in the
frequency domain. By making both the root locus and Bode plot
available on the GUI, the user can take advantage of the features of
each design method in order to meet the desired design
specifications.

1. Introduction
The Graphical User Interface (GUI) in this paper was
created in Matlab 7.0. The GUI shows two possible
approaches to compensator designs; utilizing the root locus
or Bode plots. The user has the ability to choose which of
the two methods to use. The GUI can be used as a quick
educational tool when discussing different compensator
designs in the continuous-time domain

R(s)

Y(s)

+

K

Gc(s)

Gp(s)

-

Fig. 1 Block Diagram of Unity Feedback System

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance
The purpose of the GUI was to create a useful and userfriendly way of designing compensators in the continuoustime domain. The GUI is based on the integrated design
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procedure described in [1,2]. The procedure, using
time or frequency domain plant data, generalizes
the angle criterion in root locus design. The
standard closed-loop system is represented by the
block diagram in Fig. 1. K is the control gain,
Gc(s) is the compensator, and Gp(s) is the plant
dynamics. From [1,2], the generalized magnitude
constraints takes the form
K|Gc(s0) Gp(s0)| = 1
where the design point is given by

⎧⎪− ζω ± jω 1 − ζ 2
n
n
s0 = ⎨
jω gc
⎪⎩

, root locus
, Bode

ς is the damping factor, ωn is the natural frequency,
and ωgc is the gain crossover frequency. The
generalized angle constraint takes the form

∠Gc ( s 0 ) + G p ( s 0 ) = φ

where the desired angle is given by

⎧ ± 180 o
φ=⎨
o
⎩± 180 + PM

, root locus
, Bode

This paper will not concentrate solely on the
methods of determining the compensators, but also
the application. In order to make the discussion of
the GUI simpler, the GUI can be thought of as 3
separate portions. The left hand portion of the GUI
displays the uncompensated and compensated root
loci.
The right hand portion displays the
magnitude and phase Bode plots. The central
portion of the GUI is where the user enters the
system specifications. The user can select the
compensator type, system plant, design points,
phase margin (PM), and compensator zeros (if
applicable based on the compensator chosen).
Once the system specifications are entered, the
Update button is pressed to execute the GUI. The
GUI then plots the root locus and Bode plots in
their respective areas. The rise time (Tr), settling
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G p ( s) =

2
s ( s + 1)( s + 4)

The compensator used will be a proportionalintegral derivative (PID) compensator. The PID
compensator was chosen because it improves the
transient response of the system. The desire design
points will be chosen as s0 = -.1 + j5. Once this is
complete, pressing the Update button automatically
plots the root locus and Bode plots, as well as
displays the compensator. The step response can
be viewed in order to compare the step response
with that of the design specifications. According
to step response of the closed-loop system in Fig.
3, the design specifications are not met. The
current design resulted in Ts=2.2 sec and P.0.=
44.1%. The design specification for Ts was met
but not for the P.O.
Because the design
specifications were not met, the user has the
opportunity to re-evaluate the system parameters
and re-design the compensator. The user can also
iteratively modify the system parameters in order
to observe how the step response reacts to different
system parameters.

Step Response
1.5

1

Amplitude

time (Ts), peak time (Tp), and percent overshoot
(P.O.) are a few possible design specifications.
In order to demonstrate the GUI, we will
represent laser eye surgery with the plant, Gp(s).
The overall system is represented in Fig. 1. The
GUI is shown in Fig. 2. The design specifications
that we are designing for will be Ts < 3 sec, P.O. <
30%, and ess=0 for a step input. We will define the
system plant to be:

0.5

0
0

1

1.5

2
Time (sec)

2.5

3

3.5

4

Fig.

3. Step Response

3. Conclusions
The GUI can be a very effective teaching tool. It is easy to
demonstrate whether a particular compensator is needed. It
can also be used to verify whether the design specifications
are met. In the future, the GUI can be modified to include
discrete time compensator designs.
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Fig. 2 Graphical User Interface (GUI) in Matlab
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A Secure Architecture for the Use of RFID at Home
Shantanu Rao*
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, College of Engineering

Abstract. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tags are being
adopted rapidly for item-level identification by retail giants such as
Walmart. While this technology brings many benefits to
consumers, it has also caused a lot of concerns about potential
threats to consumers' privacy. This paper presents a secure
architecture for the use of RFID in a home environment. This
architecture defines a layered approach to RFID security. It is
shown that the proposed architecture mitigates many threats
relating to RFID use at home.

1. Introduction

RFID is a rapidly emerging technology that is
anticipated to lead to great advances in areas as diverse as
inventory management, health care, and animal farming, by
enabling convenient item level tracking. Retailers such as
Walmart and Tesco have started investing in RFID
technology for supply-chain management. Consumer
products labeled with RFID tags are appearing in the
market. Consumers can already find RFID tags in some
credit cards, car security devices, pet tracking applications
and toll-booth payment devices.
A major retail application of RFID tags is to replace
the current pervasive UPC bar codes. In a significant
improvement over bar codes, new standards such the
Electronic Product Code (EPC) [2] will enable every RFID
tagged product to be uniquely identified worldwide. It is
envisioned that in the near future consumers will wear RFID
tags on their clothes, carry RFID tagged products in their
pockets, and run RFID enabled smart-appliances in their
homes.
2. RFID Security Challenges

Along with innumerable opportunities for new and
improved services due to RFID come several security and
privacy challenges. There has been much public concern
about threats to personal privacy due to RFID use. This
issue has also gained the attention of privacy rights activists
[1].
Such concerns are well founded in technical
literature. Several possible security threats relating to
privacy and authentication exist in an RFID environment.
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These are because RFID tags introduce the
possibility of clandestine tracking and clandestine
inventorying [3] that does not involve line-of-sight
contact. Significant mitigation strategies also exist,
including the Blocker Tag [4], RFID Guardian [5],
and the employment of cryptography on RFID
tags. However, threats to privacy due to the
introduction of RFID tags exist not only between
the RFID reader and the tag, but also in the
network. The adoption of RFID and related
technology is expected to result in an “Internet of
Things” where humans are no longer the primary
generators or receivers of information. RFID
related technologies such as Object Naming
Service (ONS) will result in increased traffic-flow
on networks. Also, the information being
exchanged will potentially be of a private nature.
This suggests that new security models need to be
created to deal with this new network paradigm. In
the following section, the author proposes a secure
architecture for the use of RFID by consumers in
home environments.
3. Description of Proposed Architecture

This paper introduces a secure architecture
for RFID use in a home environment. Figure 1
provides a diagrammatic representation of this
architecture. The architecture is divided into three
layers: device layer, network layer, and services
layer. Each of these layers contains several
components.
3.1 Device Layer

The device layer comprises RFID Tags and
RFID Readers. The Tags carry globally unique tag
IDs that are used to identify them. Readers power
up and singulate the Tags within their range and
obtain their tag IDs. They can also send certain
commands to the Tags such as the “kill” command
that disables the Tag. Readers are controlled by
Applications that are described next.
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firewall and provides for access control and encryption of
outgoing information. It also authenticates various RFID
services such as ONS that will be accessed over the Internet.
The following section discusses the security aspects
of this architecture.
4. Security of Proposed Architecture

[1]

Figure 1. Secure Architecture for RFID

3.2 Network Layer

The network layer comprises Applications,
the Home Network, and the Manager. Applications
(such as RFID-capable refrigerators, medicine
cabinets, etc.) communicate with RFID Readers to
obtain tag IDs. They can also send commands to
Readers. Applications communicate with the
Manager via a secure Home Network. This
network can be wireless or wired.
The Manager consists of two subcomponents. Device Manager provides network
management capabilities including authentication
of Applications and Readers, network encryption
and synchronization. Data Manager aggregates
RFID tag IDs received from the Applications,
queries RFID information from the Services layer
based on these IDs, maintains a database of such
RFID information, and provides necessary
information to the Applications.

The proposed architecture achieves overall security
by ensuring that events between any two components are
secure.
Tag-level security against active intruders is ensured
by ensuring that RFID Readers read Tags only if they have
been authorized by the Manager. Unauthorized Readers are
detected by an RFID scanner that generates a jamming
signal to block any attempts by such Readers to read Tag
IDs. Passive monitoring of Reader-to-Tag communication is
mitigated by ensuring that Readers use the minimum
amount of power required to read tags. Additionally,
redundant Tag reads are avoided by efficient Application
protocols.
Reader-level Events are secured by authentication of
Applications and Readers.
Application and Management Events on the Home
Network are secured via data encryption on the network.
The Manager maintains a list of authenticated home
devices. All other devices that wish to access the Home
Network either have to be authenticated, or need to gain
entry via the Gateway.
Access to Services is secured by the Gateway. The Gateway
controls access to the Manager or the Home Network by
remote devices. It also authenticates the various Services on
the Internet to ensure that RFID data is shared with
trustworthy sources. All data received from external
services is stored securely on local devices by the Manager.
5. Conclusion

In this paper, the author describes a secure
architecture for the use of RFID in at home. The
architecture is broken down into layers and components.
Overall security is ensured by securing events that occur
between the components in the architecture.

The Services layer comprises of the
Gateway and the Internet. The Gateway acts as a

[1] Privacy Rights Clearinghouse. RFID Position Statement of Consumer
Privacy and Civil Liberties Organizations.
http://www.privacyrights.org/ar/RFIDposition.htm. Nov. 2003.
[2] EPCGlobal Inc. EPCGlobal Architecture Framework. July, 2005.
[3] Ari Juels. RFID Security and Privacy: A Research Survey. In IEEE
Journal on Selected Areas in Communications, Vol. 24, No. 2, Pages 381394, February 2006.
[4] Ari Juels, Ronald L. Rivest, Michael Szydl. The Blocker Tag: Selective
Blocking of RFID Tags for Consumer Privacy. In Proceedings of the 10th
ACM Conference on Computer and Communications Security, Pages 103–
111, 2003.
[5] Melanie R. Rieback, Bruno Crispo, Andrew S. Tanenbaum. RFID
Guardian: A Battery-Powered Mobile Device for RFID Privacy
Management. In Proc. 10th ACISP, Brisbane, Australia, Jul. 2005.
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A Unified Approach to Stabilize an Arbitrary Order Discrete or
Continuous Time Transfer Function with Time Delay
Using a PI Controller
Taegyu Lee* and John M. Watkins
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, College of Engineering

Abstract.
The object in this paper is to find the stability
regions of an arbitrary order discrete or continuous time
transfer function with time delay. The stability bounds of the
proportional integral (PI) controller are found in terms of the
proportional ( K p ) and integral gain ( K i ). The delta operator

A general single-input single-output continuous-time plant
transfer function with time delay τ d , G p ( s ) = G ( s ) e

,

will be considered. If the output of plant is sampled with a
zero-order hold input, the equivalent delta domain transfer
G p (γ ) can
be
found
function

is used to describe the controllers because it provides not
only numerical properties superior to the discrete time shift
operator, but also converges to the continuous time derivative
operator as the sampling period approaches a zero.

Δγ
⎡
⎧1
⎫⎤
T L−1 ⎨ G ( s ) ⎬⎥ , where Δ is the
s
1 + Δγ ⎢⎣
⎩
⎭⎦
s
,
Δ
=0
⎧
⎪ sΔ
sampling period, γ = ⎨ e − 1
, and T is the
, Δ≠0
⎪
⎩
Δ
from G p (γ ) =

The advantage of this method is that designers can find the
stability boundaries when only the frequency response and
not the parameters of the plant transfer function are known. A
unified approach allows us to use the same procedure for
finding the discrete time and continuous time stability
regions. If the plant transfer function is known, the stability
regions can be found analytically. Regions where phase and
gain margin specifications are met can also be found.

generalized transform defined in [2].
+

1. INTRODUCTION

Gc(γ)

-

There has been a significant mount of research concerning
the stability boundaries for PI (proportional integral) control
of systems with time delay. Most of these methods depend
on earlier developed theorems and the fact that the plant
parameters are known. However, in [1], a new method, which
does not involve complex mathematical derivations, is used
to solve the problem of stabilizing an arbitrary order transfer
function when only the numerical frequency response of the
plant transfer function is known. Typically, the digital control
systems are described in a different framework than those
used for continuous time control systems. In [2] and [3], it is
shown that the continuous and discrete cases can be
understood under a common framework through the use of
delta operators. In this paper, delta operators are used to
obtain unified stability boundaries for PI control of arbitrary
order transfer functions with time delay.

Gp(γ)

Controller

Plant

Fig. 1. Basic system with unity feedback
1,

A standard unity feedback control system is shown in Fig.
where
a
PI
controller
of
the
form

Gc (γ ) = K p + K i

1 + Δγ

γ

is used for control.

The goal in this paper is to find the regions in the K p and

Ki plan that make the closed-loop characteristic polynomial

Δ ( γ ) of the system in Fig. 1 Hurwitz stable. The

characteristic equation is written as
Δ(γ ) = 1 + Gc (γ )G p (γ ) . The frequency response can be

(

)

found by letting γ = β ≡ e jωΔ − 1 / Δ . The plant
frequency response, G p ( β ) , can be written as

2. STABILITY BOUNDS

G p ( β ) = R p (ω ) + jI p (ω ) .
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Expanding the frequency response equation, Δ ( β ) , and
setting the real and imaginary parts equal to zero results in

X12
X 22

Discrete time
Continuous time
1

⎤ ⎡K ⎤
⎥ ⎢ p ⎥ ⎡ − sin(ωΔ ) ⎤
⎥,
⎥⎢ ⎥ = ⎢
Δ
⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢
0
⎦
⎥ ⎣ Ki ⎦ ⎣
⎦

0.8

(1)
Ki

⎡ sin(ωΔ ) R p (ω )
⎢
Δ
⎢
⎢ sin(ωΔ ) I p (ω )
⎢
⎣
Δ

1.2

where

0.4

(1 + cos(ωΔ) )
sin(ωΔ)
X12 =
R p (ω ) +
I p (ω )
2
2
(1 + cos(ωΔ) )
sin(ωΔ)
X 22 =
I p (ω ) −
R p (ω )
2
2

(2)

0.2

(3)

0
-1

) (

)

2⎞

2

2.5

)

0⎤
.
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At ω = 0 , the solution to (1) is given by

⎡0
⎢
⎣⎢ 0
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Fig. 2 Stability boundaries for Example

Δ (1 + cos(ωΔ) ) ⎛⎜ I p (ω ) + R p (ω ) ⎟
⎝
⎠
R p (ω )
Δ
.
(5)
K p (ω ) = − Ki (ω ) −
2
⎛ I (ω ) 2 + R (ω ) 2 ⎞
⎜ p
⎟
p
⎝
⎠

(

0

1.6

2sin(ωΔ) I p (ω )

(

-0.5

Kp

The stability boundaries for the PI controllers can be
expressed by the solutions of the above equations.
For Δ ≠ 0 and ω ≠ 0 , the solution to (1) is given by

Ki (ω ) = −
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Fig. 3 Step response of compensated system

(6)

From (6) it can be seen that K p is arbitrary and the value

3. CONCLUSION

for Ki must be zero, unless R p (0) =I p (0) =0 .
By setting Δ → 0 in (4) and (5), we obtain the
continuous-time stability boundaries

By using the delta operator, we can easily find the unified
stability boundaries of PI controllers from the frequency
response of a plant without dealing with complex
mathematical derivations. It is shown that the continuous and
discrete cases can be understood under a common framework
through the use of the delta operator. If the parameters of the
plant are known, this method can be used to find the stability
boundary analytically. We can also apply this procedure to
find stability regions that meet specific gain and phase margin
requirements.

Ki (ω ) = −

ω I p (ω )
G p ( jω )

2

and

K p (ω ) = −

R p (ω )
G p ( jω )

2

,

which are equivalent with those found in [1].
Example. A continuous system with a time delay is given
by

Gp ( s) =

−0.5s + 1 −0.6 s
e
.
( s + 1)(2 s + 1)
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order transfer function with time delay using PI and PD controllers,”
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Jun 2006.
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[3] T. Emami and J. M. Watkins, “A Unified Procedure for
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Proceedings of the American Control Conference, New York, NY,
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(7)

Fig. 2 shows the stability boundaries for a discrete- time PI
controller with Δ = 0.5 and continuous-time PI controller.
Plot of the closed-loop step responses are shown in Fig. 3 for
discrete time and continuous time PI controllers with K p =1.5
and Ki =0.5.
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Influence of Codecs on Adaptive Jitter Buffer Algorithm
Radhika M. Hirannaiah*, Amarnath Jasti, Dr. Ravi Pendse
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, College of Engineering.

Abstract: Transmitting real-time audio or video applications
over the Internet is a challenge in the current networking
technology. The motivation for deploying real-time
applications includes the reduction in voice communication
overheads and the enhancement of services. The integration
of voice, video, and data encounters a variable amount of
jitter and delay. Typically packet loss ranges from 0% to 20%
and one-way delay from 5 to 500 milliseconds [1] [2].
Reducing jitter delay involves buffering of audio packets at
the receiver so that the packets arrive sequentially on time at
the destination. Adaptive jitter buffering at the receiver
improves the quality of voice connections on the Internet. In
this study, a simulation model was proposed to further
enhance the existing jitter buffer model to change the voice
codecs dynamically. Voice codecs were changed from higher
bit rate to lower bit rate during an established call session
based on jitter buffer value. The proposed model reduced the
packet loss thereby improving the call performance during
the on-going call session.

This becomes a difficult task to determine the existing
playout delay. Adaptive buffering is necessary when
the receiver is not able to select appropriate playout
times, thus resulting in high end-to-end delay.
The goal of this research was to enhance the
existing model of jitter buffer. A simulation model was
proposed to change the voice codecs dynamically
based on jitter buffer value from higher bit rate to
lower bit rate voice codec. The change in voice codecs
during an established call session reduced the packet
loss and improved the call performance. The
performance of the proposed model was also evaluated
on voice-quality, packet loss, bandwidth utilization and
inter-arrival delays.
2. Experiments, Results and Discussion

Jitter buffer is a shared data area usually located at
the receiving end, where the voice packets are
collected, stored, and sent to the voice processor in
evenly spaced intervals. Adaptive jitter buffer was
implemented to enable smooth playout of voice packets
as the packets are received. Inter-arrival jitter, an
estimate of statistical variance of the RTP data packet
inter-arrival time, measured in timestamp units and
expressed as an unsigned integer.
Inter-arrival jitter [4], “J” is calculated by,

1. Introduction

Attaining high quality telephony over Internet
Protocol (IP) networks is one of the essential steps in
the convergence of voice, fax, video, and data
communication services. The main objective of
transmitting real-time voice on IP networks is to
overcome the variable inter-packet delay (jitter)
encountered as the packets traverse the network. Packet
transmission features transmission delays, jitters, and
varying packet losses, which makes it difficult to
handle real-time traffic in the current Internet scenario.
In User Datagram Protocol (UDP) based real-time
applications to compensate for variable delays, a
smoothing buffer is typically used at the receiver [3].
Received packets are first queued into the smoothing
buffer, referred as playout buffer, to decode the
influence of the network’s delay variations which is
minimized. In a Voice over IO (VoIP) application,
playout delay is important because it directly affects
the communication quality of the application. If the
delay is too short, the client treats the packet as lost
even though the packet eventually arrives. If the delay
is too large, it may be unacceptable to the client users.
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J = J + (( D( i −1),i − J ) / 16)

(1)

For two packets i and j, D is expressed as

D( i , j ) = ( R j − S j ) − ( Ri − S i )
where

(2)

S i and S j are the RTP timestamps from

i and j , and Ri and R j are the time of
arrivals in RTP timestamp units for packets i and j .
packets

In this research, the experimental setup consists of
two terminals based on OpenH323 source code
compliant of H.323 protocol. The simulation model
was built in Arena 7.01 initially with the default codec
G.711 analogous to the real-time call setup of
OpenH323 [5] call generation as shown in Fig. 1. The
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adaptive jitter buffer was set to vary from 20 msec to
1000 msec in real-time to maintain its adaptive nature.
Fig. 1 shows the test bed for the experiments
conducted. The setup consisted of two terminals A and
B with an OpenH323 source code on a Red Hat Linux
operating system to place the voice calls.

call session. The voice codecs were dynamically
changed when the jitter buffer value reached threshold
and the incoming packets would be discarded. By
maintaining the adaptiveness of jitter buffer and
choosing a lower bit rate codec, the packet loss was
reduced by 30% and could hold more packets in the
buffer.
[1]

[2]
[3]

Fig. 1 Experimental setup

[4]

Simulations using Arena [6] were done initially to
verify the model, as shown in Fig. 2 that was analogous
to the real-time system. In OpenH323, G.711 codec
was used as default codec for all the calls placed. This
model was further extended for G.723.1 codec as
shown in Fig. 3, in addition to the existing one, by
retaining the adaptive nature of the jitter buffer. The
lower bit rate codec G.723.1 was chosen when the
buffer reached the threshold and was prepared to
discard the packets while using G.711 codec. This
reduced the packet loss and improved the performance
of the call.
In both the simulation models, tests were run with
replications of 5, 10, 15, 20, 22, 24, 25, and 30
analogous to placing simultaneous calls in real-time
through Callgen323. These models also had a Normal
distribution for inter-arrival time and Weibull
distribution for delay between the packets. The packets
sent were kept constant at 1500 for each single
replication. In the first model with G.711 codec, the
packet loss was approximately 5% to 10% and was
thus verified with the original real-time system with
OpenH323. In the proposed model, the codecs
automatically changed from higher bit rate codec
G.711 to the lower bit rate codec G.723.1 when buffer
reached the threshold to hold more number of packets.
This reduced the loss of packets by 30% more
compared to the first model during the established call
session and maintained its adaptive nature of the jitter
buffer. Fig. 4 represents a comparison of test models
with G.711 codec and when the codec was changed
adaptively from G.711 to G723.1.

[5]
[6]

Ramjee, R., Kurose, Jim, Towsley, Don and Schulzrinne, H.,
“Adaptive Playout Mechanisms for Packetized Audio
Applications in Wide-Area Networks”, Proceedings of IEEE
Infocom, Toronto, Canada, 1994.
Moon, Sue B., Kurose, Jim, Towsley, Don, “Packet audio
playout delay adjustment: performance bounds and
algorithms”, ACM Multimedia Systems, pp.17-28, 1998.
Keagy, Scott, “Integrating Voice and Data Networks”, Cisco
Press, 2000.
Jacobson, V., Schulzrine, H., Casner, S., Fredrick, R., “RFC
1889 – RTP: A Transport Protocol for Real-Time
Applications”, Request For Comments, January, 1996.
OpenH323 Project, www.openh323.org
Rockwell
–
Arena
Simulation
Software,
http://www.arenasimulation.com/

[7]

Fig. 2 Test Model with G711 codec

Fig. 3 Test model for adaptive codecs
Comparison of Packet loss

A verag e Packet L o ss (u n its)
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3. Conclusions

In this research, the existing model of RTP jitter
buffer was enhanced by proposing a model to change
the voice codecs from a higher bit rate codec G.711 to
a lower bit rate codec G.723.1 during an established
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Isolating a Single Qubit in a Multi Qubit System
P. K. Gagnebin and S. R. Skinner
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, College of Engineering

2. Isolating a Qubit Without Shutting off
Coupling

1. Introduction
Quantum computing, a whole new paradigm to
computing, is based on using Quantum Mechanics for
computation. The basic element in a quantum computer is
a “qubit” which is a two-state physical system. Unlike a
classical bit which can exist in one of two states, 0 or 1, a
qubit can not only exist in its two basis states, but also in
any linear combination of these states. A quantum
computer comprises several qubits interacting with each
other. The states of qubits are manipulated by performing
single- and multi-qubit gate operations on them wherein
one or more parameters of the system are varied via
classical control lines. Since every control line opens the
quantum system to a noisy environment, in any design of
a quantum computer, it is desirable that the number of
control lines be minimal.
Just like the NAND gate is a universal gate in
classical computing, there are a set of gates universal to
quantum computing. It has been shown that single qubit
gates together with a two-qubit Controlled-NOT (CNOT)
gate is universal for quantum computing, that is, any
operation within a quantum computer can be decomposed
into a series of single qubit and CNOT gates [1].
However, in a quantum computer having nearest-neighbor
architecture, each qubit is coupled to several qubits
adjacent to it. Therefore, to perform a gate operation on a
single qubit, it needs to be isolated from the qubits
adjacent to it by switching off the coupling. This greatly
increases the complexity of the control circuitry. We
show here how this problem can be overcome by
designing a method whereby a single qubit can be isolated
in a multi-qubit system without having to switch off the
coupling.
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The Hamiltonian describing the evolution of
a single qubit system is a 2 × 2 matrix given as:
H1 = Δ σ X + ε σ Z

(1)

Here, Δ is the tunneling parameter, ε is the bias
acting on the qubit and σX and σZ are the 2 × 2
Pauli spin matrices. Now consider a system of
two such qubits interacting through a coupling
term “ξ”. The Hamiltonian of the two-qubit
coupled system is given by a 4 × 4 matrix:
ΔB
ΔA
0
⎛εA +εB +ξ
⎞
⎜
⎟
ΔA
0
εA −εB −ξ
⎜ ΔB
⎟
H2 =⎜
⎟ (2)
ΔA
−εA +εB −ξ
ΔB
0
⎜
⎟
⎜ 0
ΔA
ΔB
−εA −εB +ξ⎟⎠
⎝

where ΔA, ΔB, εA and εB are the tunneling and
bias for qubits A and B, respectively. Suppose we
want to perform a unitary operation on qubit B
only, without performing any operation on qubit
A. Since qubit A is coupled to qubit B, the
evolution of qubit B will depend on the state of
qubit A. In order to isolate qubit B from qubit
A, we need to switch off the coupling between
the two qubits, whereby we can treat qubit B as a
single qubit system. However, as previously
mentioned, this is not desirable from a quantum
computing point of view. The question then to
ask is whether or not the 4 × 4 Hamiltonian
describing the two-qubit system can be reduced
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system. By fixing the states of the qubits adjacent to
the qubit we wish to perform an operation on, we can
effectively isolate a qubit in a multi-qubit system.

to a single qubit system of the form of Eq. (1)
describing the evolution of qubit B only in the presence
of the coupling term?
The answer to this question is yes. By maintaining
a high bias on qubit A, we can freeze its state. Under
this condition, the evolution of the two qubit system
reduces to the evolution of qubit B only, taking place
in two different subspaces in which the state of qubit A
is |0〉 and |1〉. In each of these subspaces, the
Hamiltonian of qubit B is of the form of Eq. (1) with
the bias term, ε, replaced by the effective bias (εB ± ξ).
The coupling term, ξ, adds to the bias acting on qubit
B, εB, in the subspace where qubit A is in the |0〉 state
and it subtracts from the bias term in the subspace
where qubit A is in the |1〉 state. This is because the
expectation values of the σZA operator are +1 and -1 in
the subspaces where the states of qubit A are |0〉 and
|1〉, respectively. Single qubit rotations can now be
performed on qubit B by controlling the parameters of
qubit B.
Since the reduced Hamiltonian approach described
by us is based on an approximation, we next show the
effect of this approximation on the solution by
comparing the evolution of a two-qubit system using
the unreduced (exact) and reduced Hamiltonians.
Suppose the system initially starts out in the partially
entangled state:
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Fig. 2. Evolution of the probabilities of the 4 basis states of the 2qubit system starting in the initial state given by (3).
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Fig. 3. Evolution of the probabilities of the states |0〉 and |1〉 of qubit
B in the where qubit A is in the |0〉 state.

We choose the values of the parameters as follows: ΔA
= ΔB = 50 MHz, εA = 10 GHz, εB = 30 MHz, ξ = 12.5
MHz, and t = 10 ns. Figure 2 shows the evolution of
the entangled state under the 4 × 4 Hamiltonian as
given by Eq. (2) using the chosen parameters. We next
study the evolution of the system under the reduced
Hamiltonians in each subspace. The initial state of
qubit B is √(3)/2 |0〉 and √(3)/4 |0〉+¼ |1〉, respectively,
in the subspaces where qubit A is in the |0〉 and |1〉
states. Figure 3 shows the probabilities of the |0〉 and
|1〉 states of qubit B which are identical to the plots for
the |00〉 and |01〉 states in Fig. 2. Figure 4 shows the
probabilities of the |0〉 and |1〉 states of qubit B which
are identical to the plots for the |10〉 and |11〉 states in
Fig. 2. We can, therefore, see that the reduced
Hamiltonian approach can be used to isolate a single
qubit in a coupled system without having to shut off
the coupling. The method generalizes to an n-qubit
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Fig. 4. Evolution of the probabilities of the states |0〉 and |1〉 of qubit
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Mapping a controller from the s-domain to z-domain using
Magnitude Invariance Method (MIM).
Prathamesh R. Vadhavkar*, Dr. John M. Watkins and Dr. Larry D. Paarmann
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, College of Engineering

Abstract- We are presenting a new approach for mapping a continuous time controller to a discrete time controller. Methods
traditionally used for this mapping include forward rectangular rule, bilinear rule and zero-pole matching. This approach, unlike
these other methods, produces a discrete time transfer function with a magnitude response exactly same as its analog prototype.
To achieve this objective we are using the Magnitude Invariance Method (MIM) which was recently developed in the field of
signal processing. The step and frequency responses of the closed loop systems obtained using this approach will be
systematically investigated to evaluate the effectiveness of this mapping.
1. Introduction.
Use of digital computers for controlling physical systems has become more and more popular due to the
many advantages of digital control. As a result it sometimes becomes necessary to replace the existing continuoustime controllers with discrete-time controllers. To achieve this we often map the continuous-time controller to
discrete-time using a suitable mapping technique. Various methods have been suggested for mapping a controller
from the s-domain (continuous-time) to z-domain (discrete-time). The most popular methods used for this type of
mapping are [1] [2]: Backward difference, Forward difference, Matched-z, Impulse-invariance method and Bilinear
transform. In this paper we are making use of Magnitude Invariance Method (MIM) [2] to map a controller from the
s-domain to z-domain. This method uses a mapping technique such that:

H ( e j ω ) = H c ( j Ω ) Ω =ω / T = H c ( j ω / T ) , ω ≤ π
where, Hc is the continuous-time transfer function, H is the discrete-time transfer function, and T is the sampling
time.
Thus the magnitude of the frequency response of the discrete-time controller is exactly equal to that of the
continuous-time controller. This condition does not hold for the traditional mapping techniques. This property
becomes very helpful in certain cases where the magnitude response of the controller is an important selection
criterion. The magnitude response of the discrete-time controller can be directly related to that of its analog
prototype.
2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance.
In this method cepstral processing is used to obtain the unit impulse response h[n]. Cepstral processing is
used to achieve the decorrelation of the autocorrelation function of h[n]. This in fact is the critical step in this
algorithmic mapping procedure. The starting point of this algorithm is to sample the magnitude squared frequency
response of the analog controller. Cepstral processing is then implemented to obtain the complex cepstrum. A phase
lifter sequence is used to separate the minimum phase part and the maximum phase part. In the cepstral processing
step we make use of Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) as well as Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT). The
length of the DFT and IDFT determines how accurately the impulse response is obtained. If the length of the
transforms is increased the impulse response will be more accurate. The algorithm is implemented as follows:
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2

•

R[k ] = H [k ]

•

R = ln( R[k ])

•

^
⎛^
⎞
r[n] = DFT −1 ⎜ R[k ]) ⎟
⎝
⎠

•

•
•
•

^

^

⎧ 0 n < 0⎫
⎪
⎪
= ⎨0.5 n = 0⎬
⎪ 1 n > 0⎪
⎩
⎭

^

r mn = r[n] × lmn [n] where, lmn
^
⎛^
⎞
R mn [k ] = DFT ⎜ r mn [n] ⎟
⎝
⎠
^
⎞
⎛
Rmn [k ] = exp⎜ R mn [k ] ⎟
⎠
⎝
−1
h[n] = DFT ( Rmn [k ])

Once the unit impulse response h[n] is obtained, we make use of the algorithm proposed by Graupe, Krause and
Moore [3], to obtain the rational transfer function H(z). A general expression for the transfer function is given by:

∑ bz
H ( z) =
1+ ∑ a z
M
i =0 i
M
i =1

−i

−i

i

The transfer function parameters are calculated using the following matrix calculations:
⎡ a1
⎢a
⎢ 2
⎢ .
⎢
⎢ .
⎢⎣ a M

⎤
⎡ βM
⎥
⎢β
⎥
⎢ M +1
⎥ = −⎢ .
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ .
⎥⎦
⎢⎣ β 2 M − 1

β M −1
βM

⎡ b1
⎢b
⎢ 2
⎢ .
⎢
⎢ .
⎢⎣ b M

⎤
⎡ β1 ⎤ ⎡ β 0
⎥
⎢β ⎥ ⎢ β
1
⎥
⎢ 2 ⎥ ⎢
⎥ = ⎢ . ⎥ + ⎢ .
⎥
⎢
⎥ ⎢
⎥
⎢ . ⎥ ⎢ .
⎥⎦
⎢⎣ β M ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ β M − 1

.
.

β 2M −2

.

.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
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β
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⎥
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⎢β
⎥
⎢ M +2 ⎥
⎢ . ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ . ⎥
⎢⎣ β 2 M ⎥⎦
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0 ⎥⎥ ⎢⎢ a 2
. ⎥⎢ .
⎥⎢
. ⎥⎢ .
β 0 ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ a M

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥⎦

Where, β0=h[0], β1=h[1] and so on.
3. Conclusions.
In this paper we are using a new method, MIM, to map a continuous time controller to a discrete-time
controller. The step and frequency responses of the closed loop systems obtained using this approach will be
carefully investigated to determine the effectiveness of this mapping.
References:
[1] Gene F. Franklin, J. David Powell, Michael Workman, Digital control of Dynamic Systems, Pearson education, 2005.
[2] Larry D. Paarmann, Mapping from the s-domain to the z-domain via the magnitude –invariance method, ELSEVIER, Signal Processing, 69
(1998) 219-228.
[3] D. Graupe, D.J. Krause, J.B. Moore, Identification of autoregressive moving average parameters of time series, IEEE Trans. Auto. Cont. AC20 (1) (February 1975) 104-107.
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Modified alternator for low wind applications: Rat Trap Generator
S.M.S Basnet*, R. Sharma, P. Grimire, Dr. P. Freere, Dr. W.T.Jewell
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, College of Engineering

Abstract. Modified tractor alternator was designed and
constructed to suit a 300 W low speed high altitude wind
turbine. The tractor alternator did not produce the required
power output design speed of the turbine. A modification was
thus required and this paper describes the redesign and
construction techniques. The analysis is focused on the
design aspects, topologies, modeling, and testing of the
alternator. The final results were still not up to expectation,
but nevertheless, some promising results were obtained and
some of them are discussed.

six stator windings will make a phase. These six
windings can be connected in series or parallel
depending upon the current and voltage requirements.

1. Introduction

A project to design and construct a 300 W micro wind
turbine was begun in Nepal. Most villages do not have
electricity supplies. If the lighting is provided through
WLEDs (White light emitting diodes) in such villages,
even a small generator can provide light to whole
village of 50 houses, because most of the houses
normally have only one or two small rooms [1].Though
the project was aimed to suit the small villages of
Nepal and designed accordingly, these units can be
modified for any given site. For example, can be used
in normal house hold to reduce the electricity bills or
can be used for water pumps etc. As a part of this
project, different possibilities for generators were
studied. A modified tractor alternator was among the
cheaper alternatives. Hence a locally designed and
modified alternator was constructed and was named the
‘rat trap alternator’ due to its physical appearance.

Fig. 1. Design Layout.

2. Design Issues and Results

The winding constant kφ was assumed to be one to

To estimate the total turns needed in each stator, a
specimen was prepared with 38 turns and mounted on
the generator (see figure 2). For the given airgap and
speed the no-load voltage was measured. Total
magnetizing flux was calculated from the voltage
equation (1) [3].
E = 4.44φ Nfkφ

make calculation suit for both the parallel and series
connection of the winding. Obviously for the series
connection, the value would have been less.

The tractor alternator in its original form contains a
permanent magnet rotor with six poles. Three
independent stators (stacks of laminated steel plates)
surround the rotor with 100 turns of wire (phase
winding) in each. No technical information is available
for the original alternator. Most parameters had to be
measured and determined in the lab.

φ = 1.86 ×10−6Wb
Using as a base point, a new number of turns was
calculated for the given power. At 500 rpm, the noload voltage was measured for the specimen. The
standard voltage required to change a 12V battery is
13.5V. Assuming battery is connected all the time the
dc voltage is given by eq: 2 [2]. Considering

Figure 1 shows the general layout of the modified
alternator. Instead of one, this setup uses two rotor
magnet discs and eighteen individual stators. A set of
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the voltage drop in the diode, Vd, the per phase peak
voltage, Vm, can be calculated by eq: 3 [2].
Vdc =
Vm =

3 × 3 × Vm

π
13.5 × π
3× 3

+ 2 × Vd

due to the relatively large and uneven airgaps. This
can be significantly decreased and predicted effect
can be seen in figure 3.
Measurements of the torque were also performed as
seen in figure 4. Especially at low speed, the torque
level is very low. The laminated steel plates that
make up each stator were slightly skewed in order to
reduce the cogging torque. The skew offset was
decided for a lower torque and minimal construction
difficulty.

(2)
(3)

The cut-in speed for the wind turbine is 100 rpm. The
ratio by which the turns had to be increased was
determined by:

N new = 38 × 7.295
Once ready, the per
phase
electrical
parameters
of
the
machine
were
determined. The dc
resistance
was
Fig. 2. Generator view
measured to be 5.75 Ω.
Due to mechanical construction constraints, the air
gap was slightly bigger than the design value, and
thus the measured leakage inductance at nominal
speed and load was higher than the expected, 154
mH. With these parameters, terminal voltage was
calculated for a given load. For the same load, when
measured, the terminal voltage was less. This was
concluded to be due to armature reaction. For further
proof, one of the stator was wound four independent
turns. The voltage across this coil was measured for
the no-load condition and the load condition of the
main winding at the nominal speed and load.
Calculated from the decrease in voltage at load
condition, the flux reduction was 25% due to the
armature reaction. With variable compensating
capacitors, the power could be increased.

Fig. 4. Torque measurement

3. Conclusions
The main conclusion is that the design power did not
match what was measured, the major reasons being
leakage flux, armature reaction and higher resistance.
Nevertheless, the results were promising, and few
should improve performance. Resistance can be
reduced but not without comprising the size of the
generator. The leakage flux can be minimized by
precise mechanical construction. The estimated
power output is still lower than required. The
magnetic flux calculation of the generator was over
predicted or calculated. To compensate for this, two
magnet discs can be series connected in each end of
the rotor instead of one. The output power should
increase approximately by factor of two, and the
power will thus be within the required range. The
project still continues and future generations are
being planned.
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Fig. 3. Generator per phase power curve

Figure 3 shows the increase in phase power when the
armature reaction is neglected. The problem,
however, was mainly associated with the leakage flux
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New Alternate Routing Scheme with Endpoint Admission Control
for Low Call Loss Probability in VoIP Networks
Sandipan Mandal, Amarnath Jasti* and Dr. Ravi Pendse
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, College of Engineering
.

Abstract: Call Admission Control (CAC) is an extension to
Quality of Service (QoS) for voice traffic over IP and
prevents the over subscription of voice traffic. For real-time
delay-sensitive traffic such as voice, it is better not to initiate
a new voice session rather than to allow voice sessions to be
dropped or delayed later, causing intermittent impaired QoS
and resulting in customer dissatisfaction. Dynamic routing
mechanisms can be integrated with CAC to further extend the
capabilities of QoS for VoIP traffic. In dynamic routing
mechanisms, probe packets are sent to sense the congestion
level of the network and according to the defined threshold,
routes are chosen dynamically. CAC is therefore a
deterministic and informed decision that is made before a
voice call is established to provide suitable QoS for the new
call.
All of the dynamic routing mechanisms have some issues
in selecting random routes. This includes not considering
number of hops, not doing admission threshold test,
calculating all possible paths. In this research work, authors
propose a new dynamic routing scheme, which considers a
route history table with endpoint admission control. The main
objectives of proposed approach are to increase the call
admission probability, make call establishment time faster
and save valuable CPU resources. Performance of the
proposed scheme with respect to other dynamic routing
schemes is studied using a mathematical/analytical model.

Many different types of routing schemes have
been proposed. Although these mechanisms provide an
efficient service model and scalability, they require
specific functionalities. Dynamic routing technique [1],
[2], [3] is one of the new mechanisms which was
proposed to achieve better performance for deploying
call admission control, where condition of the network
is learned by observing the condition of the probe
packets and according to the pre defined threshold, we
choose routes dynamically from the available routes to
a particular destination.
2. Proposed Methodology/Algorithm

In one of the proposed schemes (Algorithm 4),
probe packets are sent simultaneously along with two
candidate routes to the desired destination. The shortest
route is chosen as the default route and an alternate
route is chosen as backup. This second route is chosen
randomly from all available routes to the desired
destination. Using a route table where the last rejected
routes are memorized, none of these routes are used as
the second route. So, after some time these rejected
routes could provide enough performance to accept a
new call since it can be safely assumed that the
condition of the network changes with time.
The above proposed method selects two routes
randomly, not considering the number of hops,
calculates all the selected paths regardless of whether
they will be selected or rejected, thereby wasting time
by calculating the rejected path and also using precious
CPU time. It is well known that the traffic volume of
IP networks changes very frequently, so authors have
proposed three schemes in this research work, taking
three routes in to account to decrease the call loss
probability, which is based on condition of the network

1. Introduction

Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) is a method
for taking audio signals (audio) and converting them
into digital signals which are transmitted over the
Internet. VoIP does not provide guaranteed Quality of
Service (QoS) as it suffers from packet loss due to
route loss, congestion etc. in the network. Since IP
does not provide a technique to ensure that data packets
are delivered in sequential and proper order, VoIP
implementation faces problems with latency and jitter.
Call Admission Control (CAC) is an extension to
Quality of service (QoS) for voice traffic over IP and
prevents the over subscription of Voice traffic. Call
admission control is basically used in VoIP to ensure
quality of service and to prevent loss of packets.
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and predefined threshold, routes are chosen
dynamically from the available routes to a particular
destination. This results in more efficient use of the
network resources, which ultimately leads to lower
call-loss probability than the other existing
mechanisms.

Pme + Z R

(1)

where Zr=1-(1-R/2), Rpr= probe rate
Th: Acceptance packet loss threshold
Tpr: Length of probe, Rpr: Probe rate (bps)
Lpr: Probe packet size (b)
Npr: Number of probe packets per probing period
Pme : Measured value of congestion level

First scheme (Algorithm 1)

In this three routes are chosen, the first route (DR)
is called shortest route and the other two are chosen
randomly (TR1 and TR2). The Admission threshold
(AT) for the DR is set a bit lower than the TRs, since
DR is very likely to be congested most of the time and
moreover to increase the possibility of a successful
call. First, it checks for DR, then TR1, and then TR2.
Routes that fail the AT test, are memorized for a
certain period of time because of the changing nature
of the network. After this fixed period of time, the
memory is cleared so that the discarded routes can be
considered again. Time to keep in the memory table is
in the order DR<TR, since DR is supposed to change
very rapidly (being the busiest route), than the TRs.

Npr = probe packets / probing period
Npr =

R pr .S pr
L pr

(2)

Spr = probe size, Lpr= probe length
Nmin = Npr – [Pme.Npr ]
where Pme = measured probe loss probability
To pass our admission threshold test,

Pme + Z R

Pme (1 − Pme )
< Th
N pr

(3)

Algorithm 1 (proposed): Call will be accepted because
of fixed path and random path 2; however, it will
choose the least congested path.
Algorithm 2: Call will be accepted because of the
random path 2; however, Algorithm 1 fares better as
the congestion level of fixed path is less than other
random path.
Algorithm 3: Call will be dropped.
Algorithm 4: Call will be accepted because of fixed
path.

Second scheme (Algorithm 2)

DR is chosen as in the first scheme. But here, TR1
is chosen as the next shortest path and TR2 is randomly
chosen. Here AT is different for all routes. The order is
AT<AT1<AT2. If the call is through the DR or the TR1
route, then the efficiency increases. If not, then TR2 is
always available for the call. In this same way, time to
keep in the memory table is also in the order
DR<TR1<TR2, whereby less time is kept for the busier
routes because of their tendency to change frequently.
Routes are tested in that same order as of first scheme
i.e DR, TR1 and TR2.

4. Conclusion

Based on the mathematical and analytical results, the
proposed algorithm fared better than all the other
schemes. It was observed that no calls were dropped in
all the four cases considered for Algorithm 1, whereas
at least one call was dropped for the other algorithms.
The proposed scheme (Algorithm 1) also made
efficient use of the network resources, leading to lower
call loss probability than the other existing
mechanisms.

Third scheme (Algorithm 3)

Same as the first scheme, but AT selected is same
for all routes.
3. Mathematical Analysis and Results (Algorithm)

Here, we see how the algorithm 1 fares better among
the algorithms that were proposed

[1]

3.1 Performance of four algorithms
[2]

During a call set up, predefined Threshold (Th)
value defines whether a call is accepted or not.
Probability that a call is accepted is given by
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N pr
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Security in IP Storage Networks
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Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, College of Engineering

1. Abstract
Network security is a very important parameter and is always been a challenge for the emerging technologies especially
for high-speed data networks. The storage industry is sprouting at a faster pace with efficient and faster methods of data transfer
and storage. Security should be camouflaged with these methods from the beginning in order to provide reliable and secure
access to the users. Some known protocols in IP storage networks, which are reliable on IP networks, are SCSI over internet
(iSCSI), Fiber channel over IP (FCIP), and internet fiber channel protocol (iFCP). These protocols use IP networks for data
transport and it is necessary to provide a secure channel over these networks. As IP networks were not traditionally designed with
security in mind, different mechanisms like IPSec are used for securing data at the network layer. Protocols like iSCSI do not
provide per packet protection techniques. Since Storage Area Network (SAN) consists of block transfers between the clients and
the server, encryption and cryptography need to be implemented for each block being transmitted and received along with the
control data. Though block level security provides more reliability, it can be more time consuming and costly. In this research
work, authors propose a novel security mechanism for IP storage networks that can be implemented with any protocol using
object-based data transfers.

2. Introduction
Security protocols in storage can be classified according to the type of medium through which the data
would pass through. The security mainly involves the authentication and integrity of the data being carried along
with a mechanism of encryption throughout the transmission. These solutions must not only be cost-effective but
also efficient. Simple protections like encryption and passwords can be implemented in a more stable network. It is
also important to determine the level of security since it reduces the cost of providing security to unimportant data.
Encryption can be done at various layers depending upon the type of protocol. There can be encryption for control
packets, data packets or both depending on the level of encryption required. Storage networks consist of various
mediums through which information is transferred. Fiber cables, Small computer Systems Interface (SCSI) &
Serially Attached SCSI (SAS) interfaces are the most commonly used media for communication.
3. Security in Storage Area Networks
Fiber channel is a technology that takes storage networks to great heights with its exceptional performance
and gigabit speed factor [1]. Initially fiber channel did not have much security concerns as the data being transmitted
was a beam of laser that was sent along a fiber cable in different modes. Gradually, security was introduced in order
to provide secure communication between fiber channel devices. Fiber channel security protocols (FC-SP) provide
two kinds of protection [5]. It provides different security mechanisms for various portions of fiber channel traffic.
The ESP header protocol in the IP encapsulation payload provides security to the data traffic and the CT
authentication protocol secures the control traffic. The fiber channel security protocol uses an authentication
mechanism which is a combination of Diffie-Hellman algorithm and Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol
(CHAP) algorithm [4]. Both protocols belong to the FC2 layer of the fiber channel protocol suite and are responsible
for authentication of the fiber channel frames. Since these protocols are the network layer protocols, they are only
responsible for secure transmission of data over the networks and do not aid in securing the data when it is in halt as
shown in Fig 1.
Though fiber channels have a great effect on performance, they do not span much larger distances. IP
networks span large distances and are easily accessible. So, they had to be encapsulated with IP networks in order to
enhance the usage. As a result, FCIP and protocol (iFCP) came into existence. Since iFCP, FCIP rely upon IP
networks to transport the information, it is necessary to provide a secure encapsulation over these networks as the IP
networks were traditionally not designed with security in mind. iFCP, FCIP rely on IP security protocol (IPSec)
authentication and confidentiality which is a protocol suite used for secure communication at the network layer
between two peers. IPSec is an IP layer protocol unlike SSL, which is an application layer protocol.
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Initial authentication mechanisms may include a Kerberos sever to validate the integrity of the sessions. Since
storage area network consists of block transfers between the clients and the server or between the storage devices,
encryption and cryptography can be implemented for each block being transmitted and received along with the
control data that is being sent. Though block level security provides more reliable data transfers, it can be more time
consuming and costly. The Encapsulation security payload (ESP) header protocol and the Common header
authentication (CT_Authentication) protocol are other known security protocols defined for fiber channel
communications [6]. The former is physical layer protocol which is applied to fiber channel frames for
authentication, integrity of the fiber channel frames. The latter provides an authentication mechanism for layer 4
protocol which encapsulates other protocols such as Small systems computer interface (SCSI).
SCSI is a physical standard which is used for communication between computer peripherals [2]. SCSI is
mostly used for large servers and high performance computers. Typically, SCSI does not involve security as it
connects much of the components inside a computer or a server. When this protocol is encapsulated and transported
over a TCP/IP network, it is known as iSCSI. iSCSI is also susceptible to all IP network security vulnerabilities.
Object based storage devices (OSD) protocol is a new capability based protocol in client server architecture
which converts the fixed block sizes to variable sized objects [3]. It involves a security manager which authorizes
the client with a capability key in order to access the object store. This protocol provides a fine grained access to
both client and the object based storage by a shared key mechanism. The keys are managed by the SAN security
managers both at the server and the clients in order to improve the efficiency. This provides a strong confrontation
towards the network attacks. Even though OSD protocol provides a better solution for block storage, it cannot
overcome the limitation of a secure channel, i.e. only if the channel is secure. When the channel is insecure it
provides security but with certain trade offs like having only command verification but not data integrity. The OSD
protocol has various stages of encryption on which the access control mechanisms, command and data integrity
depend upon. When the channel is completely secured and the data is encrypted, it results in a sort of duplication
work which in turn results in wastage of bandwidth and CPU time. Also, different levels of authentication to data
being exchanged provide different levels of resistance against different attacks.
In this research work, authors are proposing a robust security mechanism which will provide enough block
level security without compromising network security. The new security mechanism will remove any CPU intensive
processes like duplication and provide a faster secure channel for the data. Like any other security protocol, the
proposed mechanism will be tested against various network attacks like spoofing, Denial-of-service (DoS) attacks,
Man-in-the middle attacks, replay attacks etc.
4. Analysis and Conclusion
The proposed algorithm is in developmental stage. No simulation results are available yet.

[1] Information Technology - Fibre Channel Protocol for SCSI, Fourth Version (FCP-4)
[2] Information technology - SCSI Parallel Interface-5 (SPI-5)
[3] M. Factor, D. Nagle, D. Naor, E. Riedel, J. Satran, The OSD Security Protocol, Proceedings of Third IEEE
International Security in Storage Workshop, December 2005
[4] C. DeSanti, L. Hofer, F. Maino DH-CHAP Specification, 03-047v0, January 2003
[5] Fibre Channel Security Protocols (FC-SP) REV 1.74, INCITS working draft proposed American National
Standard for Information Technology, February 17, 2006
[6] E. Hibbard, Fibre Channel Security Protocols and Hitachi Storage, Technology Brief
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Transport of Flight Critical Data over Internet Protocol
Vijay Ragothaman, Fariha Baloch* and Dr. Ravi Pendse
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, College of Engineering

the communication via the regular HF link in case of
QoS deterioration.
In order to reduce congestion over the VHF links due
to voice communication between ATC and aircrafts,
data link communication is being implemented as an
alternative. ADLS (Aeronautical Data Link) has
CPDLC as its leading application. CPDLC provides the
capability to display air traffic communications
exchanged between the controller and the flight deck,
thereby reducing the dependence on voice
communications. Some of the benefits of using
distributed communications methods (voice and data)
are as follows:
• Increased flight efficiency reflected by less
time and fewer miles flown in sector will
improve on-time arrivals. CPDLC reduces
frequency congestion, therefore allows more
timely and efficient delivery of clearances.
• Increased airspace capacity reflected by
increased sector traffic throughput and
reduced delay. Increased capacity enabled by
controller productivity gains associated with
automating messages will reduce arrival
delays.
• Enhanced safety reflected by decreased
operational
errors
and
increased
communications accuracy. [1]

Abstract. The aviation industry forms an important
component of the nation’s critical infrastructure. By
considering the issues involved in protecting the operational
aspects of the aviation industry, in conjunction with the
introduction of Internet access within an airplane, the authors
present the possibility of providing an additional path for the
transport of critical content between and airplane and ground
stations
1. Introduction
The National Airspace System (NAS) comprises of a
complex network of interconnected systems in addition
to the people who operate, maintain and use the
systems and detailed procedures and certifications. One
of the main components of this infrastructure is the Air
Traffic Controller (ATC) since it is a hub for all the
communications between all airplanes and is
responsible for safe landing and take-off of the planes.
In this research authors have build up on previous
research where using IP was suggested as a method of
communicating between pilot and ATC instead of
using regular Very High Frequency (VHF) band. This
approach is also useful if VHF band gets congested due
to high number of traffic flows. ATCs and pilots have
had to rely on third party High Frequency (HF)
communication relays for exchanging voice messages.
With the introduction of Controller Pilot Data Link
Communication (CPDLC), which provides for direct
exchange of text-based messages between the ATC and
the pilot, the need for a third party relay is eliminated.
Results from previous research work indicate that the
presence of an Internet Protocol (IP) network between
the aircraft and ground station presents the possibility
of secure transfer of flight data and cockpit voice in
real-time to ground stations. This provides an
opportunity to route the CPDLC traffic through the IP
link to the ground station, rather than share a HF link
with several other aircrafts in the vicinity.
For the current work, the authors propose a
mechanism to monitor the Quality of Service (QoS) of
the CPDLC traffic using IP connectivity and reroute
.
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3. QoS Mechanism
There are inherent disadvantages in using the VHF link
for controller-pilot communications and the previous
section presented some of them. The presence of an IP
network between aircraft and ground stations leads to
the possibility of using the IP link for air-ground
communications. The communication between the pilot
and ATC is very critical and hence security is an
important aspect that should be considered. The VHF
link used for controller-pilot communications is a
shared medium and this can lead to disruptions in
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communication with an increase in the number of
aircrafts in a given airspace, which is undesirable.
The above observations present the possibility of
routing the Controller-Pilot Communication (CPC)
traffic via the IP link. This can be achieved in three
different ways, namely, voice only, data only, both
voice and data. The implementation of either of these
three can be done as in [2]

As seen from Figure 1, the Quality of Service for the
different traffic streams is monitored in terms of packet
drops. Additionally, voice quality is measure using
PSQM scores. The following steps describe the rest of
the flow.
• If the CPC packet drops reaches x % of the
threshold, the Passenger Network traffic is
shut down until the packet drops falls below x.
• If the CPC packet drops reaches y % (x < y)
of threshold, the Voice traffic is shut down
until the packet drops fall below y.
• If the CPC packet drops reach the threshold,
the Data traffic is shut down until the packet
drops fall below the threshold.
• If the CPC packet drops exceed the threshold,
the CPC traffic is rerouted through the VHF
links.
• Once the IP link is restored to normality, say
congestion is cleared, the CPC traffic can be
restored via the IP link.

4. Algorithm

5. Conclusion and Future Work
The implementation of the QoS mechanism
for reverting to VHF links is a work in progress. Based
on the DAP simulations that were performed, it was
concluded that the quality of voice was found to be at
acceptable levels due to the constraints placed by the
satellite link in terms of bandwidth and delay. The
DAP results in [2] reveal the fact that data traffic
requires less than 10 kbits/sec of bandwidth. This is
indicative that Controller-Pilot communication by
means of data traffic seems to be a better option, but
needs to be verified by simulations to test its integrity.
As part of future work, the authors will be looking to
incorporate security features into this framework along
with PEP to improve TCP throughput over satellite
links. The Communications part of CNS has been
discussed in this paper. The Navigation and
Surveillance areas were outside the scope of this paper,
but can be looked into as they form a critical part of the
aircraft network. It will also be interesting to see the
issues involved in establishing secure communication
between two aircrafts without the need for a ground
station.

Figure 1: Flow Control for QoS Mechanism
Controller-pilot communication is not a
continuous stream of voice or data messages. Hence,
this should not pose a problem as far as bandwidth is
concerned. However, the critical nature of this traffic
requires continuous monitoring in case of failure or
congestion in the IP link or loss of voice/data integrity.
In view of this the authors propose a mechanism
described by Figure 1 to monitor the Quality of Service
of the controller-pilot communication traffic. In case of
quality deterioration, leading to loss of data, the
communication is rerouted through the VHF data link.
The authors define Threshold as the percentage of
packet drop at which the controller-pilot
communication data is not understood at either end.
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Abstract
The Air Traffic Controller (ATC) is required to maintain a safe and orderly flow of airplanes in any airport. A fairly recent
incident at the Los Angeles Airport (LAX) caused a blackout to the entire control tower and resulted in a number of aircrafts
being stranded in the air, due to the lack of communication with the ATC. This incident has caused widespread concern in the
aircraft community and needs to be addressed so that future occurrences can be avoided.

Introduction
Automatic Dependent Surveillance - Broadcast (ADS-B) is a Global Positioning System (GPS) based air-traffic
surveillance technology. The concept behind ADS-B is that an aircraft can automatically broadcast its identification
address, GPS derived latitude and longitude, altitude, and the 3-D velocity. This broadcast information from ADS-B
can be picked up by the ATC and used to track aircrafts more precisely than with radar. This concept can be
extended to involve other aircrafts in the same airspace to be equipped with an ADS-B receiver, hence allowing
them to listen to these broadcasts and be able to know the location of others aircrafts.
The system proposed in this paper is intended to serve as a supplementary mechanism to existing air-ground systems
and can be extended to operate on its own in case of unforeseen circumstances such as loss of power to the ATC.
ADS-B
The way ADS-B works can be explained with a simple example by considering the operation of ATC system radar.
This radar measures the bearing and range of an aircraft. The aircraft bearing is determined when the radar receives
a reply to its interrogation from the aircraft and its range by the time taken to receive the reply from the aircraft. As
the aircraft gets farther, the beam of the antenna becomes wider making the measured information less accurate. In
ADS-B systems the position of the aircraft is determined from its broadcast reports. These reports are accurate
because they are determined by accurate position systems such as GPS
IP Connectivity
In [1] and [2], the authors have shown that the available IP connectivity between aircraft and ground can be used as
a supplementary mechanism to aid communication and navigation from aircraft to ground. This connectivity is
established with the help of satellite links and Mobile IP [3] and the concept can be extended to provide support for
surveillance related information.
Ad-Hoc Networks
An Ad-hoc network is an infrastructure-less network created on the fly, based on need. The function of nodes in
such a network is not limited to sending and receiving data, but also in forwarding packets meant for other nodes.
This means that nodes function as hosts as well as routers. Wireless media is used to link these nodes together.
These networks are self-organizing networks and can work in a stand-alone mode or in conjunction with wired
networks. The concept of ad-hoc networking can be extended and applied to the current scenario in ADNs.
Co-operative Data Exchange
This section describes the ability to use the available IP connectivity to serve as a supplementary mechanism to
existing ADS-B systems. In worst-case scenarios such as loss of power to the ATC, this system can bring about the
possibility of landing an aircraft without assistance from the ground.
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Co-operative Data Exchange (CDE) refers to the exchange of information between aircrafts in flight. The authors
present an algorithm which serves as a set of guidelines for CDE using the concept of Ad-Hoc networks.
Algorithm

•

When loss of ATC is detected, the pilot switches over to CDE. The aircraft broadcasts a ‘CDE-JOIN’
message.

•

Aircrafts which receive these messages start populating a database with this information and compute ‘p’
for corresponding aircrafts. ‘p’ is defined as the safe distance of separation between aircrafts to avoid
collisions.

•

Each aircraft compares its Critical Code (CC) with the value in the CDE-JOIN packet. If its own code is
lower, then it will just pass the packet on to the next neighbor. In the other case, where its code is higher, it
will discard the packet and send out one on its own.

•

All aircrafts which are within ‘d’ distance of each other will update their databases with all this information
and the order in which they can land is determined.

•

Once the database has been updated with the order of landing, the aircrafts will calculate the time it will
take for all aircrafts need to land. For example, if the first aircraft’s landing process ( enabling landing gear
etc) takes T minutes, then to land N aircrafts it will take N * T minutes, where N is the number of entries
in the database of the aircrafts.

•

For next N * T minutes, these aircrafts that have formed an ad-hoc network will not accept other entries. If
new aircraft or aircrafts comes within a distance ‘d’ while the landings are taking place than, they will from
there own ad-hoc network and start the process of determining the landing schedule.

•

To avoid collision between two aircrafts of different ad-hoc networks, it is crucial that the second set of
aircrafts know N * T time, i.e. the end of the landing times for first set.

•

Hence, the last aircraft in the database of the first ad-hoc network will advertise this time by sending a
TIME_END message. This message will contain the ad-hoc network’s ID and the time N * T minutes.

•

Upon reception if this message the new ad-hoc network set will start landing process at (N * T) + 1
minutes.

•

The process will be repeated and will continue until ATC becomes available. Notifications can be made via
CPDLC as outlined in [2].

Conclusions
The system presented here can also be used to co-exist with current ADS-B implementations. In case of ADS-B
failure, this system can run independently and communicate to ground stations via the IP link to safely land aircrafts
in worst-case scenarios. Listed below is some of the work that needs to be carried out.
• Development of a model which will more accurately reflect the algorithm.
• Simulation of such a scenario to prove its merit.
• Detailed and accurate consideration of all parameters which are critical to safe landing of an aircraft.
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Experimental study of the effect of a contact conditioner on sliding
electrical contacts
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Abstract. The Electro Magnetic Rail Gun on board with
Navy consists of high current carrying copper rails. A
projectile carrier or armature slides over these rails with
very high velocities. Inefficient sliding contact conditions
between these two produces high rail wear. This restricts
life of rails to a very less number of shots than expected.
This research aims at finding effect of solid lubricant
contact conditioner (SLIC) on sliding electrical contacts,
which can help in predicting sliding interface behavior with
and without the use of SLIC. The findings will ultimately
help in increasing the rail life. The actual working
conditions are simulated with an instrumented Pin-on-Disc
setup. The setup is used to perform Static, Circular and
Spiral sliding tests to estimate key quantities of interest
such as contact resistance, coefficient of friction, amount of
material transfer and wear. Tests are carried out at different
current densities and contact force combinations, with and
without use of conditioner. Test results show, use of solid
lubricant conditioner reduces coefficient of friction by half
in sliding, decreases amount of material transfer or wear
but increases contact resistance by small amount.

An application of conductive solid lubricant to rail
armature interface can possibly achieve a low friction
sliding with near zero counter face damage. Thus we
are considering Tribological approach to analyze the
problem. With our experimental setup we are
simulating the actual conditions of sliding at railarmature interface in a controlled environment. The
important quantities controlling failure at contact are
coefficient of friction, contact resistance, amount of
material transfer and wear. Through our experimental
setup we have individual control over these
parameters. This can be achieved by adjusting the
known input quantities of load, speed, current
density, counter-face material, area of contact,
ambient gases and presence and absence of contact
conditioner. With this we are also able to study the
effect of individual result parameters on each other.
2. Experimentation details
2.1 Experimental setup

1. Introduction

An instrumented Pin-on-Disc setup was designed to
carry out the experiment. The setup arrangement is as
shown in Figure 1. Important components of setup
and its working is as follows,

Navy possesses a high velocity rail-gun called
Electro Magnetic Rail Gun for their electric warships
[1]. The gun is very cost effective and provides very
long range. It has a projectile carrying armature
mounted to slide on a pair of fixed rails. To operate
the gun a high current pulse is applied to armature.
The magnetic field created interacts with the applied
current to produce a theoretically steady high force
on armature. The current applied to the rails and the
armature is of the order of 1000 Amp/mm2. The gun
accelerates a projectile attached to the armature to
speeds capable of reaching targets 500Km away in
less than 10min.

The Plate Holder: is a non-conductive disc base made
up of Delrin (an acetal resin engineering plastic).
Base is held on an expanding mandrel (a kind of shaft
that can expand and hold in a hole on a work piece).
A circular aluminum disc is mounted on the base so
as to pass necessary contact current through sliding
carbon brushes held against the periphery of the
aluminum disc.
The Tip Holder: consists of a copper wire, two force
transducers (device that converts input force to an
equivalent voltage output), shaft with a spring
arrangement to load tip against copper plate. Current
supply circuitry: consists of power source as an
Automotive Battery (12 V DC), BTS555 power
switches, resistances. The Data Acquisition system

But on repeated firings in practice the launcher has
failed to achieve a constant acceleration. The failures
at rail-armature sliding contact interface do not allow
a low impedance sliding contact.
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consists of charge amplifiers (these boosts the output
charge from force transducers), software interface
called LabVIEW™, and a computer terminal.
PLATE HOLDER

Data is collected with a range of 5000 scans per
second for high accuracy. Quantities such as
Coefficient of friction, Number of passes to failure
are obtained for each test. Table 1 shows average
values for circular test specimen only, with 500Amp
current 10Mpa pressure.

COPPER PLATE
COPPER
TIP

TIP HOLDER

Table: 1
Test results for 500Amp, 10Mpa Circular tests
Conditioned
Unconditioned
Plate
Plate
Coefficient of friction
0.633
0.33
Contact resistance (µ Ohms) 500
644
Sliding dist. to failure (m)
54
726

SLIDING DIRECTION

SPINDLE

12 V AUTOMOTIVE BATTERY

+

-

Figure 1 Schematic of experimental setup

2.2 Experimental procedure

For the test plates 3-D Profilometer is used to scan
the wear tracks to determine volume of material
transfer and wear. Figure 3 shows scanned images for
wear tracks on plate surface at specific locations.

The plate holder is held in a Lathe (Machinery used
to manufacturing circular parts) spindle and highly
polished copper plates are mounted over the plate
holder. Copper wires with polished flat end tips are
mounted over the tip holder. Electrical supply
connections are given to tip and the plate. Force
transducers are connected to data collection system.
Lathe carriage (a linear slide) is used to force the tip
over the plate with the required force. Tests are done
with and without of SLIC over plat surface.
In the initial phase of Static Tests, the plate remains
stationary and a 4ms long current pulses of
magnitude 10, 500 Amp are given with a tip forced
over the plate with a pressure cycle ranging from 10
to 40 Mpa. In the Circular and Spiral tests pulsed
current of magnitude 10, 500, 1100Amp and spindle
speed of 550 RPM are used. Figure 2 shows
schematic for these two tests.

Without SLIC
With SLIC
Figure 3 Profilometer images for test specimens

3. Conclusions

Form the three types of tests done it can be concluded
that use of SLIC as an interface lubricant the
coefficient of friction reduces by almost 40%.
Contact resistance increases, with SLIC applied, by
11%. Amount of material transfer as well as wear
reduces.

Tip motion
STATIC TEST Applied pressure CIRCULAR TESTS Applied
pressure in steps 10-30 MPa
in steps 10-30 MPa
Figure 2 Schematic for Circular & Spiral tests
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Beam Engine powered circular sawing machine
Khan Habeeb Ur Rahman*
Department of Mechanical Engineering, College of Engineering

Abstract. In this project, the output of a Beam Engine is used to drive a circular saw to cut timber. Here, instead of the rotating
fly wheel, it is intended to have a rotating circular saw. This rotating circular saw is used to cut timber. Circular saws driven with
electric power are a common feature. But in places where electricity is scarce, or absent, it is difficult to operate these
equipments. But since the Beam Engine powered saw runs on fuel, it can be operated even in places where electricity is totally
absent. A beam engine is a design of stationary steam engine [1]. A stationary engine is an engine whose framework does not
move [2]. Usually, a stationary engine is used not to propel a vehicle but to drive a piece of immobile equipment such as a pump
or power tools [4]. In a beam engine, the piston is mounted vertically, and the piston rod does not connect directly to the
connecting rod, but instead to a rocker or beam above both the piston and flywheel. The beam is pivoted in the middle, with the
cylinder on one side and the flywheel, which incorporates the crank, on the other. The connecting rod connects to the opposite
end of the beam to the piston rod, and then to the flywheel [1].

1. Introduction

The motivation for this project comes from the ME 637 course that I had taken during the spring 2006 semester at
Wichita State. A beam engine is a design of stationary steam engine [1]. A stationary engine is an engine that does
not move [2]. Usually, a stationary engine is used not to propel a vehicle but to drive a piece of immobile equipment
such as a pump or power tools [4]. The idea evolved at this point, using the beam engine to drive a circular saw to
cut timber.
2. Development of idea, discussion and significance

As mentioned earlier the motivation for this project being the course ME 637, the course required each student to
submit a project using the Pro-E modeling tool and the instructor emphasized that the project should be creative and
something new. This made me think about something new and finally I arrived at the Beam Engine idea. The word
“power tools” caught my attention and I just started to think why not I use a beam engine to drive a circular saw to
cut timber. While electric powered saws are a common feature as also diesel and gasoline powered saws, a saw that
works on the principle of a beam engine is something that I thought of. This saw, which can run either on diesel or
gasoline, can be used in places where electricity is sparse or absent.
Working principle
When the piston in the cylinder reciprocates, it imparts an oscillating motion to the rocker arms, as shown in figure 1
on page 2. This oscillating motion of the rocker arm is converted into rotary motion by the crankshaft. The
crankshaft, which is connected to the circular saw, makes the circular saw rotate. This rotary action of the circular
wood saw is used to saw timber or wood blocks. There is a small table attachment for supporting the wooden block.
The wooden block is placed on the table and pushed towards the rotating wood saw, which results in the sawing
action. The main advantage of this machine is that it can be used in places where electricity is not economical or in
places where electricity is absent
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Fig 1. A schematic of a beam engine powered circular sawing machine [3]

3. Conclusions

This being a creative project, there are no particular instances of this type of machine being available in the
commercial market. But the aim of this project is to show that this type of machine too is an option for wood
working industry in remote places in the absence of electricity. Further improvements include using reduction gears,
to vary the speed of the circular saw, having an adjustable bed with slots for adjusting the table length, so that even
large sizes of timber can be sawed by varying the distance of the table and the size of the circular saw.
4. Acknowledgements
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Crevice Corrosion Theory, Mechanisms and Prevention Methods
Navid Rashidi, Seyed Alavi-Soltani*, Ramazan Asmatulu
Department of Mechanical Engineering, College of Engineering

shows types of mechanical crevices of stainless steels
in which crevice corrosion may be found.

Abstract

This paper reviews theory and mechanisms of
crevice corrosion as well as its prevention methods. Crevice
corrosion is one of the most important and harmful forms of
localized corrosion that may cause sudden failure of the metal
in service if not prevented properly. So far several protection
methods against crevice corrosion have been developed
including cathodic protection and using inhibitors and
coatings. Hot wax dip method and sealing crevices with
polysulfide are two popular protection methods currently
used in automotive and aerospace industries respectively.
However researches about this devastating type of corrosion
still continue.

2.Theory of Crevice Corrosion

Corrosion requires energy. During corrosion
the reacting components go from a higher to a lower
energy state and release the energy needed for the
reaction. In the dry corrosion the metal and the oxygen
combine to produce the oxide on the surface because
the reaction leads to a compound (the oxide) at a lower
energy level. The oxide layer shields the metal from
the oxygen and forms a barrier. The oxide will not
react with the oxygen in the air or the metal [2]. The
barrier makes it difficult for oxygen in the air to
contact the metal and it eventually grows so thick that
the movement of electrons and ions across it stop.
Provided the oxide layer does not crack, or is not
removed, the metal is protected from further corrosion.

1.Introduction

Crevice corrosion is a type of localized
corrosion that can be found within crevices or at
shielded surfaces where a stagnant solution is present
[1]. It is one of the most frequently encountered forms
of localized corrosion and at the same time one of the
most harmful ones because it happens in the alloys that
normally exhibit perfect corrosion resistance such as
stainless steel and it also occurs in areas that are not
immediately visible. Therefore crevice corrosion may
lead to sudden devastating failure of the metal in
service. Crevices make a chemical environment which
is different from that of freely exposed surfaces and
therefore accelerate corrosion. This environment keeps
moisture, traps pollutants, concentrates corrosion
products and meanwhile excludes oxygen. Most cases
of crevice corrosion occur in near-neutral solutions in
which dissolved oxygen is the cathode reactant. The
crevices in which crevice corrosion happens may be
formed by:
1.The geometry of the structure, e.g. riveted plates,
welded fabrications, threaded joints.
2.Contact of the metal with non-metallic solids, e.g.
plastics, rubber, glass.
3.Deposits of sand, dirt or permeable corrosion
products on the metal surface (a type of crevice
corrosion that is referred to as deposit attack). Table1
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3.Mechanism
The Fontana and Greene model describes crevice
corrosion mechanism [3]. This model consists of four
stages. Stage 1: Corrosion occurs as normal both inside
and outside the crevice: Anodic reaction: M→Mn+
+ne,cathodic reaction: O2+2H2O+4e=4OH-. The
positively charged metallic ions are electrostatically
counterbalanced by OH-. Stage 2: at this stage, the
cathodic reaction inside the crevice consumed most of
the oxygen available. Stage 3: Cl- and OH- diffuse into
the crevice to maintain a minimum potential energy.
Metal chloride is formed. Hydrolysis of metal chloride
lowers pH and MCln + nH2O = M(OH)n + nHCl. Stage
4: More Mn+ ions attack more Cl- leads to lower pH
inside crevice, metal dissolution accelerates and more
Mn+ ions will be produced that will lower pH. Figure 1
shows mechanism of active and passive corrosion and
its corresponding Anodic and Cathodic reactions in
crevice corrosion.
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corrosion have been developed including cathodic
protection and using inhibitors and coatings. Hot wax
dip method and sealing crevices with polysulfide are
two popular protection methods currently used in
automotive and aerospace industries respectively.
However researches about this devastating type of
corrosion still continue.

4.Prevention Methods

The simplest method for preventing crevice
corrosion is reducing crevices in the design of the
structure When it is not possible to get rid of crevices,
improving drainage and sealing of edges or keeping
crevices as open as possible and therefore preventing
entrance of moisture is the best protective action A
protection method called “hot wax dip” is commonly
used in automotive industry. In this method faying
surfaces that will make crevices are usually painted
before assembly. In aerospace industry sealing the
faying surfaces with a polysulfide is known to be an
effective method for preventing crevice corrosion.
Cathodic protection could be an effective method
against crevice corrosion, but anodic protection is often
improper. Another common protection method is using
alloys which are less vulnerable to crevice corrosion.
Addition of inhibiting substances to bulk solution is
also a protection method. Application of passivating
compounds such as chromate and nitrate is well
practiced to prevent crevice corrosion. Overlaying
susceptible areas with an alloy which is more resistant
to crevice corrosion is another protective measure.

Table1: Types of mechanical crevices of stainless steels in which
crevice corrosion may be found [1].

[1] Sedrikes, J., “Corrosion of Stainless Steels”, Wiley- Interscience,
1996
[2] Hebert, K. and Alkire, R., “Dissolved Metal Species Mechanism
for Initiation of Crevice Corrosion of Aluminum: II. Mathematical
Model”, Journal of the Electrochemical Society, Vol. 130, No. 5,
1983
[3] Schweitzer, P., “Corrosion Engineering Handbook”, Dekker,
1996

Fig1: Mechanism of active and passive corrosion and its
corresponding Anodic and Cathodic reactions in crevice
corrosion[3]

5.Conclusion

This paper review theory and mechanisms of crevice
corrosion as well as its prevention methods. It is good
to know that the mechanism for the crevice corrosion
in quite similar to that of pitting and galvanic corrosion
which one element is donating electrons and the other
one accepting the electrons. Crevice corrosion rate can
be affected by several factors such as the materials
used, the gap between two metals as described in the
text. So far several protection methods against crevice
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Determination of damage area of spacecraft shields impacted by
space debris at hypervelocity using an SPH mesh.
S.S. Bhargavi*, K.A. Soschinske¹, H. Lankarani¹
¹Department of Mechanical Engineering, College of Engineering

Abstract. Space debris, are objects in Earth orbit consisting of small fragments from spent rocket stages and non-functional
satellites. Accumulated in the lower earth orbit, these often cause considerable damage to the spacecraft orbiting around the earth.
Hence it’s necessary to develop ways to protect the newly placed spacecraft from the debris. The goal of the project was to
determine the damage area of the pressure wall using the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamic (SPH) meshing, a dynamic finite
element modeling (FEM) method.

1. Introduction
Space debris is small objects in Earth orbit consisting of various parts of spacecraft and satellites left over during
launch and operation. The pieces, many of which are very small and not traceable, travel at hypervelocity speeds
above 3 km/s [1], and can cause significant impact damage to existing space vehicles. Protection of spacecraft is
essential for a human presence in space. The current motivation for this project is derived from a NASA EPSCoR
[1] research project dedicated to the development of a proof-of-concept portable Friction Stir Welder (FSW), which
will be used to repair impact damage. Understanding the damage caused by the hypervelocity impacts is useful in
developing FSW repair methods to the spacecraft. For manned spacecraft such as the International Space Station,
the protection typically consists of one or more sacrificial shields protecting the pressure wall. This research
continues previous research [2] in damage prediction for the sacrificial shield for new impact scenarios utilizing a
new computational meshing technique called Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH).
2. Simulation, Results and Discussion
The overall approach was to model and validate hypervelocity impact damage on a Whipple bumper shield Figure
(1) using a Lagrangian meshing technique [2]. The model successfully correlated results for a monolithic shield. The
next step was to assess the damage area on a pressure wall which may require the formation of debris cloud after
impacting the outermost shield Figure (1). However according to Depczuk and Schonberg several problems
associated with the mesh tangling and distortion of regular Lagrangian mesh can be avoided by using the gridless
SPH meshing technique [3]. In the SPH meshing technique the model is composed of particles shown in Figure (2).
Velocity was defined in the direction of motion with an interpolation point and all properties defined on each
particle. The software tool used for modeling was LS-PREPOST and later analyzed in non-linear finite element
dynamic analyzer, LS-DYNA [4]. A FEM with SPH mesh having elastic and plastic material properties controlled
by the Gruneisen equation [5] was used. Following an LS-DYNA example [5], the expected damage area was
modeled using SPH, while the remaining shield used a Lagrangian mesh. The material property for the spherical
impactor was Al 1100 O and Al 6061-T6 for the shield. SPH impact simulation results were initially correlated to
NASA prediction Handbook [6] for sphere impacting a single shield. Parametric studies were then conducted using
different impactor shapes and impactor velocities. Simulations were also conducted by placing a second shield.
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2.1Results
Five test cases were simulated with impactor velocities of 3.3 km/s and 7.2 km/s. Correlation case 1 impactor and
shield used SPH mesh having 0.25mm spacing between particles. Because of memory limitations in case 2 the
spacing between SPH particles was changed to 0.3 mm. Case 3 to 5 are a part of the parametric study which
nd

included a 2 shield. In case 3 the corner nodes of the shield were constrained to check for variation in results with
unconstrained cases 1 and 2. In case 4 and 5 cylindrical and cubic impactors of 7.8 by 3.6 mm diameter and 4.8 mm
side were considered, respectively.
Table: 1
Comparison of hypervelocity impact results - range of hole diameters (mm)
Case
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3

Case 4
Case 5

SIMULATION RESULTS

Shield

NASA EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

1 shield

3.3 km/s
9.21-10.25

7.2 km/s
11.04-13.15

3.3 km/s
7.87

7.2 km/s
13.20

1 shield

st

9.64-11.58

11.15-12.54

7.87

13.2

st

9.57-11.93

10.02-12.00

7.87

13.2

st

1 shield
2 shield

st

3.0

3.0

2.54

0

st

1 shield

8.5-12.95

9.46-11.18

-

-

st

2 shield

No hole

3.0

-

-

st

1 shield

10.14-13.33

10.83-14.49

-

-

st

No hole

1.0

-

-

2 shield

2.2 Discussions
In Table 1, in case 1 the hole diameter (7.2 km/s, 11.04-13.15 mm) correlated with the NASA handbook (7.2 km/s,
13.20 mm). Changing the mesh spacing in case 2, the results (7.2 km/s, 11.15-12.54 mm) were similar to case 1.
Similar results (3.3 km/s, 9.57-11.93 mm) were obtained by constraining the corner nodes in case 3 with respect to
nd

cases 1 and 2 (9.21-10.25 mm, 9.64-11.58 mm). The 2 shield damage results (3.3 km/s, 3.0 mm) correlated with
NASA handbook (3.3 km/s, 2.54 mm) results. Damage in case 4 and 5 using cylindrical and cubic impactors at 3.3
km/s was 8.5-12.95 mm and 10.14-13.33 mm respectively. Note that in cases 4 and 5 there was no penetration
nd

observed in the 2 shield for impactor velocities of 3.3 km/s.
3. Conclusions
It is a necessity to protect spacecraft from debris impact, and repair the same. Assessment of the damage area can be
accomplished through use of the SPH meshing technique in finite element simulations. To over come the space
limitations a one quarter symmetry model is recommended. This study should also be extended to model a complete
Whipple shield model, including the pressure wall. By a better understanding of hypervelocity damage, an enhanced
space-bound Friction stir welder can be constructed.
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Investigation of the effect of different parameters in the drilled hole
quality in composite materials
Ashkan Sahraie Jahromi*, K. Habeeb Ur Rahman, R. Bassi, B. Bahr
Department of Mechanical Engineering, College of Engineering

the drill – chisel-edge – whose action is more similar
to an extrusion that to a drilling. [2]

Abstract. Two different delamination mechanisms that
need to be controlled by the drill geometry and thrust force
will be observed in the drilling of composites. The studies
which have been done up to now focus on the thrust force
aspect and drill bit geometry at a constant feed rate.
It is possible to find a feed rate at the beginning of the
penetration that corresponds to the rate at which the
laminates are peeled out. Moreover, at the exit, the fiber
push-down mechanism is active, which can be controlled
by controlling the maximum thrust force. Thrust force itself
depends on the feed rate, so there should be a “feed ratedepth” graph minimizing the delamination. This implies
that the feed rate may need to be changed from high to low
as the drill bit enters and exits. To find the best result
several experiments are being run at the constant feed rate.
Some of these feed rates will give reduced fiber pull outs at
the entrance and some will result in acceptable fiber push
downs at the exit. The best graph will be extracted by
analyzing the delamination for each feed rate. For
measuring, a microscope should be used to determine the
areas with the maximum delamination along the cross
section of the hole. Also, measuring the surface roughness
is another method of determining the delamination, but it
should be done at a certain depth at the entrance as well as
exit, not all of the thickness at once. [1]

2. Experiment,
Significance

Discussion,

and

Five types of drill bits, namely BradSpur, DuraPoint,
Conventional, Double Margin and a drill bit provided
by Cessna were used in conducting experiments. The
experiments were designed using Design of
Experiments at three levels of speed and three levels
of feed rates. Also they were conducted on three
types of composites provided by Cessna, Raytheon
and SpiritAerosystems.
Mitutoyo Surftest SJ-400 was used to measure the
surface roughness and the experiments were run in
Wichita Area Technical College on a HASS CNC
machine. The data was collected using VI Logger –
LabVIEW 8.
For each experiment the thrust force and torque
values need to be calculated based on the logged
data. Because of the variation of these values, the
average is used for the analysis. To calculate the
average, only the values corresponding to full
penetration of the drill bit should be considered as
shown in fig. 1
The following formula gives the number of samples
to skip from the point at which the drill bit touches
the composite. For the back side the same formula
can be used.

1. Introduction
Although the physical and mechanical properties
of the advanced composite materials have made them
an attractive family of materials, they have many
machining problems compared with metallic
materials. One of the problems is related with the
fibers as reinforcement, due to their abrasiveness,
causing fast tool wear and deterioration of machined
surface. Among all the damages that can occur in the
drilling of a composite plate, delamination is the most
serious one, as it can cause loss of mechanical
strength of laminate plates, Persson et al. [3]. The
main mechanism responsible for delamination is the
axial thrust force exerted by the stationary center of
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Results,

No. of samples to skip =

60 * d
feed (ipr ) * f

d: height of the tip of the drill bit
feed: feed rate in ipr
f: sample rate or the frequency of sampling
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Figure 3-A sample for DOE analysis of thrust force

[1]
Figure 2-Full penetration of
the drill bit

DOE analysis shows that for both Raytheon and
Spirit Aerosystems materials, increasing the feed rate
will increase the thrust force and torque for all of the
drill bits; however, the effect of speed is not as
significant as that of feed rate and it is even
negligible at low feed rates. Also it can be clearly
seen that at the higher feed rates, as the rotational
speed is increased, the thrust force and torque
gradually are decreased. It can be because of the fact
that resin properties is changing due to drilling heat
(temperature). Therefore it is highly recommended to
test the resin properties in different temperatures.
Also, it is important to find a way to reduce HAZ
(Heat Affected Zone) to avoid any local
inhomogeneity in the material and possible crack
generations. Moreover, it is recommended to do the
drilling experiments using a neutral coolant to
minimize the effect of heat on the resin and find out
only the geometry effects on the thrust force and
torque.
Results show that the best surface roughness for
Raytheon material is obtained from Double-Margin
drill bit, while for the Cessna and Spirit Aerosystems
materials the best surface roughness is obtained by
Dura-Point drill bit. Moreover, in most of the cases it
is observed that
Brad-Spur drill bit does not give
a good surface finish compared to the other drill bits.
Also the analysis done on the hole roundness shows
that the more feed rate is, the worse is the roundness
of the hole. On the other hand rotational speed does
not play a major role in the roundness of the hole.
To reduce the delamination, it is possible to reduce
the thrust force to a minimum, but this may cause
other problems like a significant reduction of the tool
life after several drilling and increasing the
machining time which increases the costs. Therefore,
the best approach is to vary the feed rate and this can
be done by comparing the delamination results in
different feed rates.
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[3]

Figure 4-A sample for DOE analysis of torque

3. Conclusions

There are several parameters affecting the hole
quality. The results show that the most important one
is the feed rate which controls the thrust force. Also
they show that as the rotational speed increases, the
behavior of the composite material may be affected
by the heat generated during the drilling. Moreover,
increasing the feed at all conditions with all materials
deteriorates the hole quality including the roundness,
surface roughness, fibers pull out and push down. In
addition the geometry of the drill bit plays a major
role in the hole quality.
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